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Foreword and Acknowledgements 

We held the previous Topical Conference for Electron-Positron Collision Physics about 
two years ago. It was the time when the TRISTAN experiment had scanned the new energy 
region up to 60 GeV. Experiment began at Beijing collider for J/y physics. SLC got the first 
glimpse of Z° - decay events, and LEP was to follow in a few months. 

Since then, we have seen steady improvements in the performance of all the colliders 
and, accordingly, many significant contributions to particle physics have resulted. Some of 
the important outcomes in this period are; 

* the top quark mass has gone sky high, approaching the Eiectroweak symmetry-
breaking scale, but one can feel its presence in a loop contribution, 

* a window has been closed for 4 or more species of light neutrino and also for light 
scalar particles, 

* the lepton universality looks better than ever. 
However, these and other results are not enough to find a crack in the tough Standard Model, 
still less to uncover the secrets of the theoretical framework. Consequently, it is absolutely 
necessary to obtain more and better data making full use of the potentiality of the today's 
working machines. 

Very recently, a new breed of collider, the HERA electron-proton collider, has had the 
first successful beam collisions. On this occasion, let me express my sincere congratulations 
to people who have been working hard on this big project. Professor Wiik had to cancel the 
planned talk because of an urgent business, but fortunately Dr. Leenen is to tell us more about 
it in his behalf. HERA is the first collider that has two rings in asymmetric configuration. The 
planned TRISTAN Asymmetric B-Factory, with which we intend to study CP-violation, 
would be the next of this kind. These technologies also increase the feasibilities of real Lepton 
Linear Colliders such as JLC and other that require the highest level of beam quality control. 
Pursuing this direction, KEK aims at being one of the world centers of lepton collider 
physics. 

It is frequently said that the Japanese culture and its social system are completely alien to 
any other people. But, as long as we talk about science, there should be no misunderstanding. 
I do expect lively discussions during the conference, not only about today's physics but also 
about tomorrow and the day after. 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee of the conference, I express sincere gratitude to 
all speakers and participants for their excellent talks and fruitful discussions. I gratefully 
acknowledge financial supports provided by the Tsukuba Science EXPO Foundation and the 
foundation for High Energy Accelerator Science. 

Seigi Iwata 
Chairman of the conference 
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RESULTS FROM CESR 

R.J. MORRISON 
Department of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106 USA 

(for the CLEO Collaboration) 

I. Introduction 
Since the Fall of 1989 CLEO has been running with the new CLEO II detector. This 

detector, shown in Fig. 1, features a number of improvements including a 1.5 Tesla magnetic 
field, improved inuou identification, improved time of flight, a new inner vertex chamber, 
and most importantly a 7S00 crystal Csl calorimeter. The Csl has superb resolution 
for electromagnetic showers, as shown in Fig. 2, and makes possible a clean and efficient 
reconstruction ofstates decaying to photons, ir , t], if, p+, u, S , etc. The mass resolution 
for two photon decays is shown in Fig. 3. This leads to a very large enhancement in the 
number of charmed and beauty decays which can be reconstructed. 

The CESR machine has been operating with just the single CLEO interaction region 
since the Fall of 1990. The luminosity has been very good with a typical value at the 
beginning of the fill of 1.8 x 1 0 3 2 c m - 2 s e c _ 1 . On a good day 8 p b _ 1 of data are logged and 
we will have accumulated one fb~' during 1991. The results presented here are just from 
this CLEO II data sample and will feature the capabilities of the Csl calorimeter. All of 
the results in this talk are preliminary. 

Figure 1. View of the CLEO II detector. 
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II. Charm Physics 
The data sample was taken at a number of energies in the T(4S) region. Since charm 

is produced from the continuum, all of this data (about 8S0 P b - 1 ) , is useful for charm 
studies. 

A. Aj" Studies 

Fig. 4 shows the mass spectrum of a A 0 combined with a soft photon from the Csl 
calorimeter. A clear S peak is seen. In Fig. 5 a strong A+ signal is seen in £ n+. A 
A+ signal is also seen in AK+K°. Preliminary branching ratios for these modes, relative to 
\°ir+ are 

f i g ^ £ l = i.o±o.2±o.i 

A lot of work is going into the Charmed baryon analysis and we expect to have many 
more results soon. 

B. D*+ and D*° Decays 
The Csl calorimeter makes possible a precise comparison of the five decays of the 

D*(2010) system where four of the decays involve a photon or a n°. The allowed decays 
are: 

D*+ -> D+-t ± n n 

D*+ -> D°TC+ 
D™ - * 0 U7T U 

The values of these branching ratios are very important since many results in charm and 
beauty physics involve signals seen using the very clean D*+ —> D°x+ decay. Examples 
of important bottom results are the measurement of V .̂j using the exclusive decay B " —» 
D*+£~v and the ratio of charged and neutral D scmileptonic decays which should be 
proportional to the ratio of lifetimes. 

The current value B(D*+ -» D+-y) = (17 ± 5 ± 5)% is due to a measurement by Mark 
III ' and is much larger than expected. This value can be explained by a very largo f[uark 
anomalous magnetic moment. Our CLEO result conflicts with this measurement. 

The D mesons are observed in the decays D® —» K~T+ and D+ —> K~ir+ir+. Photons 
of energy > 30 MeV found in the barrel part of the calorimeter, |cos(S)| < 0.71, are used. 
For ir°'s, two photon combinations within 2.5<r of the 7r" mass are accepted and the ifi 
kinematics is constrained to the 7r" mass. To reduce background, the decay angle a of the 
ir" photon with respect to the TT direction in the 7r° frame satisfies |coso | < 0.8. The 
momentum of the D is greater than 2.5 GeV. These results are based on C89 pb~* of data. 

Plots of the five D*-D mass differences, 6, where S = MJJ- — Mp — Q, and Q is 
the Q value, are shown in Figs. 0-10. Clear signals are seen in all cases except /?*"*" —» 
D + 7 . Indeed, Fig. 8 also shows the signal to be expected for this mode if the currently 
accepted value for this branching ratio were correct. This is clearly in disagreement with 
the new CLEO results. This preliminary result also includes an undetermined amount 
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of background from the decay !>*, —> Dsf, where the Ds —* KKtc with one of the A"s 
misidentified as a ir. The final results will therefore be lower than presented in this paper. 
From Fig. 7 we see that with the CLEO Csl calorimeter there is now the possibility of 
isolating a clean D+ signal using a D* trick with a soft JT°. 

The D*° branching ratios can be determined without any knowledge of D branching 
ratios, which have a significant error. CLEO measures the ratio, 

nffiZ&$) = °- 7 5 ± o n ± ° 1 3 -
Using the relation, 

B(D*° 
results in the values presented in Table I. 

D°y) + B(D*° D V ) = 1, 

(3) 

(4) 

Table I — Preliminary D* Branching Ratios 

Decay Mode Experimental Ratios With Isospin Constraint PDG Values 

% % % 

B(D*° -> U° 7 ) 43.0 ± 3.7 ± 4.2 45±6 

B{D*° -> D°*°) 57.0 ± 3.7 ± 4.2 55 ± 6 

B(D*+ -+ D+f) 3.8 ± 2.8 ± 2.0 ± 0.4* < 8.0% @ 90% C.L. 18±4 

B(D*+ - D+ 7 ) 30.9 ±1.C± 4.4 ±3.0* 30.2 ± 0.8 ±1.6 27.2 ±2.5 

B(D*+ — D°?r+) 05.3 ±2.4 ±5.1 ±3.3* CC.1±1.8±2.2 55 ± 4 

* Uses Particle Data Group value for ». A+_Jt-I * +i- Tlie third 
the error in this branching ratio. 

error is the effect of 

Since the D*+ decays involve both neutral and charged U's, additional information is 
required. Using the relation 

B(D*+ -> D°7r+) + B(D*+ -> Z > +

7 ) + B(D*+ -> D + J T 0 ) = 1, (5) 

the new CLEO data, and the ratio of D branching ratios from the particle data group 2 ' 
leads to the results in the first data column of Table I. The additional error from the ratio 
of D branching ratios can be avoided by using the isospin relation 

f § £ ^ = 2 x ( £ ) 3 = 2.19±0.17. 

This leads to the more precise results in the second data column of Table I. 

(C) 
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There are two important conclusions from Table I related to the very small value for 
B(D*+ —» ~)D+) which we report as a 90% C.L. upper limit of 8%. This small branching 
ratio means that the other branching ratios are larger, with the crucial D(D*+ —» D"ir+) 
about 20% larger than previously believed. In addition, there is no longer a need for a 
large anomalous quark magnetic moment to explain the D*+ —» D+y branching ratio. 

C. D° Decays 

The Cabibbo suppressed decay D® —» n ir" is very difficult to observe due to the 4 
photon final state. The D* trick is used for both the neutral and charged D*'s as indicated 
in Table II. The sum of these two signals provides the clear peak at the D mass shown in 
Fig. 11. The branching ratio is given in Table HI and the ratio of the branching ratios to 
neutral and charged dipion states is 

$ £ = £ A = 0.50 ±0.19. ZJ(£>u-T+ir-) (7) 

The small value is to be expected since the spectator diagram for this decay is of the so 
called "color suppressed" type. 

Table II — Yields and Efficiencies for D ° Decays 

jy+-

D° - A'-ir+ 

£>•"-

D° - A'-*+ 
Efficiency 0.10 ±0.02 0.40 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 0.10 ±0.02 

# Events 14.0 ± 4.7 2C7C ± 55 11.0 ±4.7 1139 ±40 

Table III — D° Branching Ratios 

Mode CLEO ARGUS9' MARK III9) 

i rM .09 ± .02 ± .02 

7c°«° 1.99 ±.13 ±.30 1.7 ±.4 ±.3 1.8 ± .2 ± .2 

p f j .85 ±.15 ±.10 1.4 ±.5 ±.3 1.6 ± .0 ± .4 Iff 2.5 ± .5 ± .G 1.9 ±.4 ± .3 3.3±.8±.l '°) 

Other neutral D decays to ir , t;, and;/' states arc presented in Table III. The agreement 
between experiments is good. 

- 9 -
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D. D* decays 
The Csl calorimeter has been especially important for elucidating Ds decays. A crucial 

example is the search for the fundamental pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar mode, Ds —• »/7r+, 
shown in Fig. 12. The history of attempts to observe this mode is replete with false 
observations which are inconsistent with upper limits found in later experiments. 

The r; is observed in the two photon and 7T+ir_7rw modes; the tf in i/?r+ir~ with the 
i) in the two photon and jr +jr _7r ( ' modes, and in p-). The photons are observed in the 
barrel calorimeter with E-y > 30 MeV. The momentum of the Ds is > 0.507 times the 
beam energy. The decay angle a of either of the pseudoscalars in the Ds frame satisfies 
| cos a | < 0.8. Mass distributions of two photon and !r +;r—ir" combinations of momentum 
greater than 1.5 GeV arc shown in Fig. 13 (this restriction is not applied to the Ds analysis). 
In Fig. 13a r/'s constructed from 7's which are consistent with 7r° decays are not included. 
In Fig. 13b (as in all cases in this paper) the IT" kinematics is constrained by the JTU mass. 
Similar plots arc shown for the >j"s in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14a the r;' mass is shown for the 
tiK+K~ mode with 7 going to two photons. In Fig. 14b the pj signal is shown. The p 
polarization is exploited by requiring | cos <?„.+1 < 0.8 where 6t+ is the angle of the 7r+ with 
respect to the photon in the p frame. 

Some of the Df —» i/7r+ and Df —• T/'TT+ signals are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, 
respectively, where hints of Z>+ signals are also seen. The observed branching ratios in the 
two modes, with respect to Df —» 4>ir, for Df —» »/7r+ and the three modes for Df —» 7J'TT+ 

are given in Table IV and are compared with recent measurements in Table V. 
The largest expected pseudoscalar-vector decays of the D« correspond to the diagram 

of Fig. 12, but with the 7r+ replaced by a p+. The p+ decay contains a jr", so many photons 
must be identified. A characteristic of these 0 — —» 1~ 0 - decays is the cos (#„+) helicity 
angle distribution. The helicity angle #„.+ is the angle of the /» + decay i r + with respect to 
the ?; or i/ in the p+ frame. A clean D s peak is seen in the i;ir+7r° mass spectrum where 
the TT+X° mass is within 170 MeV of the p+ and | cosflT+| > .45. In Fig. 17 the 17 is seen in 
the two photon mode. The n+n® mass distribution is seen in Fig. 18a without the Tr+ir® 
mass cut and the helicity angle distribution is seen in Fig. 18b without the helicity angle 
cut. The />+ contribution is isolated by comparing the signal with Monte Carlo in 4 bins in 
x+x mass and helicity angle space. In a similar manner and i/p+ signal is illustrated in 
Fig. 19. The corresponding w*ir' mass and lielicity angle distributions are seen in Fig. 20. 
The branching ratios for the p"• ?/ and p^i) modes, with respect to D^ —* ^7r , are given 
in Table VI. 

The <j>p+ decay of the D s is shown in Fig. 21. The helicity distribution for this vector-
vector mode is not useful for isolating the /J"*" resonant component and as a consequence 
there is a larger systematic error as seen in Table VI. 

The new Ds modes just seen by CLEO nearly triple the fraction of D s decays which 
have been observed. In Table VII are listed the branching ratios of the well established 
decays2) and the new decays from this paper, with respect to Df —» <jm+. The decays 
involving the ;/ and t/ are particularly large. 

To establish the fraction of the D s branching ratios which have been observed the 07r + 

absolute branching ratio needs to be determined. This has not yet been directly measured 
but a very credible number can be obtained from CLEO and ARGUS measurements of 
the ratio of Ds —> <t>Cv/Ds —> <j>ir+. The Ds —> <j>Cv semileptonic decay can be related to 

- 1 1 -
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Figure 15. The 71+ invariant mass spectrum us
ing (a) the n —• 77 decay mode, and 
(b) the IJ -+ TT+K~IT0 decay mode; (c) 
the sum of the two modes. 
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Figure 16. The V ' T + invariant mass spectrum us
ing (a) the Jj' —> r)ir+ir~ decay mode 
for the case r\ —» 77, and (b) the r/' —> 
/s>°7 decay mode. 
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Figure 17. The ijir+ir® invariant mass spectrum, 
for the subsequent decay, f) —• 77. 
The invariant mass of the two pions 
is required to be within ±170 MeV of 
the p + mass. 
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Figure 18. (a) The ir+ir° mass spectrum for events 
in the Ds peak for the rjir+ir chan
nel (histogram) and sidebands (solid 
points), both for the case rj —» 77. (b) 
The number of Ds events as a function 
of helicity angle, 9-+. The curve is a 
fit to the form, cos #„+ 
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Figure 19. The J/JT+JT 0 invariant mass spectrum, 
for the decay, *?' -* V ' r + T - , with r\ —> 
77. The solid points are for the lower 
sideband of the p, defined as ir+ir 
masses below 500 MeV. 
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Figure 20. (a) The 7r+7r° mass spectrum for events 
in the Ds mass peak in the channel 
T/'TT+TT0 and 1/ —> 77 (histogram) and 
in the Ds sidebands (solid points), (b) 
The helicity angle distribution from 
the p + band. 
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MeV and the solid point are the corresponding (jnr^ir^ mass distribution. 
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Table IV — D s - . 77*+, 7/'*-+ 

Mode E v e n t s r/r(^7r+) 

<t>T+ 453 ± 28 1 

7/7T+ 

»;-»77 

123 ± 24 .56 ± .11 ± .07 

.54 ± .09 ± .06 

7/7r + 

7/ - * 7 r + j r _ 7 r ° 

42 ±12 .49 ± .15 ± .07 

7,'7T+ 

7;' —»»/7T +7r— 

T J - » 7 7 

59 ±11 1.10 ±.21 ±.12 

1.20 ± .15 ± .11 

7,'TT-1 

7;' —» 7/7r + 7r — 

7; —• 7 r + 7 r - 7 r " 

22 ± 7 1.12 ± .36 ± .15 

Table V — Recent Measurements of 7j7r+ and 7]'ir+ 

Experiment r(7;;r+)r(<*7r+) r(7 ?'T +)/r(07r+) 
This experiment 

EC911 1' 

Mark II 1 2) 

Mark III 1 3) 

NA14/214) 

ARGUS15) 

0.54 ± 0.09 ± 0.06 1.20 ±0.15 ±0.11 

< 1.5 @ 90% C.L. < 1.3 @ 90% C.L. 

4.0 ± 1.3 6.4 ± 2.8 

< 2.5 @ 90% C.L. < 1.9 @ 90% C.L. 

2.5 ± 1.0iJ;t 

2.5 ±0.7 

the semileptonic decay D+ —t K*°C+v where the two sets of form factors are identical 
in the SU(3) limit. After correcting for phase space and using the E691 measurement ) 
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Table VI — D+ - . )//>+. t)'p+, <t>P+ 

Mode Events r/r(^+) 
<IP+ 

V ~* 77 

158 ± 22 
158 ± 22 

2.931 45±.39 

2.93 ± .45 ± .39 2.86 ± -38±;|| 

59 ±15 2.70 ±.68 ±.38 

j / - » 7 7 

53 ±10 3.55 ± .71 ± .53 

3 .44±.62i j | 

>j —> j r + 7 r _ 5 r " 

15±0 3.10 ±1.24 ±.45 

^ P + 253 ±32 1.86 ± .26 ± .29 1.86±.26l;^ 

Table VII — D+ Decays 

Mode B.R. relative to 0;r 

**»> 1 

A°A'+ 2 ) 0.97 

A'*-A° 2> 1.2 
A ^ A ' + 2 ) 0.96 

( A - + A ' - T T + ) N U

 2 ) 0.25 

^7r~7r +?r + 2 ) 0.48 
/o(975);r+ 2) 0.28 

( 7 r - 7 T + 7 r + ) N R

 2 ) 0.29 

?/7T+ 0.54 ±0.09 ±0.06 

J/7T+ 1.20 ±0.15 ±0.11 
!//>+ 2.86 ± 0.38to H 

,,v + 
3.44±0.62i» :^, 

V 1.86±0.20^;2» 
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of D+ -» K*°C+u, a value D(DS -> 4>n+) = (3.3 ± 1.1)% is obtained. Using this value 
the sum of the liadronic decays is 50%, the estimated semileptonic rate is 16%, and the 
leptonic is 5%. The fraction of decays accounted for is therefore (71 ± 16)%. 

To see if the D s decays are similar to our expectations from other D decays we can 
compare the eight basic types of decays of the D« and Do shown in Fig. 22. The D j decays 
are obtained from the D° spectator diagrams by simply substituting an J quark for the u 
quark. In both cases there are no interfering diagrams. Since the D 0 and D j lifetimes are 
nearly equal, the branching ratios are proportional to the square of the matrix elements, 
neglecting phase space corrections. 

The branching ratios for these decays are listed in Table VIII. Mixing occurs in the 
f i '/> '/' system, so the sum of modes is given. The D J branching ratios are based on a 
£>+ —• (j>ir+ branching ratio of (3.3 ± 1.1)% as discussed above. 

Table VIII — SU(3) Comparison of D° and D+ Branching Ratios in % 

Type D° D+ 
I P-P A'-*+ 2) 3.7 ± .3 5.7 ± 1.9 

A%° 1.99 ± 0.33 

II P-P A?V .85 ±0.22 

Iffy 2.5 ±0.78 

5.3 ± 0.9 3.2±1.12) K°K+ 

III P-V A--X+ 2> 4.6 ± .6 3.3 ± 1.1 2 ) 0JT+ 

IV V-P A" V 2 ) 7.8 ±1.1 20.8 ± 0.9 J)P+ 

V P 
V P-V 5 V 2) 4.3j£J 

P a ; 2> 3.7 ± 1.5 
8-°35 4.0 ± 1.3 2) K°K*+ 

ffOV2)2.0±0.0 
VI V-P A7*^; 5> 2.3 ± 1.3 

i7°V 9> < 0.2 
4.3 ±1.4 3.2 ± 1.0 2> ~K^K+ 

VII V-V K*~p+ 7> 6.2 ± 3.0 6.1 ±2.0 <t>P+ 

VIII V-V A ^ 0 2 ) 1.7 ±0.6 
A ^ * O J 9 ) 2 . 0 ± 0 . 6 

3.7 ± 0.8 5.3 ± 2.7 6) K^K*+ 

Total 44 52 

-18 
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22. Spectator diagrams for the eight types of pseudoscalar-pscudoscalar, pseudoscalar-
vector and vector-vector decays. The Ds diagrams are obtained by substitution of the 
s for the u quark. 
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For most of the eight types of decays the D^ and D+ modes are roughly the same. 
A notable exception is the very large branching ratio associated with Df —* i}p+ and 
r ;V + . If we sum the branching ratios we obtain 44% for the DQ and 52% for the D^". 
The agreement is better than expected, given the large error assigned to the Df —» <j>x+ 

normalizing branching ratio. 

III. B Decays 

A.Z?->xc* 
The new CLEO B physics data includes about 490 P b - 1 taken at the T(4S). Char-

inonram states are expected in B decays through the inner diagram shown in Fig. 23. The 
J14' decays have been easily detected for sonic time. A search for xc decays was carried 
out in the mode xc > $7- The branching ratio of xCi ' s 27.3% while that of \Ci ' s 13.5%. 
A mass plot of SM = M(ipj) — M(</>) is shown in Fig. 24 where isolated photons are 
combined with 0's. A clear peak is seen at 0.408 ± .004 GeV with a preliminary branching 
ratio, B(B -» XCXX) = (0.54±0.15±0.14)%. This is consistent with the ARGUS 8) value, 
(1.05±0.35±0.25)% derived assuming that the branching ratio of XCi decays is negligible. 

There is no evidence for the XCr After correcting for indirect tj> production, the 
inclusive direct decays of B to charmonium states are given in Table IX. A clean signal of 
4 events with no background is seen in the exclusive decay B~ —• xl'C\K~- The branching 
ratio is B(B~ -> <l'c,K~) = 0.10 ± 0.00%. 

Table IX — B Decays to Inclusive Cliaruionium States 

B - • 4>X 0.7% 

B -» 4>'X 0.5% 

B-*i>ClX 0.5% 

B - 4>c2X <0.4% 

B. Search for Electromagnetic Penguins. 
A preliminary search has been made for electromagnetic penguins. The exclusive 

searches require a clean high energy photon and a A"*. The results are presented in Table 
X along with previous limits. The limits on some modes are approaching rates which 
imply that these modes may soon be found as CLEO accumulates more data. An inclusive 
search, observing only the photon, leads to a preliminary result, B(b —» sy) < 8.4 x 1 0 - 4 

@ 90% C.L. 
C. B Reconstruction 
The high multiplicity of B decays has resulted in the integrated reconstruction of 

hadronic B decays for CLEO and ARGUS of only a few hundred events. Since most B 
decays have at least one 7r° the Csl calorimeter should greatly improve B reconstruction. 

- 2 1 -
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Figure 23. Spectator diagram for charmonium de
cays of B mesons. 
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Figure 24. M(J/ih)-M(J/il>) with the absolute 
calculation of background (dashed his
togram) superimposed for comparison. 



Table X — Efficiencies and Results for the Exclusive K*7 Modes 

BR x 104 90% C.L.) 

Decay mode Eff (%) This Exp 
(Preliminary) 

CLEO [16] ARGUS [17] XBALL [18] 

B° -* A'*°(892b 18 0.92 2.8 4.2 15* 
B+ -» A'*+(892fr 5.2 3.7 5.5 5.2 -. 

B° - A'i°( 1270)y 3.6 5.5 78 
D+ - A'|l'(1270)7 2.9 11 66 

B° -> A'{'(1400)7 8.0 5.4 48 16 
B+ -» A',+(1400)7 11 4.8 20 
D° -> iq°( 1430)7 8.C 1.3 4.4 

B+ -> A'J+(1430)7 2.2 3.7 13 
B° -> iq°( 1780)7 3.0 7.6 110 12 
B+ ~> A'3*+(17S0)7 2.8 14 50 

* The Crystal Ball BR limits shown for the neutral mode are really averages for neutral 
and charged modes. 

This work is proceeding rapidly, so this is a very preliminary status report. Table XI lists 
the B decays and daughter D decays studied so far. The plot of the summed distribution 
of beam constrained masses for the charged and neutral B's are shown in Figs. 25 and 26, 
respectively. These plots contain 395 ± 24 events and 183 ± 1 1 events in the charged and 
neutral samples. 

IV. Plans for the Nea r Future 
Since the removal of CUSB in November, 1991, the luminosity of CESR has been very 

high. It is expected that the luminosity will increase further witli the installation of new 
rf cavities in the late winter and spring. CLEO then expects to run predominantly at the 
T(4S) until a shutdown in the summer of 1993 to install a precision silicon vertex detector 
with a 2 cm radius beam pipe. 
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Table XI — Progress with Hadronic B Reconstruction 

Charm modes B modes 

D° -+ K-V+ A " -» Z7°7T-

D° - A-TT+TT 0 B~ -» D°/>~ 

D° -> K-TT+K+K- B~ - Z?*°7r-

D° - A-OJT+JT- fl- - D*°p-
D+ - • A'-)r+)r + B~ -> D*\ 

D*+ _ £<>,,+ 
B0 _ #-*-+ 

£*+ - 2J+7T0 fl° -> £>-p+ 

D*° - z>v B 0 -» ZJ*-jr+ 
/j»0 _ j r , 0 7 5 ° -+ D*-p+ 

B° -. JD-af 
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A B S T R A C T 

The results on J/V' decay such as 3/i/> widths, branching ratios 
of 3/$ —t pn, 4>ir, ui f2(1270), 7 f2(1270), spin-parity and helicity 
amplitude ratio of fj(1270) have been obtained from BES. The 
observations of 0/f2(127O), t/7/(1440) and f(2.2) also have been 
reported. The r mass measurement is started in BES. 
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Introduction 
The BES(Bcijing Spectrometer), as shown in Fig.l, is a general purpose 

solenoidal magnetic detector at the first intersection point of the BEPC (Bei
jing Electron Positron Collider). The peak luminosity of BEPC at 3.1 GeV 
is 2x l0 3 O cm~ 2 s~ I . The beam life time is about 8 hours. BES has taken data 
since Jan.1990. Table 1 describes the performance of BES. Table 2 shows the 
run situation. Now, BES has obtained 9x10 s 3/ij> events and 4 xlOsV>' events. 

Table 1: The Performance of BES 
SUB-detector situation 

Main 
Drift 

Chamber 

(MDC) 

Space resolution: 200-250/1 m Main 
Drift 

Chamber 

(MDC) 

Momentum resolution: ap/p = 21.%\/l +pi 

Angle resolution^ track in J/^> —> ft/i events) 
(^(arimuthal): 3.7mrad, <x«(polar): 8.3mrad 
dE/dx resolution: <r=10% (truncated mean) 

TOF time resolution: <r=330 ps 
Shower 

Counter(barrel) 
Energy resolution: <rE/E =22 %/VE 

Z position resolution: crz=4cm 
Shower counter(end cap) Energy resolution: aEjE = 20%/\ /E 

Muon 
Counter 

solid angle coverage: 67 %/47r 
The efficiency for fi :~ 95% 

position resolution: <7s=5cm, trP^=3cm 

Table 2: BES Run Situation 
Time Purpose Data 

Sep.89-Jan.90 Debugging & calibration Run 3 x10 s 

Jan.90-Jun.90 First J/xj} physics Run 3 x l 0 6 

Nov.90-Jan.91 Second J/ij? physics Run 3 x l 0 6 

Apr.91-May 91 Third J/rj) physics Run 3 x l 0 6 

Nov.91 r-mass Run 

The computing center of IHEP has one VAX780, one VAX785, one VAX6330, 
one VAX8550 and five workstations. 

Due to the limit of capacity of computers, only 6 xlO 6 J/ij> events have 
been made into DST, and some results are presented here based on 3 xlO 6 

ijiji events collected in the first 3jij> physics run. 

There are about 90 Chinese physicists in the BES collaboration. And, 
since the spring of 1991, 20 physicists from 6 institutes of U.S. jointed the 
BES collaboration. Those institutes are California Institute of Technology, 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, 
University of Caliornia, Irvine, University of Texas, Dallas, and University of 
Washington, Seattle. Reconstruction of part of BES data has been done in 
SLAC by IBM3090-J. 

We are going to construct a network between U.S. and China. That is 
to use new service from AT &T, Skynet, starting in 1992 with an intelstat 
satellite allowing 56 kb - 1.5 mb rates. 

Physics Results 
1. Measurement of J/ij> widths 

We scanned with energy range from 3.080 GeV to 3.120 GeV. The hadronic 
and BhaBha events are selected by some criteria and the acceptance is calcu
lated by Lund SF mode. Then fitting based on the cross section of hadronic 
events is performed (assuming r „ = T e ) . The fit result is: (see Fig.2) 

rtota, = 71.4± 6.9 KeV, 

rk = 61.4± 6.9 KeV, 

T e = 5.0± 0.4 KeV. 

J too 
f dw'G(w',u;)<f(l(u;') 
o 

Where, G(W',OJ), Gaussion Function, describes the experimental resolution. 
<?h{u) is the theoretical formula, which is: 

* M = ^ 
{(i+s^-^cosej)+/j^+$=$+^-yy)] 
- « 1 + ! )[^a<>-l<t>(cos9,P + 1) + j L 

I Vs-Wj , 3t.-M 3)»-MT»i ,(S._ 3aa\ 
^ (0-2)S ^ {0-3)S> 1^(2 &P ) 

where 

a* = (l-f )* + *%?-, 
/M1 

^e = i f e -1) 
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I\t, T e and Ttotai is fitted out simultaneously. Table 3 shows the present data 
of 3/if> decay widths. The BES result is consistant with the other experiments. 

Table 3: Present data of J/ife decay widths 

Group re r. r„ r t 0(o( r.iv 
Spear MarkIH(1975) 
ADONE 77(1975) 

ADONE MEA(1975) 
DASP (1977) 

BES preliminary 

4.8± 0.6 
4.6± 0.8 
4.6± 1.0 
4.4± 0.6 
5.0± 0.4 

4.8± 0.6 

5.0± 1.0 

5.0± 0.4 

59±14 
59±24 
50±25 

61.4± 6.9 

69±15 
68±26 
68±27 

71.4±6.9 

4.1±0.6 
4.0±0.8 
3.9±0.8 

4.3±0.4 

2. Branching ratios of J/̂ /> decays 

The determination of the number of produced 3 ftp events in the first J/I/I 
physics run was done from the following two main respects. First, to determine 
the number of detected hadronic 3/if> events on the data summary tapes(DST) 
checked by extensive hand-scanning. Second, the trigger efficiencies are deter
mined using a sample of 55k ^'(3685) events of tj>' —* IT+TZ~ J/tj). Table 4 shows 
the branching ratios obtained from BES. They are in consistance with PDG 
values. 

Table 4: Branching ratios from BES 
Branch BES PDG 

J/V> —» PT 0.0155± 0.0030 0.0128±0.0010 

<i> -»K+K-
V->77 

(0.81 ± 0.11)xl0"3 (0.714 ± 0.003)xl0"3 

J/tf -»w/2(1270) 
u> —t ir+7r_ir°, TT° -* 77 

/2(1270) -» i r + i r 
(3.7±0.3 ± 0.8) x 10"3 (4.15 ± 0.51) xlO" 3 

J/tf - 7/s(1270) 
/2(1270) -» T+ir-

(1.23±0.06±0.23)xl0- 3 (1.38 ±0.14) x 10"3> 

The selection criteria for 31$ —* px events are: 

(1) for a charged track, requires pISI > 0.050 GeV and | cos$ \< 0.80, 

(2) for a gamma, be in barrel S.C. and E,c > 0.080 GeV, 

(3) then, for an event: Ntrack = 2, N^>2 and £ Q; = 0, 

(4) reject BhaBha events and muon pair events by requiring: without p 
hits for each charged track, E,c < 1.5 GeV for each charged track, E't°' < 2.0 
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GeV for two tracks and cosx > -0.995, where x is the angle between the two 
tracks, 

(5) further cuts are : 

(a) U = | Emi„ - Pmi„ |< 0.4 GeV, 

(b) P«2x° = 4| Pmi„ | 2 sin2 f < O.OSGeV2, 

(c) 4C fit to T T ' T T . ^ x < 20.0, 
(d) | Mg -MT°\< 0.060 GeV, 

(6) reject more background use 4C-SQUID. 

(a) reject k'k by x ^ + , - < X^jt+it-

(b) reject 7*+*- by x^»+»- < X^*r-

(c) reject radiative BhaBha by X?^T+I- < X? e+ e-
(d) reject 777*+*- by xl^+r- < X?ry*+*-

The Dalitz plot of 3/il> —> pjt events is in Fig.3. 
3. Spin-parity analysis of / 2(1270) 

The / 2(1270) is detailly studied as a tensor meson through the 3)ip hadronic 
and/or radiative decays. In the end of 1970s, the properties of /2(1270) pro
duced in radiative J/^> decays was reported by DASP and PLUTO, then the 
helicity amplitude ratios in the radiative production of / 2 ( 1270) were presented 
by Markll, Marklll, DM2 and Crystal Ball. The result is shown in Table 5. 
In the same time evident / 2(1270) resonance in 3/ij> —» w/ 2(1270) the hadronic 
J/J/J decay branch was observed by Marklll and DM2, but only the mass, width 
and branching ratio were given, the helicity amplitude rartios about /2(1270) 
was not presented. 

3/1> -» 7/2(1270) 
The helicity amplitude ratios X,Y of J/ty - t 7/ 2(1270) from BES is also 

included in Table 5. The X is large and Y is small. This is agree with the 
theoretical calculation which assumes that /2(1270) has a component of gluon, 
as shown in Table 6. 

Table 5: Helicity amplitude ratios of 3ftp —> 7/ 2(1270) 
Group X Y 
BES 

Marklll 
DM2 

Crystal Ball 

0.83 ± 0.05 
0.96± 0.07 
0.83± 0.06 
0.88± 0.11 

-0.03±0.05 
0.06±0.08 
0.01±0.06 
0.04±0.14 
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Table 6: Theoretical helicity amplitude ratios of Zjij> —* 7/2(1270) 
X Y Author Comments 

0.76 
0.77 

0.54 
0.55 

Kraramer 
Korner 

pure qq 

0.66 
0.87 

0.06 
0.00 

Li, Shen 
Close 

Involve a 
component of gluon 

3/i> -> u>/2(1270) 
We have focused the study of 3/tfi hadronic decays. It is enlighting and 

thought-invoking to compare the property of J / ^ radiative decays with hadronic 
decays. For the first time we give the helicity amplitude ratios in the process 
3/4> -» u>/2(1270), / 2(1270) -> Tr+a--. 

(1) the selection criteria for 3/4' —* wn+ir~ are: 

(a) Nch„a = 4, T,Qi = 0. for each charged track P>60 MeV, 
(b) 2 < JV7 < 6, El, > 25 MeV, 
(c) at least two particles indentified as n by TOF (un > u>jt), 
(d) SQUID, x2 < 36, 
(e) IM^-M** |< 60 MeV, | M***-* - Mw |< 50 MeV. 

The signals are shown in Fig.4. The fit result of mass spectrum is shown 
in Table 7. 

Table 7: 3/i> -> u>/2(1270) 
Group •M/a(mo)(GeV) r/2(i270)(MeV) 
BES 

Marklll 
DM2 

1.271±0.006 
1.277 

1.269±0.05 

158±20.2 
182±10 
169±75 

(2) The fit of angular distribution. 
As for the process e+e - -» J/4> — w/ 2(1270), f2(1270) -» w+jr -, the he-

licitical angle distribution formula is: 

Where, A\v,\t is the helicity amplitude of the process J/ij) —» u>/2(1270). 
6V is the angle between e + direction and u> direction in 3/4> rest frame. 
6m and <j)m are the polar and azimath angle of 7r+ direction in / 2(1270) rest 

frame. 
Xj, A„ and A A are helicity of 3/4>, V(u>), and X(/ 2(1270)) respectively. 

1 
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Define the following helicity amplitude ratios: 

A -4 ,0 ' % * i o ' ^ ' -4 ,0 ' ^ 2 -4,0 

When the conservation of parity and time inverse invariant of the process 
are used, therefore, the number of the independent amplitude is only 5, and 
they are real. 

The angular distribution for 0++,2++ and 4 + + are as following: 

WB(9v,0m,<j>m) ~ (1 + cos20v) + sin26v • z2, 

WX0v,0m,4n>) ~ (1 + cos20v)(3cos20m - l ) 2 + §j/ 2 «n 4 0„(l + cos20v) 

+6z2.sin20mcos20m(l + cos26v) + \/3xsin20vsin20m(3cos20m - l)cos<pm 

~'7ix ' y ' s^n^8vsin29msin29mcos<t>m 

—\ZZzlz^sin29vsin2Bm{ZcosiBm — \)cos4>m 

+i/6ysin29vsin29m(3cos29m - l)cos2<f>m 

—6z2sin29vsin26mcoa20mcos2<j>m 

+3x2sin20vsin229m +z2sin20„(3cos2Om - l ) 2 , 

W4(e*,0m, 6») ~ (35«w 4 0 m - 3Ocos20m + 3) 2(1 + COB26V) 

+\fiQx(35cos49m - Z0cos29m + 3)sin28m{7cos20m - 3) • sin20vcos<t>m 

+2v/l0t/(35co* 4em - 30cos 2em + S)sin29m(7cos29m - 1) • sin28vcos2<j>m 

+Wx2sin220m(7cos20m - 3)2sin20v 

-20xysin38mcos9m(7cos29m - 3)(7cos29m - \)sin29vcos<j>m 

+I0y2sin4em(7cos28m - 1) 2(1 + cos28v) + 5Z2sin220m(7cos20m - Zf 

[(1 + cos28v) - sin29vcos2K] + Z2(35cos46m 

-30cos29m + Zfsin20v - -/\aZ,Z2{3h cos 9m 

-3Ocos20m + 3)sin28m(7cos20m - Z)sin20vcos<j>m 
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The likelihood function of the angular distribution is simplified as follow
ing: Due to the precise position measurement of BES, the angular resolution 
function can be handled as ^-function. The express is: 

In L(fi| | 9) = In W.J*»4L I *.»,*!.*») 

-- V in w:10'"® 
£*• f w,(0;«p(<==iin)dn t= i 
n 2 

= £lnW,(fi; ;0)-n- Y, •xiyl°zU?-H>k"n 

i= l j,k,t,m=0 

Where 
W,(il; 9) : theoretical helicitical angle distribution formula 
F(G= 1 I Q) : angular acceptal distribution function 

Njklm = J2Q(jklm [ tit) 
.=1 

Q(jklm | fi,) : the partion function relative only to the angle. 
8(x,y,Zi,z2): the parameters of helicity amplitude ratios. 

Maximizing InL, one estimates the parameter values. The fit result is shown 
in Table 8. The errors need improvement. Fig.5 shows the fit results under 
assumption the J" of / 2(1270) being 2 + + . 

Table 8: Angular fit results of J /^ -»u>/2(1270) 
J"c InL X Y Zx Z1 

0 + + 

2++ 
4 ++ 

-2877.57 
-2868.00 
-2873.54 

0.99±0.29 
1.26± 0.36 

-0.24±0.17 
0.01± 0.28 

1.42±0.41 
0.90±0.57 
1.68± 0.62 

0.56±0.22 
0.64± 0.30 

Using the ratios of InL values, the fit result determines the 3VC of / 2(1270) 
being 2 + + , excluding 0 + + with 99% C.L. and excluding 4 + + with 97% C.L.. 

(3) We have measured the branching reatios: 

Br(J/t/> -* uifz (1270)) = (3.7± 0.3± 0.8) xlO" 3 

Br(3/tl> -» pa2 (1320)) = (2.8± 0.17 ± 0.8)xl0" 3 

and get the ratio: Br(J/V> -» w/ 2(1270))/ Br(J/V> -> pa2(1320)) = 1.3±0.4 
The errors also need improvement. 

4. Observation of &7/2(1720), i/v(1440) and £(2.2) 
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We have observed fl//j(1720), and i/>)(14A0) as the candidates of glueball. 
(Table 9, Fig.6, Fig.7) 

Table 9: <?//2(1720) 
Branch M,(GeV) IVGeV) 

3/iJ! — 4>6,8-^ k+Jr 
1.703 ± 0.009 
1.684 ± 0.023 

0.149±0.03 
0.138 

We have got: 

Br(J/j> -» -i9) x Br(6 -* k+k~) = (4.9 ± 1.1 ± 1.1) x 10" 1 

Br(J/*!> -> 00) x Br(0 -> fc+JSr) = (1.8 ± 0.2 ± 0.4) x 10" 4 

from which we obtained 

R = Br(J/V - 7«)/ Br (J /^ -> <f>9) = 2.7±0.9 
After correction of phase space 
R = £ R = 1.8± 0.6 >1 

This result shows that 9(1720) has a component of gluon, at least is a 
hybrid state. 

As for £(2.2) puzzle, from i/il> —> yk+k~ study, a resonance around 2.2 GeV 
has found based on 3x10s J/tfr events in BES. It needs more data to determine 
the precise mass, width, branching ratio and spin-parity of the particle. And 
search for the particle will be done in J/J/> -» fk°k°andj/ij> —* 7W0. 

5. Neutral trigger and J/i/> —» 77r07r°, jr° —> 77,7r° —» 77 
We have performanced neutral trigger in BES. the J/i/> —> •yir0ir° event is 

shown in Fig.8. For 5 7 events, the signal of / 2(1270) and fa(1720) is obvious, 
as in Fig.9. We are searching for G(1590) from J/xj} —• 7977 or J/xb —»î rf. 

Plan and the future runs 
1. T mass measurement 
T decay provides a unique testing ground of the standard model for elec-

troweak interactions.'1' Within the framework of the standard model, the r 
lepton is a sequential heavy lepton. The T couples to the weak charged cur
rent with the same strength as the other leptons(lepton universality) and as a 
result its width ( r ) and lifetime ( r r ) are predicted from the r mass (m T ) , r lep-
tonic branching fraction (B(r ~» eSJfT)), muon mass (m„) and muon lifetime 
(r„). That would give the relation as below: 
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GT and G„ are the couplings of T and ^, respectively. 

If we substitute the recent PDG data into above formula, Gr/G^, which 
should be 1 by standard model expectation, equals to 0.94. 

Recent data from LEP shows the problem still exists. One possible reason, 
which makes the confusion, could be that the M T value of PDG is not exactly 
right. It is interesting to note that the best measurement of the r lepton mass 
was reported in 1978 in DELCO® from the behavior near threshold. Therefore 
r mass should be remeasured as accurately as possible in the immediate early. 

The BES collaboration, which consists of IHEP of Beijing, SLAC, CIT, 
MIT, etc, is starting a r mass measurement from Nov.1991. 

Differring from DELCO and other three groups, which measured the r 
production cross-section directly and extrapolated r mass, the BES would 
search the r threshold by maximizing the following likelihood function: 

N 
C = J J Pmsson{ni) 

•=i 

where Poisson(n;) = 'jf- e - ' " 

and //, = j dEolTee-W-**!** 

In the converlution integration above, a is the T production cross-section, 
which is a function of r mass. For a experiment of collecting double-tagging 
r events at \/s = Ei, n,- r pairs are assumably obtained in period of T under 
the average luminosity L. AE is energy spread of e+e~ collider, £ is a factor 
related with branching ratio, detector efficiency. 

The BEPC would set N serious center-of-mass energy to make e+e" colli
sion. Each energy will be predicted by the experiment at previous energy. N 
experiments will be done and the likelihood function will be maximized (N-
1) times for predicting next experiment energy. Finally, the Nth likelihood 
function would gives the result of T mass and its error. 

The BES would choose eft final state and their undetectable neutral part
ners as the signature of of r pairs, i.e. double tagging method.' 3 ' We choose 
the v/s = 3686 MeV, ij> energy to be the first experiment energy. 
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The Monte Carlo simulation for both of event selection and likelihood 
method have been done. The simulation gives that the detector acceptance 
efficiency of e/i mode is about 14% and the background contamination rate is 
less than 3 x 10" 2/event near the threshold. The measurement accuracy of r 
mass estimated by our simulation can be less than 1.0 MeV. 

The data-taking and analyzing have been started. The whole work will be 
done in two months. 4500 nb'1 integral luminosity is to be expected. Fig.lO 
shows a e-/z event observed at BES. 

2. Future D, run at BES 
The next run will be o n D , possibly. The run will be performed at Ecm = 

4.03 GeV, where D.W, but no D,B* is produced. About 30 pft - 1 in total will be 
collected in 1.5 year. We will measure absolute branching ratio of D, —> </>ir+, 
measure the branching ratio of semi-leptonic decays of D, —> ex,/ix. Pure 
leptonic decays of D, —» fiu, rv will be searched and the decay constant fo, 
can be measured. And BES will also study the D, hadronic decays such as 
j ? i+,r ? V + , / 0 (975)7r+. 

References 
[1] H.Kagan, Proc. of Workshop on Tau Lepton Physics(Orsay, 1990) P.29 
[2] DELCO collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 41(1978)13 

[3] N.Qi, Proc. of Workshop on Tau Lepton Physics(Orsay, 1990) P.397 
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TRISTAN Accelerator 

SUSUMU KAMADA 
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 

1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305 Japan 
1. Historical Overview 

The name of TRISTAN appeared for the first time in 1973.'1' It stood for Tri-Ring 
Intersecting Storage Accelerators in Nippon originally and afterward Tri- was replaced by 
Transposable. The construction work started on the 19th November 1981. 

Just 5 years after the ground breaking ceremony, the VENUS detector caught the first 
Bliabha event of the world highest energy produced by TRISTAN at the dawn of November 
19th 1986. Since then, as shown in Fig.l, the intensive efforts were made to increase beam 
energy till the year 1989 when LEP and SLC started high energy physics at higher energy 
than TRISTAN. 

In 1990, TRISTAN entered into the second phase operation to pursue higher luminosity 
rather than higher energy. The beam energy was chosen to be 29GeV so that there is enough 
margin for RF system in reducing beam emittance by RF frequency shift and even when 
some cavities are in trouble. We succeeded in accumulating 30p6 _ 1 at VENUS in six months' 
operation which is comparable to the luminosity integrated in the preceding three years.' 2 ' 
To promote this direction, during the scheduled shutdown from August 1990 to January 
1991, we installed 8 superconducting quad's named QCS for the mini-/? optics to double the 
specific luminosity. The details of commissioning the mini-,)? optics in 1991 is described in 
the next section. 

The goal of the TRISTAN second phase operation is to accumulate 300p6~' of in
tegrated luminosity. Completing the present operation within 3 or 4 years, the TRISTAN 
main ring will be converted into a synchrotron light source of ultra high brilliance. The 
layout of the TRISTAN light source project is illustrated in Fig.2 schematically. Also KEK 
proposes to construct an asymmetric B-factory which should be described elsewhere in these 
proceedings. 
2. TRISTAN Operation in 1991 

February 1991. we started the TRISTAN operation with the mini-/} optics and encoun
tered hardware problems in the beam tuning process as in the fallowings. 
• Rotational misalignment of QCS's 
• Coil breakdown of a final focus conventional quad QC1 in Nikko experimental area 

These hardware defects were found in beam operation and measured through beam 
orbit measurement and fixed by April.'3' Table 1 gives the integrated correction angle of 
QCS magnets and remaining rotational misalignment measured by introducing orbit bumps. 

After fixing the hardware problems, we were still faced with large degradation of ma
chine performances when solenoids and skew magnets were turned on. The single bunch cur
rent went down from 1.5mA to 2.5mA and the injection efficiency decreased from 50 ~ 70% 
to 30 ~ 15%. Also beams became so sensitive to machine parameters that we could not keep 
good conditions long enough for the colliding experiment. 
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The particle tracking by the computer code SAD reproduced the reduction of dynamic 
aperture when coupling elements are on and also predicted the possible cure by the introduc
tion of the Perfect Matching.^ The introduced Perfect Matching together with the following 
cures largely wiped out the relevant problems of the TRISTAN operation. 
• adjustment of RF phase between stations 
• adjustment of RF voltage distribution between normal and super cavities 

In May, we started colliding experiment after 3 months' struggle. In spite of the re
maining misalignment of QCS's given in Table 1, ratio of horizontal and vertical emittance 
reached about 1.5 ~ 2.0% that is comparable to the 1990's operation. The specific luminosity 
recorded at all detectors doubled, well reflecting the reduction of /?*, namely /?* from 0.1m 
to 0.04m, /?' from 1.8m to 1.0m. The current in single bunch reached to 4mA, however the 
total current in four bunches was limited around 11mA because of beam loss during injection 
and energy ramping. Even so, the integrated luminosity of 550n6 _ 1/day was newly recorded 
at the AMY detector before the summer shut down.' 5' 

We expected further improvement of beam performance in the autumn operation by 
introducing new skew quad's SKO which was, according to the SAD tracking, to improve 
dynamic aperture more. 

In October, TRISTAN started with new skew quad's SKO and shown quite stable 
performance of beams which we had never seen before. Total beam current reached to 
14.5mA at collision and peak luminosity measured by beam-beam interaction recorded 
3.7 x 103lfcm2/sec. The VENUS detector compiled 1.02pA _ I/ d ay >n t n e operation of 23 
November '91. Table 2 gives the TRISTAN machine parameters of the present operation. In 
Fig. 4 summarized are the TRISTAN statistics of the annual operational hours. In Fig. 5 
summarized are the integrated luminosity in a year by each of the detectors. 

3. Cures taken to Improve the TRISTAN Operation in 1991 

3.1. Dynamic aperture improvement by the Perfect Matching 

As described in the previous section, in course of tuning the mini-/? optics, we found 
large degradation of machine performances when solenc '5 and skew magnets were turned 
on. The layout of coupling elements in collision area are shown in Fig. 3 together with normal 
quadrupole magnets. The solenoids parameters of each of the detectors are listed in Table 3. 

In the conventional way of coupling compensation which had been working successfully 
up to the introduction of the mini-/? optics, the strengths of skew magnets, SKI, SK2 and SK3 
are given by the perturbation treatment of the coupling elements after making uncoupled 
optics. But in the case of the mini-/? optics, as shown in Table 5, the SAD particle tracking 
indicated the smaller dynamic aperture than the low-/? optics. We suspected the reduction 
of dynamic aperture came from the disorder of linear optics especially the broken super 
periodicity. Actually, the mini-/? optics was largely distorted by the coupling compensation 
more than the low-;? optics because skew's in the mini-/? optics are stronger than skew's in 
the low-/? optics as shown in Table 4. 

The Perfect Matching was introduced to restore the order of linear optics when the 
perturbation treatment does not work well because of strong coupling elements and to re
cover dynamic aperture. The SAD code performs the Perfect Matching. It employs skew 
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and normal quad's simultaneously as matching variables in order to compensate detectors' 
solenoid field and keep linear optics as designed. As shown in Table 5, the particle tracking 
by the SAD code predicted large improvement of dynamic aperture by the Perfect Matching 
and additional improvement by the introduction of the skew quad's SKO. In the operation 
of TRISTAN in 1991, the introduction of the Perfect Matching has largely wiped out the 
relevant problems and also the introduction of SKO improved the beam performance more. 
The improved dynamic aperture predicted by the computer calculation improved well the 
beam performance of the real machine so successfully. 

3.2. Minimizing difference of closed orbit 

At TRISTAN, beam conditions such as bunch current and injection efficiency are very 
sensitive to closed orbit, so that it is important to minimize the orbit difference between 
e i econ and positron beams and between low and high current beams. 
Minimizing closed orbit difference between electron and positron beams: Electron and positron 
beams have different close J orbits because the energy loss by synchrotron radiation is com
pensated at localized RF stations. Imbalance of accelerating voltages among them enhances 
this orbit difference. This was minimized by adjusting RF phases between the stations fol
lowing the SAD code calculation simulating the measured orbit difference. 
Minimizing closed orbit difference between low and high cmrent beams: We observed the 
change of horizontal closed orbit depending on beam current. That is 0.2mm (peak-to-
peak)/0.1mA. This was explained by the change of effective accelerating voltage around the 
ring caused by higher order mode (HOM) loss. This effect is remarkable when both normal-
and super-conducting cavities work together as in TRISTAN and LEP II because HOM loss 
occurs almost in normal cavities. In fact orbit dependence on beam current disappeared 
when the super-conducting cavities were turned off. To minimize the change of orbit, the 
super-cavities are operated at the minimum voltage required for the stable operation of the 
RF system. 
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Table 1: The remaining rotational misalignment and the accumulated correction angle of QCS's. 
The measurements and re-alignments of rotational angles were carried out for several times. L(R) 
indicates the QCS on the left (right) side of I.P. looking from the inside of the ring. Unit in mrad. 

Fuji 
L R 

Nikko 
L R 

Tsukuba 
L R 

Oho 
L R 

Remaining mis-alignment 0.1 0.5 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1 0.4 0.9 
Accumulated correction -1.0 -0.5 -5.3 3.0 -18.5 -3.6 -0.6 -0.6 

Table 2: TRISTAN MR Parameters ( Mini-/? Optics ) 

at injection at collision 
wiggler ON wiggler OFF 

Circumference 3018 m 
Bending radius 246.5 m 
Total length of RF section 299.5 m 
Betatron tune (vz/uy) 36.635/38.789 36.615 / 38.718 
Normal cell phase advance (^X/Vv) 60760° 
Beta function at I.P. (fe/ft) 5.0/0.2 1.0 / 0.04 m 
Natural chromaticity (£x/£s) -48.3/-56.6 -58.5 / -105.8 
Momentum compaction factor 1.49 x 10" 3 

Beam energy 8 29 GeV 
RF voltage 90.0 385.3 MV 
RF frequency shift 0 3.0 kHz 
Radiated energy in a turn 3.9 253.5 MeV 
Radiation damping time 
horizontal 
vertical 
longitudinal 

41.5 1.1 msec 
41.5 2.3 msec 
20.7 2.5 msec 

Synchrotron frequency 11.6 10.95 kHz 
Natural emittance 180 80 nm 
Energy spread 1.27 x I 0 - 3 2.33 x 10~ 3 

Natural bunch length 0.8 1.5 cm 
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Table 3: Parameters of solenoid magnets 

Fuji (VENUS) Tsukuba (TOPAZ) Oho (AMY) 
solenoid length m 5.48 5.0S 2.20 
solenoid field T 0.75 1.0 3.0 

Table 4: Strengths of skew quad's in each experimental area are tabulated to compensate the 
solenoid field given in Table 3. In the Perfect Matching, normal quad's are also changed for the 
compensation of the solenoid field. Unit in B'l/Bp(m~^) 

Low-/^ Optics Conventional Matching 
SKI SK2 SK3 

Fuji 
Tsukuba 
Oho 

0.009 -0.009 0.011 
0.011 -0.011 0.014 
0.016 -0.016 0.020 

Mini-/} Optics Conventional Matching 
SKI SK2 SK3 SK0 SKI SK3 

Fuji 
Tsukuba 
Oho 

-0.007 -0.011 0.021 
-0.009 -0.013 0.026 
-0.013 -0.018 0.038 

0.009 0.002 -0.000 
0.009 -0.007 0.008 
0.017 0.000 0.002 

Mini-/? Optics Perfect Matching 
SKI SK2 SK3 SK0 SKI SK3 

Fuji 
Tsukuba 
Oho 

-0.006 -0.010 0.019 
-0.005 -0.014 0.024 
-0.002 -0.021 0.032 

0.009 0.001 0.000 
0.011 0.000 0.001 
0.016 -0.000 0.002 

Table 5: Dynamic Aperture poini.(DA point) for various conditions. To evaluate the dynamic 
aperture, 200 particles were tracked by the SAD code starting from initial conditions ranged from 
0 tu 20 <Tr,y(cs,y = 1.7 x 1 0 - ' m ) in transverse direction and 0, 2, 4, and 6 az(oz = 1.3 x 10~ 3) in 
longitudinal direction. The DA point is (..•fined by the number of particles survived after 500 turns' 
tracking, accordingly the full mark is 200 point. 

Low-/? Optics Mini-/? Optics 
coupling elements OFF 1 ON OFF ON 
matching method Conventional Conventional Perfect 
SK0 j Not Used J Not Used | Used Not Used j Used 
DA Point 182 || 115 176 || 89 | 117 126 | 163 
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h OPERATION PHASE 1 
FOR HIGHER ENERGY 

OPERATION PHASE 2 
FOR HIGHER LUMINOSITY 

Figure 1: The history of the TRISTAN operation. It shows the operated beam energy and the 
integrated luminosity by each of the detectors. The SHIP detector came to an end in 1988. 



"WflMnjLfoe 

Figure 2: Schematic layout o! the TRISTAN light source project. 

SOLENOID (SKO) 

/ 

SK2 

QC3 

SK3 

QCS QC1 QC2 QC4 

Figure 3: Layout of the interaction area of THISTAN. SKO is a new skew quad which was installed 
in the summer shutdown of 1991 to finalize the QCS rotational error and compensate coupling of 
tin* mini-li optics by skew's of reduced strength. QC2 is not used in the mini-/? optics and was 
removed during the summer shutdown. 
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pilot raif'IC * '17) 

]5M 2Mt 

HOURS 

Figure 4: The annua] statistics of the TRISTAN operational hours. About 1991, the statistics is 
divided into two in order to make clear the difference between before and after the summer. 

'91 after summer 

'91 before summer 

pilot runfM * '87) 

ET 
;siiiFiMwc:aia! 
i,-.,ii iaiinv,if 
TOTAZ I 

(No record available) 

- t - -+-
• S 10 IS 2 * 25 3* 35 

1/pb 

Figure 5: The annual statistics of the luminosity integration by each of the detectors. About 1991, 
the statistics is divided into two in order to make clear the difference between before and after the 
summer. 
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Recent Results from AMY 
1 

Y.Sugimoto 

KEK, National foil/oratory for High Energy Physics, Tmkuba, Ibaraki, 305 Japan 

Abst rac t 
Recent results from the AMY detector at TRISTAN are reported. It was found that 

the application of new radiative correction on the hadronic It reduces the discrepancy 
between measured value and the Standard Model (SM) prediction. The total cross sections 
of /t+fi~ and T+T~ channels show poor consistency with the SM prediction. The values 
of the QCI) parameter A j ^ ( and equivalently a3 ) were obtained using several methods, 
and they are consistent with each other. The photon structure function F.] was measured 
and compared with theoretical calculations based on QCI). For hadron production in 
quasi-real two-photon collision, we observed excess events over the expectation of the 
sum of the quark-parton model (QPM) and the vector-meson dominance model (VMD), 
and we show this excess can be explained by hard scattering of the hadronic constituents 
of the photons. 

1. Introduct ion 

The AMY detector at the c+e~ collider TRISTAN has collected about 70 pb~' at 
the center-of-mass energy range between 50 and 64 GeV. Some of the resent results of 
analysis are presented here based on these data. The effect of new radiative correction on 
the hadronic It is studied. The It ratio of the di-leplon channels is also presented. The 
QOI) parameter \y$ is obtained by several methods. Results on two-photon physics are 
presented. 

2. Sta tus of the Experiment 

After achieving the highest energy of yft = 64 GeV early in 1090, the TRISTAN has 
been operated for the "high luminosity run" at y/s — 58 GeV. In order to get higher 
luminosity, superconducting quadrapole magnets (QCS) for mini/7 optics have been in
stalled late in 1990. Very recently, we have obtained the highest luminosity record of 
903 nA _ l /day. Uy achieving luminosity of > 1 p6 _ 1 /day, we will accumulate > 300 p 6 _ 1 

within a few years. 
In order to obtain data of better quality, our detector has been upgraded as well. In 

the forward region, the endcap shower counter was replaced by new one (KSC) which has 
larger acceptance, better hermeticity, and better energy and spatial resolution. The smalt 
angle counter (SAO) was installed to detect electro-magnetic shower in the extremely 
forward region. The forward tracking chamber (FTC) was put in front of the KSC. The 
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beam pipe arround the interaction point was replaced by new one with smaller diame
ter (98 mm) made of berylium and the vertex chamber (VTX) was installed around it. 
Heam current is expected to increase gradualy, and beam background is also expected to 
increase. In order to reduce the beam background, new beam mask made of tungsten was 
installed 1.4 m from the interaction point. We call the AMY detector before and after 
KSC installation (summer 1989) as AMY 1.0 and AMY 1.5, respectively. 

3 . T h e R rat io and Forward-backward Asymmet ry 

3.1. T H E It RATIO FOR THE IIADRONIC FINAL STATE 

The It ratio for the Iiadronic events is expressed experimentally as 

N 
**2 =

 t(l+fi)/Wtoto' { 3 A ) 

where N is the number of events, t is detection efficiency, (1 + 6) is radiative correction 
factor, h is luminosity, and cr» is cross section of di-muon channel in the lowest order 
QUI). Theoretically, the It ratio including QCI) correction up to order ajj is expressed as 

n'L = 3 £ K - V^'fc(x) + i6K2 + «2)K2 + «2)M2} 
i (3.2) 

n 7T x 

where eq is electric charge of each quark, v and a are vector and axial vector coupling 
constants of electron or quark, and x ' s giv«n by 

X ~ y&sm20W cos*0W ' » - Mf + iX/Mx' ' 

Agreement between /££**] and Rfaj however has been poor. Historically, the situation 
changed several times. In 1988, the third order QCI) correction was calculated [1] to 
be C;t = 64.86. Using this value for the QCI) correction, we made lilting to our data 
together with the lower energy data of 1*101* and 1'KTllA in our second tthad paper [2] 
and obtained X° mass of 88.6±jf;J| fleV/c2 and \yfgof 150±Jfg MeV. Soon after this, M/ 
was measured very precisely by SJ,AO and LICI* groups. In our third llhad paper [3], we 
made fitting fixing M/t = 91.1 GeV/c'2 and obtained A ^ = 380±'f2JJ MeV. If we use the 
widely accepted value of \jfg = 130 MeV, the AMY data lay 4.9 % above the theoretical 
curve in average. In IJJ91, it was found that the old C'.; calculation of ref. 1 is wrong 
and a new value was given, C3 = —12.8. If this value is used, the discrepancy became 
worse, and fitting to the data gave A-ĵ g = 700 ±jjg{j MeV, which is incredibly large. So 
far, radiative corrections based on a program developed by Herends, Kleiss, and Jadach 
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Pig. 1. (a) Differential radiative correction d(\ + 6)1 dk and (b) detection efficiency < as Functions of k, 
radiated photon energy divided by beam energy. 

(HKJ) have been applied to PEP and PETRA data, and a program by Fujimoto and 
Sliiiiiizu (l'S) has been used for TRISTAN data. Recently, a new calculation of radiative 
correction, /SHAPE, developed for LEP expritnents has become available. We compare 
the results obtained by using UKJ+KS and '/SHAPE. 

Radiative correction has two kinds of contributions, SQICD which comes from photon 
radiation from initial or final [ermions and $f;w which mainly comes from vacuum polar
isation of intermediate 7 or /?". Roughly speaking, the major difference between BKJ/PS 
and '/SHAPE is treatment of these two contributions; 

' + &BKJ/FS = I + &QKD + 6/iW, (3.4) 
I + SZSIIAPK =( 1 + &<iEt>)( 1 + &KW )• (3.5) 

The cross term in (3.5), SQEDSEW, amounts to 1 2 % . 
If initial or final fermion radiates real photon, the detection efficiency t could change. 

Therefore what we have to calculate is 

«(!+*)= J i ( * )4^U, (3.6) 
i) 

where k is energy of radiated photon divided by beam energy. i(k) and d(l + S)/dk are 
shown in fig. I, where e(fc) is calculated using the Lund 6.3 generator which adopts the 
UKJ radiative; correction. Prom these, by assuming that i(k) is the same for different 
radiative corrections, we have calculated the integral of (3.6) at lieu = 58.0 GeV and 
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(a) 

X PEP (BKJ) 
n PETRA (BKJ) 
• TRISTAN (FS) 

A. , - 130MeV 
Am - 69BMeV (Bert Fit) 

^ 
J . I , , , •J • 

• M ^ 

. i . . . . i 

(b) 

1.10 
1 W R | » « 7 (BEST FIT) -1.023 _ 

1.03 r i-J^j l jl -J l _ 
• - - ; 

I j i • ' i 
0.M 

* PEP 
a PETRA 
• AMY 

i—u . 1 , - , . 1 . , . , 1 

-

CM Energy (GeV) CM Energy (GeV) 

Kig. 2. (a) Measured It ratio together with PEP and PETR.A data. The PUP and PETRA data are 
corrected by HKJ and the TRISTAN data are corrected by FS radiative correction. The curves are 
theoretical prediction with A-gfg = 130MeV (solid) and with the best fit value of Ajyj = 699MeV (dot-
dash) assuming SM parameters of Mz - 91.16 GcV, Vx = 2.5 GeV, and sin 2*V = 0.230. (b) The It 
ratio divided by theoretical value with Ajfg = 1,'tOMcV. 

obtained 
t( l + S)\xsilAPK 

<l+f)\rs 
= 1.010 (3-7) 

The data of Tlt lSTAN corrected by VS radiative correction and the data of PEP 
and PETRA [1] corrected by UK J radiative correction are shown in fig. 2(a). Here the 
TRISTAN data include the latest AMY data and published data from VENUS [5] and 
TOPAZ [6]. Kig. 2(b) shows the ratio of data and theoretical value assuming \-jjfj = 
I30 MeV. PEP, PETRA, and AMY data are consistently higher than the theoretical 
value by 2.3 % in average. The best (it value of A ^ is 699 ±ftf> MeV. If ' /SHAPE is 
used, the data points should be lowered by ~ l.O % as indicated by (3.7). Using the data 
points in fig. 2(a) lowered by l.O %, the best lit value becomes A ^ ~ 340 MeV. 

3 . 2 . It A N D A S Y M M E T R Y IN / I + / I ~ A N D T + T - C H A N N E L S 

Measurement of the li ratio and forward-backward charge asymmetry of a leplonic 
channel, liu and An, is a fundamental test of the Standard Model (SM). In the SM, these 
are expressed as 

ltu = l + 8v!vfltc.(x) + I 6 K 2 + 4)(vj + « ? ) | X f 

An =(6aea,lle(x) + 48w c "(atOi |x | 2 ) /«i+|- . 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 
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Pig. 3. Preliminary results of the It ratio measurement for {a)fs+ft and (b)i- + T - channel as functions 
of center-of-rnass energy squared. The dashed curve shows the Standard Model prediction. 
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l''ig. '1. The preliminary results of forward-backward charge asymmetry measurement for (a)/!*/! - and 
(II)T + T" channel as functions of center-of-mass energy squared. The dashed curve shows the Standard 
Model prediction. 

Preliminary results are shown in fig. 3 and fig. A together with PKP and PKTRA data. 
In / i + /«~ channel, our data show lower It^ than the SM prediction, while the asymmetry 
is consistent with the SM. It should he noted that PKTIIA data also show tendency of 
slightly lower li^ ahove Kcu ~ .15 GeV. //,-,-, on the other hand, is slightly higher than 
the SM prediction, but asymmetry is again consistent with the SM. If we average all of 
AMY data, 11^ is lower and ltTT is higher than the SM prediction by more than 2tj. 
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4. Determination of Ajru \ 

The scale parameter \jfq is the fundamental parameter of the QCI). It should be 
determined in as many methods as possible because the consistency with each other can 
be a test of QOI). It should be also determined at several energy points in order to see the 
running or,. In AMY group, several ways of analysis have been or are being done. They 
can be roughly categorized into two; those which use next to-leading logarithmic parton 
shower Monte Carlo, and those which use matrix element calculation up to order 0(a*). 

4 .1 . NRXT-TO-LKADING LOGARITHMIC PARTON SIIOWKR 

It has been shown that the Lund parton shower model based on leading log approxi
mation (LLA) can describe the properties of miilli-hadronic events very well [7]. However, 
it is impossible to determine \jf$ using LLA. In order lo determine \-jjfq, ncxt-to-leading 
log approximation (NLL) is necessary. We have determined \JJJ, using NLL parlon shower 
(PS) generator developed by Kato and Munehisa [8] combined with Lund string fragmen
tation program. The results based on 1911 selected hadronic events from 18.6 pb~l data 
at the center-of-niass energy between 52 and 57 GeV ({ICcM) = 55.2 GeV ) are presented 
here. 

Kvent Shape 

We tuned the parameter Ajjj^ in the NLL PS generator and fragmentation parameters 
<yq and a so that we get the best fit to the distributions of event shape variables. The event 
shape variables used for the lilting are scaled charged particle momentum Xp, py", p>/"', 
and jet mass difference A M 2 = (M/JR — MsL)jH*ia. We used these variables because 
AjjjT;, IT,, and a are sensitive to p'J! and AM1, py*', and Xp, respectively. Definition of 
these variables can be seen in ref. 7. Thus we obtained 

Xjfs = 0.31 ±0.02(.sZa«.) ± 0.1 l(.st/.s«.) GeV. 

Here, tne systematic error comes from uncertainty of the parameter Qo (1 < Qo < 3 
GeV). 

Three Jet Ratio 
The fraction of three jet events, lij, depends on Ajr/^ because; they have qqg vertex. 

We used JAD1C clustering algorithm for the jet finding. Comparing /{j of the real data 
arid NLL Monte Carlo, we obtained 

\ m = 0.24 ± 0.07(.sia«.) ± 0M(sy.st.) GeV. 

The sources of the systematic error are variations of ycui (0.08 ± 0.04), Qo (1 < Qo < 3 
GeV), and a (0.66 < a < 1.4). 

-60-
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Knergy Knergy Correlation 
The energy-energy correlation (EEC) also depends on A^^. The EEC is defined as 

events i j via 

when; i and j run over all particles. We compared the integral of the EEC over the range 
0 < 0 < ISO" - 0 for the data and NLL Monte Carlo, and obtained 

A w s = ° - 3 0 ±0.02(siat.) ±0.l3(syst.) GcV. 

The systematic error arises from the dependence on 0 (50 < 0 < 130), Qo (1 < Qo < 3 
GeV), a (0.66 < a < 1.4), and aq (0.40 < trq < 0.43 GeV). 

4.2. 0{d*) MATRIX ELKMENT 

Differential Jet Multiplicity 
Differential two-jet cross section Cli(y) is defined as 

(h(y) = -My), (4.2) 

where y is llie jet resolution parameter and fj(y) is the two-jet fraction. It measures the 
distribution of ycut at which the jet multiplicity becomes from three to two. The 0{vt2) 
QOD calculation of Kunszt atid Nason based on the work of Ellis, Ross, and Terrano 
[11] (KltT) was compared with the data. The calculation has rcnormali/.ation scale, /t2, 
dependence because the calculation is done only up to finite order of «.,. We obtained 
^Ws '" 't ' 1 °y changing the value of / = p~/E(.y as a free parameter and by fixing / = I 
in the fitting. This method also has recombination scheme (jet clustering algorithm) 
dependence. We used K0, K, and P schemes [12]. 

Distribution of 6*3 is shown in fig. 5 together with fitted curves with / = 1 (fixed) 
and / = 0.0023 (best fit). The data of 62.4 pb~x (6440 selected hadronic events) at 
(Ecu) = 57.7 GeV are used. The region 0.04 < y < 0.2 is used for the fitting. The 
preliminary results are listed in table 1. We evaluated a, at Q2 = {Ecu)2 accorging to 

„ ,«*.) = 1^ M _ 6(153-19^) ' " ( ' "07^) ) 
a ' W ) (33-2A//)l„(WA|^)1 (33-2JV,)* ^ Q 2 / ^ 1 { ' 

The results are given in table 2. Here, / dependence is treated as a systematic error 
A«„(scale). Other systematic errors arising from fragmentation etc. are not estimated yet. 
IT the results of three recombination schemes are averaged, we obtain a., = 0.132 ± 0.012 
at Q2 = (57.7 GeV) J. Our result is shown in fig. 6 together with the measurements 
at diirerenl energies at PUP, SI,C, and 1,101'. The results are consistent with the QC1) 
prediction. 



Different ia l Two Jet Cross S e c t i o n s 
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Table 1. Preliminary results of &jf^ obtained from 0»{y) using O(a'j) matrix element calculation for 
several jet recombination scheme. 

Scheme A H 3 ? ( / = 1.0) Ajujv (l ) cst lit) 

KO 
K 
I ' 

351±jg MeV 
5I7±3I MeV 
332 ±23 MeV 

181 ± 21 MeV (/ = 0.0023 ± 0.0009) 
153 ± 10 MeV ( / = 0.000085 ± 0.000002) 

322 ± 250 MeV (/ = 0.81 ± 1.46) 

Table 2. Preliminary rcsu 
calculation for several jet 

ills of or, at Kcta = 57.7 GeV obtained from (j3(y) using O(oj) matrix element 
recombination scheme. 

Scheme re, Att,(e.xp.) An,(scal<) Aa,(total) 

KO 
K 
P 

average 

0.129 
0.133 
0.135 
0.132 

II
I 

H
i 

ii
ii

 

Energy Kncrgy Correlation 
We determined Ajj-g from energy-energy correlation (EEC) defined as equation (4.1) 

and asymmetry of energy-energy correlation (AEEC) 

AEEC(0) = EEC(x -0)- EEC(0) (4.4) 

using O(a^) matrix element calculation. We used the data of 55.5 pb~' (5054 selected 
hadronic events) at the averaged center-of-mass energy of (HCM) = 57.4 GeV. The 0(ct%) 
calculation by KKl was used. Scale dependence was studied by changing / between 0.002 
and 1.0. Kig. 7(a) shows the preliminary result of the EEC measurement and the QCI) 
calculation with / = 0.002. The measured AEEC is plotted in fig. 7(b) . The data points 
are corrected for detector effect and initial state radiation. By lilting the calculation curve 
to the data points, we obtained preliminary results from EEC 

\ m =0.281 ± 0.028(eip.) ± 0.184(scale) GeV 
a, =0.128 ± 0.001(exp.) ± 0.017(.sc«/e), 

and from AEEC 
A MS =0-3'I9 ± 0.10(«a:p.) ± 0.262(.sca/c) GeV 

a, =0.131 ±0.005(czp.)±0.02l(«:a/e). 

Here »,, is calculated according to equation (4.3). 
The preliminary results of a, measurements from six methods are plotted in fig. 8. 

They are consistent with each other within the error. 
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Fig.8. Summary of values of or, obtained from several methods. 

5 . T w o P h o t o n P h y s i c s 

The study of hadronic structure of 7 through two photon reactions, c + e _ —» e+c~~ + 
hadrtm.1, can be an important test of QCI) because quark and gluon content of the photon 
can be calculated by using QCO. Here we present the results of the measurement of the 
photon structure function K](x,Q2) in large Q2 region ( - Q 2 is the squared mass of the 
virtual photon) and the study of hard scattering of hadronic constituents in the collision 
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Tabic :i. Data sample used Tor / '^(f .Q 2 ) measurement. 

'lagging Detector Averaged Q2 # of Events 

I'TC 73 (GeV/c)2 57.2 ±8.2 
RSC IfiO (GeV/cf J2.4±3.9 

sue 390 (GeV/c) 2 8.4 ± 3.5 
H:SC 51 (G.;V/c)2 165.5± M 

of two almost real (small Q2) photons. 

5.1. MKASUKKMKNT O F PHOTON STRUCTURB FUNCTION F% 

For the measurement of / 'J , we use single tag events where one of final state electrons 
is observed at large angle (tagging electron) while the other electron goes along the beam 
direction and is not observed. In this case Q2 of the photon coming from the tagging 
electron is large but that coming from the other electron is small. Differential cross 
section is expressed as 

rf, = W R * -y?]F2(X,Q2)-y2FUx,Q2)h (5.1) 
dPihtgdaiaOiag Q*y 

where Q2 = 4 K k a m E l a 9 siti 2(tf t e s/2), x = Q2/{Q2 + W2), y = 1 - (Via,/V^am)"*2 <>,„„. 
Since fractional contribution from the term proportional to /•'/, in equation (5.1) is only a 
few percent, we neglect this term. 

We obtained / ' '^(x,^ 2 ) based on 33.8 pb~' data taken by AMY 1.0 at the center-of-
mass energy 50.0 61.4 GeV and 27.2 J J 6 _ I data taken by AMY 1.5al58GeV. In addition 
to the published results from the AMY 1.0 data [13], we present here preliminary results 
from the AMY 1.5 data. 

The tagging electron is detected by the pole tip counter (PTC), the ring shower 
counter (ItSC), and the barrel shower counter (STIC) for AMY 1.0, and by the end cap 
shower counter (KSC) for AMY 1.5. The number of events after background subtraction 
and averaged Q2 of each case arc listed in table 3. In fig. 9 and fig. 10, the results arc 
compared with calculation based on a model by Kapusla [14] it) which I''.] is treated as 
a sum of vector meson dominant (VMD) part, QPM calculation for c and 6 quark final 
stales, and QCI) calculation for light quark final states. This model has a cutoff parameter 
/» or ;/,', and calculations with several values of the cutoir parameter are shown. From 
these figures, we can see that this model can explain the data if to is below 2 (CcV/c)2 

or ;i" is below 1 (JeV/c. 
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5 .2 . H A H D S C A T T K W N G O F H A D H O N I C C O N S T I T U E N T S O F Q I J A S I - R K A I . P H O T O N S 

It has been shown recently [15] that in the TRISTAN energy region, untagged two 
photon processes, when; the both photons are almost real ( Q 2 ~ 0), are dominated by hard 
scattering of hadronic constituents of the photons, and that the study of these processes 
can provide the information of the quark and gluon contents of the photon, i.e., q(x) and 
(!(x). On the other hand, I''] measurements provide only information of q{x). 
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Fig.! 1. Feynmaii diagrams Tor (a) the QI'M, (l>) the VMI) model, (c) 3-jet anil (d) 4-jet hard-scattering. 

r'ig. 11 shows diagrams relevant to the untagged processes. These processes are QPM 
(fig. 11(a) ), VMI) (fig. 11(b) ), and hard hadronic interactions (ligs. 11(c) and 11(d) 
) which are observed as thn:e- and four-jet events, respectively. The hard scattering 
processes can be calculated by QCI). At present, two paramclri/al.ions of parton density 
in the photon are available. One is based on the work by Drees and Grassie (DO) [16] 
and the other is given by the sum of the contribution from tile VMI) model calculation 
and an asymptotic Q(!|) calculation by Duke and Owens (DO) [17]. 

We analyzed 27.5 pb~{ data sample taken by AMY 1.0 detector at the center of mass 
energy 55.0 61.4 (!eV ( (KCM) = 58.0 (.VV ). 'Che number of selected untagged events 
is 27011 ±98 after background subtraction. 

Monte Carlo study was carried out to compare the data and the model. The QPM 
part was simulated by the QKI) calculation with all first order radiative correction fol
lowed by Lund string fragmentation. The VMI) part was simulated in the same way 
as the I'UJTO group [18]. For the hard scattering (multi-jet production) simulation, 
we used the parton density in tin: photon given by the DO mode! or DO+VMD model 
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and hadronization was done by Lund string fragmentation. Only events with parton Pp 
larger than a cutoff I'"."" were generated for Uie multijet events in order to guarantee 
the validity of the QCI) and avoid double counting between soft (difTractive) and hard 
(rion-dinVaclivc) contributions. 

The distribution of l',j' is shown in fig. 12(a). It is clearly shown that the multi-jet 
(M.JKT) contribution is necessary to explain the measured distribution. In order to avoid 
the uncertainty of VMI) cross section, we compare the measured thrust distribution with 
the predictions in (ig. 12(b) for the events with I1.]' > 3 CeV where the VMD contribu
tion is very small. Again the data can be explained if the M.I FT contribution is added. 

For the events with I'ft > 3 GeV/c, the ratio of excess events to the expected QPM 
events is plotted in (ig. 13 for the AMY data and the I'FTRA data together with the 
prediction curve of the MJFT model using the DC parton density. The agreement is the 
further evidence that the excess events above the VMD+Ql'M prediction is produced by 
the multi-jet production. 

In summary, we have first demonstrated clearly that hard scattering of hadronic con
stituents exists in the collision of two almost real photons. The QCI) calculation of 
multi-jet production based on the parton density given by DC or DO+VMI) can explain 
the data. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent results from the TOPAZ experiment at TRISTAN on electro-weak physics and 

<̂ CD jets studies are renewed. The results are based on the data sample of about 60 
p b - 1 integrated luminosity at the center-of-mass energies ranging from 52 to 62 GeV. The 
updated results of the cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry are presented for 
lepton pair (p +/i~ and T+T~ ) and b-quark pair production processes. The lower limits of 
compositeness scales are also updated for the various reactions of e+e~" -* l +l -,qq" and 
77. We compared the inclusive particle spectra of multihadronic events with a prediction 
of analytical QCD formula which includes soft-gluon interference effect. The spectra of all 
charged particles, *•*, if* and p(j>) show good agreement with the prediction. The results 
of the systematic study of b-quark jets are also presented. 

1. Introduction 

The TOPAZ detector[l], one of three major detectors at the TRISTAN electron-positron 
storage ring in KEK, has been running stably for past four and half years since April 1987. 
During the first two years of TRISTAN experiments, the collision energy of the machine was 
gradually raised up from 52 GeV to 62 GeV in center-of-mass energy. TOPAZ accumulated 
about 25pb - 1 of data by the end of 1989. Since the beginning of 1990, the machine energy 
has been fixed to 58 GeV with the aim of maximizing the luminosity. Until August 1991, 
TOPAZ collected additional 35pb - 1 of data at this energy. 

Toward high luminosity experiments, several new detector components have been in
stalled in 1989. Fig.l shows a schematic view of the upgraded TOPAZ detector. Two types 
of calorimeters, BGO calorimeter (FCL/LUM) and W/Si sandwich ring shaped calorime-
ter(RING), have made the TOPAZ detector hermetic together with the barrel and end-cap 
calorimeters. The forward muon detector(F/B MDC) has extended muon identification ca
pability in angular range up to \cos9\ < 0.9. In addition, inner tracking devices were replaced 
to two lands of high precision tracking chambers, the trigger chamber(TCH) and the vertex 
chamber(VTX)[ll], in 1989 and 1990, respectively. The achieved position resolution of the 
vertex chamber is oT* = 30 ~ 50/im for cosmic muons. 
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In this report, we cover following topics of electro weak and QCD jets physics: (1) results 
on the leplon pair production, (2) the forward-backward asymmmetry of bottom quark pair 
production, (3) Search for compositeness, (4) the study of softgluon coherence effect in the 
inclusive spectra of hadron jets, and (5) the study of b-quark jet properties. The results are 
based on the analysis of full data taken by the end of August 1991. 

Kig.l. Schematic view of the upgraded TOPAZ detector. 
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2. Electroweak physics 

In the standard model of the electroweak theory, the normalized cross section for the 
fermion pair (/ ^ e) production Rfjj.e., the ratio of the total cross section to the lowest 
order QED cross section for mu-pair production, is given, in the lowest order, by 

Rn = (ejej + 2e,efVtvf3t(x) + (»? + <#(*/ + «/) I * I* ) . (1) 

and the forward-backward charge asymmetry A,j is expressed by 

Afj= ^e,efa.a/9(x) + 3v.Vfaeaf\x\2)"gZ, (2) 

where e j is the electric chirgeofthefermion in units of the elementary charge |e|. Vector and 
axial couplings, vf and a/, are related to the Weinberg angle 9w and the third component 
of the weak isospin 7j by 

v, = v/ = 2T»/ - 4e/ sin2 Bw, ae=a/ = 2Ttf, 

and Z° propagator term x is 

* = 16sin3%cos2«Hr ' a-M$ + iAtzrz' ( 3 ) 

At TRISTAN energies, y/a= 50 - 62 GeV, both 7 - .Z0 interference terms and pure 
Z° exchange terms are important. The interference between 7 and Z° bosons results 
a very large forward-backward asymmetry for lepton pair and quark pair productions. An 
asymmetry of 30% ~ 40% is expected for lepton cases. The pure Z° exchange effect is 
negligible for lepton processes, thereby the asymmetry for lepton Ag is approximately given 
by 

Afj~1.5oeofRe(x). (4) 

The total cross section of lepton production Rg, increases by 6-8 % from pure QED 
cross section. This rise is caused by the pure Z-exchange term. Within the framework 
of the standard elecroweak theory, the absolute cross section and asymmetry are, now, 
obtained precisely using the parameters measured at LEP experiments on Z° pole[12j. We 
therefore attempt to compare our results with the prediction of standard model to check the 
consistency of the theory. 

2-1 (t+(i~ and r+r~ pair production 
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The pure leptonic channels provide a clean and direct means of testing the standard 
theory. The results presented here based on the data sample for the integrated luminosity of 
53.9 p b - 1 for /i pair and 45.1 p b - 1 for r pair productions at average center-of-mass energy 
of 57.8 GeV. After making event selection, the final sample contained 612 n pairs and 350 
r pairs. The data statistics was increased by a factor of 10 from previous measurements[14]. 
In this analysis we also gave attention to systematic consideration relevant to a large data 
sample. 

The differential cross section were obtained from following formula; 

tog _ 1 A ^ - i V f * 
dCli 2xAa»stfZ>£»(l+tf) , ' w 

where Nf1' is the number of observed events in the i'th bin of cosfl, JVj"* is the number of 
background events, L is integrated luminosity, n"* is detector acceptance including trigger 
efficiency, and (1 + 6) is radiative correction factor. According to traditional treatments at 
PEP/PETRA and TRISTAN, radiative corrections have been applied to data to obtain tree 
level cross sections. 

The trigger for /i pair events were generated by a combination of inner-trigger-chamber, 
TPC and time-of-flight counter hit information. The trigger efficiency within the geometrical 
acceptance of the detector (0.1 < \co»8\ < 0.75) was determined to be 95 ± 1.0% using 
cosmic rays and Bhabha events. The luminosity were measured from the number of Bhabba 
events observed in the end-cap-calorimeter. The uncertainty was estimated to be 4%. The 
background contamination after event selection was 2.2% for ft pair sample and 4.9% for 
r pair sample. 

The higher order elecroweak effect(radiative correction) was estimated using a program 
developed by Igarashi et al.[15]. The program includes full 0 ( a 3 ) electroweak terms using 
on-shell renormalization scheme. The input parameters to the program are the fine structure 
constant (a), the Fermi constant (G^), the masses of Z° boson (MZo), top quark (Mt) and 
Higgs boson (MH). The standard values used in the radiative correction are a = 1/137.036, 
G„ = 1.1664 x 10- s GeV- 2 , M z = 91.17GeV, M, = 130GeV, and M H = lOOGeV. These 

values correspond to sin20w = 0.227, and Ar = 0.0471 through the equation of [16]' 

y/2G„M%(l - Ar) ' 

Without appling any experimental cuts, the radiative correction factor for the total 
cross section of p pair production was calculated to be (1 + S) = 1.68 at i / i = 58 GeV for 

<> At LEP, the raw data woe corrected for only detector effect! nich as the limited acceptance and 
resolutions and compared to full electroweak calculations [12]. As is ducimed in detail by Cashmore 
et ef.[13], it will be important to present experimental data without appling any radiative correction* 
in future bigh-preciaion TRISTAN experimenta. 

t In this equation, Ar repraaenta the electroweak correction to W boaon propagator in muon decay. To 
calculate this value we have used the program coded by Z.Hiolri[17]. 

sin 6w — 
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above standard input parameters. I he artual contribution of higher order processes to the 
linal sample, however, will be substantially reduced by kinematic event selection criteria; for 
example when we require a ft pair to be acollinear less than 10°, the correction is only 1.017. 

Tlie differential cross sections for the combined data from all energies are shown in 
Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(l>) for the / ( + / i _ and T + r " productions, respectively. Where detector 
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l'ig.2. The diirerential cross section for (a) e + e _ —* /i*~fi~ and (b) 
e + e~ —> T + T ~ at the center of mass energy 57.8 GeV. The 

dotted line is the standard model prediction with Mz= 91.17 
(>eV and sin"0\v = 0.227 and the solid line is fits to data. 

acceptance and trigger efficiency have been corrected, and radiative corrections have been 
applied to the data on a bin-by-bin basis in cosO. The total cross section and the forward-
backward asymmetry are obtained by fitting the differential cross sections to the formula 

d^ 
m i = £%(o + «*2 •) + !,-V°»«)* (6) 

where 0 is the angle between the incoming electron and the outgoing /i~ or T~. The 
solid curve in each figure is the result of the fit. The obtained values of Ag and Rg are 
summarized in Table-1. In the table, the first and second errors of the measurements arc 
statisiical and systematic errors, respectively. The total systematic uncertainty of the total 
cross section was estimated to be 4.7% and (i.0%, for fi and r events, respectively. The 
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Table-1. The measured cross sections and the forward-backward 
asymmetry in the reactions e + e —> fi+ft and e + e r+T" 

/!+//- T+T 

fLdt (pb- 1) 53.9 45.1 

v ^ (GeV) 

<V^> (GeV) 

# of events 

52~61.4 

57.82 

612 

52~61.4 

57.79 

350 

AEW 
-0.33 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 

-0.341 

-0.28 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 

-0.341 

REW 

0.940 ± 0.038 ± 0.044 

1.054 

1.121 ±0.060 ±0.060 

1.054 

Table-2. The source of the systematic errors on the total cross 
section of e + e _ —» it+(i~ ,T+T~. 

uncertainty l'+t'~ T+T 

Luminosity (%) 4 4 

Detector effi. (%) 2.2 5 

+ Cuts dep. 

Trigger effi. (%) 1.0 -
Backgrounds (%) 0.5 0.5 

Radiative correction (%) 0.3 0.4 

(lOOtfr.V < mTnp < 200CeV) 

Total systematic errors {%) 4.7 ~6% 

Points to points (%) 1.0 ~ 2.0 ll 
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sources are summarized in Table-2. The systematic errors on the asym tetry include the 
effect of backgrounds, charge miss-identification and the change of the trigger efficiency in 
0, which were estimated to be less than 1%. 

The dotted lines in Fig.2(a) and (b) are the standard model predictions with Mz= 91.17 
GeV and sin20w = 0.227, and the predictions for Rg and Ag are also shown in Table-1. 
The asymmetries agree well with the predictions of the standard theory both in p pair and 
r pair production. Assuming lepton universality, we obtain the axial vector coupling to be 
aj = 0.93 ± 0.10(jtat.) ± 0M(sys.). 

On the other hand, although the cross section for r pair production agrees with the 
theory within one <r, the cross section for /i pair production RM0 is still lower than the 
prediction of the theory by la even if systematic errors are taken into account. 

2-2 Forward-backward asymmetry of b-quark pair production 

The forward-backward asymmetry of quark pair production is also very large and be
comes backward-maximum for down-type quarks at TRISTAN energy region. To measure 
this asymmetry one has to identify the flavor and charge of the quark. We measured the 
b-quark asymmetry using high-px leptoos. Both results of muon tagged data and electron 
tagged data are presented. 

The 66 events were enriched by requiring following criteria to the ju^s detected by the 
muon chamber. 

(»') the momentum P,, > 1.8GeV, 
(it) the transverse momentum with respect to jet(thrust) axis P T > 0.8GeV 

(it:) the energy sum of the particles within a 12° cone around the muon Ee < 5.0GeV. 

The last condition ensures isolation of a muon track. Possible backgrounds are cascade 
decay( b - » c -»p) , its from ce events (c -> /i) and hadron punch-through and decay-in
flight. The contributions were estimated by LUND Monte Carlo program. Fig.3 shows a 
scatter plot of P-p versus Ec for the inclusive muon sample. The cut positions are also shown 
in the figure. The final p-tagged sample contains 43 to events. The purity was estimated to 
be 61.4 %. 

The electrons in hadronic jets were identified with the energy-loss(dE/dx) information 
provided by the time projection chamber(TPC) and the matching of the shower energy and 
the track momentum(E/P). To enrich 66 events the pr of electrons were required to be 
greater than l.OGeV. The e-tagged sample contains 40 66 events with the purity of 68.0 %. 
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Fig.3. Plot of px versus F.c for inclusive mtion sample. The re
gion beneath I he dotted histogram is union contribution from 
the process !>—>//, the region enclosed by the dotted and 
dot-dashed histogram is that from b —» c —> /«, the region 
enclosed by dot-dashed and the dashed histogram is that 
from c —* /i, and the remaining are that from hadron punch-
through and decay-in-flight. 

The differential cross section of b-quark pair productions are shown in Fig.l(a) and 
Fig.-I(b) for // and e tagged sample, respectively. In these distributions, the b-<jnark pro
duction angle, cosO(,, was determined using tlirust axis and the charge of the prompt lepton 
by 

cosOb = — 1 • Qt • cos0urlui. 

Background subtraction, acceptance correction and radiative corrections have been carried 
out on a bin-by-bin basis. 

The asymmetry A^ and normalized cross section R^ were determined by maximum 
likelihood method, fitting to the function 
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We obtained 

Aa = -0.71 ±0.34 ±0.07 and Ra = 0.81 + ° ' ^ ± 0.08, (*i) 
"* ** —0.17 

Ae= -0.55 ±0.27 ±0.07 and Rg = 0.59 ± 0.15 ± 0.12 (e) 

for /i and e-tagged data, respectively. The best-fit function and the standard model predic
tions are also shown in Fig.4(a) and (b). By combining these results with the measurements 
of other groups [19], we obtained a new TRISTAN average value at •v/»= 58 GeV of 

A$ = -0.60 ±0.12. 

0 . 2 0 I i • i i—| i i—r—i—I—i—i—r— 

o o 
•o \ 
$ 

- 1 -0.5 0 0.5 
cos 8 

Fig.4. Differential cross section for 46 production, (a) muon tagged 
data and (b) electron tagged data. The solid lines in both 
figures are the results of the fit with Ag and Rg as free 
parameters and dashed line is a prediction of the standard 
model without B°!o mixing. 

Owing to mixing, the observed asymmetry Agf differs from the true value by 

t In the experimeiU, we meatuied the ratio of U event* to hadronic events instead of Rhj. The 
Rff shown here is the value converted from the measurement J £ = 0.120 ± 0.033 ± 0.025, using the 
theoretical value of trk,t-
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where A T " ' * is the standard model prediction without BaB mixing, and the effective 
mixing parameter ( \ ) is related to the mixing parameter of Bj meson (xd), that of 
Bj meson (y a ) and their production fractions (fa and f3) by 

X = fdXd + f>X>-

The values of A^ in the energy range of y/s= 20 - 100 GeV are plotted in Fig.5 [20]. 
The solid line in Fig.5 is the standard model prediction without B°B mixing while the 
dashed line is that with J3°B°mixing with \d = 0.17, \ , = 0.5, fj = 0.375 and f, = 0.15. 
Large asymmetry (5er away from zero) is observed at TRISTAN, but data are consistent 
with both calculations. Using the new TRISTAN average asymmetry and theoretical values 
of XJ, ft,fs shown above, we obtained the upper limit for Xd to be 0-20 at 90 % confidence 
level, which is consistent with the average value of ARGUS and CLEO(,\rf = 0.17±0.04)[21]. 

< 

TOPAZ(e.Ai) 
TRISTAN Average 
OPAL(̂ ) 
L3(e,fi) 
ALEPH(e,ji,jet) 

HRS(e) 
TPC(/i) 
TPC(e) 
MAC(;i) 
CELL0(e,/x) 

100 

TASSO(e„u,jet) 
JADE(e,/i) 
MARKJCu) 

Fig.5. b-quark asymmetry measured by various experiments [20]. 
The solid curve is the standard model prediction without 
B°B mixing, and the dotted curve is that with mixing ( 
\i = 0.17, Y.I = 0.5, Si = 0.375 and f, = 0.15). 

I 
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3. Compositeuess 

If leptons and quarks are composite made of more fundamental constituents, one expects 
new interactions due to the exchange of common constituents among quarks and leptons( see 
Fig.fi). At energy much below the eompositeness scale j\Comp, the dominant effects of new 
interactions can be expressed by four-fermion contact interactions in general. These contact 
interactions lead the modifications of the standard model predictions through interference 
with the standard model amplitude. We studied this effect in the differential cross of the 
processes: e + e - —»,u+/<~,qci and 77. TRISTAN' is suitable for this study, since real contact 
interactions interfer with 7 predominantly but not with Z° at on pole. 

, (a) - (b) 
e , q e + q x-. x. 

(a) fS"«A (b) f S « A 

Fig.6. (a) Typical interaction of composite fermions mediated by 
the exchange of the constituent, (b) four-Termion contact 
interaction at y/s « A. 

3 - 1 ee —> ft ft. TT a n d qq p r o c e s s e s 

A general form of contact interactions for the reaction e + e _ —* ff lias Ix-en proposed by 
Eichten el a/.[22]. The effective Lagragian is given by 

2 
L'ff = 71 Y, Yl Vanea-fe<j^''f,'} 

where the composite scale parameter, \Comp< ' s defined so that </~/ix = 1. a and /? are 
indexes of riglit(R) and left( L) handed currents, respectively. The coefficients r\a$ take only 
values of either 0 or +1 (e.g. lili : I?«/J = ±\,7n.L = 111!. = 0;LL : rm = ±i,t/jtg = 
i)RI. 0: V'V : t)u -= n/jR = n«;, = ±\;AA : 7)1.1, '- '/«« - ~VXh =• ± ' )• 
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Fig.7. 'J'he nicasurcd.cross section normalized to the standard model prediction for (a) quark 
pair and (1>) fi pair productions. The obtained lower limits ( 95 % C.L.) on the 
compositcncss scales arc also shown. 
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The differential cross section normalized to the standard model prediction are shown in 
Fig.7(a) and (b) for quark pair [23] and fi pair productions, respectively. The compositeness 
scale parameters were determined by minimizing the following function: 

^[(fe^-frfe)^"'] 3 (!-") 
*n 

where (|jj)J* , 8 ,» is the expected differential cross section including the contact interaction, 
n is a parameter for taking into account the overall normalization uncertainty and on is the 
error of n reflecting the systematic errors in the luminosity. The fits were carried out with 
two free parameters of e = JJ and n[24]. The obtained lower limits on the compositeness 
scale are summarised in Table-3. 

TabIe-3. The lower limits on the compositeness scales at 95 
confidence level in units of TeV. 

e+e~ ->tf[23] e + e —>/x/i CELLO(w)[24] 

Ajz 1.2 2.4 2.3 

*>U 1.6 1.6 1.5 

AJ* 2.8 2.6 -
ARR 3.3 1.7 -
\ v v 4.9 - -
Ayy 4.5 2.5 1.9 

AJA 6.2 2.8 3.0 

Ai4 7.1 3.7 3.5 

3 - 2 ee—»77 process 

A deviation from the QED predictions due to eeyy contact interactions was also studied 
in the reaction e + e~ —• 77. This time, the effective Lagrangian for ee77 interaction is given 
by 

' . K ^ j r - J 
where scale parameters, t)i and njt, are normalized by the condition max(\t}i\, IVR|) = 1. 
The differentia] cross section for e + e~ —»77 including this contact interaction is expressed 
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by 

i-*&gfr*&*r*+£~il-
The results based on SOps - 1 data at < y/i > = 57.6 GeV are shown in Table-4 together 

with the results from other TRISTAN experiments. The table also includes the QED cut-off 
parameters, A 2 £ D = 

*I+JII obtained by LEP experiments[26]. The \$.EO are parameters, 
traditionally, introduced to describe the coupling with an excited electron according to the 
effective Lagrangian; 

ijee*7] = ^ ^ V ^ e F * " ' + h.c. 

with M%* = A(Aj ) 2 . A is a dimensionless parameter that represents the relative coupling 
strength of ee*7 to that of ee-y. 

Table-4. The lower limitB on the compositeness scales at 95% con
fidence level in units of GeV for the reaction e+e~ -+ 77, together 
with the results from other TRISTAN experiments[25]. The QED 
cut-off parameters, AJ = A*+«> obtained by LEP experi
ments^] are also included. 

*u Al,R *u* Al+R At* 
TOPAZ 102 89 121 105 S5 

AMY [25] 76 77 90 92 57 
VENUS[25] 68 69 81 82 52 
OPAL[26] 117 110 

L3[26] 103 118 
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4. Jets in e + e annihilation and QCD 

4-1 One particle inclusive distribution and gluon coherence ef
fect 

e^e" annihilation into hadrons is a wonderful laboratory for studying various aspect 
of QCI). The schematic structure of the mulitihadron production e + e _ —» qq —t hadrons, 
is sketched in Fig.S. The reaction includes various phases; (i) hard parton (pair) produc
tion, (ii) soft gluon radiation, (iii) hadronization, and (iv) decay into observable particles. 
The energy scale of the first phase (Q- ~ s) is different from the hadronizatioti mass scale 
Q 2 = Q 2 ~ 1 GeV, substantialy. Incl usive particle spectra in had roil jets may be sensitive 
to the detail dynamics of the soft gluon process(ii) and the hadronization phase (iii). 

(~ 60Gevf (1 GeVi2. 

perturbative QCD non-
perturbative 
QCD 

Fig.S. Structure of e 'o " annihilation into iiadrons. 

Although these soft processes are usually treated in QCD by MonteCarlo rriethod[27], 
an alternative analytical approach was proposed by Dokshitzer, Khoze el oi.[30,31]. 

In MonteCarlo melhod[27], soft gluon process is simulated as a parton shower us
ing parton splitting functions of leading-log(LLA) or next-to-leading-log approximation. 
The free parameters involved are the QCI) scale parameter \QCD and the cut-off mass 
Qj which separate the perturbative part and the non-perturbative(hadronization) part. 
QCD-inspired models are used in the hadronization part, which include the string fragmen
tation model(JETSET[28]) or the cluster model (]IERWIG[29]). Although these Monte
Carlo reproduce experimental distributions extremely well, many parameters, however, are 
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involved in these hadronization models and their values are usually tuned so as to fit exper 
imcntal data. 

In the approach of Dokshitzer i7 al., the soft gluons nioinentum spectra are given 
by an analytical function D p a r t o n ( x ; Aefr,Qo) [32,30] in Modified Leading-Log Approxima-
tion(MLLA) which include all leading and tiext-to-leading log terms. The MLLA calcula
tion predicts depletion of soft partons as a consequence of the destructive interference of 
soft gluons. In the hadronization part, the Local Parton Hadron Duality(LPIID)[33j is 
assumed. The Ll'HD is a hypothesis that the parton level distribution is distorted very little 
by hadronization. thereby the parton distribution is close to the hadron level distribution 
measured by experiments. In this report we make an attempt to compare the calculated 
parton spectrum directly with the measured hadron spectrum. 

Fig.9. A ladder diagram and a crossed ladder diagram. 

Fig.10. An angular ordering in parton cascade. 

The inclusive spectra of all charged particles, jr*, K* and p(|T), were measured in 4176 
liadronic events at the average cetiter-of-mass energy of 57.7 GeV. The particle identification 
was carried out using the dE/dx measurements in the TOPAZ-TPC[3]. The dK/clx distri 
bution for hadronic events is shown in Fig. 11. For the momentum ranges where the dE/dx 
separation between particles species was not large enough to count the numbers, the num
bers were extracted by a simultaneous fit of the dE/dx distribution to the number of pions, 
kaons and protons for eacli momentum slice(see Fig.12). The inclusive cross section was 
then obtained from the number of particles observed in each momentum slice by applying 
corrections for detector acceptance and initial state radiation. 

0 This coherence arises from the ladder and the crossed ladder diagrams shown in Fig.9. This effect 
can be incorporated correctly as an angular ordering effect! AO) in parton cascade (Tig.111). 
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Kig.11. dK/dx vs momenta of tracks in hadronir events measured bv the TPC. 

O.B 1 1.2 
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Kig.12. dK/dx distribution for tracks with momenta between 3.7 and 5.0 GeV. The distribution 
is litted to Gaussians with the known widths and centers to count the number of 
ir*, A'* and pp. 
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The inclusive particle distributions are shown in Fig.l3(a) for all charged particles, and in 
Fig.l3(b) for each of three particles. The distributions are shown as a function of f? = l/xp, 
where xp is the particle momentum normalized by the beam energy. The MLLA calculation 
off, distribution does not include the contamination of the weak decay products. Therefore 
the contribution of the particles produced by weak decays of K„ charmed meson, bottomed 
meson and hyperon are estimated by JETSET 6.3 MonteCarlo program and subtracted in 
the distribution in Fig.13. The observed distributions were fitted with the MLLA formula 
given in Ref.32. The fit was carried out using the 'limited spectra' calculations (A c / / = Qo) 
with free parameters of the normalization factor and A e / / . The fitted results are shown by 
the solid curve in Kig.13, and the obtained values of A e / / are listed in TabIe-5. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

| , = l n ( l / X p ) 

Fig.13. Momentum spectrum for all charged particles (a) and for 
IT*. A * and p(p) (b) as a function of £p. The solid lines are 
results of fits by MLLA function. 



The MLLA formula fits the observed spectra very well over the wide range of {, tot 
all particle species. From Table-5, the values of A e// = QQ are seen to coincide with 
the particle masses well within the measurement errors. This implies that the momentum 
distribution of particular particle is similar to the momentum distribution of partons when 
the cut-off energy is set at the mass of the particle. This seems to be a strong support to 
the LPHD hypothesis, but the fit without the constraint A,// = Qo may be important for 
this interesting point, (a detailed study is in preparation.) 

Table-5. A,// and £mu obtained from fit to dtrjd^f. The values 
of \cjf are calculated from the (p distributions which do not 
include weak decay products of heavy mesons, while the values of 
£m« include them. 

particle A.//(MeV) $m«£ 

all charged particles 209 ±13 3.42 ±0.04 

X * 166 ±25 3.51 ± 0.07 
K± 484 ±98 2.83 ±0.10 

m 859 ±97 2.64 ± 0.06 

The theory not only predicts the shape of the momentum distribution at a fixed energy 
but also describe the energy evolution of the spectrum. The energy dependance of the peak 
position i m t x in the (r spectrum is given by 

{»« = 0.5Y + v W F - c + 0(Y ~ 3 / 2) 

where Y = /n^/A, . / / ) and c = B2b/(16NC) = 0.292; 6 -= {%NC - fty) and B = 
(^Nc + |JV//Af?)/6 are defined by the number of flavor Nj and colour Nr.. 

For this study, the f, distribution without subtraction of weak decay products was used 
to compare the results directly with the other experiments. The results are also summarized 
in Table-5 and are plotted in Fig. 14 together with the results of the other experiments 
at various energiea[34j. The data points for all charged particle are fitted to a function 
(max = alrty/a + b with free parameters of a and b. The fit yields o = 0.548 ± 0.052 and 
b = 1.19 ± 0.21, which is shown by a solid line in Fig. 14. The MLLA prediction for the 
typical value of A«* = 200MeV is £ m „ = 0.60 /ny£ + 0.7 + 0(0.1). The value of a is 
consistent with the prediction, and exclude a = 1 which is expected from the phase space 
calculation which does not include coherent gluon effect. 
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Fig.11. The peak position of (,v distributions for all charged particles( 
• ) , ^^(o), h'^-(x) and p(p)(squares). The points below 
y/s^ '10 GeV and at 5S GeV are the results by TASSO and 
TOPAZ (this experiment), respectively. The o at •v/s= 91 
GeV is K" data by L3. The other two points at -Js= 91 GeV 
are L3(higher point) and OPAL(lower point), respectively. 
The solid line is the result of linear fit for all charged particles. 

4-2 Properties of bottom quark jets 

10000 

Heavy quark jets are interesting subjects in pcrturbative QCD and non-perturbative 
QCI), which are expected to be more simple than ihe light ., :avk jets since heavy quark-pair 
production is suppressed in the jet evolution [35j. This effect and kinematical considerations 
suggest that the prim try heavy hadron containing h-:nvy ., s.rk carries the substantial part 
of the momentum of the heavy quark, making the leading part of quark fragmentation. It 
is interesting to study that these distinct features result ;>j;y difference in the global events 
shapes of heavy-quark jets from that of light-quark jets. 

For this study, we n:easured such general event properties as the charged multiplicity, 
rapidity, scaled momentum, transverse momentum, thrust, and sphericity for bottom-quark 
jets. The DELCO group at PEP has also studied these properties at ,/s= 29 GeV. and 
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their results showed significant difference between b-quark jets and averaged jetsl36]. By 
comparing our results with theirs, the energy dependence of the jet properties was studied. 

We studied the properties of b-quark jets in the 66 events tagged by high — pr electrons. 
Since the forward-backward asymmetry is very large in the TRISTAN energy region, high 
purity 66 sample can be selected by requiring backward-events (cos0b < 0) without using 
any other topological cuts. The final sample contain 24 back-ward 66 events. The purity of 
this sample estimated by Monte Carlo method is 68.0 ± 3.0%. 

In these 66 events, a "b-jet" is defined as a group of charged particles, in the hemi
sphere opposite to that containing the prompt electron. For comparison, general hadronic 
events are also divided into two hemispheres and each hemisphere is called an "average-jet77. 
Fig. 15 shows the charged multiplicity distribution for b-jets and average-jets. The mean 

'Cbarfad Trtok 
Fig. 15. Charged multiplicity of b-jets (plot) and the average-jets ( 

histogram). 

values of the multiplicity, scaled momentum(x), rapidity(y), squared transverse momentum 
(/»}.), thrust(T) and sphericity(S) of the charged particles are summarized in Table-6. For 
each distribution, background subtraction, acceptance correction and radiative correction 
were carried out using the JETSET C.3 Monte Carlo. The acceptance correction for the 
multiplicity was performed using a matrix method. The ratio between the quantities of the 
b-jels and average jets (fl = < ,\ave > / < A'6 >) are plotted in Fig.16 together with 
the results of DELCO experiment. The deviations of the properties of b jets from those 
of average-jets were smaller at y/S= 58 GeV than at yft= 2!) CeV. The probability of the 
b jets properties being equal to the average jets was calculated to be 60% in our data. 
This suggest that b-event selection according to an event properties such as sphericity is 
expected to be more difficult at this energy or higher energv(LEP,TRISTAN) than at low 
eiiergy(l'EIM»ETRA). 
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From the measured charged multiplicity, one can extract the non-leading particle con
tribution by subtracting leading B meson contributioni[37]. Using the average B meson 
multiplicity measured by CLEO collaboration (5.75 ± 0.1 ± 0.2)[38], the average non-leading 
particle multiplicity in a Si events was obtained to be < Nui > = 4.7 ± 1.2, where error 
include both statistical and systematic errors. On the other hand, an average energy carried 
by non-leading particle < E^ > are estimated to be 9.8 ±1 .7 GeV using the world average 
value of < Z B > = 0.83 ±l.7[37]y We compared this < N^ > - < £ w > relation to the 
energy - mean charged multiplicity relation in e + e ~ -» qq(g) events. The relation are well 
parametrized by a function 

< n > = a + b ln» + c ln\ {y/a = Ecm), 

with a = 3.33 ±0.11, b = -0.40 ±0.08, c = 0.26±0.01 [39]. This function gives the charged 
multiplicity arisen from light quarks (u,d,«,c) for Ecm less than bb threshold. From this 
equation the energy E^ = 9.8 ±1.7 GeV gives the multiplicity of 6.9 ± 0.8, which is greater 
than observed value of 4.7 ± 1.2. This suggest that the multiplicity of non-leading particles 
from b-quark is smaller than that of light quark fragmentation. 

Table-6. Mean values of b-jets properties. The erros include both 
statistical and systematical errors. 

properties b-jet average-jet 

< NcUrtd > 8.12 ±0.53 7.105 ±0.063 
<xr> 0.078 ±0.014 0.07484 ±0.00052 
< » > 1.62 ±0.10 1.600 ±0.064 

<&> GeV* 0.63 ±0.14 0.578 ±0.026 

< 1 - T > 0.083 ±0.019 0.07397 ±0.00089 
< 5 > 0.114 ±0.039 0.0939 ± 0.0018 

t The exact cWiiiitiwirfii* ! = (£ + />[,)».*«./(£+/%,«•», which ii different from x £ defined by 
*E = EkUrmfEutm, "» general. We ifaore this difference here. If we take into aecouat the fact that 
xB i« typically miller than i by 10*«[37], the ™Ue 6.9 ±0.8 increases by 5%. 
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Fig. 16. Ratios between the properties of b jets and those of average-
jets; (a) this experiments (b) DELCO experiments at PEP. For 
DELCO's values, systematic errors were not included. 

5. Summary and conclusion 

The cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries of lepton pair production are 
updated. The measurements agree with the standard model predictions except, the cross 
section of/( pair production. It is still slightly lower than the theory. 

Large forward backward asymmetry of b-quark are observed using highpj- muons and 
electrons, which consistent with the standard model calculation. We need more statistics to 
see Iflli mixing effect in the b-quark asymmetry. 

The signature of compositeness are studied in ee —* qq, pp and 77 processes. The 
lower limit of compositeness scales are extended to 1 TeV - 7 TeV. 

Inclusive x^/K^/pip) cross sections in hadrori jets are measured using particle identi
fication by the TOPAZ-TPC. The effect of soft gluon interference is studied by comparing 
these measured cross sections with the analytical QCD calculations based on MLLA. It is 
found that the MLLA calculation reproduces the inclusive spectrum very well for all particle 
species and the value of A,/ / for each of the particle species is close to the mass of the 
particle. The energy evolution of the peak position in the £p distribution is also studied, 
and found to be consistent with the prediction of the MLLA calculation. 

Properties of b-quark jets are studied systematically in clean 66 samples. The difference 
of jet shapes between b-jets and average-jets were observed to diminish as the center-of-mass 
energy increases. 
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Status and Recent Results from VENUS 

JunjiHABA 

Department of Physics, Osaka University 
Machikeneyamacho 1-1, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, JAPAN. 

Abstract 

Status of the upgraded VENUS detector is presented along with the 
recent results from the physics analysis. Summarized in the former part of 
this talk is the upgrade of the VENUS detector since the last KEK Topical 
Conference on e+e~ collision physics. The in-situ performance of the newly 
installed detector parts are also presented. In the latter part, the physics 
results from VENUS, especially focused on the QCD studies are presented. 

Talk presented at the 2nd KEK Topical Conference on e+e~ collision 
Physics, November 26-29,1991, KEK Tsukuba, Japan 
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1. Upgrade of the VENUS Detector 

Since the last long shutdown of TRISTAN in 1990 when the super 
conducting quadruple magnet (QCS) were inserted around the intersection 
points, the experiments have shifted from the "search for the unexpected" 
era into the "measurement with high statistics" era. Thanks to the great 
efforts of KEK accelerator people, a peak luminosity of 3xl0 3 1 cm 2/sec or an 
integrated luminosity of lpb'Vday are achieved in these days 1). In order to 
do the best physics in the new era, the VENUS detector was upgraded by the 
installations of several powerful detectors, the transition radiation detector 
(TRD), the precision vertex drift chamber (VTX) with the new beryllium 
beam pipe and the small angle tagger (Active Mask). 

1.1 Transition Radiation Detector (TRD)2> 
TRD is located between the central drift chamber (CDC) and the outer 

drift tubes (ODT) as shown in Fig. 1. The inner and outer radius are 126 and 
157.7 cm, respectively, and the length is 396 cm. It is divided into 8 identical 
sectors, each of which contains 4 layers of radiators and X-ray chambers as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Particles with high y factor such as an electron in GeV 
range emit X-ray (a transition radiation) in the radiator (polypropylene 
fibers), which is then detected in the X-ray chambers (xenon filled drift 
chamber). Thus the detector gives an independent information for an 
electron identification in addition to the E/p information from the 
calorimeters and the tracking device. 

Fig. 3 shows the pulse height spectra detected in the X-ray chamber for 
71 candidates and electron candidates in e + e _ collision data sample. It is 
evident that a clear discrimination of electron from JI is possible in the 
spectrum. By setting a threshold at the level of 90% efficiency for electrons, a 
rejection of as low as 1/10 can be obtained for K above 1 GeV/c. This ability is 
demonstrated in Fig. 4, where E/p spectra of the particles above 1 GeV/c in 
multihadronic event sample aie shown. With the requirement on the TRD 
pulse height, the peak correspondent to electrons are clearly distinguished 
and thus electrons can be identified nearly free from background with high 
efficiency. Furthermore, since we have now two independent electron 
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identification methods, we can evaluate the efficiency of each method by 
means of the other method with less ambiguity than ever. 

1.2 Precision Vertex Drift Chamber (VTX) 
In order to study the properties of B meson or fruitful physics with b-

quark tagging, VTX was installed around the beam pipe of 2mmt beryllium. 
The detector has 12 tilted drift cells of jet-chamber type filled with 
pressurized (3 atom) slow gas (CO2/ethane=90/10). The structure is shown 
in Fig. 5. To achieve the double track resolution of 1mm, the electronics 
system is equipped with the 100 MHz flash ADC's. 

Though VTX has not yet been in a full operation mode due to a serious 
beam background problem, it has already shown its excellent performance 
for Bhabha events or multihadronic events. Fig. 6 shows the impact 
parameter resolution for the tracks in multihadronic events. A powerful b-
quark tagging capability is expected in near future. 

1.3 Small Angle Tagger (Active Mask)3) 
Suppression of beam background is very important in the colliding 

beam experiments. There must be, therefore, some shield material in a 
small angle region, while such region is important for measurements on 
luminosity or e+e _-»vvy reaction. Our new small angle tagger (Active Mask) 
was designed as a shield with calorimetry capability. The detector is made of 
lead sheets and plastic scintillation fiber covering the angular region 
between 45 and 150 mrad. Fibers of 0.5 mm<t> are formed in a sheets and are 
interleaved between 1mm thick lead sheets as shown in Fi.g 7. The response 
of the detector for the Bhabha events are shown in Fig. 8. 

2. Recent Results from Physics Analysis 

2.1 Electroweak interactions below Z° 
A pair production of fermions in e +e~ annihilation is definitely 

described by the so-called Standard Model. Precise measurements on the 
differential cross section of the reaction at the TRISTAN energy region are 
sensitive to the effect of the interference between QED and a neutral current 
process, or to a new interaction other than such well known processes. 
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Summarize in Table. 1 are the updated numbers for the total cross sections 
and the forward-backward (F/B) charge asymmetry of e + e _ -»u+u~, t + t~ and 
qq reaction. 

upair xpair quark pair 
R 1.011 1.026 4.98 ±0.08 

±0.033±0.029 ±0.042±0.035 
(SM) (1.054) (1.054) (4.9) 

A -0.289 -0.325 c b 
+0.034 
-0.033 +0.42 

-0.41 
-0.49±0.19±0.04 -0.55±0.16±0.14 

(SM) (-0.338) (-0.338) (-0.47) (-0.58) 

Table. 1 Summary of the VENUS results on the fermion pair 
productions in e+e - annihilation around <Vs>=58 GeV. R and A 
represent a total cross section in unit of the lowest order QED 
cross section for u pair production and a forward-backward 
charge asymmetry, respectively. Radiative corrections were 
made according to the method described in the reference4) -

Our results are well reproduced within errors by the Standard Model 
calculations, which are presented in the table in the parentheses. There are 
no significant indications of physics beyond the Standard Model. 

2.2 Search for new particles or phenomena 
We are slightly discouraged in "Search for ..." activities by the vast 

results from the LEP experiments. Now pursued in VENUS are searches for 
the objects which are hard to be discovered in LEP experiments because of 
their weak ( or unknown ) coupling to 2°. 

One of such activities is a general search for charged scalars (§*) with 
least theoretical prejudice5). The following extremely simple assumptions 
about the properties of Q* have been made: 

A) They are singly charged scalar particles and therefore produced in pair 
in the e+e~ annihilation via photon exchange according to 

J ^ V - ^ l - g ^ o j j W e (i) 
where o ^ is the total cross section for \i pan" production in the lowest 
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order QED, P is the $* velocity and 6 is the production angle with 
respect to the beam axis. 

B)They decay into fermion pairs UD (UD) or Jtv {Jtv), where U, D, X and 
v denotes up- and down-type quarks, a charged lepton and a neutrino, 
respectively. All possible combinations of quarks or leptons were 
considered as decay products. 

Our search was divided into three classes according to the <$£ decay mode: 
(I)acoplanar lepton pairs for e+e~-»<|>+4»--» ijV iff mode, 
(Il)multihadronic final states with large missing momentum due to an 

undetected neutrino for e+e--»<|)+<|r-» /{v UfcDj ( orUkDj ijV), and 
(Ill)distinct four-jet final states for e+e_-»$+(|r—>UkDj UiDj, 

where the indices represent the generation such that ij,j = (e, |x, x) and Dy = 
(d, s, b) while Ukj =(u,c). It is noted that all combinations of these indices are 
considered in contrast to previous searches where the decay modes <>-»cs, cb 
or xv were assumed. 

We have not found any indications for the productions of such 
charged scalars and give exclusion limits as displayed in Fig. 9. 

2.3 QCD related results 
2.3.1 Determination of the OCD scale parameter (Avre) 
The QCD scale parameter, which characterizes the strength of the 

strong interaction, is one of the basic parameters in QCD to be determined by 
experiments. It was measured repeatedly at different energy scale in 
hadronic decay of x or T, a deep inelastic scattering induced by lepton, jets in 
the hadron colliders or multihadronic events (MH) from e+e~ annihilation 
at PEP, PETRA, TRISTAN or LEP. 

The most simple-minded and straight-forward method in e +e~ 
annihilation experiment to determine the scale parameter AjCjs6' is the jet 
multiplicity counting because the ratio of 3-jet to 2-jet events seems to be 
directly related to the strength of the couping of gluon to quark. However, 
the theoretically rigorous relationship has not be presented so far. The 
practical relationship used in most previous experiments were based on the 
matrix element calculation of finite order up to a s

2 . On the other hand, it is 
well known that the QCD monte calro program based on the matrix 
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element calculation up to o s

2 (ME) can never reproduce the global shape of 
multihadronic events better than those based on the leading log 
approximation (LLA) approach. It is widely recognized that ME shows some 
deficit in the events with more than 3 jets. In order to compensate this, 
some group attempted to introduce an artificial scale factor (|i) to their 
energy scale so as to increase effective strength of the coupling together with 
additional large ambiguities in determining their AMS values. 

In our analysis, the jet multiplicity was interpreted to AMS by the aid of 
the QCD parton shower program (NLLjet)7), which is based on the next to 
leading log approximation (NLL) approach. Unlike the program based on 
LLA, NLLjet includes the branching q-»qqq, q-»qgg. g->ggg and g-»gqq 
corresponding to the next to leading log term with defining the 
renormalization scheme. It has a free parameter, A^; , which exactly 
corresponds to the modified minimal subtraction scheme. 

Jets were identified by the clustering algorithm first used by JADE at 
PETRA 8). It is based on an invariant mass cut-off (yCut)- The relative jet 
multiplicity ratio (Rn: the ratio of n-jet event in MH) were calculated as a 
function of yCut as shown in Fig. 10. In order to determine AMS the 
differential distributions of R2 and R3, which is defined as D2=dR2/dy c ut 
(0.03<ycut<0.25) and D3=dR3/dycut+D2 (0.03<ycut<0.05), were compared with 
the NLLjet prediction by varying AMS parameter. It must be noted that the 
present method with NLL approach is reliable even in smaller yCut region as 
shown with solid curves in Fig. 10, and thus, there are no worries about the 
choice of a scale factor n unlike ME approach. Our best fit value for AMS was 
237 ± 27 +** MeV and the corresponding a s(Mz) is 0.123 ±0.002 ±0.004, which 
is compared to the values compiled in the reference9) in Fig. 11. 

2.3.1 Study on gluon jet property 
There has been a quite old but still unsettled argument on gluon jet 

property: "Is a gluon initiated jet different from a quark one?" The QCD 
theory predicts that the parton multiplicity of a gluon jet is higher than that 
of a quark one by a factor of 9/4 in high energy limit1 0). There are several 
difficulties to confirm the difference experimentally: 1): The distributions of 
final hadrons are not same as that of partons. 2): A jet, a cluster of particles, 
can not uniquely determined unless an artificial jet resolution parameter 
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(for example, y c u t ) would be given. A fatter quark jet may be separated into a 
slim quark jet and a nearby gluon jet or vice versa with a certain jet 
criterion. Therefore a large systematic bias may be introduced in every 
analysis with a jet clustering. 3): It is uncertain where and how we can pick 
up or identify a quark or a gluon initiated jet. In most of the time, a quark 
jet and a gluon jet are produced simultaneously in experiments and, of 
course, can't be distinguished each other definitely. Virtually, an ideal place 
to study a gluon jet would have been 3-gluon decay of quarkonia (topponia) 
around 60 GeV/c 2 (TRISTAN energy)!? 

In the present analysis, a comparison was made with 3-fold symmetric 
3-jets (qqg) events and 3-fold symmetric qqy events. The qqg events are 
thought to be an average sample on two quarks and a gluon jets of nearly 
equal energy (E-Vs/3) and the qqy events represent pure quarks except for a 
hard y. The comparison could be made with the same detector, the same 
selection biases, the same Q 2 region and the same topology. 
1) qqg event selection: Three jet axes were determined for all events in 
MH sample by the jet clustering forced into three. To select a 3-fold 
symmetric 3-jet (qqg) event, angles between each pair of closer axes were 
required in the range of 120±20". Ordinary 2-jet events or 3- or 4-jet events 
in collinear topology were automatically removed by this requirement. 
After imposing a fiducial cut for jet axes, 192 jets (qqg sample), which 
consists of quark and gluon jets (2:1 mixture), were selected. 
2)qqv event selection: We selected the qq(y) event in which y goes into 
beam pipe by requiring a large missing momentum along the beam axis 
(0.3<IZp zl /£lpl<0.7). Two jet axes were determined for the detected 
particles by the jet clustering forced into two. To select 3-fold symmetric qq(y) 
event, an angle between each jet axis and beam axis (the direction of the 
escaping y ) were required in the range of 120+20°. After imposing a fiducial 
cut for jet axes, 241 jets (qq sample), most of which can be regarded as a quark 
jet, were selected. 

To compare qqg sample with qq sample, we first calculate a ratio of 
scaled momentum distribution (x=p/Ejet-3p/\s) for qqg and qq sample as 

R(x)= ^ e * !!qf ' w h e r e F qqg< x > ' Nq%l Fqq< x>< a n d N 1 e q t a r e t h e * 

distributions and the numbers of the selected jets for qqg and qq sample, 
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respectively. Fig. 12 shows R(x) for our data together with the predictions 
from several monte calro simulation. If a gluon jet would be identical to a 
quark one, R(x) should be unity in all x range within a variation due to 
slight difference in acceptance as indicated with a solid line. Our data points 
show that jets in qqg sample are significantly softer than those in qq sample. 
The tendency can be well reproduced by JETSET 6.3 (PS)11> as indicated with 
a dash-dotted line. 

As a comparison in the structure of a jet, we made a similar plot for the 
energy flow distribution as a function of rapidity (y) as shown in Fi.g 13. 
Rapidity is calculated with respect to the jet axis determined above. Our data 
points show a significant deviation from unity indicating that the jets in qqg 
sample are fatter than those in qq sample. JETSET 6.3 (PS) again reproduces 
the data well. 

An interpretation of the present result may not be so simple to 
conclude that a gluon jet is not identical to a quark one. Though the effect of 
the difference between a gluon jet and a quark one should appear in the 
deviation of R at most by 1/3, the deviation observed in R(x) seems to be 
bigger than this amount. It is possible that the so-called "string effect' may 
have a significant effect to our observations. The strings between the quarks 
and the gluon in qqg event would make the quark jet softer and broader 
than the quark jet in qqy event in which there are no strings between quarks 
and y. If it is true, our observation would be a new aspect of a string (or 
coherent emission in parton shower) effect in a jet evolution. 

3. Conclusion 

1) VENUS detector is successfully upgraded and ready for "High statistics 
and High Accuracy" phase of TRISTAN. 

2) Total cross sections and F/B charge asymmetries of fermion pair 
productions around Vs=60 GeV are well reproduced with the standard 
theory of electroweak interactions. 

3) "Search for ..." is still actively pursued. Existence of charged scalar is 
rejected with least theoretical prejudice. 

4) QCD scale parameter is determined by jet multiplicity counting with 
small ambiguity to be AMS = 237 ± 27 ̂  MeV . 
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Fig. 12: A plot of ratio of the scaled momentum distributions for qqg 
and qq samples. A solid (dashed) curve shows the prediction of a 
simulation where the initial gluon in qqg events are replaced with the 
quark of same flavor (with pair of light quarks) followed by the 
independent fragmentation. A dotted (dash-dotted) curve displays the 
prediction of JETSET monte calro with ME (PS) scheme. 
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Fig. 13: A plot of ratio of the energy flow distributions as a function of 
rapidity for qqg and qq samples. A solid curve shows the prediction of a 
simulation where the initial gluon in qqg events are replaced with the 
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5) Gluon Jet property is studied with least bias by comparing qqg system with 
qqy system. Significant differences are found in the scaled momentum 
spectrum and energy flow around jet axis. The present observation can 
be attributed to the difference between a quark and a gluon jets and/or a 
new aspect of the "string effect. 
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STATUS AND FUTURE PLANS 
FOR THE LEP ACCELERATOR 

M. Placidi 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract 
An overview js given of the LEP performance in 1991 as compared to the goals 

defined in the design phase and the targets agreed with the physics experiments during 
the year. Achievements and limitations in the machine operation for physics in terms of 
beam current and luminosity are discussed and analyzed. Progress in beam polarization 
studies leading to improved energy calibration by the resonant depolarization technique 
are described. Finally, prospects and future plans to increase luminosity, to upgrade 
the energy and to implement polarization control are presented. 

1 Introduction 
The LEP performance is analyzed in the first part of this report, to account for the various 
progresses achieved so far and to individuate outstanding problems which still limit the 
potentiality of the accelerator. Achievements in beam polarization led to a more accurate 
energy calibration. The results are discussed in terms of corrections to the reference beam 
energy for a more precise measurement of the mass of the Z resonance and its width. 
Future LEP activities will span over three main subjects. 

1. A luminosity upgrade programme is planned to bring eight bunches per beam in col
lision at each interaction point with the aim of doubling the luminosity. Encouraging 
results have been obtained this year with a partial pretzel scheme and experimentation 
with the full installation is scheduled for the 1992 run. 

2. An energy upgrade programme to provide up to 90 GeV per beam is scheduled to be 
operational in 1994. The status of the project and the various activities connected 
with it are reported. 

'i. Short and long term plans for transverse polarization following the results obtained in 
1991 and the recommendations from the LEP Experiment Committee are discussed 
together with the feasibility of experiments with longitudinal polarization. 
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2 Status 

2.1 Performance summary 
At the end of the 1991 run an integrated luminosity of 17.3 p b _ I had been produced in 
average at each of the four LEP experiments over 118 days of operation, to be added to the 
1.7 and 8.0 p b _ I collected respectively in the 1989 and 1990 runs [1]. 
A total of 1.25 million Z particles were recorded, about twice the amount of the previous 
year, so that the total number of Z events since the beginning of LEP operation in August 
1989 exceeds at present 2 million. Assuming a 80% reduction factor for off-peak data taking 
the about 3.1 -10 5 Z (10.4 pb" 1 ) collected in average by each experiment are compatible with 
a 75 % global detector efficiency. 
A 10 3' cm - 2 s"" ' peak luminosity has been achieved, 30% below the design value at 45 GeV. 

Integrated Luminosity 1989, 1990 and 1991 

Mumbar of RH» 

Figure 1: Integrated luminosity for the 1989, 1990 and 1991 LEP runs. Scattering in the 1990 
values have been compensated by adjusting the longitudinal position of the beam waist at the IPs. 

A major vacuum problem in the DELPHI beam pipe, where the internal aluminium lining 
detached from the outer carbon structure, drastically reduced the aperture of the machine 
and caused dramatic increase in the background to the experiment. The downtime of about 
one month required for the repairs prevented the Z p'oduction from reaching the goal of 
•1 • 105 events per experiment foreseen by the LEPC meeting in June 1991. 

Considerable downtime due to a series of equipment failures during summer, combined 
with a still very long turnaround time between the dumping of the beam and new stable con-
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Parameter 1990 1991 Design 
Peak Currents at injection mA 4.2 4.3 6.0 
Peak Currents in collision mA 3.6 3.7 n 

Average Currents at injection mA 3.1 3.5 H 

Average Currents in collision mA 2.5 2.8 * 
Vertical beam-beam parameter f„ 0.017 0.025 0.040 
Peak Luminosity K P c m - ^ s - 1 9.0 10.0 13.0 
Average Initial Luminosity H P c m - V 5.1 7.0 V 

Integrated Luminosity pb-> 8.0 17.3 -
Best filling time h 1.2 1.23 0.33 
Average filling time h 6.6 3.1 » 
Average coast duration 7.3 8.0 -
Total number of coasts 143 154 -
Hours in coast/scheduled % 43 44 -

Table 1: LEP performance achieved in the 1991 run compared to the 1990 run and to the design 
goals. 

ditions after ramping and background adjustments, reduced the average machine efficiency 
(ratio of time in collision over scheduled time for physics) to ~ 44 %, with peaks up to 70 %. 
The LEP operational performance is summarized in table 1. Differently from the 1990 run, 
the four experiments observed the same integrated luminosity as shown in Fig. 1, where also 
a comparison is presented with the performance in 1989 and 1990. The previous scattering 
between the integrated luminosities at the IPs was reduced by adjusting the strengths of the 
superconducting quadrupoles at both sides of the experimental detectors when a /3j = S cm 
was measured instead of the desired /?* = 5 cm value. With the new optics adopted in 1991 
(Qx/Qy = 70.285/76.235), suggested by simulation studies to overcome the beam-beam limi
tations in the 1990 performance, the initial luminosity increased to more than 7-10 3 0 cm" 2 s - 1 

compared to the best figure of 5 • 10 3 0 in 1990. 
The improved performance of the Beam Orbit Measurement (BOM) system [2] combined 
with the continuous monitoring of the beam slopes and positions at the IPs proved to be 
very helpful in providing control and optimization of background conditions at the exper
iments, (now using a smaller beam pipe) to optimize the luminosity and to improve the 
reproducibility. 

2.2 Limitations in Physics Operation 
As shown in table 1 the best values for the beam currents at injection and in collision are still 
far from the design goals. Moreover, the luminosity keeps being beam-beam limited, even if 
less dramatically than in the previous year. Specific luminosities of ~ 3 • l O ^ c m - 2 s - 1 mA~ 2 

were reached with more than 3 mA total beam current at the beginning of the fills, slowly 
increasing up to ~ 6 • 10 3 0 below 2.5 mA circulating in the machine, showing an important 
dependence of the transverse beam sizes on the current. Also, the vertical beam-beam 
parameter £„ reached a value of 0.025 with /8J = 5cm, higher than the correspondent value 
of 0.017 in 1990 but still below the design figure of 0.040. 
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Figure 2: Beam intensities at injection and in physics conditions. 

160 

Maximum attainable beam currents are limited by known and expected phenomena. 
The related performance is affected by the simultaneous occurrence of different effects and 
solutions to the problems can only be found by separating the causes and applying specific 
cures. The effects responsible for intensity limitations are the following : 

• Transverse Mode Coupling Instability (TMC) is expected to limit the bunch current. 
The threshold of the effect, resulting from the interaction of particles in a bunch with 
short term wake fields from the bunch as a whole, due to the finite impedance of the 
vacuum chamber, is approximately described by : 

NZMC = SEQ. 
e 2 E # K, (1) 

For a given value of the synchrotron tune Q, and of the beam energy E the threshold 
can be improved by increasing the bunch length a, (wigglers) which in turn reduces the 
transverse loss factor KJ(<T-,) generated by the local impedance of the beam environment. 

• Synchro-Betatron Resonances (SBR), originating from coupling between synchrotron 
and betatron motion due to non-zero dispersion at the RF cavities, represent the 
practical current limitation at LEP. Increased vertical beam dimensions result in a 
reduced beam lifetime and limited injected current as a result of a balance with the 
injection rate. The solution is to control and compensate any residual dispersion at 
the RF cavities, installed in theoretically dispersion-free straight sections. 
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• Head-Tail (HT) instabilities have been directly observed in LEP with a Streak Camera 
especially developed to provide real time top- and side-views of a particle bunch over 
successive revolutions [3]. The implementation of this invaluable instrument and the 
possibility of a direct connection to the Control Room will provide a precious tool for 
understanding the behavior of bunches under different operational conditions. 

• Long range horizontal beam-beam effect from separated beams 

can drive coupled beam modes and reduce the intensity of the injected beams. The 
effect can be reduced at injection by increasing the separation 6 or reducing the hor
izontal /?-value at the encounters. This new feature has been incorporated in a new 
low-/?* optics together with a new ramp and squeeze procedure to keep the ratio | f as 
constant as possible during the acceleration process. The combined ramp and squeeze 
procedure helped in reaching higher currents at 20 GeV but not in collision (Fig. 2). 

2.3 Transverse Polarization 
After the first experimental observation of beam transverse polarization in 1990 [4] an in
tensive development programme has been scheduled for the 1991 LEP run. Dedicated po
larization studies have confirmed the 1990 results and levels up to about 16% have been 
experimentally measured with the laser polarimeter [5] which has undergone a significant 
development during the winter shutdown leading to a substantial improvement of the data 
acquisition system, hence to a higher statistical accuracy. 

Polarization results obtained in 1991 are collected in Table 2. 

Experiment date / 1991 (i/U/mrn Polarization /(%) 
1 05.29 0.69 11. 
2 06.24 0.76 9. 
3 08.08 0.69 -
4 09.02 0.94 5. 
5 09.16 0.81 8. 
6 10.02 0.61 16. -> 19.6 
7 10.26 0.75 10. 
8 11.11 0.61 8. 

Table 2: Results from polarization runs in 1991 at a nominal beam energy £t„ m =46.5 GeV 
(f,=105.5). The quality of the vertical closed orbit correction at each run is shown in terms of rms 
values in column 3. 

The validity of the polarization signal, directly related to the mean shift A{V) of the 
vertical distributions of the Compton backscattered photons under reversal of the laser light 
helicity [6], was confirmed at each experiment inducing a controlled depolarizing resonance 
at v, — 106 very close to the spin tune value 105.5 at which the polarization was measured. 
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The subsequent polarization process provided a calibration of the analyzing power of the 
polarimeter through the effective polarization time, directly proportional to the asymptotic 
degree, obtained from a three-parameter fit as shown in Fig. 3. The experimental polarime
ter calibration conflrmed the value predicted by Monte-Carlo simulations. The maximum 
asymptotic value associated to the best observed polarization figure (~ 16%, experiment 6 
in table 2), Px = (19.6 ± 2.4)%, was obtained without any particular effort in trying to 
compensate depolarizing resonances with delicate orbit adjustments. 

v, = 106 

LASER LIGHT ADJUSTMENT 

CO. CORRECTIONS RESONANT DEPOLARIZATION 

Figure 3: Polarization signal showing four consecutive phases: 
1) initial stable polarization P\_ ~ 10%; 
2) depolarization by resonance v, = 106; 
3) polarization rise; 
-1) resonant depolarization with partial "spin flip". 
The polarization rise-time of 65± 8 minutes (solid curve fit) corresponds to Px = (19.6 ± 2.4) %. 

2.4 Energy Calibration 
Combining the results published for 1989-1990 data by the four experiments [7]--- [10] at 
LEP yields a statistical precision of ± 5 MeV on Mz and of ± 9 MeV on Tz, whereas the 
systematic error due to beam energy uncertainties is ± 20 MeV and ± 6 MeV respectively. 
The Z mass error is dominated by the knowledge of the absolute energy scale, while the Z 
width error stems from uncertainties in the differences between the various center-of-mass 
energies. The exact knowledge of the LEP beam energy is then essential. 

2.4.1 Methods to derive the beam energy 

A reference for the magnetic field in the LEP dipoles is given by the signal produced by 
a flipping coil in a reference magnet powered in series with the main dipoles. The beam 
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Figure 4: Example of depolarization scans showing progressive reduction of sweep amplitude for 
precise location of resonance. Full line : depolarization. Dashed line : no depolarization. 

energy derived from this measurement, labelled as EFD (for Field Display), is displayed 
whenever the machine is running. However, the reference magnet is of different nature than 
the LEP concrete dipoles and situated in different conditions of temperature and humidity. 
An absolute calibration by other methods is necessary. 

A direct measurement of the field generated by the dipoles is provided by cycling the 
magnets and measuring the induced current in a closed electrical loop, imbedded in the 
LEP dipoles. This "flux-loop" method is in principle rather accurate ( ± 1 0 - 4 ) but cannot 
be applied while beams circulate. Furthermore, it only measures the field produced by the 
dipoles and not the additional fields which influence the beam energy, such as the earth 
magnetic field, the possible permanent magnetic properties of the beam pipe, as well as the 
dipolar components of the beam orbit correctors and quadrupoles. An in-situ calibration 
with circulating beam is thus necessary. 
An elegant solution [11] compares the revolution frequencies of ?0 GeV protons an positrons 
circulating on the same orbit, providing a calibration at 20 GeV at ±3 10" 5 level [12]. How
ever the extrapolation to 45 GeV is entailed by the uncertainty in the above mentioned 
additional fields. Also, this method cannot be used with high energy physics beams circu
lating in the ring. 
The three methods are combined with the procedure described in [13]. The result is given 
as an average correction to Epp which, for the 1990 data, was: 

i 5 t M n , = i S F D [ l - ( 6 . 4 ± 2 . 4 ) 1 0 - 4 ] . (3) 

Day 
Time 
(hr.) 
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2.4.2 Resonant Depolarization 

The determination of beam energy with resonant depolarization consists in measuring the 
spin precession frequency directly proportional to the energy of a polarized beam. This 
method has been used previously in e + machines, providing accurate measurements of the 
masses of the J/V>, V', T, V, at VEPP4 [14], [15], at DORIS [16], at CESR [17]. 

By inducing a controlled spin-depolarizing resonance, the mean beam energy can be de
termined to great accuracy. To this purpose, a frequency-controlled radial RF magnetic field 
makes the particle spin to precess away from the vertical axis. An artificial depolarizing 
resonance occurs when the radial magnetic field oscillates at the spin precession frequency 

<4feP s w. = 2TI/, /«„ . 

The spin tune v, (number of spin precessions per revolution) is related to the beam energy: 
p 

u, = a,T = YJ— = N, + iv, (4) 
mcc2jae 

where a e = (g — 2)/2 = 1.159652188 • 1 0 - 3 is the e* gyromagnetic anomaly known to a 
precision of some 1 0 - 9 . 

A measurement of the depolarizer frequency at the resonance /J°* = Sv, • fTeu gives the 
fractional part of the spin tune and defines the mean beam energy: 

Eieam = T ^ v , = 0.4406486 (N, + J-^). (5) 

The integer part of the spin tune at the Z° energy is N, — 103. From (4), a spin tune sweep 
ASv, = va^~- = 0.01 corresponds to a relative energy change of ~ 10 - 4 . 

2.4.3 Exper imenta l results 

Results on Energy Calibration in 1991 [18] were obtained in five experiments over two months 
in which full depolarization with partial spin flip was reproducibly observed. A typical 
depolarization experiment is graphically represented in Fig.4 where subsequent spin tune 
scans are shown as a function of time with progressively decreasing amplitude modulation 
down to ASv3 = 0.005 for a precise determination of the resonance. Further analysis of 
the behavior inside the spin sweep of interest allows a determination of the energy value to 
better than 1 MeV, i.e. to about a 2 • 10" 5 accuracy. 
Data are collected in Table 3 together with the reference energy values EFD provided to the 
experimental teams during physics runs. 

The resolution of the resonant depolarization method is quite high and allows insight 
into the energy reproducibility of the machine. The results on Energy calibration collected 
in Table 3 are consistent with an average difference w.r.t. the reference EFD '• 

EPOI - EFD = (-34 ± 3) MeV (6) 

A full swing data spread of ± 3 MeV (± 6.5 • 10"5) was observed over the two months 
run as well as in the same fill (last two columns of Table 1). 
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Week 37 40 43 45a 45b 
Date / 1991 09.16 10.02 10.26 11.11 / 2 am 11.11 / 7 am 

Q* - 70.0 0.136 0.140 0.137 0.1389 .1358 
Qy - 76.0 0.203 0.203 0.2014 0.2113 0.2014 

Q. 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083 
Avg. T , "C 22.5 22.25 22.0 22.1 22.4 
EFD GeV 46.509 

±0.001 
46.5095 
± 0.001 

46.508 
±0.001 

46.506 
± 0.001 

46.5065 
±0.001 

Epoi GeV 46.4719 
± 0.0006 

46.4770 
± 0.0006 

46.4766 
±0.0006 

46.4685 
± 0.0013 

46.4729 
± 0.0005 

EPo,-EFDMeV -37.1 ± 1.2 -32.5 ± 1.2 -31.4 ± 1.2 -37.5 ± 1.6 -33.6 ± 1.2 
Ep.i-EFDUeW 
(Tj -corrected) 

-38.1 ± 1.2 -32.5 ± 1.2 -30.4 ± 1.2 -37.2 ± 1.6 -34.2 ± 1.2 

Table 3: Summary of Energy Calibration Data with Resonant Depolarization. 

The average temperature Tt of the core of 8 LEP dipoles was constant to ± 0.21 °C during 
the five polarization runs so that the E p o | data can not disprove the observed temperature 
dependence of the Flux Loop LEP dipoles calibration [19]. 
Applying a temperature correction on the basis of [19] (last row of Table 1) does not improve 
the observed spread in the data. 
This analysis suggests that effects other than temperature changes in the dipoles contribute 
to the overall LEP energy reproducibility. Possible sources like ground motion related to 
tidal forces or run-to-run differences in the orbit corrector sets were discussed in the recent 
Chamonix Workshop [20] and the 1992 schedule for calibration measurements will take these 
suggestions into account. 

3 Prospects and Future Plans 

3.1 Luminosity improvements 
A pretzel scheme to collide more than 4 bunches per beam has been elaborated as the 
future high-luminosity option for LEP [21], [22]. A relatively low cost version of the full 
scheme consists of making use of 8 electrostatic separators available from the SPS to provide 
horizontal bunch separation at the unwanted encounters. 
One bump over each quadrant of the ring can be created in this way (Fig. 5) providing a 
maximum separation of 12 ax up to an energy of 90 GeV per beam. Horizontal separation has 
been adopted to preserve compatibility with transverse polarization. Four separators were 
installed during the 1990/1991 shutdown to demonstrate the feasibility of the scheme prior 
to the installation in 1992 of the complete scheme for an initial operation with 8 bunches 
per beam. 

Cautionary considerations based on experience from SPS and CESR about the effective 
gain in luminosity from an increased number of colliding bunches stimulated an intensive 
Machine Development programme in 1991 to check simulated performance in terms of dy-
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namic aperture around the pretzel closed orbit with possible limitations in beam lifetime 
and implications in the ramping procedures. 

An example of pretzel orbits measured after corrections of phase errors between separators 
to ensure perfect closure of the bumps is shown in Fig. 5. 
Some problems from separators sparking under the effect of synchrotron radiation were faced. 
However, a satisfactory understanding of the processes involved was achieved. Successful 
ramping procedures and collisions with two beams with one "extra" bunch produced some 
luminosity [23]. The results from the 1991 MD programme allow to foresee that the 8 bunches 
per beam pretzel scheme can become gradually operational during the 1992 LEP run. 

Diffarwc* batmen • • and *• pwtMl orbttt at 45.8 G»V 

15.000 

10.000 

_ 5.000 • 

i 
" 0.000 • 

-5.O0O • 

•10.000 • 

Figure 5: Schematic of a full Pretzel scheme for horizontal beam separation. The four bumps (the 
e + one is shown) are antisymmetric w.r.t. the odd points both for 60° and 90° optics to compensate 
differential orbit effects. The measured pretzel orbits show separation in the arcs and very small 
residual closed orbit amplitudes in the straight sections. 



3.2 Energy upgrade 
The LEP Phase II programme is meant to raise the beam energy beyond the 2 x 82 GeV 
W-pair production threshold [24] by 1994. The progressive upgrade schedule consists of the 
installation of a total of 192 additional superconducting RF cavities (SSC) in addition to 
the existing Cu ones. A maximum beam energy of 89 GeV is assumed to be reached with 
a 5 MV/m average voltage gradient in the SCC system. The expected luminosity, limited 
by the RF power to be delivered to the beams (2 x 4 x 750 ft A), is of about 2 • 10 3 1 c m - 2 s" 1 

and requires smaller emittances for the circulating beams, obtainable by adopting a 90° per 
cell optics. 

A vigorous MD programme scheduled with the aim of studying the new optics and 
understanding possible problems produced very positive results. Up to 60/JA per bunch 
have been accumulated and after commissioning a dedicated ramp and squeeze procedure a 
record specific luminosity was measured in three of the LEP experiments, with background 
levels comparable to the physics conditions of the 60" optics [25]. 

Following these results a proposal [26] to run LEP with the 90° optics already in 1992 
was adopted in order to acquire the necessary experience. 

3.3 Polarization programme 
According to the recommendations of the November 1991 LEP Experiment Committee 
(LEPC) [27] the efforts in the polarization field for the next two years will trend towards the 
feasibility of energy calibration as close as possible to physics conditions and to increase the 
overall polarization level. 

Transverse polari ..ation for energy calibration should be performed at two different nom
inal energies at the end of physics runs, i.e. with solenoids on and low-/?" configuration, 
initially with separated beams. A proper compensation scheme will have to be commis
sioned to overcome depolarizing from the experimental solenoids. 

In a successive phase, search for polarization at different fractional tunes and with col
liding beams should be scheduled in order to perform energy calibration during the data 
taking. 

Once the above polarization studies have shown compatibility with beam-beam effects, 
further efforts should be put in defining machine operation conditions leading to higher 
polarization levels of the order of 50% in "physics conditions". Progress in this direction 
would come from improved orbit control and more sophisticated compensation of depolar
izing resonances, while dedicated wigglers would help in sustaining polarization in presence 
of beam-beam effects. 

As stated in [27] the LEPC considers a test spin rotator as a necessary step to demonstrate 
the feasibility of physics with longitudinally polarized beams. The activity in this direction, 
illustrated in [28] [29], is related to the achievements in the above mentioned steps and is 
included in the LEPC recommendations provided resources become available. 
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4 Concluding remarks 
LEP performance is gradually reaching the design values. Areas where important improve
ments can be realized have been highlighted in the recent 2nd Chamonix Workshop [30]. 
Present limitations have been understood and possible remedies are being worked out. 
Turnaround time between successive fills have to be reduced to raise the integrated luminos
ity available to the experiments and consequently to improve the overall machine efficiency. 

Considerable progress has been achieved for the pretzel scheme which will become grad
ually operational in 1992 and will provide higher luminosities. The full separator scheme is 
being installed during the present machine shutdown. 

The 90° optics requires for the LEP Phase II programme has been successfully studied 
and a high specific luminosity has been recorded. 

Finally, precise beam energy calibration with resonant depolarization has been imple
mented, making use of about 10% transverse polarization level measured after careful orbit 
corrections. Plans have been elaborated to perform energy calibration close to physics con
ditions during 1992. 
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Abstract 

A selection of ALEPH activities in 1991 is presented. ALEPH took ~ 12p6_1of 
good data around the Z° peak in that year to bring the total up to a half a mil
lion events. The silicon-strip vertex detector was commissioned successfully and 
performed to design specifications for all of the 1991 running. The examples of 
physics reviewed include an update on electroweak results, iV„ counting with the 
single photon events, r-branching ratio and -lifetime measurements, measurement 
of the B-hadron lifetime, evidence for the At baryon, existence of the triple gluon 
vertex, the understanding of intermittency, and an update on the Higgs search. 
These analyses were done in 1991 and include the 1989-90 data. 
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1 Introduction 
Only a sampling of the ALEPH activities in 1991 will be presented here, because a com
plete review would go beyond the scope of a 45-minute talk. Improvements to the detector 
and physics results on the sectors electroweak, heavy flavor, QCD, and particle searches 
will be highlighted. 

The At.r?H running in 1991 was 80% efficient and concluded with an additional ~12 
pb~lo( data being collected on or around the Z° peak so that it now has a total of about 
20 pb'1, or a half a million Z° events. The physics analyses described here were done in 
1991 using only the 8 p i - , o f 1989-90. The main addition to the hardware was a well-
performing silicon-strip vertex detector which took data all of 1991, after two years of 
running with prototypes. 

This report is organized as follows. The performance of the ALEPH tracking system 
[1] after inclusion of the vertex detector is discussed in section 2. Sections 3, 4, 5, and 
6 respectively give examples of latest results in the electroweak, heavy flavor, QCD, and 
particles searches sectors: 

• section 3.1: an update to the electroweak results [2] [3], 

• section 3.2: JV„ measured via single-photon event counting [4], 

• section 3.3: measurement of the r branching ratios [5], 

• section 3.4: the r lepton lifetime and ft — T universality [6], 

• section 4.1: measurement of the B-hadron lifetime [7], 

• section 4.2: evidence for At baryons [8], 

• section 5.1: existence of the triple gluon vertex [9], 

• section 5.2: understanding intermittency [10] [11], 

• section 6.1: search for MSSM neutral higgses after radiative corrections [12] [13]. 

=*• The organizers of this conference requested that we also discuss future plans. These 
will be interspersed throughout the discussion below and indicated by the "=*•" sign. 

2 The ALEPH Detector 
The performance of the ALEPH detector has been described in detail previously [1]. The 
ALEPH tracking will be emphasized here because of the new vertex detector installed 
in 1991. The tracking is demonstrated by the event display of Fig.l. It consisted before 
1991 of an inner tracking chamber ITC, a drift chamber between 0.16 m and 0.26 m 
radii, which also serves the important function of triggering on charged particles, and a 
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TPC 

Figure 1: An event recorded by the ALEPH tracking system. The scale is not linear. 

time progection chamber TPC, the central detector between 0.4 m and 1.8 m radii. The 
ITC and TPC measure points in r<j> to ~100/im and ~200/*m accuracy respectively and 
together momenta to % = 0.0008GeV_ 1. The impact parameter in the r(j> plar.2 was 
accurate to ~150/«m in that case, which allowed a measurement of the r [6] and B-hadron 
[7] lifetimes. 

The vertex detector VDET was operated successfully in 1991, after 1989 and 1990 had 
been two difficult years of commissioning with prototype detectors. VDET is a double-
sided silicon strip device with two layers of r<t> and z strips at 0.06 m and 0.12 m radii, as 
drawn in Fig. 2. There is a total of 96 detectors, 5cmx5cm each, mounted on 24 "faces" 
which surround (with overlap) the beam pipe. The solid angle coverage of inner (outer) 
layer is | cos0| < 0.85 (0.65). Every fourth strip in r<f> and every second strip in z is read 
out with CAMEX chips, the read-out pitch being 0.1 mm in both cases and the total 
number of channels being 72000. The point-measuring accuracy is 10/rni in rip and 13 ^m 
in z. The impact parameter for Z°—» /**'\T pairs is measured to 28/*m in r<j> and 34 /(in 
in z. The addition of VDET to the tracking has improved the momentum resolution to 
p = 0.0006GeV-'. 

The performance profited from the fact that new beam pipes were installed in the LEP 
experiments for 1991, with diameter 106 mm (before 160 mm), and made cf beryllium 
(before aluminium for ALEPH ). These changes improved the impact-parameter resolution 
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Figure 2: The ALEPH vertex detector. 

to 6(r<j>) = 25pm© J § ^ . (before 6{r<j>) = 50>mffi j ^ j j ^ )• The numbers in these formulae 
result from a simplistic "back-of-the-envelope" calculation, but correspond fairly well to 
the measured values. 

With the new beam pipe, it was necessary to completely redesign the mechanical 
structure. It mainly consists of a rigid carbon-fibre support for the detectors and a 
mechanically-decoupled carbon-fibre support for the cables. The whole structure is open 
to allow free passage of air-flow, which is the cooling medium for the 80W generated by 
the on-chip electronics. The temporal stability of this structure was good, since otherwise 
the alignment to <10/<m would not have succeeded. 

The alignment is principally track-based, which requires a mechanical stability over 
periods long enough to allow the statistics to be gathered for the desired accuracy. The 
information used for the alignment consists of precision measurements of fiducial marks 
on each detector and of the tracking data. The latter makes use of vertex constraints, 
matching with external detectors (ITC,TPC), three-layer hits in the overlap region, and 
finally of Z°—> n+y.~ events, which have little multiple scattering and allow momentum 
constraints to be used while aligning VDET, ITC, and TPC hits. 

=*• Examples of the physics potential of VDET are the improvements in the T and the 
B-hadron lifetime measurements, which are discussed in sections 3.4 and 4.1. 
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3 Electroweak 
3.1 An update to the electroweak results 
On the basis of 190,000 Z° decays, the following parameters of the Z° resonance have 
been measured [2]: 

Mz = (91.182 ± 0.009„ p ± O.OWLEP) GeV 
Tz = (2484 ± 17) MeV 

< „ = (41.44 ± 0.36) nb 
R = 21.00 ± 0.20. 

=> During the 1991 running, the LEP machine successfully employed the spin reso
nance depolarization technique to calibrate the beam energy [14], so that hereafter the 
systematic error on Mz from LEP will be reduced to <10 MeV. 

The number of light neutrino species for these data is measured to be 2.97±0.07. From 
the lepton forward-backward asymmetry, the ratio of vector to axial vector couplings is 
determined: 

9v(Ml)2lgA(M2

zf = 0.0072 ± 0.0027. 

Combining ALEPH 's asymmetry measurements together with Tu/Mz, all listed in 
Table 1, yields 

sm20w(M%) = 0.2312 ±0.0018. 

Measurement Measured quantity Value siR%V(M2

z) 
Lepton F-B asymmetry 9V(MZ)2/9A(MZ? 0.0072 ± 0.0027 0.2281 ± 0.0040 

Quark charge asymmetry <QFB> -0.0084 ± 0.0016 0.2300 ± 0.0052 
Tau polarization <p?> -0.152 ± 0.045 0.2302 ± 0.0057 

bb asymmetry <Ab

FB> 0.126 ±0.030 0.2262 ± 0.0054 
cc asymmetry <AFB> 0.064 ± 0.049 0.2310 ± 0.0120 

Asymmetry average 0.2285 ± 0.0025 
Line shape r„ 83.05 ±0.67 MeV 0.2340 ± 0.0025 

Overall average 0.2312 ± 0.0018 

Table 1: Different measurements of sin2#iv(M§). bb and cc asymmetries 
have been combined using a 20% correlation. 

A fit to the ALEPH data for the top quark mass using the electroweak radiative 
corrections to the Standard Model assuming a Higgs mass of 200 GeV gives 

A/, = ( 1 7 0 ± M ) G e V , 
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Figure 3: Combined LEP results and those of collider and v experiments for sin20w(M£) 
as a function of the top quark mass (in GeV). 

where the second error corresponds to a change in the Higgs mass from 50 GeV to 1 TeV. 

=* To have a feeling for what the future has in store, the four LEP experiments have 
now worked out how to combine their results [3]. The results based on 650,000 Z° events 
:rom 1989-90 are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2, where the proton collider results (CDF [15] 
and UA2[16]) and the neutrino results (CDHS [17] and CHARM [18]) have been included. 
With the addition of the 1991 data, ALEFH now has nearly this level of statistics, so that 
its results alone will be approaching the precision of Table 2 in near future. 

a, unconstrained a, constrained 
Mt(GtV) 124±i?±j! 132±£±H 

a. 0.138 ± 0.015 0.123 ± 0.007 

Table 2: Results of fits of LEP and other data for Mt and a,. In the 
third column, a, is constrained by the measured value 0.118 ± 0.008. 
Here the central values are for a Higgs mass of 300 GeV, and the second 
errors again for its variation from 50 GeV to 1 TeV. 

3.2 iV„ measured via single-photon event counting 
The first direct method proposed for measuring the number of light neutrino generations 
N„ in e +«~ annihilations was e+e~ —> 7 + weakly interacting particles [19]. Although 
studies [20] have shown that the optimum energy for the measurement would be a few GeV 
above the Z° peak, the current scanning strategy of the Z° resonance by LEP also yields a 
measurement of this cross section, albeit under less favorable experimental circumstances. 

' M..- M r (CDr+ LI42 + C0HS*-CHARM1 

3 Asymmetries (I.EP1 

I M. (LEP) ...x" 1 

^> (CDF limit) 

- I 3 J -
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Figure 4: The observed number of events per p6"'at each energy scan point (in GeV from 
the peak) for the barrel region. The continuous curve represents the total rate expected 
from all processes assuming 3 neutrino generations; the dotted curve is the background. 

The data for the present measurement [4] were taken in 1990 between 88.25 and 94.25 
GeV and the integrated luminosity was 5.3 pb~'. The events were measured with the 
electromagnetic (ECAL) and luminosity (LCAL) calorimeters which give coverage for 
photons down to 3" from the beam axis. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) vetoes events 
with particles in the gap between ECAL and LCAL. The tracking detectors TPC and 
ITC veto events with charged particles in the range |cos0| < 0.96. 

The trigger requiring only electromagnetic neutral energy is based exclusively on the 
energy observed by the anode wire planes of ECAL and rises from threshold at 1 GeV to 
nearly 100% efficiency at 1.5 GeV. The events are selected which have no charged particles 
and electromagnetic energy exceeding 1.5 GeV in only one ECAL module and nowhere 
else. A total of 147 events are found in the barrel region and 102 in the endcaps. 

Systematic undertainties arising from the identification and reconstruction of photon 
energy deposition and from the discrimination and removal of multiphoton events rely 
on the comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation of identified electrons and 
photons at low energies in(e +p~)7 and (e + e _ )e + e _ control samples. The known sources 
of background to the i/i>f signal are ee-/, 777, p/17, and 2-photon processes. A detailed 
assessment of data, systematics, and background lead to the plot in Fig. 4. 

The invisible width of the Z° is determined to be 450 ± 50 l tat i 33,B,t MeV, and, using 
the Standard Model parameters obtained by ALEPH , this measurement is presently 

Ar„ = 2.7±0.3, ( a ( ±0.2»„. , . 

3.3 Measurement of the r branching ratios 
In this paper [5] a global analysis of the T branching ratios was performed with one of 
the goals being a better understanding of the "one -prong problem", which is a deficit 
observed in the sum of the measured branching ratios Bi for exclusive one-prong channels 
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compared with the corresponding one-prong inclusive fraction Bj. The world averages 
give [21] 

ABWA = B, T - E Bi(lprong) = +(4.2 ± 3.1)%, 

and if the theoretical estimate [22] is used for the branching ratio of T —* TtZit0vT based 
on CVC and e+e" data, then ABWA = +(5.8 ± 1.4)%. 

The analysis, an improved version of the one done first by CELLO [23], investigated 

• the measurement of inclusive topological charged-prong branching ratios (TBR) 
using complete T+T~ events classified according to their global topologies, and 

• the measurement of quasi-exclusive branching ratios (EBR) for all channel using all 
identified r decay candidates. 

For the latter, particle identification and 7 / T ° detection were important for the analysis 
in which T decays were subdivided into eight generic classes B,(i = 1,8) based on the 
numbers of charged particles, T°'S, and 7's. 

For both the TBR and the EBR, Monte Carlo generators were used to eliminate the 
response matrix given by detector effects which distort the topologies of T+T~ events or T 
candidates, and to estimate the backgrounds to both analyses. The topological branching 
ratios were obtained by maximizing the corresponding liklihood function while respecting 
constraints for the expected number from the total number of Z°—» T+T~ decays produced. 
The exclusive branching ratios were obtained by inverting the equations relating them to 
the number of events observed, again constrained by the total number of T'S produced. 

For the TBR, the results based on 5095 selected T+T~ candidates are 

B* = (85.45 ± 0.97)%, 

and (14.35±0.48)% and (0.10±0.05)%, respectively for Bj and Bj. 
For the EBR, 8429 T candidates were selected with high efficiency (72.4%) and low 

background (2.4%), and the results are E?=i B{ = (100.4 ± 1.3s,a, ± 0.9, s„ ± 1.0„ o r m)% 
and 

£f l ; ( lprong) = (85.8 ± 1.6)%. 
t 

Thus there is no evidence in this case for a one-prong problem. The B; results are 
consistent with the world averages except for the modes T —» vT3had and r -* vrhad2iro, 
whicli are larger, having the values (9.5±0.7)% and (10.2±1.1)%. 

Finally the branching ratio for the channel r -» evcvT was measured to 18.09±0.64%, 
and will be of interest for the following section. 



3.4 The T lifetime and \i - T universality 
The r lifetime is related to the above branching ratio B(T —* evcuT) and to the corre
sponding quantities of ji decay via lepton universality: 

(l)*-©S)V—» 
where the Fermi coupling constants GT and G„ of the r and f to the charged weak current 
are equal in the Standard Model. Present world averages [21] for the quantities on the 
r.h.s. of this equation yeild GrIG„ = 0.967 ± 0.018. 

The T lifetime was measured [6] using three different techniques: 

(1) a new method which utilizes the correlation between impact parameter and azimuthal 
angles of the two charged tracks in events of 1-1 topology; 

(2) a conventional technique using the average signed impact parameter of one-prongs 
in 1-1 and 1-3 topologies; 

(3) another standard method measuring the average decay length using reconstructed T 
vertices in 1-3 and 3-3 topologies. 

A brief description of the methods and results follows: 
(1) The distance of closests approach to the beam axis is ±d, where the sign is that of 

the z component of the track angular momentum about the beam axis at the distance of 
closest approach. Denoting d+ for the T + and rf_ for the T~ in r events, then on average 

<d+ -rf_ > = < L > &<f> = (/97crTsin0) A 0 (2) 

where fit/ = p/MTc, 6 is the r pair production polar angle, and A<j> = <j>+ — <j>- + -n is 
the signed acoplanarity angle of the daughter tracks. Therefore the T lifetime can be 
determined from the measured proportionality constant in the < d + — d_ > versus A^ 
plot. The result of this analysis is r r = 285 ± 17 3 ( a e ± 6S!,j< fs. 

(2) The signed impact parameter 6 = ±\d\ is computed for each daughter track. 
The sign of 6 is positive (negative) if the track crosses the r line of flight in the same 
(opposite) hemisphere of the track. The r line of flight is assumed to be that of the 
event thrust axis passing through the beam spot centroid. The charged tracks and photon 
candidates are used to determine the thrust axis in the 1-1 and 1-3 events. The relationship 
between the mean value of 6 and T T is determined by Monte Carlo. The final results are 
TT = 286 ± 18, ta( ± 10,J,J( fs using 1-1 topologies, and TT = 329 ± 38,i a e ± 18S!/,t fs using 
1-3 topologies. 

(3) Finally, the mean displacement of reconstructed three-prong decay vertices of 1-3 
or 3-3 events is measured. The r decay vertex position is fitted in three dimensions from 
the helix parameters of the three tracks. The lifetime determined from the weighted mean 
of the decay length distribution is T T = 294 ± 25 > l 0 ( ± l l l l w j fs. 
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Decay Length [cm] 
Figure 5: Decay length (in cm) distribution from the T —>3 prongs analysis without and 
with (shaded) VDET. 

Combining the three results taking into account common errors and statistical corre
lations yields the present overall result 

T T = 291 ± 13,,,,, ± 6,y,t fs. 

Inserting into Eq.(l) at the beginning of this section this value for r T and B(j —> evtvT) 
=(18.09±0.64)% measured by ALEPH as described in section 3.3, one finds G r / G M = 
0.997 ± 0.031, consistent with the hypothesis of p-T universality. 

=*• The T T measurement will improve with the help of the vertex detector. Figure 5 
shows the decay-length distribution from the r —> 3 prongs analysis without and with 
VDET. 

4 Heavy Flavors 

4.1 Measurement of the B-hadron lifetime 
Events containing B hadrons are selected by identiftying electrons and muons from the 
semileptonic decay of the hadron having high transverse momentum p± relative to the 
associated jet axis. The lifetime is extracted from a maximum likelihood fit to the impact 
parameter distribution of the lepton tracks, measured relative to the estimated e + e~ 
interaction point. This measurement is an average over the lifetimes of all the hadrons 
containing b quarks weighted by their production rates and semileptonic branching ratios. 

Jets are defined using all charged tracks in an event which are "good" after quality 
checks and have momentum >200 MeV/c. The JADE-algorithm [24] was used for the jet 
definition with the parameter y„a =0.02. The lepton p± is determined relative to the jet 
axis after first subracting the lepton's momentum vector from the jet. The higher mass 
of the b quark leads of course to higher lepton pj.'s of course, so that after a cut of p x > 2 
GeV there remain 2973 B-candidates (1215 electrons and 1758 muons) with purity 73%, 
as estimated by Monte Carlo. 
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Figure 6: Impact parameter (in cm) distribution of high p±, leptons from 6-jet candidates 
without (a) and with (b) VDET. 

The impact parameter S of the lepton is its distance of closest approach to the pro
duction vertex. The production vertex is the origin and is taken to be the centroid of the 
beam spot measured from the data over a LEP fill. The quantities are projected onto the 
r<j> plane, where the beam spot is smallest (ca. 150/<m x8/«m). The parent B hadron is 
assumed to have a path given by the jet axis emanating from the beam spot. The impact 
parameter is positive (negative) if the track crosses the jet axis in the same (opposite) 
hemisphere of the jet. 

For the lifetime analysis, five sources of lepton candidates are considered: (1) direct 
B decay; (2) cascade B decay via charm; (3) direct charm decay; (4) misidentified back
ground; and (5) decay background: leptons from non-prompt decays in flight and photon 
conversions. The probability that a lepton candidate comes from each of these sources is 
determined by fitting a function to the observed (p, p±) spectrum, varying the b and c frac
tions and fragmentation parameters. The p and p± distributions are found to agree well 
between data and Monte Carlo. The fitting function P' for each event i is the sum over 
the above sources of the probability that the lepton comes from a source times the proba
bility density function which describes the expected distribution of impact paramters for 
that source. These probability density functions were determined by studies of the data 
and/or Monte Carlo. 

The liklihood function C = fji P' formed using all events is maximized by varying 
TB, and the result is TB = 1.289 ijjio'fps. Several cross-checks were performed which 
verified that the analysis prodedure reproduces the correct answer. Also each step of the 
analysis was studied separately in order to estimate the systematic errors entailed by the 
assumptions. Combined in quadrature they yield an overall systematic error of 0.10 ps. 
Thus the final result using the 1989-90 data is 

TB = 1.29 ± 0.06,,,,, ± 0.10,,,., ps. 

=>• Figure 6 shows the improvement to come with the vertex detector. 
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4.2 Evidence for At baryons 
In this paper [8] a search for the decay At —» A+t~v followed by the decay A+ —t AX 
is performed. Throughout this section, the reaction specified implicitly means it plus 
its charge conjugate. The above decay chain leads to the signature for a At being the 
presence of a A(~ pair on the same side of the event (meaning the opening angle between 
them < 45°). The combination At* is due to background, as described below. 

The At is expected to be the lightest and most copiously produced b baryon. This 
analysis also includes to Aj,'s arising from Si's, but for its discovery every source of At 
is welcome. Semileptonic decays of Hi and fit can also be a source of A's in the final 
state, but these baryons consist of so many quarks beyond the first generation that their 
production rates are suppressed. 

The detector aspects important for this analysis are (1) a good A detection efficiency 
of ~55% between 3 and 20 GeV, due to the ALEPH tracking performance and dE/dx 
particle identification, and (2) good lepton detection efficiency in ECAL and HCAL. 

The important physics ingredients include the large decay rate A+ —• AX [21], the 
kinematics of the decay, which make it possible to unambiguously distinguish between A 
and A, and the large b mass and hard b fragmentation, which yield decay products that 
emerge with higher p and pj. than those from background processes. 

The possible sources of A^* combinations on the same side of a hadronic Z° decay, 
in addition to the signature (1) At —> A+t~v —» AXt'u, include (2) B —» A+VT"</ —* 
AXYl~v, the fragmentation of (3)6 or (4)c quarks followed by the semileptonic decay 
of the AJ: 6,c —» A+Y —> Al+XY, and (5) accidental combinations in which a A from 
the hadronization of quarks pairs up with a prompt lepton from the semileptonic decay 
of a heavy flavor. A Monte Carlo simulation of the processes (1) through (4) showed 
that by requiring the lepton to have (p,pj.)>(5,l) GeV eliminates 90% of process (2) (for 
which the branching ratio is <0.3% to start with) and 95% of processes (3) and (4), so 
that only the signature (1) and the hadronization (5) are left to produce Al~ and A(+ 

combinations. Monte Carlo investigations confirmed expectations that the hadronization 
source produces equal numbers of At~ and A(+ combinations. Other Monte Carlo studies 
were made of possible natural correlations between the 6 hadron and a hadronization A 
which might give rise to unequal A£~ and At+ rates. The result of these studies led to 
taking the ratio of AC~ over A£+ arising from accidental correlations to be 1.0±0.4. 

In summary, requiring the angle between the A and the lepton to be less than 45", 
PA >3.0 GeV, and (p,pj. );,„„, >(5,1) GeV, we find N ( A « - ) - N(A«+)= 53±13, as shown 
in Fig.7. This signal is interpreted as evidence for At baryons and their semileptonic 
decay. This excess corresponds, under the above assumptions, to a product branching 
ratio Br(b -» Ab) • Br(A+«-j/) • Br(A+ -* AX) = (0.95 ± 0.22. l o l ± 0.21„y j ()% . 
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Figure 7: The A yield in the (a) M~ and M+ combinations and (b) A^ + and \(~ com
binations. 

5 Q C D 

5.1 Existence of the triple gluon vertex 
As is well-known, the non-Abelian property of QCD results in the gluons interacting 
with themselves, which leads to a "triple gluon vertex" (TGV). Therefore proof of the 
existence of the TGV is tantamount to a fundamental test of the non-Abelian nature of 
the fundamental strong gauge field. In this paper [9], the existence of TGV is proved by 
the study of four-jet events in hadronic decays of the Z°. 

Rather than use test variables proposed by several authors [25], we extract directly the 
color factors of the theory of strong interactions from the measured five-fold differential 
four-jet cross sections in a liklihood fit. This ensures that all available four-jet events 
enter the analysis without any loss of information. 

The basis for comparison with the data is a perturbative calculation of jet production 
in e+e" annhiliation to 0(a\) [26]. For any gauge group the differential cross sections for 
the contributing diagrams factorize into kinematical and gauge-group dependent terms: 

• qqgg final states: 

t qqqq final states: 

where ytj = m*Ja denotes the scaled invariant mass squared between any pair of partons 
i and j with i, j = 1 . . . 4 and Nj the number of active flavors. The analytical form of the 
kinematical functions FA---FE can be extracted from the literature [26]. The coefficients 
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C F , Nc, and TF are the color factors which depend on the gauge group describing the 
interaction. The color factor CF determines the strength of the coupling of a gluon to a 
quark or an antiquark, Nc the strength of the splitting of a gluon into two further gluons, 
and TF the strength of the splitting of a gluon into a quark-antiquark pair [27]. Therefore 
the ratio Nc/Cp is a direct measure of the relative strength of the TGV compared to the 
quark-gluon coupling. 

Absorbing CF into the normalization of the cross sections written above, inter-jet 
correlations in four-jet events depend only on the ratios NC/CF and TF/CF- These ratios 
contain then the information about the gauge structure of the underlying theory. They 
can be determined experimentally by comparing the measured four-jet distributions of 
the scaled invariant masses squared ?/,_, with the theoretical predictions. 

The hadronic events were analyzed with an energy flow analysis [28] which takes ad
vantage of the good tracking, of the photon, electron, and muon identification capabilities, 
and of the redundancy of the energy measurements in the calorimeters. This energy flow 
algorithm provides information about charged and neutral, i.e. photon-like and neutral-
hadron-like, particles. An energy resolution of 9% for 90 GeV is achieved. 

The clustering algorithm [29] is required to produce exactly four clusters, and those 
events are retained as four-jet events for which all pairs of clusters satisfy the cut 

ymin = min(j/ij) > ycu, = 0.03, 

where the scaled invariant mass y<j of jets i and j is determined by 

2 £ i £ j - ( l - c o s f l i j ) 
y* = pi • <5) 

With this value of ycun the number of misidentifled two- and three-jet events is small, 
and the number of five-jet events forced into the four-jet sample is negligible. Other 
requirements were that the angle of each jet to the beam axis be greater than 20°, the 
number of tracks be >2, and the sum of the six ytj be > 0.95. From the original sample of 
150000 hadronic events, the final sample consists of 4148 four-jet events passing all cuts. 

The color factors are determined from the data by maximizing the liklihood 

iac=^4ai{Nc,CF'TF/CF)) 
i \ "lot J 

(6) 

with respect to Nc/Cp and TF/CF• The sum runs over all selected four-jet events, tr, 
denotes the folded four-jet cross section obtain by summing Eqs. (3) and (4) over all 
permutations of parton-type assignments to the jets, thereby taking into account the fact 
that no identification of parton-type or quark flavor is done, and o,ol is the corresponding 
total cross section. Thus the ratio &i/ctt>t is the probability density for observing event i 
for a given set of color factors. The fit to the raw data sample gives 

^ = 2.76 ± 0.25.,„, , ^ = -0.12 ± 0.17. i o (. 
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Figure 8: Nc/Cp versus JV/CV as measured, and for various models. 

The influence of perturbative higher orders, hadronization, detector effects, and event 
selection criteria leads to the above values being biased. Extensive Monte Carlo studies 
were carried out [30] to correct for these effects and to estimate the systematic errors 
due to the corrections. This was of course the hardest part of the analysis and as usual 
receives the least attention. The final results after all corrections are 

Nc TV 
-S- = 2.24 ± 0 3 2 „ a t ± 0.24,,,., , - f = 0.58 ± 0.17, ( o i ± 0.23 J ! r„. 

These values are in very good agreement with the values expected for QCD: 

(<r) = 2 

\l;F'QCD 
»•© CF' QCD 

= 0.375. 

The non-zero value for NC/CF is clear evidence for the existence of the triple gluon vertex, 
and the value of zero required by an Abelian model is ruled out by more than five standard 
deviations. Figure 8 shows the results compared with the predictions for various models. 

5.2 Understanding intermittency 
Intermittency is a term derived from turbulence theory and is used in particle physics to 
describe non-poissonian fluctuations observed in the distribution of particles produced in 
the phase space available in elementary reactions. This type of analysis was introduced 
in high energy physics as a way to identify the quark-gluon plasma [31]. The problem 
with intermittency is that such non-poissionian fluctuations are observed in many types of 
high energy experiments, but their origin is poorly understood, a situation which generates 
brisk scientific discussion. 

In our case the elementary reaction is e+e~annhiliations into hadrons at the Z° peak, 
for which we now think we understand the source of intermittent behavior fairly-well [10] 
[11]. The variables used to describe phase-space are rapidity y, azimuthal angle (j> with 
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repect to the minor axis, and a scaled transverse momentum variable In J^1"- The charged 
particles measured by the ALEPH tracking are analyzed here. To measure fluctuations 
of the number of particles n per bin in a region of phase space which has been divided 
equally into M bins, the factorial moments of order i are used: 

Fi(M)=< " ( " - i ) - ( " 7 ' + D > . ( 7 ) 

The averaging extends over all M subdivisions of a given region of phase space and over 
all events. For poissonian fluctuations these moments are identically one. A power-law 
dependence of Fj(M) with respect to M hints at self-similar processes in the generation 
of particles. 

The ALEPH data were compared with five models available within the Lund parton 
shower Monte Carlo, JETSET 7.3 [32]. 

• PS: The full (default) parton shower model. This gives an average of 7.8 partons 
before the onset of string fragmentation. 

• ERT: The model with second order matrix elements according to Ellis, Ross, and 
Terrano [26]. This allows up to four partons before string fragmentation. 

• MEOPT: The second order matrix elements model with optimized renormalization 
scale. The latter improves the agreement of ERT with the experimental four-jet 
rate. 

• ABEL: Abelian parton shower model. The triple gluon vertex has been switched off 
in the otherwise full shower development. 

• QQBAR: A model with no gluons. The primary q 'ark-antiquark-pair are hooked 
together with a straight string which then fragments according to JETSET 7.3. 
Only two partons are allowed. 

All models except QQBAR and ABEL have been fit to a set of ALEPH inclusive and 
exclusive distributions [33], for which the factorial moments have not been used. In the 
cases of QQBAR and ABEL the fragmentation parameters have been adjusted to yield the 
measured average thrust and multiplicity. 

The results are shown in Fig.9a for one dimensional moments in y and in Fig.9b for 
two-dimensional moments in y, <j>. The intervals y 6 [—2,2], <j> e [0,2?r] and were used. 
The moments in three dimensions are not shown here, as they have a similar behavior to 
Fig.9b. 

Some conclusions that can be drawn from from the study of these plots are the follow
ing. The moments with only two quarks indicate nearly poissionian behavior (QQBAR). 
The main effect to drive the moments upward is the emission of one or two hard glu
ons (ERT,MEOPT). Put naively, the hard gluon emission introduces fluctuations of the 
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Figure 9: Comparison of different Monte Carlo Models with varying amounts of parton 
cascading. 

rapidity distribution which are revealed by the intermittency moments. The full shower 
cascading is necessary to describe the data, which it (PS) then does well. The cascading 
is insufficient without the triple gluon vertex (ABEL). 

In two dimensions the upward trend of the moments not only does not saturate as in 
one dimension, but increases with Bner binning. Further analysis shows that Dalitz pairs 
(as first noticed by CELLO [34]) and conversions in detector material are the main source 
of this behavior. Also in this case, at the finest binning the model does not describe the 
data. Whether this is due to inadequate detector simulation or to a further physics effect 
still has to be clarified. These effects are even more dramatic in three dimensions (not 
shown). 

6 Particle Searches 
6.1 Search for MSSM neutral Higges after radiative corrections 
The result •. on particle searches continue to improve slowly [12]; however the search for the 
neutral Higgs bosons of the Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model 
(MSSM) requires a qualitatively new evaluation. The first results [35] were performed 
assuming that the tree-level approximation to the full Higgs potential was adequate. 
Recently the radiative corrections at the one-loop level have been calculated to be large 
if the top quark mass is large [36], so the results have been reevaluated [13] using the full 
1989-90 statistics. 
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Figure 10: The domain of MA versus tan/9 excluded by the two searches indicated. The 
one-loop radiative corrections for the MSSM and parameters as described are assummed. 

The physical spectrum consists of three neutral bosons, the CP-even h and H and the 
CP-odd A, and a pair of charged bosons H*. In the more general two-Higgs-doublet model 
[37], six parameters are needed to describe the Higgs sector: four Higgs-boson masses, 
the ratio tan/? = v2/vt of the vacuum expectation values for the two Higgs doublets, and 
the mixing angle a in the CP-even sector. The MSSM introduces relations among the 
parameters of the general two-Higgs-doublet model and only two are left free, say Mh and 
tan/3, which will be used here. 

In the MSSM the mass relations at tree level [37] lead to for example Mh < Mz < MH, 
MK < MA < MH, and M\v± < MH±. The relations are mixed up by the one-loop radiative 
corrections [36], which are typically of order 

3fl2 M 4 

8TT2 sin2 J3M& 
log 

( M A 
(S) 

and affect mainly the CP-even sector (Mh,Mm and a). For example, one can have 
Mh > Mz > MA, Z —> hA, or Z —» A A, depending on the region of parameter space. 
The search methods and their results have had to be modified accordingly, as they were 
done for this paper [13]. 

Two complementary reactions were used, the bremsstrahlung process e+e~—> hZ" and 
the pair production process e + e - - + hA. The cross section for the bremsstrahlung process 
is equal to that of the corresponding one for the standard model Higgs boson production, 
reduced by the factor sin2(/3 — a). The cross section for the pair production process is 
large (~nb) unless it is reduced kinematically or because of small cos2(/3 — a) . 

As an example the domain excluded for tan/? > 1, Mt = 140 GeV, Mj = 1 TeV, and 
for negligible mixing among the supersymmetric partners is shown in Fig. 10 for the two 
searches performed. If Mt is allowed to vary from 90 GeV up to a few hundred GeV, and 
Mi from M t up to a few TeV, the lower limits are 41 GeV for Mk and 20 GeV for A/,i. 
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1 Introduction 
The DELPHI experiment has been operational at the LEP accelerator at CERN since 
the start of e+e~ colliding beam physics runs in August 1989. The detector has been 
optimised for excellent hadron identification along with the more conventional lepton and 
photon identification capabilities which it shares with the other LEP experiments. The 
unique feature of the experiment (at LEP at least!) is the Ring Imaging CHerenkov system 
which provides hadron identification up to very large momenta. The ionisation density 
information of the Time Projection chamber and the high resolution silicon microvertex 
detector further enhance the particle identification power of DELPHI. One of the long 
term goals of the experiment is to identify the flavour of the primary quarks produced 
in e+e~ annihilations with high purity and efficiency. Some of the results presented in 
this report show how this work is progressing. During the past two years of data-taking 
DELPHI has accumulated about 400,000 hadronic Z° decays and published measurements 
which encompass a very wide range of physics topics divided amongst roughly four general 
areas: electroweak physics, heavy quark physics, QCD and new particle searches. This 
paper contains a selection of the more recent results of the collaboration, with particu
lar emphasis on "third-family" physics and tests of the standard model of electroweak 
interactions. 

The organisation of this paper is as follows. After a brief overview of the DELPHI ap
paratus (section 2), there follows a more detailed description of two of the key components 
in the detector's armoury of particle identification tools: namely the silicon microvertex 
detector (section 3) and the barrel Ring Imaging CHerenkov system (rection 4). The 
results of the Z" lineshape and asymmetry scans are presented in section 5 followed by 
a variety of topics in the physics of the third family (section 6): tau-lepton lifetime and 
polarisation, B hadron lifetime, the Z" into bb partial width and asymmetry and a global 
fit to all available electroweak interaction data, constraining the top quark mass. Sec
tion 7 outlines the measurement of the strong coupling constant a, and evidence for the 
triple gluon vertex, whilst section 8 contains a small selection of results on searches for 
new particles and the limits set on their masses. Finally, the main points in this paper 
are summarised in section 9 along with a brief look at what the future might hold for 
DELPHI. 

2 Detector overview 
DELPHI is a general purpose detector for e +e~ colliding beam phyiscs. It is installed 
at the LEP machine at CERN in a cavern 100 m below ground. The general layout is 
shown in Figure 1. The ensemble consists of a cylindrical section, the barrel, and two 
end-caps which can be opened to allow easy access to the various sub-detectors. Most of 
the electronics, micro-computers, gas distribution systems, cryogenics and power supplies 
are housed in barracks on either side of the detector. An optical data link sends the 
compressed data to the main computer and control centre located on the surface. 

The superconducting solenoid provides a very uniform magnetic field of 1.2 T inside 
the barrel tracking detectors (the Microvertex Detector (VD), the Inner Detector (ID), 
the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Outer Detector (OD)) which enables the 
momentum of 46 GeV charged particles to be measured with a resolution of <r,,/p = 4.5% 
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Figure 1: The general layout of the DELPHI detector at LEP. 1 = Micro-vertex Detec
tor (VD). 2 = Inner Detector (ID). 3 = Time Projection Chamber (TPC). 4 = Barrel 
Ring Imagirg Cherenkov Counter (RIB). 5 = Outer Detector (OD). 6 = High Density 
Projection Chamber (HPC). 7 = Superconducting Solenoid. 8 = Time of Flight Counters 
(TOF). 9 = Hadron Calorimeter (HAC). 10 = Barrel Muon Chambers (MUB). 11 = For
ward Chamber A (FCA). 12 = Small Angle Tagger (SAT). 13 = Forward RICH (RIF). 14 
= Forward Chamber B (FCB). 15 = Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (FEMC). 16 
= Forward Muon Chambers (MUF). 17 = Forward Scintillator Hodoscope (HOF). The 
Very Small Angle Tagger (VSAT) lies outside the field of view. 

in the polar angle interval 43° < 6 < 137°. The tracking capability is extended into 
the endcaps with a combination of the ID, TPC and the forward tracking chambers 
(FCA and FCB), although with somewhat poorer momentum resolution. The TPC also 
supplies ionisation density information with a dE/dx resolution of about 6%, enabling 
good electron-pion separation below 8 GeV. 

The electron and photon identification is provided by the High Density Projection 
chamber (HPC) in the barrel region and by the Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
(FEMC) in the endcaps. The HPC is one of the first large scale applications of the time-
projection principle to calorimetry and consists of an ensemble of 144 modules containing 
alternating layers of lead and gas-filled gaps. The aim is to measure the three-dimensional 
charge distribution induced by electromagnetic showers with very high granularity in all 
coordinates. The FEMC is constructed from lead-glass blocks with vacuum photo-triode 
readout. Good energy resolution and granularity are the principle aims of this detector. 
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Muon identification is achieved with a combination of minimum ionising particle sig
nals in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and by the association of hits in 
the muon drift chambers (MUB in the barrel, MUF in the endcaps) to charged particle 
track extrapolations. Decays of the Z° into muon pairs can be identified with very high 
efficiency in the polar angle interval 15° < 6 < 165°. The iron return yoke of the magnet 
is instrumented with streamer tubes to create a sampling gas calorimeter, extending over 
a very large part of the solid angle (HAC). 

The main 1st level triggers for the experiment are suplied by the fast tracking detectors 
(ID, OD, FCA and FCB), the scintillator arrays in the barrel (TOF), endcaps (HOF) and 
embedded in the HPC, the FEMC and the MUB. These are complemented at 2nd level 
by signals from the TPC, HPC and MUF. 

The powerful particle identification capabilities of the silicon microvertex detector 
and the Ring Imaging CHerenkov detectors in the barrel (RIB) and endcaps (RIF) are 
described in more detail in the next two sections. Further information about the DELPHI 
apparatus can be found in reference [1]. 

3 Silicon microvertex detector 
Two layers of silicon microstrip detectors at radii 9 cm and 11 cm from the beam axis 
were operational throughout 1990. In 1991 a new beryllium beampipe of smaller radius 
was installed around the interaction region, enabling a third layer at radius 6.3 cm to be 
inserted. This was fully operational during the whole year and significantly improved the 
impact parameter resolution at the interaction point, as well as increasing the efficiency for 
associating charged particle track extrapolations with hits in the silicon. The geometrical 
arrangement of the silicon detectors is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: The geometrical arrangement of the three layers of the silicon microvertex 
detector (VD). 

The microstrip detectors are single-sided devices with 25 /im strip pitch (with every 
second strip read-out) resulting in a very precise measurement of the t-cf> coordinate. An 
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intrinsic point resolution of ar<s> = Tfim. has been achieved. A typical multi-hadronic event 
with a secondary decay vertex in one of the jets is shown in Figure 3. By 1993 an upgrade 
is foreseen to include two double-sided layers (rip and z readout), which will substantially 
improve the pattern recognition power of the VD. 

Delphi Vertex Detector 
Run 21594 event 1679 

Delphi Vertex Detector 
Run 21594 event 1679 

Figure 3: Two views of a multi-hadron event containing a secondary decay vertex, (a) 
The extrapolations of charged particle trajectories from the TPC towards the interaction 
region with the associated VD hits, (b) A detailed view of the event vertex region showing 
the prescence of a secondary vertex. 

The extremely high intrinsic precision of these devices presents a very challenging 
internal and external alignment problem which has taken many man-years of physicist 
effort to solve. Multiple measurements on high momentum particle trajectories as well 
as the overlaps between neighbouring wafers in each layer have proven to be very useful 
in this respect. Measuring the distribution of the distance of closest approach between 
the trajectories of back-to-back muon pairs extrapolated towards the interaction point 
indicates that the resolution on the impact parameter of a single particle is 21 /ira. This 
is independent of any knowledge of the position or lateral size of the LEP beams. 

The first results obtained with the VD were the measurements of the r-lepton and B 
hadron lifetimes and these have now been published [2], [3]. Figure 4 shows the distri
bution of decay distance of r-lepton decays into three charged particles for the 1990 (2 
layers silicon) and the 1991 (3 layers silicon) data samples. The improvement in resolution 
is clear as is the significant increase in detection efficiency (almost a factor of two when 
account is taken of the fact that just over twice as many Z" decays were recorded in 1991 
as in 1990). This can largely be attributed to the redundancy provided by the third layer 
when the event selection algorithm requires at least two silicon hits to be associated to a 
track. 
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Figure 4: The distribution of decay distance of T-lepton decays into three charged particles 
for the (a) 1990 data and (b) 1991 data. 

4 Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector 
The aim of the novel RICH detectors is superior hadron identification over most of the 
momentum range by Cherenkov angle reconstruction from both gas and liquid radiators: 
4.2<r-separation for ir/K up to 18 (30) GeV/c and K/p up to 33 (50) GeV/c in the RIB 
(RIF). The layout of one of the RIB modules is shown in Figure 5. 

DELPHI BARREL-RICH 

Figure 5: Cross-section through a barrel RICH (RIB) module showing the radiators, the 
parabolic mirrors, the drift tubes and the MWPC readout chambers. 

Liquid radiator boxes containing a 1 cm layer of C6F,,|, with quartz windows on the 
outer surface, are mounted near the inner radius of a module. UV-photons are detected in 
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the drift-tubes constructed entirely from quartz plates which act as a TPC with readout 
chambers at the outer end. The drift gas contains a 0.1% admixture of the photo-ionizing 
substance TMAE. Cherenkov photons produced in the outer gas volume (39 cm depth of 
C 5 F| 2 ) are reflected by parabolic mirrors and focussed into ring images in the same drift 
tubes. The operating temperature of each module is 40°C to ensure that the gas radiator 
does not condense and to increase the photon conversion efficiency of the TMAE. The 
electron attenuation length of the drift gas must be large compared with the length of the 
drift-tubes, whilst the photon attenuation length must be as small as possible in order to 
achieve spatial separation between the liquid and gas rings. 

The entire RIB system was fully installed and operational by August 1991 and about 
80,000 Z" events were collected up to the end of the LEP run in early November 1991. 
The detector was operated at 40°C and one atmosphere pressure. In 1992 the gas radi
ator pressure will be increased to 1.3 atmospheres to give better matching between the 
momentum range of the liquid and gas ring data. A small part of the RIF system was 
operational in 1991 and rings were observed. The rest will be fully commissioned by 1993 
due to the staging of the acquisition and installation of the readout electronics. 

The detector alignment is still in progress at the present time and so only some very 
preliminary results are available on the performance of the RIB. Figure 6 shows an accu
mulation of rings from a sample of 100 muons in decays of the Z° to muon pairs. 

100 muon tracks In liquid radiator „ 100 muon tracks In ga« radiator 

-i i__i i r i : i ' i — i I .., I i i i i ' i - V i ' i i 
41 41 44 41 4 I I M • • (• t 4t 4tt * „ 4 M +„ 4 , H , M , N ( H # | 

Figure 6: (a) Liquid and (b) gas radiator Cherenkov rings from a sample of 100 high 
energy muons. The rings from each event have been superimposed after projecting each 
photon conversion coordinate onto a plane perpendicular to the line-of-flight of the parent 
muon. 

The photon conversion points have been projected onto a plane perpendicular to the 
line of flight of each muon. Note that the radius of the gas rings is about one order of 
magnitude smaller than the radius of the liquid rings. The liquid data indicates several 
other interesting features: (1) a halo surrounding the main ring due to Cherenkov radiation 
from the quartz windows of the liquid radiator boxes and (2) a large number of converted 
photons inside the main ring due mainly to low momentum showering particles for which 
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no track extrapolations from the TPC exist, along with some Cherenkov radiation from the 
gas radiator region between the liquid radiator boxes and the drift tubes. The ionisation 
due to the through-going muons has been removed in the analysis. 

For the liquid ring data from multi-hadron events, Figure 7(a) shows the scatter plot 
of Cherenkov angle against particle momentum and Figure 7(b) shows the projection 
of this data onto the mass axis in the momentum interval 1 < p < 2 GeV/c. This is 
the momentum interval in which ir-K-p separation with dE/dx information is virtually 
impossible, whereas with the RICH technique such separation is clearly possible. Figures 
7(c) and 7(d) show the same plots for the gas ring data with the mass axis projection being 
for the momentm interval 8.2 < p < 15 GeV/c. Good ir-K separation is demonstrated, 
although with the rather small amount of data that has been analysed up to now there 
is very little indication of high momentum protons. 

The data so far presented on the RIB performance represents only a small fraction of 
the 80,000 Z° events collected with the fully operational detector. In the coming months 
the full sample will be analysed and the first physics results should begin to emerge. 

5 Z° lineshapes and asymmetries 
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the measured cross-section for the reaction e +e~ —»hadrons 
at several centre-of-mass energies near the Z° resonance peak (recorded in 1990) with 
predictions of the Minimal Standard Model (MSM) for 2, 3 or 4 types of light neutrinos. 
The striking feature of plot is, of course, the unambiguous support for the prediction of 
the MSM with 3 neutrinos species. All of the LEP experiments agree with this conclusion 
and this is certainly the single most important resut to have emerged from LEP to date. 
However, this data contains considerably more information than merely the number of 
types of neutrino in the universe! In fact, there is information relevant to all the main areas 
of physics so far pursued at LEF. For example, within the MSM the resonace lineshape 
curve can be used to constrain the mass of the top quark, the as yet undiscovered member 
of the "third family". An accurate determination of the normalisation of the data enables 
one to derive the hadronic partial width of the Z°, which in turn can be used to measure 
the strong coupling constant a,, due to QCD corrections for gluon radiation effects in 
multi-hadron final states. This method of determining a„ is completely independent of 
the other techniques which have been used at LEP, which hinge on an anlysis of event 
shape variables. Finally, the total decay width of the Z° can be used to set limits on the 
masses of possible new particles which might be produced in Zu decays. This approach 
complements the direct new particle searches which have been an important feature of 
LEP physics. 

The integrated luminosities and hadronic Z" samples recorded by DELPHI since the 
start of LEP operations in 1989 are summarised in Table 1. Approximately 50-60% of 
the integrated luminosity per year was collected on the Z" peak. Of the 402,000 events 
gathered in total, 277,000 were collected with the three layer microvertex detector and 
80,000 were recorded with the fully operational barrel RICH. 

These samples have been used to study the Z" lineshapes in the hadronic and charged 
lepton pair final states as well as too measure the forward-backward charge asymmetry 
of the charged lepton pairs. The lineshape studies yield values of the mass and total 
width of the Z" as well as the partial widths for decay into hadrons or leptons and the 
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Figure 7: (a) Scatter plot of Cherenkov angle against particle momentum for liquid radi
ator rings in multi-hadron events, (b) The projection of this data onto the mass axis for 
the momentum interval 1 < p < 2 GeV/c. (c) Scatter plot of Cherenkov angle against 
particle momentum for gas radiator rings in multi-hadron events, (d) The projectioa of 
this data onto the mass axis for the momentum interval 8.2 < p < 15 GeV/c. 

number of light neutrino types. Addition of the asymmetry data enables a determination 
of the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z° to charged leptons. Precise tests of the 
predictions of the MSM are possible at the level of about 1%. 

Accurate measurements of cross-sections require a good knowledge of the integrated 
luminosity during each data taking period. This is achieved by measuring small angle 
Bhabha scattering with the SAT calorimeters which cover the angular interval 50mr < 
0 < I20mr in each direction. The visible cross-section for Bhabha scattering into this 
angular range is about 28 nb and hence statistical errors on the luminosity measurement 
are not very large (the cross-section for hadronic production in the full 4ir solid angle is 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the measured hadronic cross-section near the Z° resonance peak 
with predictions of the MSM for 2,3 or 4 types of light neutrino (1990 data only). 

year luminosity hadrons 
1989 
1990 
1991 

0.6 pb"' 
5.3 pb-' 

11.0 pb"' 

10K 
115K 
277K 

total 16.9 pb"' 402K 

Table 1: Integrated luminosities and data samples. 

about the same whilst for charged lepton pairs it is about twenty times less). The main 
source of uncertainty is systematic and for the 1990 data it was estimated to be 0.8%. 
The largest contributions were the uncertainties on the geometrical acceptance of the 
calorimeters and the effect of the energy cut imposed on the lepton energies in the event 
selection. A further source of systematic error on the luminosity measurement comes from 
the theoretical uncertainty on higher order radiative corrections to the Bhabha scattering 
process. This ha° been estimated to be less than 0.5%. Following the 1991 data taking 
run it is expected that the experimental component of the systematic error can be reduced 
to approximately 0.5% and that the theoretical component will be about 0.3%. 

The most recent published results on the lineshape parameters were obtained with 
the 1989 and 1990 data samples [4] and they are summaried in Table 2 along with the 
predictions of the MSM for m, = 140 GeV, MH = 300 GeV and a, = 0.11. All the 
parameters are in good agreement with the MSM, including a test of the validity of 
lepton universality. The number of light neutrino species is 2.94 ± 0.10. 

DELPHI Number of neutrinos =2 
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parameter DELPHI MSM 
M z 

r z 

r„ 
r, 

91.177 ± 0.022 GeV 
2.465 ± 0.020 GeV 
1.726 ±0.019 GeV 

83.4 ±0.8 MeV 

2.484 ± 0.011 GeV 
1.732 ± 0.008 GeV 

83.6 ±0.4 MeV 

r. 
82.4 ± 1.2 MeV 
86.9 ± 2.1 MeV 
82.7 ±2.4 MeV 

83.7 ± 0.4 MeV 
83.7 ±0.4 MeV 
83.5 ± 0.4 MeV 

Rz 

*• inv 

20.70 ± 0.29 
41.84 ± 0.45 nb 
488 ± 17 MeV 

2.94 ± 0.10 

20.70 ± 0.04 
41.50 ± 0.04 nb 
500 ± 2 MeV 

3 

Table 2: Summary of combined fit results to the 1989/90 hadronic and leptonic data. 
The predictions of the Minimal Standard Model for these parameters are given in the last 
column. 

A further sample of Zu decays gathered on the resonance peak between April and 
June 1991 have been used to check that the peak cross-section measured in 1991 are 
consistent with those measured in previous years [5]. However, it must be emphasised 
that these are preliminary results and hence they have not be used to update the values of 
the Z" lineshape parameters. Figure 9 shows the 1991 data (94,000 multi-hadron events) 
overlayed on the 1989/90 hadronic data. Note that the solid line indicates a fit performed 
with the 1989/90 data only. 

Figure 9: Preliminary measurement of the 1991 hadronic cross-section close to the Z" 
resonance peak overlayed on the 1989/90 linescan measurements. The solid line is a fit to 
1989/90 data only. 

Figure 10 shows the comparisons of the leptonic cross-sections measured in 1991 and 
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1990, the solid line once again representing the fit to the older data only. The number of 
selected lepton pairs in the 1990 (1991) sample was 2,900 (2,000) electrons, 3,400 (2,400) 
unions and 2,300 (2,000) taus. The analysis was usually restricted to the barrel region 
of the detector, although for the muon pair asymmetry it was extended to the angular 
interval 15° < 9 < 165°, resulting in 4,800 (4,100) events in 1990 (1991). 

However, for the lepton asymmetry measurements, also shown in Figure 10, the data 
collected before July 1991 was included in the fit indicated by the solid line. This was 
because (1) the systematic errors on the asymmetries are much smaller than the statistical 
errors, (2) the results do not depend on absolute detection efficiencies or knowledge of the 
integrated luminosity (which are very time-consuming to calculate accurately!) and (3) 
the reduction in the errors on the Z°-lepton vector coupling constant obtained from the 
fit is quite substantial. A further constraint on the vector coupling constant comes from 
the measurement of the average polarisation of r-leptons (described in section 6.2). The 
results of the combined fit of the vector (Vj) and axial-vector (At leptonic couplings to 
the cross-sections, asymmetries and r-polarisation are summarised in Table 3. This is the 
most model-independent determination of the leptonic couplings (and the effective weak 
mixing angle sin20fy ) which DELPHI has performed. A fit entirely within the framework 
of the MSM can reduce the error on these couplings (see section 6.6). 

parameter DELPHI MSM 

sin 2 S^ 

0.2500 ± 0.0026 
0.0011 ± 0.0006 

0.23341SSS 

0.2507 ± 0.0009 
0.0011 ± 0.0002 
0.2331 ± 0.0013 

Table 3: Summary of preliminary combined fit results to the 1989/90 hadronic cross-
sections, the 1990 leptonic cross-sections and asymmetries, the 1991 leptonic asymmetries 
and the 1990 r-polarisation data. The predictions of the Minimal Standard Model for 
these parameters are given in the last column. 

The 68% and 99% confidence level contours in the Ai,Vt plane for this fit are shown 
in Figure 11 along with the expectations of the MSM. 

6 Third family physics 
6.1 r-lepton lifetime 
The r-lepton lifetime has been determined by two different methods: 1) the decay vertex 
distance distribution for decays into three charged particles and 2) the beam-spot impact 
parameter distribution of the particles in decays into one charged particle. The results 
from the first of these have been presented in section 3 (Figure 4). In the second method 
the resolution function for the impact parameter has been derived from Z° decays into 
muon pair, where both charged particles originate from the beam spot. The impact 
parameter distributions for the 1990 and 1991 (preliminary!) data samples are shown in 
Figure 12. The large increase in the size of the 1991 sample is mainly due to the much 
higher VD efficiency with the 3rd layer in place. 
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Figure 10: Leptonic cross-sections and asymmetry measurements from the preliminary 
1991 data (open boxes) and the published 1990 data (black circles). The solid lines are 
the results of a simultaneous fit to the 1990 cross-sections and all of the asymmetry data. 

At present, lifetime estimates have only been derived from the 1990 data [2]. In each 
case the lifetime of the r-lepton was extracted from the measured spatial distribution 
with a maximum likelihood (it using a probability distribution which takes into account 
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Figure 11: The 68% and 95% confidence level contours in the Ai,Vi plane from the fit to 
the cross-sections, asymmetries and r-polarisation described in th text. 
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Figure 12: The impact parameter distribution for r decays into one charged particle for 
(a) the 1990 data and (b) the 1991 data. 

various sources of smearing such as finite beam spot size, movement of the beam spot, 
VD resolution and r decay kinematics. The main components of the systematic error in 
the first method (decay distance) were the extrapolation resolution from the VD towards 
the beam spot (8 fs.) and the association of the VD hits (4 fs.). For the second method 
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(impact parameter) the major systematic sources were the resolution function (14 fs.), 
the e +e~ and p.+ii~ contamination (7 fs.) and the VD alignment (5 fs.). The results are 
summarised in Table 4. 

method number of decays T-lifetime (fs) 
decay distance 

impact parameter 
148 
724 

310 ± 31 (stat) ± 9 (syst) 
321±36(stat)±16(syst) 

weighted average 872 314 ± 2 3 (stat) ± 9 (syst) 

Table 4: Results of r-lepton lifetime measurements with the 1990 data. 

From the two independent event samples used in the analysis, a weighted average 
lifetime was derived and from this number the ratio of the Fermi couplings for r-leptons to 
muons was found to be GT/G,, = 0.95±0.04, which is consistent with leptonic universality. 
The analysis of the 1991 data should produce lifetime estimates with a statistical error 
about a factor of three less than with the 1990 sample along with substantially reduced 
systematic errors. 

6.2 r-lepton polarisation 
The average polarisation of r-leptons has been determined from analyses of four decay 
modes: evv, fii/u, ir(K)v and pp. From these measurements it is possible to derive 
values for the electroweak couplings of the Z° to r-leptons. The angular distribution 
of the r decay products in the r rest frame is correlated with the r spin and affects the 
momentum spectrum of the decay products in the laboratory frame. Hence the momentum 
distribution can be used to measure the r polarisation. However, due to the three-body 
nature of the purely leptonic decay modes of the r, the evv and \un> channels are not 
as sensitive to the polarisation as the other two. A further complication arises in the 
case of the pv mode due to the two different helcity states allowed for this vector meson. 
This implies a reduction in sensitivity of the p momentum spectrum to the polarisation. 
Nevertheless, this sensitivity can be regained by measuring the p helicity, which can be 
accomplished by making a simultaneous fit to the cos#T and cost),, angular distributions, 
where 6T is the angle between p and r lines-of-flight in the r rest frame and 0,, is the angle 
between the pions (from the p decay) and the p in the p rest frame. 

Results have been obtained from the 1990 data sample [6] '• Events were only selected 
if the particles were recorded in the barrel region of the detector and the quoted selection 
efficiencies apply just to that region. The purely leptonic channels were selected by 
making use of the electron and muon identification power of the detector (96% efficient 
for electrons and 97% efficient for muons). The backgrounds were small, typically a few 
percent, and were mainly from the iri> and pv decay modes. A total of 554 evv and 687 
fivv candidates were selected with overall efficiencies of 44% and 60% respectively. 

In the analysis of the -x(K)v mode (no attempt was made to identify the charged 
hadron) the main sources of background were from other r decay modes (particularly the 
p,vv channel) and this amounted to about 7 ± 3%. A total of 283 events were selected. 

''The numbers quoted here are "final" numbers, shortly to be published, rather than the preliminary 
numbers given at the conference. 
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Figure 13(a) shows the measured *(K) momentum distribution (points with error bars) 
along with the Monte Carlo prediction for the signal (assuming the MSM value for the 
polarisation of -0.16) and background (shaded), whilst Figure 13(b) shows the corrected 
momentum distribution with the lit result superimposed. 

0 I—9_i—i—i—1—i—i—i—i—I—i—i—i—i—I—i—i—i—i—I i i i—i 
0 02 0.4 0.6 OS I 

X . 

Figure 13: Determination of the average polarisation of r-leptons in the ir(K)u decay 
mode, (a) The measured ir(K) momentum spectrum (points with error bars) along with 
the Monte Carlo prediction for the signal (assuming the MSM value for the polarisation 
of-0.16) and background (shaded), (b) The corrected momentum spectrum with the fit 
result superimposed (solid line). 

The criteria used to select the pv events were based on the good spatial resolution of the 
HPC. In about 60% of the events it was possible to recognise two separate or overlapping 
neutral showers due to the photons from ir° decays (since the charged p decays to a 
charged and a neutral pion). Hence, in the selection of these events the reconstruction of 
he i ° mass as well as the p mass was required. In the remaining 40% of the pv events 

one of the photons was undetected (usually lost in a dead-zone of the HPC) and it was 
just required that the invariant mass of the single photon and the charged hadron be close 
to the p mass. With an overall efficiency of 41%, a sample of 694 events were selected. 
The background, mostly from the i r j r W and K*v decay modes of the r was estimated 
by Monte Carlo to be approximately 16%. Figure 14 shows the measured distributions of 
cos 8T and cos 8P (points with error bars), along with the Monte Carlo prediction which 
gave the best fit to the data. 

The results of the four analyses are summarised in Table 5. The weighted average of 
the T polarisation measurements is —0.24 ± 0.07, corresponding to the ratio of coupling 
constants vTjaT = 0.12±0.04 or a value for the effective weak angle s i n 2 ^ = 0.220±0.009. 
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Figure 14: The measured distributions of cos6T and cos 0P (points with error bars), along 
with the Monte Carlo prediction which gave the best fit to the data. 

decay mode events polarisation 
evv 554 -0.12 ± 0.23 
flVV 687 -0.05 ± 0.19 

?r(A> 283 -0.35 ± 0.13 
pv 694 -0.24 ± 0.11 

Table 5: Results of r-lepton polarisation measurements with the 1990 data. 

6.3 B hadron lifetime 
The determination of the B hadron lifetime and various properties of Z" decays into 
bb pairs depends crucially on the ability to recognise jets originating from b-quarks. 
Several methods of b-tagging have been developed in DELPHI, making use of various 
characteristics of the decays of B hadrons: 

• semi-leptonic decays: 10% branching ratio; high b-quark mass results in high 
transverse momentum leptons (with respect to the jet axis); backgrounds from 6 —> 
c —> e(/i) (cascade decays) and c —> e(/i); 

• secondary vertices: relatively long B-lifetime means event vertex is really several 
vertices separated by a few mm along the jet axis; particles from these vertices have 
significant impact parameters relative to the hitm axis; 

• event shapes: high b-quark mass results in fatter, softer, more spherical events. 
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The average lifetime of hadrons containing b-quarks has been estimated from the 
1990 data sample by two different methods: (1) the signed impact parameter distribution 
of high transverse momentum muons in multi-hadron events and (2) the signed impact 
parameter distribution of all high transverse momentum charged particles in multi-hadron 
events [3]. In both cases the analysis was restricted to events whose thrust axis was in the 
barrel region of the detector. The sign of the impact parameter depends on the position 
of the intersection of the extrapolated track with the jet thrust axis (positive sign for 
positive decay length). 

In the first of these analyses, the muons were required to have a momentum greater 
than 3 GeV/c and a transverse momentum greater than 1 GeV/c. The muon identi
fication efficiency was 79%. The sample composition after these cuts was found to be 
(see section 6.4) 50% muons from direct b decays, 14% muons from cascade b decays, 
11% from c decays, 9% from x and K decays and 16% from hadronic contamination 
("punch-through"). The signed impact parameter distribution of the 839 selected muons 
(accurately constrained by the VD information) shows a clear shift towards positive val
ues, having a mean value of 151 ± 13 fan (Figure 15). The lifetime information was 
extracted from this distribution by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit using probability 
density functions for each source of muons weighted by the known sample composition. 
The results of the fit are also shown in Figure 15 and best estimate of the lifetime was 
1.30±0.10(stat)±0.08(syst) ps. This method yields a high sample purity but with rather 
limited statistics. The main source of systematic error arises from the uncertainty on the 
muon sample composition (±0.05 ps.) and the uncertainty on the impact parameter 
resolution function (±0.04 ps.). 
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Figure 15: The signed impact parameter distribution (points with error bars) of high 
transverse momentum muons in multi-hadron events (1990 data). The result of a fit to 
find the lifetime is indicated by the solid line. The individual contributions to the sample 
composition are also shown. 
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In the second of the analyses the signed impact parameters of all the charged particles 
with momentum greater than 3 GeV/c and transverse momentum greater than 1 GeV/c 
were used. About 18,000 tracks were selected and the mean impact parameter was found 
to be 40 ± 2 pm. Figure 16 shows the measured distribution (points with error bars) 
along with the predictions of a Monte Carlo simulation giving the best fit to the sample. 
Taking into account the known impact parameter resolution, the lifetime was found to be 
1.27 ± 0.04 (stat) ± 0.12 (syst) ps., assuming the MSM value for the fraction of hadronic 
Z" decays into bb pairs (0.217). This method has much higher statistics than the muon 
sample but the signal to background ratio is lower. The main sources of systematic error 
were the uncertainty on the impact parameter resolution (±0.08 ps.) and the uncertainty 
on the Peterson fragmentation parameter ej (±0.05 ps.). 

E a. 

Impact Parameter [ c n j 

Figure 16: The measured distribution (points with error bars) of the signed impact pa
rameters of all charged particles with P > 3 GeV/c and P r > 1 GeV/c in multi-hadron 
events. The Monte Carlo prediction giving the best fit to the data is indicated by the 
solid line. 

The weighted average B-lifetime from the two analyses, taking account of the 
correlations between the samples, is 1.28 ± 0.10 ps. Alternatively, by using 
the world average B-lifetime value of 1.24 ± 0.07 ps. [3], the impact parame
ter distribution of the selected hadronic tracks can be used to derive the ratio 
r b b / r h = 0.222 ± 0.032 (stat) ± 0.017 (syst). 

6.4 Z° partial width into bb 
The partial width of the Z° into bb pairs has been determined by three different methods: 

1. B hadron lifetime (section 6.3); 

,2. boosted sphericity product; 
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3. high-pr charged leptons in jets. 

From the resulting r b b /T| , ratio and the measured hadronic width of the Z° (given in 
Table 2), the bb partial width can be derived. The analyses described here have been 
performed with the 1990 data sample. 

Method (1) has already been discussed. It depends on the strong correlation between 
the average lifetime of B-hadrons and the fraction of the multi-hadron sample resulting 
from decays of the Z° into bb pairs. 

Method (2) is based on the dependence of the observed boosted sphericty product of 
events in the multi-hadron sample on the bb fraction [7]. The sphericity of each jet, S,, 
in di-jet events was computed after a Lorentz boost of the particle momenta into the rest 
frame of the hypothetical parent b-quark (/3 = 0.96) and the product Si • S 2 was formed. 
The observed distribution of the boosted sphericty product is shown in Figure 17 (points 
with error bars) along with Monte Carlo predictions assuming that either all or none of 
the hadronic events are due to bb pairs. Clearly this event shape variable has sufficient 
discriminating power to determine the bb fraction in the selected sample. The MSM 
prediction for S, • S 2 (i.e. assuming a b-fraction 0.217) is also superimposed on the figure 
and it is seen to be in good agreement with the measured distribution. The best fit to 
the data yields the result r b b / r h = 0.219 ± 0.014 (stat) ± 0.019 (syst). The main sources 
of systematic error are the fragmentation and hadronisation assumptions built into the 
Monte Carlo event generator. 

m ] ii4 n4< H.5 

Figure 17: The observed distribution of the Boosted Sphericity Product Si • S 2 (points 
with error bars) along with Monte Carlo predictions for the b-fraction to equal 0.0, 0.217 
(the MSM expectation) or 1.0 

Method (3) depends on the enrichment of the b-quark fraction in the multi-hadron 
sample by requiring the presence of high transverse momentum charged leptons in jets. It 
was a well-established technique at lower energy e +e~ colliders before the advent of LEP. 
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In the DELPHI analyses [8] the electrons (muons) were required to have a momentum of 
at least 3 GeV/c (4 GeV/c) and in addition the muons were required to have a minimum 
transverse momentum of 1 GeV/c. * The b-fraction in the electron sample was actually 
determined over the full pr range. The electron (muon) identification efficiency in the 
barrel region of the apparatus was 58%(78%) and a sample of 5041 (2081) events passed 
all the selection criteria. 

The momentum and pr distributions for the muon sample are shown in Figure 18 
(points with error bars) along with the contributions from the five main sources of muons 
described in section 6.3, obtained by performing a simultaneous fit to these distribu
tions with the momentum and pi dependence of each source determined from Monte 
Carlo. The fraction of direct b —> fi decays in the sample was 0.54, the fraction of cas
cade b decays was 0.12 and the hadronic contamination fraction amounted to 0.16. A 
similar analysis was performed on the electron sample to derive the b-fraction of multi-
hadronic decays of the Z°. In the region where the electron pr was greater than 1 
GeV/c the fraction of direct b —> e decays was 0.38, the fraction of cascade b decays 
was 0.08 and the hadronic contamination fraction was 0.33. The fit results give the b-
fraction multiplied by the semi-leptonic branching ratio of b-quarks. For the electron 
sample BRjl x r b t / r b = 0.0211 ± 0.0019 (stat) ± 0.0013 (syst) and for the muon sample 
BRjl x r b 6 / r h = 0.0229 ± 0.0017 (stat) ± 0.0011 (syst). The largest source of systematic 
error in each case was the lepton identification efficiency. Combining these fit results gives 
BRJ x IWr, , = 0.0222 ±0.0014. 

The results of these three types of measurement are summarised in Table 6. Several 
other numbers can be derived from the b-fraction results presented here. Taking r b j 
from the MSM, I \ from Table 2 and the DELPHI measurement of BRjj x r b 6 / i \ implies 
that BR|| = (10.2 ± 0.6)%. Alternatively the boosted sphericty product result and the 
high-px lepton result can be combined to give BRj = (10.1 ± 1.3)%. Finally, taking 
BRj; = 0.101 ± 0.004 from measurements at the T(4S) [9] and combining the b-fraction 
estimates from methods (1), (2) and (3) gives I W r b = 0.220 ± 0.011. This corresponds 
to r b 6 = 379 ± 19 MeV (using the DELPHI value of r h ) , which agrees remarkably well 
with the MSM prediction of 376 ± 2 MeV ! 

method measured quantity value 
B hadron lifetime 

boosted sphericity product 
high PT leptons 

r b 6/r h 

iwrh 
BR* x iwr,, 

0.222 ± 0.036 
0.219 ± 0.024 

0.0222 ± 0.0014 

Table 6: Results of b-fraction measurements with the 1990 data. 

6.5 Forward-backward asymmetry of Z° to bb decays 
The analysis has been performed with the 1990 data sample using muonic decays of the 
b-quark to tag both the flavour and electric charge of the quark [10]. Almost the same 

3In the muon analysis for the B-Iifetime measurement the momentum cut was 3 GeV/c. The results 
presented here for the partial width determination are the "final" numbers, shortly to be published, rather 
than the preliminary numbers reported at the conference. 
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Figure 18: The momentum and pi distributions of high p i muons (points with error bars) 
in multi-hadron events along with the result of a simultaneous fit to both distributions 
(dashed line), decomposed into the individual contributions of different sources of muons 
(various shaded regions). 

selection criteria were applied as in the case of the high p i muon analysis described in the 
previous section, except that the minimum momentum cut was 3 GeV/c, the minimum 
pi cut was 0.7 GeV/c and the angular acceptance for muon identification was extended 
by using the forward muon chambers. The b-quark scattering angle with respect to the 
beam axis was defined to be —Q,, x cosdn, where Q is the electric charge of the muon 
and 6a, is the angle of the event thrust axis. The bb asymmetry, A)'H, was extracted 
from the observed -Q,, x cos#tii distribution using the observed muon momentum and 
p i distributions to determine the relative contributions from the known sources of muons 
in the sample. 

Figure 19 shows the measured —Q/( x cos flu, distribution (points with error bars) 
along with the contributions from the various sources of rn'ier.s in the sample. The 
fraction of direct b —> /i decays was 0.44, the fraction of cascade b decays was 0.13 
and the hadronic background fraction was 0.32. The dips in muon identification ef
ficiency are due to the incomplete angular coverage of the muon chambers in barrel-
endcap boundary zone. The unbinned maximum likelihood fit gives an observed asym
metry A|!B = 0.115 ± 0.043 (stat) ± 0.013 (syst), where the main source of systematic er
ror arises from assumptions about the b-quark fragmentation. However, the observed 
asymmetry has to be corrected for the effect of mixing in the B°B° system. Taking the 
average value measured at LEP energies for the mixing parameter, % = 0.143 ± 0.023 
[11], the true bb asymmetry is A|:B = 0.161 ± 0.060 (stat) ± 0.021 (syst), where the sys
tematic error includes a contribution of ±0.010 from the uncertainty on the mixing pa
rameter This measurement corresponds to a value for the effective weak mixing angle 
sin'fljf = 0.221 ± 0.012. 
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Figure 19: The measured — Q,, x cos Bit, distribution of high p-r muons in multi-hadron 
events (points with error bars) along with the Monte Carlo prediction giving the best fit 
to the data (solid line) and the contributions from the various sources of muons in the 
sample (various shaded regions). 

6.6 Top quark mass constraints 
The various reported values of the effective weak mixing angle derived from asymmetry 
and polarisation measurements are summarised in Table 7. The quark charge asymmetry 
measurement depends on the statistical correlation between the momentum weighted 
charge sum of the particles in a jet and the charge of the parent quark which produced 
the jet. No attempt is made to identify the jet flavour and hence the asymmetry which 
is measured is an average over the five quark flavours. Further details about this analysis 
may be found in reference [12], 

asymmetry s in 2 C 
lept. + T-pol'n 

b-quarks 
quark charge 

0.233411883? 
0.221 ±0.012 

0.2345 ± 0.0040 

Table 7: Values of sin20{y derived from asymmetry and polarisation measurements. 

In the framework of the MSM the effective weak mixing angle can be determined in 
a more precise (but also more model-dependent!) way. A fit to the 1990 hadronic and 
leptonic cross-sections, the 1990 and some of the 1991 leptonic asymmetries, the 1990 r-
polarisation, the 1990 b-quark asymmetry and the 1990 and 1991 quark charge asymmetry 
gives the effective weak mixing angle sin"#vv = 0.2332 ± 0.0021, where the error includes 
the uncertainties on the strong coupling constant a, and the mass of the Higgs boson [5J. 
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This corresponds to the constraint on the mass of the top quark M l o p = 1 1 7 ^ ± 27(MH) 
GeV. 

7 QCD and as 

7 . Measurements of a. 
The strong coupling constant, a,, has been determined in two independent ways, both of 
vhich give consistent results: 

1. Z° lineshapes; 

2. event shape variables. 

The ratio Rz of the hadronic to leptonic partial widths of the Z" is calculable with the 
MSM to third order in a, [13]: 

Rz = r l l / r i = R u - ( l + *QcD) 

*QCI> = 1-05 • - + 0.9 • ( ^ ) 2 - 13 • ( - ) 3 

7T 7T IT 

where Ru = 19.97 ±0.03 has very little uncertainty due tc the unknown top quark and 
Higgs boson masses (the electroweak corrections almost completely cancel in the ratio). 
Systematic uncertainties in the luminosity measurement also cancel. From the value of R/ 
givjn in Table 2, derived from a simultaneous fit to the hadronic and leptonic lineshapes 
of the Z", the strong coupling constant as = 0.110 ± 0.044. 

The estimation of a, from the Z° lineshape measurements is entirely independent of 
the "standard" methods at e +e~ colliders which depend on the analysis of a variety of 
event shape variables. In the latest DELPHI analysis [14] a coherent study of eight dif
ferent hadronic event observables has been made. Correlations amongst the a, estimates 
obtained from the different variables have been taken into account to derive conistent 
values of the coupling constant from the 1990 data sample. The analysis relies on nu
merical calculations of the expansion coefficients of the observables up to order a; [15]. 
This introduces the well known unphysical dependence of the resulting value of a , on the 
renormalisation scale. An averaging procedure was used to obtain the central value of 
a,(Mz) and its "scale error". For each scale /t the eight values of a„ were averaged by 
taking into account the correlations between the a„ values from the different observables, 
and then the average over /i was performed. Two different hadronisation models, the 
parton shower and the matrix element, were used in the analysis to derive parton 
distributions from the hadron distributions. The consistency of the results for a„(Mz) is 
an important new outcome of this investigation. 

The eight event shape variables used were thrust, oblateness, C-parameter, normalised 
heavy jet mass, difference of heavy and light jet mass, energy-energy correlation, its 
angular asymmetry and the differential two-jet rate. The scale dependence of the a., 
values derived from each of the observables and for both hadronisation models are shown 
in Figure 20. The hadronisation corrections in the parton shower model are much smaller 
than in the matrix element model since the final state hadrons more nearly resemble 
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a parton level with many gluons than a parton level with at most two gluons. Thus 
these two approaches are extreme alternatives and offer the opportunity to evaluate the 
systematic uncertainty on a, due to the choice of model. Figure 21 shows the scale 
dependence of a, after averaging over the eight observables and the result of averaging 
the two hadronisation models, giving a, = 0.112 ± 0.007, where the error is dominated 
by a systematic contribution of ±0.006 from the renormalisation scale uncertainty. 

w" J w" 2 IO" 1 i u T 5 io" 2 io"' i 
Figure 20: The scale dependence of the a„ values derived from each of eight event shape 
variables for the two different hadronisation models: (a) parton shower and (b) matrix 
element. 

7.2 Evidence for the triple gluon vertex 
The gauge invariant four-jet differential cross-section can be expressed in terms of a linear 
combination of five separate cross-sections, which are related to three distinct groups of 
Feynmann graphs: (a) double gluon bremsstrahlung, (b) single gluon emission with the 
gluon decaying into a pair of gluons (i.e. the triple gluon vertex graph) and single gluon 
emission with the gluon decaying into a quark-antiquark pair. Each of these cross-sections 
is multiplied by a coefficient which depends on the strength of the relevant quark-gluon 
or gluon-gluon coupling: 

(a) CK • *A + (Ci.- - Nc/2) • <rB 

(b) +Nc • "c 

(c)+T|.--N F - in, + (C F-Nc/2)-<rK 

where C|- is the strength of q -> gq coupling, Nc is the strength of g —> gg coupling, 
T|.- is the strength of g —> qq coupling and Np is the number of quark flavours (=5). In 
practice or- is very small and can be neglected. 

Since the grouping of the graphs has been done in a gauge-invariant way, the individual 
contributions from these classes can be determined and their relative weights used as a test 
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Figure 21: The scale dependence of the a, values after averaging over the eight event 
shape variables as described in the text: (a) parton shower, (b) matrix element and (c) 
the average of both hadronisation models. 

of QCD. The ratios Nc/C|.- and Tp/Cp are taken as free variables which are determined 
in the analysis by matching the resulting two-dimensional distribution in the angles #£H 

and a.n to the data. The generalized Nachtmann-Reiter angle 0^n is defined as the angle 
between the two jet-momentum vector differences (pi — P2) and (j>3 — Pi), where the p; 
are the jet momenta in decreasing order of magnitude. The second observable, aJ4, is the 
angle between the lowest momentum pair of jets. 

From a sample of 4,280 four-jet events selected using the LUCLUS jet algorithm (with 
the parameter djoin = 3 GeV), Figure 22 shows the 68% confidence level contours in the 
(Nc/C|. ,T| . /CK) plane obtained from a fit to the two angular distributions. The data 
clearly supports the QCD prediction (with triple gluon vertex) as opposed to the abelian 
model. Further details about this analysis can be found in reference [16]. 

8 New particle searches and limits 
Despite intense activity in the first few years of LEP operation, all new-particle searches 
have so far failed to detect a significant signal, although a very small collection of exotic 
events has been accumulated! Furthermore, all other measurements are in excellent agree
ment with the MSM, leaving very little room for deviations that would indicate the effects 
of new physics beyond this model. Nevertheless, the search continues and even greater 
efforts will be made to refine precision measurements so that they become sensitive to 
very small deviations from the MSM. 
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Figure 22: Results oi a. fit to the angular distributions of jets in four-jet events. The 68% 
confidence level contours in a two parameter space defined in terms of the quark/gluon 
coupling strengths. The data clearly supports the QCD prediction (with triple gluon 
vertex) as opposed to the abelian model. 

( 
8.1 Deviations from the MSM 
The measured values of the total Z" width, !?•/, and of the invisible width, r;„ v ', can 
be used to derive upper limits on a partial width (visible or invisible) due to the Z" 
decaying into new final states implied by the MSM or its extensions (4J. The method 
used to derive an upper limit on any new channel X is schematically illustrated in Figure 
23. A minimal value for the MSM width of the Z u is assumed, r ^ ? M , which depends 
on the measured value of a , and, to a lesser extent, the allowed range of values for the 
Higgs boson mass. For a given measurement of the total width, I'M, an upper value Tmax, 
excluded at the 95% confidence level, may be defined by r „ , a s = I\i + 1.65ov where ov is 
the measurement error. The upper limit on the width into X is given by the difference 
rums - rmii,M. Using the total and invisible width measurements appearing in Table 2, 
the limits obtained are 28 MeV (from total width) and 18 MeV (from invisible width). 
Table 8 shows the corresponding lower limits on the masses of new particles obtained on 
the assumption that only the channel under consideration is open. The formulae used for 
deriving these limits are given in reference [4]. Apart from the sequential charged lepton 
and the sleptons, all the mass limits are close to the kinematical limit. In those particular 
cases direct searches are superior. 

The search for deviations from the MSM in the electroweak sector can be facilitated 
by using a general framework for the description of electroweak radiative effects in terms 
of the S, T and U variables of references [17],[18]. These variables are functions of the 
gauge boson self-energies and usually it is assumed that U can be ignored, leaving just the 

'The invisible width of the Z° ii defined by ri„v =T/- T|, - T| where Th and i"i are the hadronic 
and leptonic partial widths respectively. 
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Figure 23: Illustration of the method used to derive an upper limit from a measured 
decay width T\\. The left-hand side shaded area is excluded from theory, the right-hand 
side is excluded from the measurement itself (5% of the area of the Gaussian). The 95% 
confidence level limit on an extra contribution I\\ is given by the distance between these 
two limits. , 

S and T variables to parameterise effects of new physics beyond the MSM (since they are 
defined such that S=T=0 within the MSM when m t o p = 140 GeV, Mn i g g, = 300 GeV and 
aH = 0.110). Based on exactly the same data set used for the determination of the top 
quark mass limits in section 6.6, the 68% and 95% confidence level contours in the S,T 
plane are shown in Figure 24 [19]. The effect of varying the top quark mass between 50 
GeV and 250 GeV would be to shift the coordinate axes up or down along the T direction 
by less than 2 units. 

The existence of a degenerate heavy fermion doublet (4th generation) with MSM 
couplings would shift S by about 0.2 units, an amount to which the present data is 
insensitive. The expected values of S and T in Technicolour models can be sizeable [17] 
although predictions for T are not very reliable. For a full techniquark generation with 
4 technicolours, S would be about 2.1. The DELPHI data can thus almost exclude such 
a model at the 95% confidence level. The inclusion of non-LEP data in the fit, such as 
the measurement of the W boson mass and the results of parity violation observations in 
atomic Cesium, strengthen this conclusion since the S,T contours are reduced in size and 
shifted slightly in the negative-S direction. 

8.2 New particle searches 
Amongst a wide range of direct searches for new particles only the results in the Higgs 
boson sector will be summarised here. These preliminary results are based on a sample 
of approximately 210,000 multi-hadron events recorded in 1990/91. Using the standard 
methods developed by all the LEP collaborations (search for HVi>, etc) the lower limit 
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Particle type Lower bound (GeV) 
top quark 43 
b' quark 
L± 
1° 
LB,,, (from r i n v ) 
I" 
^Majorana 
^Mainrana ( f r o m Ti , , , ) 

45 
33 
44 
45 
38 
40 

u-type squark (L+R) 
d-type squark (L+R) 
squarks (L+R) (5 flavours) 
sleptons (L+R) 
sneutrino 
LSP sneutrino (from r^.) 
chargino 

39 
40 
44 
22 
32 
36 
44 

u" 
d" 
Li-

45 
45 
33 

Table 8: Lower mass bounds on new particles in GeV; the values correspond to a confi
dence level higher than 95%. Except when indicated as coining from r^v, they are derived 
from T/. (L+R) refers to mass degenerate left and right symmetric superpartners; LSP 
is the lightest supersymmetric particle. 

on the mass of the neutral Higgs boson in the MSM is 42 GeV at the 95% confidence level 
[20]. In the Two Higgs Doublet Model searches have been made for charged and neutral 
(CP-even and CP-odd) Higgs bosons. The combined analysis [21] of events with (a) two 
leptons, (b) one lepton plus jets and (c) four jets leads to the charged Higgs mass limit 
shown in Figure 25 as a function of the hadronic branching ratio. The lower limit on the 
mass is 40 GeV at the 95% confidence level. 

The neutral Higgs sector in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is 
somewhat more complicated to analyse. At tree level the CP-even state, h, is predicted 
to always be lighter than the CP-odd state, A, and to be lighter than the Z". However, 
these predictions are considerably modified when account is taken of electroweak radiative 
corrections. The effect of a heavy top quark is to allow the h to be heavier than the A and 
the Z". The decay mode h —> AA is also permitted. Figure 26 shows the 95% confidence 
level lower mass limit for the h boson as a function of the top quark mass in the MSSM 
for two different assumptions about the mass of the squark [22]. The decay h —> A A was 
taken into account for the hA channel only. 

9 Summary and outlook 
All subsystems of the DELPHI detector are now fully operational apart from the forward 
RICH, which will be partly installed in 1992 and full active in 1993 onwards. The first 
physics results from the silicon microvertex detector have b-en published (r-lepton and B-
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Figure 24: The 68% and 95% confidence level contours in the S,T plane for the fit to the 
electroweak data described in the text. 

Br(hT-> hadrons) 

Figure 25: The 95% confidence level lower limit on the mass of the charged Higgs boson 
as a function of its hadronic branching ratio. 

hadron lifetimes) and the addition of the third (small radius) layer in 1991 has significantly 
improved the momentum and impact parameter resolution of charged particles. During 
the last period of the 1991 LGP run approximately 80,000 multi-hadron events were 
collected with the fully operational barrel RICH detector. The first physics results using 
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Figure 26: The 95% confidence level lower mass limit for the h boson as a function of the 
top quark mass in the MSSM for two different assumptions about the mass of the squark. 

the RICH should emerge soon. 
About 400,000 multi-hadron events have been recorded between August 1989 and 

November 1991 during a series of energy scans around the Z" resonance. With this 
data significant contributions have been made in a wide range of physics topics in the 
electroweak sector, the 3rd family, QCD and new particle searches. 

In the next few years it is anticipated that several million Z°'s will be accumulated, 
allowing many of the present measurements to be substantially improved and permitting 
tests of the Minimal Standard Model with unprecedented precision. The RICH data will 
provide a very powerful tool for hadron identification and jet flavour tagging, enabling 
DELPHI to perform unique measurements at LEP. At the same time, the apparatus will 
continue to evolve and the detector's particle identification capability will increase e.g. 
the double-sided-readout silicon microvertex detector layers in 1993. Beyond 1993 we look 
forward with enthusiasm to the LEP200 era and the further possibilities of longitudial 
polarisation and high luminosity upgrades of the LEP machine. 
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Abstract 

L3 experiment has collected 500K Z" events during 1990 and 1991, correspond
ing to a total luminosity of 1S.4 pb~*. From a simultaneous fit to the measured 
cross sections of e + e " —* hiulions, e+e~, [i+fi~ and T+T~ assuming lepton univer
sality, we obtain: Mz = 91.1S1 ± 0.010 ± 0.02 (LEPJGeV.Tz = 2501 ± 17 MeV, 
Ti.ad = 1747 ± 16 MeV, T/ = S3.5 ± 0.7 MeV. Including our measurements of 
the forward-backward asymmetries of the leptonic channels to fit. we obtain tj\- = 
- 0 . 0 4 6 2 i g S and gA = -0.4993±0.0023. In the framework of the Standard Model, 
the top quark mass is estimated to be m ( = 204i'5g± 14 (Higgs) GeV, and sin 2 B\\- s 
1 - (Mir/Mz)' 2 = 0.2219tS:SSS. corresponding to sin2 B\v = 0.2315 ± 0.0022. 

From the invisible decay widths of the Z° and the measured cross section of 
e+e~ —t vf'~t, we determine the number of light neutrino families to be N„ = 
3.01±0.0S. 

We obtain the 95 % CL upper limits of Br(Z° -» /IT) < 4.Sx 10" 5 . and Bv(Za - -
£T) < 3.4x 10" 5. We have observed several events with more than one hard radiative 
photons. 
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1 Introduction 
The successful operations of LEP makes possible precision tests of the Standard 

Model [1], and looking for the phonomena beyond it. L3 experiment has collected 
approximately 500K Z" events in the energy range 88.2 < y/s < 94.2 GeV during 
1990 and 1991, corresponding to a total luminosity of 1S.4 pb~l. The precise mea
surement of the production cross section of Z" in c + e~ reactions and its hadronic 
and leptonic decay rates are an important step towards the understanding of the 
electroweak interaction and to determine its parameters. 

In this article we present the results of the measurements of the reactions: 

1. e + e~ —* hadrons, 
2. c + e " —> ; I + / ' _ ( T ) , 

3. e+e~ -> r + r " ( 7 ) , 
4. e+e- -> e + e - h ) , 
5. e+e~ —> I'f'f. 

We perfonn fits to our measurements of these reactions to determine the values of 
various electroweak parameters and the upper limts of the lepton flavour violation 
in Z° decays. The events with more than one hard radiative photons are also 
reported. 

The L3 results on the reaction 1-4 and the determination of the electroweak pa
rameters from 1990 data have been reported [2,3] previously. This analysis includes 
the preliminary results from a part of 1991 data, which represents a factor of two 
increasing in statistics. 

2 The L3 Detector 
The L3 detector precisely measures electrons, photons, anions aud hadrons pro

duced in e+e~ reactions with good spatial and energy resolution. Starting from the 
interaction point, the L3 detector (Figure 1) is composed of the following subde-
tector systems: 

• a time expansion chamber (TEC) for tracking charged particles: 

• an electromagnetic calorimeter composed of bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) 
crystals: 

• a cylindrical array of 30 scintillation counters: 
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• a hadroii calorimeter with uranium absorber and proportional wire chamber 
readout; 

• a muon spectrometer consisting of multi-wire drift chambers; 

• a luminosity monitor composed of BGO crystal arrays on both sides of the 
detector. 

These detectors are installed in a 12 in inner diameter solenoidal magnet which 
provides a uniform magnetic field of 0.5 T along the beam direction. 

During the shutdown at the end of 1990 the end caps of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter composed of BGO crystals were installed. Thus the coverage of the 
electromagnetic calorimeter extented to 10° < 8 < 170°. In addition, the forward 
tracking chambers (FTC) were installed in front of the BGO end caps. 

The c+c~ interactions 1-5 are recorded in the L3 detector if at least one of 
the following trigger requirements is fulfilled: energy trigger, dimuon trigger, single 
muon trigger, charged track trigger, scintillation counter trigger, and siglne photon 
trigger. These trigger requirements have a very large redundancy. Typically at 
least two trigger requirements are fulfilled by each of the reactions 1-4. This allows 
a check of the trigger efficiency of the individual triggers. The combined trigger 
efficiency for all of the reactions 1-4 is larger than 99.9% [3]. 

The measured muou momentum resolution determined from dimuon events is 
2.5% at 45 GeV as shown in Figure 2. This includes contributions from chamber 
resolution, multiple scattering and fluctuations of energy loss in the calorimeter. 
Using Bhabha events, the resolution of the electron energy distribution is 1.2% as 
shown iii Figure 3. which includes a substantial contribution from initial and final 
state radiation. 

A detailed description of the detector and its performance is gi,~eu in Refer
ence [4]. 

The response of the L3 detector is simulated with the GEANT3 [5] program. 
Hadronic showers in the calorimeters are simulated based on the GHEISHA [6] 
program. Generated events are passed through the detector simulation program 
and are reconstructed by the same program that is used to reconstruct the data 
for each of the physical processes studied. The database, which keeps track of the 
detector status, is used iu the reconstruction of simulated events to describe the 
time dependent detector inefficiencies [7]. 

3 Measurments of Z{) Line Shpaes and 
Asymmetries 

The detail discussion on the event selection and the systematic errors in the 
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reactions 1-4 for 1990 data are given in Reference [3]. We summary trigger efficien
cies, 6 coverages, acceptances, backgrounds, and systematic errors for 1990 data 
in the Table 1. An uncertainty of 0.9% in the luminosity measurement has to be 
added to the systematic errors of hadronic and leptonic channels. 

Lumi. Hadrons e + e " H+tr T+T-

Trig. eff.(%) 99.9 ± 0.1 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 >99.9 
Theta cov. 25 < 9 < 70m i«d All |cos0|<O.7 |cos£ |<0.8 |cos£ |<0.7 

Ace (%) — 99.1 ± 0.2 9G.9 ± 0.2 78.3 ±0 .3 75.4 ± 0.3 
Backg.(%) 0.2 ±0.1 0.2 ±0 .1 0.6 ±0 .1 1.2 ±0 .1 2.6 ± 0.2 
Syst. error 

on a 
0.9% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8% 2.1% 

Syst. error 
on AfB 

— — 0.01 0.005 <0.01 

Table 1: L3 measurements in 1990 

The fiducial volume of the measurement of T+T~ in 1991 has been extend to 
| cos 6 |< 0.95. We expect there will be significat improvements in acceptance, 
backgrounds and systematic errors for 1991 data, because high statistics and more 
understanding the detector. 

The L3 experiment has collected about 500K Z° events during the data taking 
U 1990 and 1991. The total luminosity is 1S.4 pb~x. The table 2 summaries the 
numbers of events for various reactions. There is a total luminosity of 2.9 pb~l at 
the center mass energy of the Z" peak at 1990, and 8.2 pfe"1 at 1991. 

1990 data 1991 data 
Int. Lum. (yjfc-1) 5.5 12.9 

# huu. events 500A' 650K 
# hadrons 115A' 307K 

# c+e- 4.2A' 11 9K 
# I'^r 3.2A' 9. IK 
# r + r " 2.5A' 13.4K 

Table 2: L3 Data in 1990 and 1991 

The cross sections and asymmetries have been extrapolated to the full solid 
angle, except for the e + e " case. Both <re+c- and A'p£ were measured in the fiducial 
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region 44° < 6 < 136° with an acollinearity cut of 25°. The values for the electron 
channel are given after "t channel" and "t-s interference" subtraction. Acollinearity 
cuts have been applied also in the the /i+ft~ and r + r ~ channels (15° and 14°, 
respectively), in order to reduce hard photon radiation effects in the initial state, 
both in data and fitting programs. 

The preliminary cross section measurements taking during April to July of 1991 
are shown in table . The first errors are statistic, and the seconds are systematic. 
The center mass energies for the data in the period are in M#. The data analysis of 
the 1991 data is still under way. The results from the 1991 data are preliminary. The 

a {nb) 
</'/ 30.56 ±0.13 ±0.08 

f+ f - 0.SS5 ± 0.017 ± 0.007 
/ /+ / / - 1.53 ±0.03 ±0.03 
T+T- 1.50 ±0.03 ±0.03 

Table 3: The preliminary cross sections at y/$ = M^ for the first half of 1991 data 

preliminary forward-backward asymmetries in the leptonic channels at ^/s = M? 
with the L3 detector in 1991 are shown iu table . The first errors are statistic, and 
the seconds are systematic. For the asymmetries of the (+c~ —> /'+/<~ and r + r " 
channels, we use the results from the maximum likelihood method. 

AFB {%) 
< + f - 0.7 ±1.3 ±1.2 
/ / + / / - 2.5 ±1.3 ±0.5 
T+T- 0.6±1.7±0.G 

Table 4: The preliminary asymmetries at y/* = M/ for the 1991 data 

4 Determination of Electroweak Parameters 
We use the analytical program ZF1TTER [S] in conjunction with the MINUIT 

program to fit the data and to determine the electroweak parameters. ZFITTER 
uses analytical formulae to calculate cross sections, forward-backward asymmetries, 
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and angular distributions of final state fermious in e + e~ interactions. It includes 
electroweak radiative corrections to 0 ( a ) and a common exponentiation of initial 
and final state bremsstrahluug. 

4.1 Mass, Total and Partial Decay Widths of Z° 
We fit the cross sections of e+e~ —» hadrons. e + e~, / i + / i~ and T+T~ of 1990 

data [3] and 1991 data in section 4.3 simultaneously to determine the following 
six parameters: Mz, Tz, r"i,.vi. I \ , T,, and 1%. For the e+e~ channel the points at 
y/s = 88.224 GeV and <J$ = 94.215 GeV are excluded in the fit because of large 
r-channel corrections. 

The results obtained from the fit are presented in Table 5 together with the 
expected Standard Model values for Uz = 91.1S1 GeV, m, = 150 GeV, M w = 
100 GeV and a, = 0.115. The fit has a \ 2 of 19 for 20 degrees of freedom. All 
errors include statistical and systematic errors. The micertainty of 0.02 GeV in the 
absolute energy scale of LEP must be added to the error on M7. Our measurements 
of the total and partial decay widths of the Z° agree very well with the Standard 
Model predictions using these parameters. The partial decay widths of the electron, 
muon and tan are equal within errors and confirm the lepton universality of the 
weak neutral current interaction predicted by the Standard Model. 

parameter fit results Standard Model parameter 
0 parameters 4 parameters 

Standard Model 

Ma (GeV) 
Tz (MeV) 

r,,.,,, (MeV) 
T, (MeV) 
T„ (MeV) 
I \ (MeV) 
T, (MeV) 

91.1S1±0.010 
2501±17 
17GS±20 
S2.o±0.9 
S0.0±1.6 
S5.G±1.9 

91.1S1±0.010 
2501 ±17 
1747±16 

S3.5±0.7 

2490 
173S 
S3.S 
S3.8 
S3.G 
S3.7 

Table 5: Results obtained from the fits to the cross section data. The 
four-parameter fit assumes lepton universality while the six-parameter fit does not. 

If we assume the lepton universality and perform a four-parameter fit to the 
measured cross section results to determine M/, T/, r i l j V | and the leptouic decay 
width T/. The \ 2 of this fit is 19 for 22 degrees of freedom. Results of the fit are 
also given in Table 5. This fit leads to a measurement of the leptonic width with a 
precision of l'/f. The results for the mass and the total width of the Z" remain the 
same, while the error on the hadroiiic width is reduced. Figure 4 shows our mea
surements of the hadronic cross section and the three leptonic cross sections. The 
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data are compared to the theoretical predictions using the parameters determined 
by the fit with lepton universality. The agreement is very good in all four reactions. 

4.2 Strong Coupling Constant 
The hadronic decay width of the Z° can be expressed as: 

Thad = r j . , (i + % . 0 ) = r k (i + 2 i + i.4(2i)» + . . . ) , ( i ) 

where r j j^ is the Standard Model prediction for a, = 0 and SQCD i s a QCD correc
tion factor [10]. We prefer to use the ni ( independent ratio of the hadronic to the 
lcptonic width for a comparison with the Standard Model prediction: 

Here again Itfa<i denotes the Standard Model prediction for tins ratio with as = 0. 
We obtain Itfml = 20.00 ± 0.03 from the program ZFITTER for M? = 91.181 GeV. 
The uncertainty accounts for variations of m, and M// over a wide range. From the 
results for ri,„,i and T/ presented in Table 5 and the conelations between the fitted 
parameters, we obtain Iilmt = 20.S4 ± 0.29. This gives a QCD correction factor of 
*<JC-D = 0.042 ± 0.015, which corresponds to a value of the strong coupling constant 
n a = 0.125 ± 0.041. The determination of a, is free from the uncertainties in the 
fragmentation models. 

4.3 Neutral Current Coupling Constants <jv and f/.i 
We perform a simultaneous fit to the measured cross sections of ( + e~ —• hadrons, 

< +< ". )i+ji~ and T+T~, and to the leptouic forward-backward asymmetries to deter
mine M/ . T/,. Til,,,!, ijy and </.|. assuming lepton universality. For the < +(~ channel 
the points at ^ = SS.224 GcV and y ^ = 94.215 GeV are excluded in tlie fit 
because of large f-channel corrections. 

Results obtained from the fit are presented in Table C. In Figure 5 our mea
surements of the forward-backward asymmetries are compared with the theoretical 
predictions using the parameters determined by the fit. The fit has a \ 2 of 34 for 40 
degrees of freedom. The values obtained for M;?. Tz, and ri,„i are identical to those 
that were obtained in section 4.1. The signs of j i and y,\ have been inferred from 
the results of other experiments [11]. Figure 0 shows the GS'X and 95'X confidence 
level contours iu the yy and IJ \ plane. 
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parameter fit result Standard Model 
U2 (GeV) 91.181 ±0.010 
Tz (MeV) 2501 ± 17 2490 

r h„d (MeV) 1747 ± 1 6 1738 
SA -0.4993 ±0.0023 -0.501 
<JV - 0 . 0 4 6 2 ^ S -0.035 

Table 6: Results obtained from a combined fit to the cross section and for
ward-backward asymmetry data. 

We also repeated the fit to the data to determine the values for sin 2 0\v and pBjr, 

which are related to g\- and </,i through the following relations [9]: 

9,\ = - 0 . 5 v & _ (3) 
<jv = -0 .5^ /^7 (1 -4s iu 2 « V V ' ) . 

The values of sin2*?,,- and p,.[t are: sm 2 0 ( p = 0 . 2 2 6 9 1 ^ . ptS = 0.9972 ± 0.0091. 

4.4 Mass of the Top Quark and sin20w-
An estimate of m, can be obtained from a combined fit to all of the cross section 

and forward-backward asymmetry data within the Standard Model, since the total 
and partial decay widths of the Z° and the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries 
depend on m ( through the radiative collections. 

We constrain o, to « , = 0.11S ± 0.009. To take into account the uncertainty 
due to the unknown Higgs mass, we vary MM between 50 and 1000 GeV. The fitted 
values of M% are found to be identical to those given in Table 5. For all the fits, a 
\ 2 of 36 for 43 degrees of freedom is obtained. We quote the central value obtained 
for Ma = 300 GeV as our result: 

m , = 2 0 4 l S ± 14 (Higgs) GeV. 

The second error takes into account the variation of the Higgs mass from 50 to 
1000 GeV. 

From the measurement of in,, for » fixed value of M;j, we can derive the radiative 
correction factor Ar or the weak mixing angle sin 2#ic or the mass of the IF boson 
MM -. These quantities are related as follows: 

M»- s i"''S"- = v^„(T-A,-)- ( 4 ) 

sin-% = 1-M„-/M|. 
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Although the top quark mass determined from our measurements shows a depen
dence on the Higgs mass, the values of Ar. sin 2 0\y and Mw are practically inde
pendent of M H . We obtain sin 2 fl l r = 1 - jft- = 0.2219lS;S?l> corresponding to the 
effective weak mixing angle sin 2 9\\- = 0.2315 ± 0.0022. Alternatively, we can derive 
a value of the W mass Mir = S0.44 ± 0.45 GeV. 

5 Number of Light Neutrino Families 

5.1 Invisible Width of Z u 

We use the results in Table 5 and the correlations between the fitted parameters 
to determine the invisible width of the Z": 

r i l l v = Tz - r,,,,, - 3r, = 501 ± 14 MeV. (5) 

We use the following relation to determine the number of light neutrino families: 

where the superscript SM denotes the Standard Model prediction. The ratio of 
( r y r „ ) S M is insensitive to m, and M;/ and has the value 0.502 for M/ = 91.181 GeV. 
Using the above value of r m v and our measurement of I\ (taking into account their 
correlations), we obtain: 

N„ = 3.01 ± 0.08. 

The error comes mainly from the systematic error in the luminosity measurement. 

5.2 Single Photon Events 
The number of neutrino families could be counted directly by the measurement 

of the cross section of i+c~ —» PI/-,. The signature of such events is a single photon 
arising from initial state radiation. The cross section can be written as [14]: 

, ' ° H = H{E-,cosg.„,s|?„(./) (1) 
<IE- a cos H. 

where H is a radiator function for photons with energy E-, and polar angle ft,, 
s is thi' square of the center of mass energy, and i7u{s') is the "reduced" cross 
section for the process < + r ~ —> t'u; in the new center of mass system, given by 
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s' = s( 1 — 2Ey/y/s). In lowest order and by approximating the W contribution 
with a four-point interaction. aa is given by 

, i G W " , ^(sl + gl) . •2{g, + 9a)[i-*/M2

z}\ 
ffol*J _ 12* \r + [i - , /wip + r|/Mi + [i -S/MW + v\m) • 

The dominant term is proportional to the number of light neutrino families N„ and 
represents the square of the pmplitude for Z° production. The first term arises from 
the square of the W exchange diagram, which contributes only to vc production, 
and the last one is due to VV-Z interference. The sum of the first and third terms 
contributes to the overall cross section by less than 3% in the energy range analysed 
in this paper. The contribution to <r0 from the term proportional to N„ remains 
dominant hi the case the exact calculation is earned out including higher-order 
corrections. 

The 1990 data at center of mass energies between SS.3 and 94.3 GeV was used 
for this analysis. The corresponding integrated luminosity is 3.0 p b - ' . We required 
that the energy of single photon is greater than 1.5 GeV. and the polar angle of 
the photon is between 45° and 135°. The details of the event selection, the trigger 
efficiency, the backgrounds, and the systematic errors are given in Reference [15]. 
After applying these cuts we obtain a sample of 61 events. The selection efficiency 
of 0.95, The trigger efficiency which it 0.72 below Mz + 1 GeV and 0.77 above. 
The total efficiency ranges from 0.G0 to 0.67 as a function of the center of mass 
energy with an error of 0.07. 

Our final result then is: 

N„ = 3.24 ± 0.46(stat) ± 0.22(syst). 

The corrected cross section is shown as a function of cm. energy in figure 7 along 
with the expectations from N„=2,3.4 and for the likelihood fit. 

6 Search for L e p t o n F l a v o u r Vio la t ion in Z° 
Decays 

In the Standard Model [1] lepton flavour is absolutely conserved. However, there 
is no gauge principle requiring this conservation law. Different models [10]. beyond 
the Standard Model, allow processes which violate lepton flavour conservation. In 
theories where such violation arises through mixing with new particles, the branch
ing ratio for such processes, e.g. Z° —* /IT. can be as large as 1 0 - ' . The observation 
of such decays would be a clear indication of physics beyond the Standard Model. 

The expected signature of Za —»)n(Za —» cr) is a beam energy mnoii (electron) 
opposite to the decay products of a r . The main background arises from T+T~ 
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events with one of the taus decaying into a muon (electron) which carries almost 
all the energy of the tau. Good muou (electron) momentum resolution is essential 
to reduce this background while retaining a high detection efficiency. 

For this analysis [17] we use the data sample based on an integrated luminosity 
of 10.4 pb" 1 accumulated during the 1990 and early 1991 runs corresponding to the 
production of 370000 Z°'s. 

For Z° —» //T we require one jet to be consistent with a muon 0.97 < E„/Ekam < 
1.08 and the other to be consistent with a r decay. Figure 8 shows the distribution 
of the muou energy after all cuts, except muon momentum cut, have been applied. 
The importance of lepton resolution to reject the r + r " background is evident from 
this figure. 

The overall detection efficiency is 22.5 ± 1.0% for Z° —> /IT. One candidate 
from the data satisfies the cuts. From Monte Carlo studies we expect a total of 
1.6 ± 0.9 background events. Using Poisson statistics we set a 95% CL upper limit 
of 4 events from the Z" —* /IT channel. This yields a 95% CL upper limit on the 
branching ratio of Br{Z" -» JIT) < 4.S x 1 0 - 5 . 

For Z° —» tr we require one jet to be consistent with a electron with energy 
0.98 < Et/Et,Cam < 105 and the other to be consistent with a r decay. Figure 9 
shows the distribution of the electron energy after all cuts except the electron energy 
cut have been applied. 

The overall efficiency for the er events is 24.2 ± 1.0%. We find no candidates 
remaining. From Monte Carlo studies we expect a total of 0.S ± 0.3 background 
events. Using Poissou statistics we set a 95% CL upper limit of 3 events from the 
Z" —» CT channel. This yields a 95% CL upper limit on the branching ratio of 
Br(Zu -*IT)< 3.4 x l ( ) - \ 

7 Radiative Events 
We observed some radiative events with more than one hard radiative photons 

iu our data sample. These interesting events are very useful to test the electroweak 
theories, as well as to look for phoiioinena beyond the Standard Model. The result 
includes the data from both 1990 and 1991. The result is preliminary. 

Figure 10 is the energy spectrum of the first photon in ft+fi'-,. The photon 
energies in the events is required to be large than 1 GeV, and the opening angle 
between muou and photon has to be bigger that 5". The histogram in the figure 
is the prediction from the Monte Carlo simulation based on the event generation 
program VFS 3.02 from S. Jndach ct.al.. The Monte Carlo prediction is in good 
agreement with data. 
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Figure 11 shows a event of e + e " —» /« + / / _ 77. The energies of two photons 
are 2S.0 ± 0.4GeV and 33.0 ± 0.4GeV respectively. The momemta of two muons 
are 16.9 ± O.SGeV and 12.7 ± 0.4GeV respectively. The invariant mass of the two 
photons is 59 GeV. Figure 12 is the energy spectrum of the second photon in 
/i + / i~77 events. The photon energy is required to be larger than 1 GeV, and the 
opening angle between muon and photon has to be bigger that 5°. The histogram 
in the figure is the prediction from the Monte Carlo simulation based on the event 
generation program YFS 3.02 from S. Jadach et.al.. Figure 13 is the invariant mass 
distribution of two photons in these events. The histogram in the figure is the 
prediction from the Monte Carlo simulation based on the event generation program 
YFS 3.02. There are two events with the invariant mass of 2 photon at 58 GeV 
from data. The probability of the case is estimated to be less than 0.0015. 

We also observed a Bhablia event with three hard photons (Figure 14). The 
five clusters in the event starting from 4> = 0" counterclockwise are: photon with 
energy of 19.S1 ± 0.26 GeY. positron with energy of 5.79 ± 0.15 GeV. photon with 
energy of 28.09 ± 0.37GeY. photon with energy of 18.19 ± 0.24GeV. and election 
with energy of 19.04 ± 0.25 GeY. 

8 Summary 
We have measured the reactions c+e~ —> hadrons. i+<'. / ' + / '~ . T+T~ and vv-j 

at LEP in the energy range SS.2 < y/s < 94.2 GeV. around the Z" resonance. 
A total luminosity of 1S.4 \>\>~' has been recorded with the L3 detector. A good 
understanding of the detector leads to low systematic errors, thus permitting us to 
use the full potential of the high statistics data. 

A combined fit to all reactions gives the following values of the 2" parameters: 
Mz = 91.181 ± 0.010 ± 0.02 (LEP) GeV. Tz = 2501 ± 17 MeV. TM = 1747 ± 
10 MeY. T, = 82.5 ± 0.9 MeV. T„ = S6.0 ± 1.6 MeV. T 7 = S5.6 ± 1.9 MeV. T, = 
S3.5 ± 0.7 MeV. Including the measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry, 
we determine the vector and axial-vector neutral current coupling constants of 
charged leptons to the Z" to be: gv = -0 .04G2i i ;S - 9 A = -0.4993 ± 0.0023. 

Fitting all of our data in the framework of the Standard Model and o s = 0.115± 
0.009, we determine the mass of the top quark: m, = 2 0 4 ^ ± 14 (Higgs) GeY. 
Expressed in terms of the weak mixing angle, sin 2 6\\- = 1—jjf = 0.2219itJ;JJ2fs which 
corresponds to the following value of the effective weak mixing angle: sin2 f)\\- = 
0.2319 ± 0.0022. 

From the invisible decay widths of the Z° and the measured cross section of 
t*c~ —> I/J/-, we determine the number of light neutrino families to be N„ = 
3.01 ± 0.0S. 
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All our results are in good agreement with the predictions of the Standard 
Model. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 The side view of the L3 detector. 

Fig. 2 The measured muou energy (£•„) resolution from Z° —> / / + / ' " ( - ) events. 

Fig. 3 The measured electron energy (E ( ) resolution from Z" —> c+t"(•)) events. 

Fig. 4 The cross sections as a function of ^/s: (a) c+e~ —> hadrons. (b) The a-
channel cross section in the angular range 44° < 0 < 136° and with (," < 25" 
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for e + e " —» e+t~. (c) < + e~ —» /i+/«~. (d) f + e " —» T+T~. The full circles are 
1990 data, the open circle is the first half data of 1991. The stars are the 
preliminary results from all 1991 data, which are not used in fit. The solid 
curves are the result of a Standard Model fit to the hadronic and leptomc 
cross section measurements. 

Fig. 5 The forward-backward asymmetries as a function of \/s: (a) e + e _ —> e + e~ in 
the 44° < 8 < 13C angular range and with (," < 25°, (b) e+e~ -> fi+n~. and 
(c) c*t~ —» T+T~. The full circles are the results of 1990 data, and the open 
circles the preliminary results of 1991 data. The solid curves are the result of 
a Standard Model fit to all hadronic and leptouic measurements. 

Fig. G Values of gv and y,\ obtained from a fit to the hadronic and leptonic cross 
sections and leptonic forward-backward asymmetries. The contours shown 
represent the 68% and the 95% confidence level limits. The lines correspond 
the top masses for M ; , = 100. 300 and 1000 TeV started from botton within 
the standard model. The points correspond to m, = 50. 100, 150, ..., 300 GeV 
started from right. 

Fig. 7 Corrected cross section of c+c~ —» //;>/ as a function of y/s. The solid curves 
show the expectations from N„=2.3.4 and the dashed one what, is obtained 
with our best fit (N„ = 3.24 ± 0.4C). 

Fig. S The distribution of the union energy (E,,) for the data, Monte* Carlo back
ground, and signal Z" —» JIT Monte Carlo, after all cuts, but the muon energy 
cut, are applied. The normalization for the signal Monte Carlo is arbitrary. 
The arrows represent the cut on muou energy. 

Fig. 9 The distribution of the electron energy ( £ t ) for the data. Monte Carlo back
ground, and signal Z" —• ( T Moute Carlo, after all cuts, but the electron 
energy cut. are applied. The normalization for the signal Monte Carlo is 
arbitrary. The arrows represent the cut on electron energy. 

Fig. 10 The energy spectrum of the first photon in f+c~ —> fi+/!'{-,) events. 

Fig. 11 An event of t+i~ —> / I + / I " - ,* , : a) the end view: b) the side view. 

Fig. 12 The energy spectrum of the second photon in (+f ~ —»/'+/'~7~ events. 

Fig. 13 The invariant mass distribution of the two photons in < + <~ —> /i +/(~ 77 events. 

Fig. 14 An event of t +e~ —* r + f "777: a) the end view: b) the side view. 
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Results from L3: 
Heavy Flavors ami Now Particles 

M. IVhl 
Insl . fiir llochencrfiicphysik 

Kidgcnossische ' Iccl in. Ilochschiilc 
Z i i r i rh . Switzerland 

Abstract 

Selected results from 1.3 on (ho production and decay oT heavy Minors are presented. T h e 
coupling of Ihc weak vtvtrcl ru r r rn l lo h quarks and T lr|>lons is measured in l l i r lo la l 
cross section and Ihc angular asyruniHry of their |>rodiic'liou at I he Zf' resonance, l-'or 
l> i|iiiirks. I In' addil ioi ial complication through It" II" iriiNPi'g needs lo lie taken iulo 
account. I he coupling of It and 7- lo Ihe weak rkargril eiirrenl is studied looking al Ihcir 
decay properties, in |>arlirular their leplonic branching fractious and lifetimes. As far as 
Ihe search Tor new particles is concerned. Ilie discussion in this lall; is liiuilerl to results-
on I In 1 production of lliggs particles its predicted by Ihe Standard I heorv. 
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1 Production of Heavy Flavors at the Z" Resonance 

I'rodiirlion of II quarks and r leptons l)y r H f" reactions near (lie 7," resonance proceeds 
nearly exclusively III rough (lie weak neutral current interactions | l | . M'll'-I is thus the 
perfect place lo study the coupling constants of the weak neutral current lo these llavors 
ill detail. 1.3 results on I he coupling of r leplons lo Hie /," are covered elsewhere in this 
conference [2). I therefore limit this part of the discussion to '/." decays into Mi pairs. 

l . l Selection of 6 Events and T(Zt> -> bh) 

About 22% of all b quarks decay semileptouically into electrons or unions. Since b quarks 
are still reasonably heavy compared lo 1,101' ( beam energies, (he leptous from its decay 
have a relatively high transverse 111011101(11111 71 j . with respect to the orginal b direction. 
Since I lie b fragmentation is hard, i.e. on average 7(l%i of the b quark's momentum is 
transfercd to its daughter U meson, seinileplonic decays also result in leptous with high 
momentum p. To separate out b production in hadronic events thus means to look for high 
71. high 71.1 leplons. 1.3 identifies unions (7*,, > I (Jot ) by requiring that Ihey penetrate 
the calorimeters leaving only the energy of a minimum ioni/iug particle and that their 
momentum is reconstructed inside the union spedrometer such thai it cttrnpolnlcs back to 
the c + ( ~ vertex within errors. I'.loctrons (71,. > 3 (JeV) are identified by their characteristic 
shower shape in the electromagnetic B(iO calorimeter ami by requiring angular and energy 
momentum matching between the calorimeter and the central tracker. In addition, tin-
shower is required to be isolated from any nearby hadronic jet. In I.It. 711 is defined wilh 
respect lo (he nearest jet of hadrous, the energy and direction of which is measured no I 
including the leplon momentum. 

We use Hie data sample from I 3 s 1080 and 10011 miming (IIK2IHI hndronic events) for 
inclusive union selection and the 1090 running only (I(111(1(1 liadrouic events) for electron 
selection. Table I summarizes the samples thus selected. I'ig. I shows Hie 71 and 71, 

'liilile I: Inclusive feplon sample from l.'l's ION!) and |!)!)l) running. 

Type Momentum cut Cveuls 
/ H h a d . £>7'<£v~ 5351 
e l had. 71, > :i t.u\ Tl3(l 

7<// f-had. p„ >-\<ie\ 22!> 
r r l-had. J_~3:^ ii/irY.'. 21 
71c ( had. £>'.>.!_'.'!: Vi../'!L->3 JeV Til 

(listribulions of miious and electrons, together nilh I he expected disl ilbiiliuns from prompl 
and cascade b decays as well as background from light quark pmdiu lion. II is evident that 
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already at moderate p and pi the samples consist ol" ft decays to a high degree of purity. 
'I'll is purity is slightly higher in case of I lie electron electron sample since isolation is already 
required in (lie selection criteria. As an example, table 2 ipiotes the sample composition 
for a lower » i limit of 1.5 ( ieV. The sample conlpiils of prompt A decays wil.li such a cut is 
TS'X for unions anil 81% for electrons. Tito selection efficiency is 25.7% and 12.7% inside 
the fiducial volume, respectively, lower for electrons since lliey cannol he identified when 
inside a hailronic jet. 

liiblc 2: Sample composition for high />, high pi lepfoiis. 

Category 1' 
p> 1 ( i r V 

7,1-1 
p i > 1.5 ( i e \ 

77.9 % 
ft - r. - . / 1.7 % 
ft -"-> T -*l 1.5 % 
ft - c - • 1 O.fi % 
r - . / •1.9 % 
background L lii.(i%" 

)>>.\( IcV 
Pi > 1.5 (ie\ 

Kl..'i% 
2.5 % 
I . I n-
0.1 % 
1.2% 
111.2% 

The observed rale of semileptonic ft decays can be converted into a measurement of I lie 
lolal \vidl.li 11,/. of the /" inlo ft-- ft pairs, provided Ihe scmilt-plnnic liranching ratio of I he 
mixture of It mesons |iroilii<-eil at M'JI' is known. I rsinp our own independent measurement 
ofThis average branching ratio (see section 2) as well as I lie resulls from IT'.I' and I'lOTHA 
(which are based on a ililfereut production mechanism), we obtain 

I',,,, - :i85 I: 7 (slnl) i 11 (sys) ± 19 (UK) MeV (") 
where Ihe lirsl error is statistical, Ihe second summarizes the syslemalic errors Tor I lie 
dctcrmiualion (t|* the rate anil the third ionics from (he limited acruracy of the average 
branching ratio. The result is in excellent agreement vil l i the expectation from I he Stan 
dard Theory which predicts l'w, — !I78 T •! Me\'. 

Hefore we can analyze I he dependence of the lolal cross section on the scattering angle, we 
have lo determine by hoiv much /<" - /'" mixing iiilluehces the observed dist ribulioiis. The 
Standard Theory predicts a single mechanism for H" /J" mixing by double 11' exchange. 
We ileline as \ / ( the lolal probability thai a IS" liadron oscillated into a fl" at the time of 
its decay 

Sii = /.;\.i t - M . (2) 

where /,/ nuil / , are the fractions of flj and H[ originally produced in / " decay. According 
to theory |.'lj. Iliese fractions are /,/ - ( U S fc 11.1)5 and / , == 11.15 t 0.115. I he total 
mixing proliabilily can be determined from the iiumhrr and features «fobserved ilileptou 
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f i g u r e I: Muinr i i l i im antl transverse momentum spectra of inclusive loplons rrotn 1.3. 

eve-ills. Mix ing is signalled by the occurrence <if high /> , . opposite side like sign tli lcplous. 
From comparing 'his number (20 rv rn ls ) d» i h r number of opposite sign dilepl.ons ( IK 
events), wo deduce \ j t — 0.13 ± (1.11!). A slight increase ill sigiiilionnco t a n bo achieved by 
performing a lil tti the full tlilt'pttin ;i and ; i . L spectra. As an example, (ig. 2 slmws the 
/ i L distr ibution of like-sign dilcplons, indicating I lie contribution from mixing al liigli ;JJ . 
From this refinement, wc obtain 

v» = it.l78;l.;;;;;l;:(siai.) t:0.tv>(sys..) (:i) 

ill good agreement, wi l l i the I 'A I [ I ] measurement of \ n ~ 0.121 I 0.017. I'«>r our own 
measurement, the probability distribution is highly nsyiiiinrl.rir as shown in lig. 3. A mixing 
probability of zero is thus excluded at the level of H statttlartl deviations. Fig. I compares 
our lesull to mrnsiirrrt irnls [!i] below the H" tliresholtl. which give v, ( — |).I(i :lr 0 .01 . T h e 
combined result is compatible with inaxiimii i i mixing of the IfJ l \ , ~ 0.5) antl gives a 
lower limit \ , > 0.1 I al the 9 0 % C I , . 

<iiven this mixing (yaranirirr, we ran now analyse the angular distr ibution for X" —» Wi 
antl especially the forward-backward asymmetry .1,, , , of this profess. Fig. !> shows the 
acceptance corrected angular distribution fur h candidates, where the scattering angle is 
defined as -<,>oos0| with the charge Q of the high j . . high ; i j leploii and ffr the tpiark 
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l'ij;iire 2: Pislr i lwl inn of HIP smaller of the Uvo transverse timinciiln in likr-sign dile|»l.nn 
evenls. The shaded area indicates (lie mixing rout r i ini l inn Tor \- w - 0.I7X. 

direction JI|>|-»i-«*?cttvifif~«K<f l>\ the thrust axis. Again, a fil o f a l ! mi l l r i lml ions to I lie l.olal 
/. and /)j_ dislr i lni l ioi i is used In extract nn iihsnvnl asymmetry (i.e. ivil-lioul mixing 
c nrrcclion) of .lj£* = 0.08 I ± 0.025 (slal.). Mixing causes n correction 

which lends In the final rpsull 

, i w , - o.Kioi;;;!^ (sini.) t o m («>•«.) 

( i ) 

(•r>) 

This vnliio corresponds lo ; I I I effective we;ik t r i i - in^ ;WIRIP of s ir t '^n — 0 22r> I: IMI0N. 
iti excellent jigrcpinenf with flic fine* delenntiied froin i h r /" re-op;ineo jr- ;mietors of 
Mi i y 0i r -- 0.232 1-0.002. Wo llnis conclude from I he cross M*elion IIICJISM/PHICIIIS for /» 
fpinrks I hit I ihr Stmulmd Theory's oloel rouefik noii lnd ourronl c t rn*r l lv describes llns 
process. 

2 Leptnnic b and r Decays 

Wo now hirn lo ihr charged runout int emotions ofhrnvs fpiarks find lepions. Their dooms 
nro duo to l>jisi«>jilly the same lowosl order processes. I ho corresponding decay widths arc 

I'(T "-') = T 2 0 ^ 

'•(*-*'"-) - -^{WJHM) (T) 
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l i g u r e 3: Log likelihood value as a function <Axi< Tor I h r fil. lo the total like sign dilcpton 
p and j>± spectra. 

wil l i the addit ional complication ofOabbibo-Kobayashi -Maskawa malr ix clnmrii ls in rasr 
of I he h. T h e factors / „ and / „ contain mass and CJCI) ror r r r t ions [(>]. The structure- for 
all of llicsc decavwidths is, however, the same as for union decay, where 

provided Hint I lie matr ix elements are I lie same. Higher o n l r r corrections lo these relations 
are at the |ierinill level [T|. l o lest the above relations we thus measure the electronic 
branching ratios and lifetimes for r and l> decays. 

l o r liadrous containing h <|ii,'irlis. the measnreiiieut of the leptouic branching ratio can 
proceed in I wo ways: 

• using the total number of high ;>j., high /> letons in hadron cveuls and asiiming the 
lo la l decay width or / " —• lib is correctly given by the Standard Theory (378 M c Y ) . 
Tor I,.'!, this gives Blt(fr — / + -V) = I). 11!) 4 0.11113 (s la l . ) ± O.OIMi (svsl . ) , equivalent 
to a le- i i i terprelat ion or I lie I 'M, measurement ofccpintion I . 

• using (he ratio of the number of di-lcptoii cvenls to single leplon events. This men 
suiemeiil is essentially independent of I'M, and yields 11 It (ft - / -)- .V) — (I.I IS + 
11.010 (slat . ) ± 0 . 0 0 0 (sysl . ) , in good agreement with previous measurements using a 
different production mechanism for /i quarks. 

I he lifetime of h hadrons is measured using l.he i l islribiit ioii of the transverse impact Ihe 
leplonic <{<vny product makes with the production vertex as sketched in fig. 7I>. Fig. R 
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I'ij^nro I: US measurement of \ i „ converted into a relation hptwepii V.I and \ , a.siiming 
/ j — (I.37S and / . = O.I.1}, compared to a i i irasurcii irnl of *,j below /<" l l i rrsl iold. 

shows litis distribution for tho samplo of « decay candidates. Also shown arc" the conlr i 
billions from I lie various background sources as well as the result u f a bill nod max imum 
likelihood lit. ' I ' I I P lit. yields 

T„ ̂  I.:l2 :lr n.OH (stal.) :r 0.000 (sjsl.) ps (!)) 

( 'a lci i la l ing [c and / „ using measured values from A I I ' ! l : S [N| for i»i, -•- •1.!).ri 1-0.07 ( i e Y 
an<l mi, — in, -•• ."1.3(1 fc 0.02 (JeV, He obtain an allowed domain for | l ' , * | and | i ; . / , | as shown 
ill lig. !(. Together with results obtained at the T , , . | l " r f , | is l lms deleri i i iued to be 

ii;,,| = o.oio t o ony (slat.) .,;;;;::

l, (s>si.) (in) 

for T decays, (lie leplouic branching ratio is determined by (lie fraction oT leptoiiic decays 
observed. Since not all decay channels are observed, normalization proceeds asiiming the 
total cross section to be correctly described by the Standard Theory. Observed leploiiic 
decays cover basically the whole sped r u m , as shown in fig. I l l , and the background from 
other reactions is small . \/.\ obtains branching ratios or 

HH(r -> ruit) = 0.181) rf 0.1108 (slat.) ± 0.0(10 (sysl.) (II) 
Mi{r-* pui>) =•- «.178 :t 0.1108 (slat.) 4O.OOfi (sysl.) (12) 

The r lifetime is determined by measuring the decaj length for decays into three charged 
particles (l ig. 7a) and the impact parameter Tor decays into one charged particle (fig. 7b) . 
The respective distributions are shown in fig. 11, together with (he result o f a n iinhiiined 
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Kiguro 5: Acceptance corrected angular d is l ihut imi for / " -~* lih from high ; i , high px 
lepions. Solid points arc data , curve is prediction Tor an asymmetry i>T tl.08-1, uncorrected 
fur mixing. 

maximum likelihood lit. Wo obtain 

r T(r —• .'I charged particles) 
TT(T - - I chargcil particle) 

with a combined result of 

T, = 0.3(1!) H: 0.023 (slat.) M 0.030 (syst.) ps (15) 

These data all by themselves arc clearly nol in significant disagrecmeiil wi lh the Standard 
Theory of the clcctroweali charged current as shown in fig. 12. They accentuate, however. 
Ihe Irenil already exhibited by I he pre - I , M l ' world a\er«go and conliruied by the recent 
1.111* measurements |9]: (he r l ifetime is rather large compared to whal is expel led from 
ils leploiiic branching ratio. I t is dilucull to assess Ihe significance or tesults coming from 
several experiments; therefore all M ! l ' experiments work on statistical and systematic 
improvements. 

3 Search for the Standard Theory Higgs Boson 

The lliggs boson of the Standard Theory [10] can be produced al 1,1)1' predominantly by 
Ihe mechanism depicted in fig. 0 (a ) . Theoret ical calculations or the cross section include 
higher order clcctroweak corrections in an improved Horn approximat ion, initial state 
radiative corrections using exponentiation and the contributions from fcrmiou tr iangular 

= 11.302 ± 0.0.'t« (slat.) :fc O.lt.W (s.yst.) ps (13) 
= 0.318 ± 0.028 (slat.) :t 0.1137 (syst.) ps (I I) 
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T' ... 
I'iguro 0: (a) Dominant IVynnian diagram for high mass Higgs production at I,I'M'. 
(I)) O u r of I lie foiir-fonnion production diagrams producing tl ir major background. 

loops. Since the II iggs couples preferentially to heavy particles. I lie dominant decay channel 
at I lie high end of the mass spectrum is / / " —> Mi. The final slates searched for are thus llbb, 
where I can he r, //., r or v. Details of the selection procedure ran he found elsewhere [I I ] , 
l-'ig. 13 shows (lie tiumhcr of expected events in 1.3 for l!)!)0 and part of the 1091 data in 

Table 3: Kinematic characteristics of the unions and jets in the 1.3 lliggs candidate event. 

union 
.. ... 
2 
3 
I 

/ • (CeV) 
i i.'i 
3.8 
ll.fi 
3.2 

I) (deg) 
,r)j 
!)8 
Kill 
105 

<!> ( « I < - R ) 
J2il 
III!) 
3»> 

12 

comment 
isolateil 

kink in had. cal. 
inside jet I 

punch through 

1?1 0 (deg) 
128 

<j, (deg) 
35 i 

23.fi 31!) 18!) 
8.0 81 213 
2.1 12!) 200 

all channels. T h e observed uumlier of events is zero, which excludes lliggs masses lower 
Ihau 17.0 <JeV. 

However, one candidate event is indeed observed by 1,3 outside I lie excluded mass region. 
1'ig. I I slums a side view id" I lie event, exhibi t ing three prompt unions mid a punch- through, 
as well as two high energy jets . Table 3 summarizes the kinematical characteristics of the 
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Decay V e r t e x / J f J a) / It- J 

Beam Spot ( -t J /4 Decay Distance f / " • < / ) 

8j Impact Parameter 

f'ignrc- 7: Lifetime measurements by (11) decay length anil (b ) impact parameter. Hotli 
measurements arc made in the piano transverse to the beam direction. 

unions, two <>r which are isolated with a missing mass of 70.1 ( l e Y . T h e third irmon is 
contained in a hadronic je t , making it likely that this jet comes from b decay. Table 3 
also lists the k inemat i ra l nanli l ies of the hadronic jets round in the event. T h e visible 
mass oT the two highest energy je ts is 59 ( ! eV . I f one adds the missing moment 11111 (which 
l»oinls into the direction of the jet containing a union) to account for a potential missing 
neutrino, one obtains a total invariant mass of fi7 < ! rV . compatible with the missing mass 
of the union pair. I he esenl is thus kincmal.ically compatible wi ld the production or a 
Miggsofclo.se to 7(1 ( i r V . The number or event s expected from l l igg* decay is 0.1 events Tor 
Mil = (it) ( i c Y and 0.(11 events for flio — 7(1. I liese numbers do not include (lie prohabfity 
for sriiii leploiiic h decay, since this was not pari, of the search criteria. 

Hackgroiind contributions lo this linal stale essentially come from fonr-lormion product ion 
as shown in fig. f i (b). A Monte (,'ailo Calculat ion gives (I.I expected events frocn this pro 
cess. I lolh signal and background rates are small and of comparable size. The observation 
is thus compatible with four fermioii background anil it is not very likely that many more 
such events are observed at I .KP- I . 
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I'igurc I I : Distribution of (a) decay longlh and (l>) impact parameter Tor T decays into 
three anil one charged particles, respectively. The curves is the result, of n. maximum 
likelihood Fil. 

BR ( T - * e w ) [%) 

f igure I'i: l,eptoiiic l irnnrhii ig ratio nrul lifetime of tlw r lepton from (he IH9H world 
average of (he particle data group and lecenl I,I'll' data. The line corresponds lo (he 
prediction of a universal weak charged current with the error dominated l>y (he uncertainly 
in the r muss. 
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Abstract 

Recent results (up to July 1991) from the OPAL collaboration at LEP are reviewed. 
The importance of r and B decay properties as new probes of the fundamental 
aspects of the Standard Model is emphasised. Also, latest results of Higgs search 
and determinations of a,(tnz) with several different methods are presented. 

1 Introduction 
The successful start of operations at LEP makes possible precision tests of the unified gauge 
theory of the electroweak interaction directly at the energy scale of the unincation. Since then, 
fundamental measurements of hadronic and leptonic cross sections, branching ratios, Z° reso
nance line shapes, and forward-backward asymmetries have been performed. These have given 
us the following knowledge: 

• 1) determination of fundamental parameters mainly from maltihadronic events: 
precise values of the mass of the Z° boson, Mz and the total width, T% 
the number of fermion families, iV„. 

• 2) a check of the consistency of the electroweak theory which is much more precise than 
previously possible mainly from the Z° decay to leptons and some understanding of the 
top mass through radiative corrections. 

The updated results [2] are summarized in the following table: 

Observable OPAL results LEP average 
Mz 
Tz 
JV, 

91.161±0.009 
2.49210.016 
3.05 ±0.09 

91.175±0.005 
2.487±0.008 
2.99 ±0.05 

m, 

0.249±0.021 
0.0008±0.0005 

< 218 GeV (95 % C.L.) 

0.2492±0.0011 
0.0012±0.0003 

144+?|+J? GeV 

'Invited talk given at 2nd KEK Topical Conference on e*e~ Colliiion Physics, KEK, Japan . 26-29 Nov. 1991 
'Bitnet address: SASAKIQCERNVM 
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So far, no phenomenon inconsistent with the present electroweak theory known as "the Standard 
Model" [1] has been found from these global analyses. In the third stage, checks of various sectors 
from decay properties are important because independent observables increase the significance 
and a hypothesis of universality of gauge couplings has not been severely tested. A study of the 
processes e +e~ — Z° — T+T~ and e + e " -» Z° —• bb at LEP is a clean and powerful way to 
probe the third family in the framework of the Standard Model. 

The r lepton is the only known heavy leptonic flavour that decays, allowing clean tests of 
the leptonic sector at LEP not possible with electron or muon pairs. Some interesting possible 
inconsistencies in pre-LEP data need to be resolved before the status of the knowledge of r 
lifetimes and branching ratios is consistent with our understanding of Standard Model physics. 
Finally, measurements of r polarization offer a unique and independent method to measure 
sin2 0\v and lepton couplings. 

Properties of 6 hadrons such as lifetimes and mixing in the B° system shed light on the 
treatment of the quark sector in the Standard Model. Heavy quark pair creation in jet evolution 
is strongly suppressed, and the fragmentation of 6 quarks provides a useful tool to test QCD 
inspired fragmentation models. 

The large number of hadronic Z° decays and the increase in center of mass energy which 
leads to a decrease of noncalculable hadronization effects and thus to better jet identifications 
allso make LEP the ideal laboratory for precision tests of QCD. So far, many QCD-related pub
lications are available from OPAL but in this talk only determinations of the coupling strength 
a,{mz) are reviewed. 

On the aspects of new particle searches, only Higgs searches are summarized. The newest 
mass limits of Minimal Susy Model (MSSM) Higgs and Minimul Standard Model (MSM) Higgs 
are presented. 

OPAL collected an integrated luminosity of 14.3 p b _ 1 in 1991 and 6.8 p b _ 1 in 1990, respec
tively. The total number of hadronic Z° decays recorded by each LEP experiment summarized 
in Table 1. So far, OPAL has recorded ~0.5 Mega hadronic Z° decays. The improvement of 
luminosity with time can be seen in Fig. 1. 

1990 1991 1990 + 1991 
OPAL ~150,000 ~350,000 ~500,000 
ALEPH ~170,000 ~320,000 ~490,000 
U ~120,000 ~300,000 ~420,000 
DELPHI ~120,000 ~280,000 ~400,000 

Table 1: Number of hadronic Z° decays recorded by the LEP experiments in 1990 and 1991. 

2 T Physics 
The sufficient, production of T pairs in e + c" annihilation at the Z" resonance provides a useful 
laboratory for studying r decays. Although the branching fraction of Z° —• r + r - is only 
approximately 3%, the T pair sample is very clean since contamination of multihadrons and 
background from two photon processes can be reduced to a very low level (~ 2%) without 
sacrificing high efficiency (~ 93%) via loose cuts. As a result, we can reduce bias among r 
decays. 

Two long-standing discrepancies add interest to the measurements of the branching fractions 
into the e, ft, and IT channels. 
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Figure 1: Integrated LEP luminosity in 1990 and in 1991 as a function of the running time, as 
calculated from the beam currents and as measured by the four LEP experiments. 

1. The "lifetime discrepancy": 
this first discrepancy is between the world average measurements of the r — euv and 
r -> )w£> branching fractions, and those expected from the world average measured lifetime 
of the T [7]-[9]; an expectation based on the measured ft lifetime, and assuming lepton 
universality in the charged current couplings. This discrepancy can be expressed in terms 
of the ratio of the apparent Fermi coupling constant of the r to that of the lighter leptons 
e and fi: Gr/G,.,„ = 0.95±0.03, assuming e/pi universality. 

2. "1-prong discrepancy": 
This second discrepancy, which has a greater statistical significance, is the difference be
tween the measured inclusive (r ->l-prong) branching fraction (86.1±0.3%) and the sum 
of the measured exclusive 1-prong branching fractions (<80.2±I.4%), using theoretical 
constraints to limit poorly measured channels. 

Both of the branching fraction discrepancies give motivation for new measurements of exclusive 
T decays. In addition, the exclusive leptonic decay from r is much simpler than the hadronic 
ones to directly check theory. 

At the peak of the Z° resonance, the average polarization of the r " is expected to be: 

< P r > » - 2(fr/fflr) 
1 + (» r /o r )* -A T 

where vr and a T are the vector and axial vector coupling constants of the r to the Z°. Exact 
formulae for the polarization, including dependence on £CM and r direction, can be found in 
[10]. In the improved Born approximation [10]of the Standard Model, the ratio of the coupling 
constants can be expressed as vr/aT = (1 — 4sin2(?vy), where 0w is the effective electrowe?.k 
mixing angle on the Z° resonance. Measurement of the r polarization reveals directly the 
relative sign of the leptonic vector and axial vector coupling constants, resolving the ambiguity 
present in, for example, measurements of the forward-backward charge asymmetry of leptons 
[20]: AT

FB = =jAeAT. where A,, is defined similarly as to AT. Taking the forward-backward 
polarization asymmetry, as defined in [10], over a symmetric range in cos0 [-c,cj yields 

A'FB(C) * 
3c 

"3 + cS A, 

which depends only on the electron coupling constants. Hence the average polarization mea
surement can achieve an accuracy of: 6(sin30w) a \S < PT >, whereas the accuracy ob
tainable from a measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry for leptons Ae

FB : 
<5(sinJ0ie) « \SA'FB. That is, accuracy from < PT > is four times better than that from Ae

FB. 
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Figure 2: (a) Definition of impact parameter for the measurement of the r lifetime for (r — 
vr + 1 charged particle) decays, and (b) decay length for (r -» vT + 3 charged particles) decays. 

Adding that, we can check the important assumption of the Standard Model: AT = Ae by 
comparing results from < P T > and ApB measurements. 

2.1 Tau Lifetime Measurement 

Measurements of the r lifetime have been made using the OPAL detector [4] which has impart 
parameter resolutions of ~50 /zm for high momentum tracks in r-pair events with negligible 
background. As in lower energy e + e " experiments, the impact parameter is measured for (r -> 
vr + 1 charged particle) decays, and a decay length for (r — vT + 3charged particles) decays 
(see Fig. 2), and the results then combined since the samples are statistically independent. The 
interaction point centroid is determined fill-by-fill with a typical accuracy of 15 (im in x and 10 
fim in y by finding the primary vertex of a large number of hadronic events in that fill. For taus, 
a typical impact parameter is 50 /<m, and a typical decay length is 2.5 mm, demanding the need 
for a good inner vertex detector such as the silicon microvertex detector or the inner vertex wire 
chamber in the OPAL detector. In this measurement, only vertex wire chamber is used. (From 
1991 data we can use the silicon microvertex detector.) The measured impact parameters for 
~8000 1-prong r decays and the measured decay lengths for ~1000 3-prong T decays are shown 
in Fig. 5 a and b with the Monte Carlo predictions. 

Monte Carlo studies are needed to find the expected shapes of the impact parameter and 
decay length distributions, and maximum likelihood fits are made to the distributions. The 
distribution of decay lengths is taken to be the convolution of an exponential smeared by a 
resolution function which is assumed to be a gaussian whose width varies from event to event 
according to the uncertainty on the measurer? decay length. The likelihood function is defined 
to be: 

£ = YiProbili) 

= Y[(Physics function) ® (Resolution function) 

= n_ * re-*/'v«-'->2'2'U, 
where /, is a decay length, IT/, is measurement uncertainty and 7is a parent distribution decay 
length to be translated into / = fitcr,. The relationship between a "trimmed mean" (discarding 
tails) of the impact parameter (rf) and the r lifetime (r T) is also found using Monte Carlo with 
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Figure 3: Distributions in impact parameter 
from 1990 data and Monte Carlo 

Figure 4: Distributions in decay length from 
1990 data and with the maximum likelihood 
fit 

the following parametrization: 

< d >TRIM = o + 6 r T , (4) 

(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

where a and b are determined by Monte Carlo study. 
From the two method we have obtained the T lifetime to be: 

T, = 293 ± 13 ± 13 (fs) [Impact parameter method] 
r T = 327 ± 17 ± 11 (fs) [Decay lengh method] 

and combined into the final value: 

TT = 308±13(/s). 

The result is currently consistent with the world average: r T = 303±8(fs) from [7], and only tend 
to strengthen the "lifetime discrepancy" but much more statistics are needed. Major systematic 
errors of these analyses include uncertainties in the impact parameter or decay length resolutions, 
tracking detector miscalibration, initial and final state radiation effects, and simulation of the 
determination of the thrust axis (for signing the impact parameter and finding the r flight 
direction for the decay length method). 

2.2 Tau Branching Fraction Measurement 

Within the Standard Model, leptonic decays of T, which are influenced very little by the strong 
interactions, are the most understood decay processes [11] [12]. The general form of the width 
for the leptonic decay is: 

r ( r "*M) = m?r J d i l l l 2 ( 3 ~ 2x ~(l3' *){2x ~l )]dx w 
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where x = E/Emax> w is r polarization vector, GT and Gj are Fermi coupling constants of r and 
leptonic decay in the case that lepton universality is not imposed, and p; is a unit vector along 
the direction of the lepton. 

The integral depends on the masses of the final state particles. All measurements integrate 
over the u - spin polarization of r: 

where F(y) is a phase-space correction factor for non-negligible mass of the final state particle: 

F(y) = l-Sy + Sy3-y4-12y2lny (10) 

and V = (^)2- Estimates of the correction factor for the mass of the electron, massive vr, and 
H are: 

F(p-) = 1 -6 -10 - 7 , (11) 
m T 

HW f ( 3 5 J £ e V 3 1 0 _ 3 

m, m T 

f ( — ) = 1-0.0272 (13) 

where the m„T limit comes from [14]. Taking into account the first order electroweak corrections, 
the width is corrected into: 

*' — > = ̂ ™ + I^x + ^ ( | - *>),. 
The first correction term is expected to be (1 + 3- lO - 4 ) and the second one (1 + 4 -10 - 4 ) . If we 
take the ratio of T(r —> evO) and T(ii —> ei/p) : 

r ( r -> euv) _ G T m T 5 

T(/i -» efp) G„ roM 

It can be expressed equivarently using lifetimes of r and ft: 

B(T — ei/(/) = — — ( — - ) s . 

Similarly, the branching fraction of r —• \ivv is related to the lifetimes in the following way: 

5 ( r - ^ ) = ^ ( ^ m ^ ) . 

Hence, from the branching fraction measurements of T —> fivv and r —* ej/i/, and the measured 
lifetime of the r and the /i, one can check the universality between the W coupling to r and 
that to the lighter leptons. 

We have selected r — evv, T —> /ii/P and r — )r(K)v decays from the 1990 data and the 
first part of 1991 data respectibvely. The detailed techniques are described in the published 
paper [5] [6]. Finally, we have obtained the following r decay branching fractions: 

B(r^evv) = 17.8 ± 0.4(stat) ± 0.4(sys)%, (15) 
i?(T^//i/P) = 17.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.4%, (16) 

fl(r - JT(K)I/) = 11.7 ±0.5 ±0.5%. (17) 
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Figure 5: Results of B(r —* evv) Figure 6: Results of B(r — /iz/i>) 

These measured branching fraction values agree well with the world averages of 17.7±0.4%, 
17.8±0.4, and 11.74:0.5, respectively, compiled by the Particle Data Group [7]. Fig 5 and 6 
show our results of B(r -» evv) and B(r -* jivv) compared with the lower energy measurements 
and the world averages. 

We derive the ratio of the Fermi couplings of e and p from B(r -*• pvv) j B(r — evv) after 
correcting for the reduced phase space of the r —* p.vv decay: 

G M / G C = 1.00 ±0.05, (18) 

consistent with unity. This provides a good check For e — p. lepton universality. 
If these couplings arc constrained to be identical, then the electron and muon branching 

fractions from this measurement can be used to derive G T /G t ,„ using the world-average values 
for the r and /i lifetimes and masses [7]: 

Gr/Gc,,, = 0.94 ± 0.03, (19) 

where it is assumed Gc = G„ = G e,w. The values used in this calculation and contributions to 
the error are listed in table 2. The error of this measurement is dominated by those of r life 
time and B(r — evv). In Fig 8 is shown this result on the plane of r lifetime and B(r -» evv). 

measurement value contribution to tf(GT/Ge,„) 
Be = B^/0.973 0.177±0.004 0.022 

TT 303±8 fs 0.025 
mT l-7841±o°SGeV 0.009 
Tv 2.19703±0.00004 (is ~ 0.000 
mu 105.65838 ±0.000034 MeV ~ 0.000 

Table 2: The values used in calculation of G T /G e , M and the contributions to the error 
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These results are consistent with previous measurements and increase the statistical signifi
cance of both the discrepancy between the r lifetime and leptonic branching fractions (lifetime 
discrepancy) and the discrepancy between the inclusive and the sum of the exclusive 1-prong 
branching fractions of the r (1-prong discrepancy). In particular, the "lifetime discrepancy" 
becomes more substantial because our measurements at the Z° resonance are consistent with 
the lower energy experiments. 

2.3 Tau Polarization and ApB Measurement 

A simple way to extract the r polarization is to measure momentum distribution of pions or 
leptons from tans. In the rest frame of a r~, the n~ momentum tends to align in the same 
direction of r spin, since the v, is always left-handed and the ur momentum direction tends to 
be opposite to tau spin direction. After boosting the r to the laboratory frame, the momentum 
spectrum of pions is harder or softer depending on the sign of the longitudinal polarization of 
tau. The pion energy in the laboratory frame is given by 

E„ = IE" + y0P"cas6' , (20) 

•.vhere 7 = Et^/Mr, 0 = PT/Ebem, E' = (jlf* + M*)I(2MT) is the energy of the pion in the 
- rest frame and P" = (Jl/j? - Af')/(2JtfT) is the momentum of the pion in the T rest frame. 
Since -/E" ~ y/3P' ~ £be»m/2 in the collinear approximation, 

(21) 

(22) 

r.nd 
1 A„ 

(23) 
where z = ppi/Ebtv„ is momentum fraction carried by the pion in the laboratory frame. The 
momentum spectra of the pions in the e+e~ laboratory frame is given by 

<j>*±(x,h±)^f(x)Th±g(x), (24) 

where 

f(x) = 1, (25) 
g(x) = 2x - 1. (26) 

After many pions are accumulated in the z-distribution, the slope of the pion momentum spec
trum is given by 

l% = f(x) + < P T- > 9(X)' (27) 

irrespective of the charge of the pion (since < PT- >= - < PT+ >). The situation is slightly 
more complicated for leptonic decay but the mechanism of the modification of momentum spec
trum due to T polarization is similar. The momentum distribution of leptons (<*) in r leptonic 
decay for a given tau helicity h± in the collinear approximation [11] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is 

^ ± ( Z , A ± ) ~ / ( Z ) T A ± 9 ( Z ) , (28) 

where 

/(*) = 5(5 - 9 x1 + 4 x3) (29) 

g(x) = | ( 1 - 9x2 +Sx3). (30) 

cos$* *S/ 

2 
2x - 1 

do 
1 + A±COS0*, 
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Here x is the scaled momentum (p(±/£b™n). The normalization of the distributions are 

/ f(x)dx = 1 , (31) 
Jo 
['g(x)dz = 0 . (32) 
Jo 

As described by the above formulae, the momentum of the leptons from r~ is hardened for 
h = -I'm the large x region. The x distribution depends on cos 0 since polarization changes with 
cos 0 and the x-distribution is helicity dependent. The momentum distribution in the collinear 
approximation is given by: 

a da(h= 1) da(h = -1) _, , , 
dx~al(X'Z) = ~dl— *-<*•* = »> E *-(*,A = - l ) (33) 

= ^ j j= { / ( x ) + P r(:)}(«)). (34) 

Since T~ and T + have opposite helicities in the same event from e + e _ annihilation, the decay 
momentum distribution of f and t+ are identical. The measurement of r polarization depends 
on fitting the momentum distributions of the decay products in the three channels considered 
to the expectation for a given polarization. The corrections account for backgrounds, efficiency, 
momentum resolution, radiative effects, £CM dependence, and event selection bias. For each 
channel, the following formulation is used: 

A? Cf*" • C^dlEcK •-•Y.A'i-Nf'" • t 1 " ft1"*) ( 3 5 > 

where N?0" is the final unfolded, corrected number of candidates in true momentum bin i. 
flWeas j s t | j e n u m | j e r of candidates in observed momentum bin j , e, is the estimated efficiency in 
true momentum bin i, ff9 is the estimated background in measured bin j , Aij is the unfolding 
matrix that transforms measured momenta into true momenta, C{

 C M is the correction factor 
for radiative effects and £CM dependence, and Cfm' is the correction factor for event selection 
bias. Applying the full procedure to the observed spectra from the 1990 data and the 1991 data, 
we obtain the values for the average r polarization respectively [5] [6]. The combined results are 
also in table 3. 

The same unfolding, correction, and fitting techniques have been applied separately to can
didates in the forward and backward hemispheres(table 3). The values of Ap

FB{cba) listed are for 
region \cos0j < 0.68 and do not include corrections for the dependence of selection efficiency 
on cosfl. These corrections are negligible for r -» ei/P and r — pvv, but amount to 11% for 
r -» !T(K)J>, as estimated from a parametrization of efficiency as a function of cosfl. The values 
of APpB[corr) shown in the bottom row of the table are corrected for geometric acceptance and 
efficiency variations. From an analysis of the momentum spectra of the decay products, assum
ing V- A charged current couplings of the r, we obtain a combined average r polarization at the 
peak of the Z° resonance of 

< P r > = -0.03 ±0.08, (36) 

implying 
B T /O T = 0.01 ± 0.04. (37) 
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Figure 7: This result and the previous measurements of r polarization. 

From the spectra of identified decays in the forward and backward hemispheres, we obtain a 
value for the efficiency-corrected, forward-backward polarization asymmetry of 

A%{corr) -0.20 ± 0.08, (38) 

implying 
vjae = 0.14 ±0.06. (39) 

Imposing lepton universality and combining the forward and backward hemisphere measure
ments leads to 

v/a = 0.05 ±0.03 (40) 

sin2 »w = 0.238 ±0.007. (41) 

We determine the sign of v/a to be positive with better than 95% confidence level (Fig. 7). 
To determine the leptonic Z° couplings with and without assuming lepton universality, we 

combine the results of ours and of the leptonic line-shapes and Apg analyses [20]. We obtained 

'90+'91 T —>evv T - • fiUV r - ir(K)i/ sin* »n'=0.234 
< P r > +0.03 ±0.10 ±0.08 -0.10 ±0.11 ±0.10 -0.04 ±0.08 ±0.07 -0.13 

<Pr>F 
<PT>B 

A"F°Uobs) 

-0.12 ±0.14 ±0.08 
+0.16 ±0.14 ±0.08 

-0.14 ±0.11 

-0.27 ±0.16 ±0.10 
+0.07 ±0.16 ±0.10 

-0.17 ±0.13 

-0.22 ±0.11 ±0.07 
+0.09 ±0.11 ±0.07 

-0.15 ±0.09 

-0.20 
-0.05 
-0.08 

A'ri(corr) -0.18 ±0.14 -0.21 ±0.17 -0.22 ±0.13 -0.10 

Table 3: The combined results of forward backward polarization asymmetry for 1990 and 1991 
data. 
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Figure 8: Scatter plot of this result of B( r —» 
eci>) and the world average of T T . The real 
lines are the Standard Model prediction with 
the error from the mT measurement. 

Figure 9: One standard deviation confidence 
level contour in the contour in the sv(m^) vs. 
gv(m^) plane from a fit combining line-shape, 
lepton forward backward asymmetries and the 
tau polarization measurements. 

the following results on gv(m%) = a/2 and S/ifm^) = »/2 separately without assuming lepton 
universality: 

9'A 
g'v 

9A 
9v 

9A 
9Tv 

-0.4985 ± 0.0030, 
-0.038+g;™, 

-0.5003 ± 0.0044, 

-O-OlOjgS. 

-0.4984 ±0.0056, 
-0.023 ±0.015. 

Fig 9 shows the one standard deviation confidence level contour in the g«(m\) vs. 9 a (" i | ) 
The results are seen to be consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality. Imposing 
universality, we also obtain the vector and axial vector coupling: 

g'A = -0.4991 ± 0.0021, 
g'v = -0.028±g:g8?. 

(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 

plane, 
lepton 

(51) 
(52) 

2.4 Searches for Lepton Flavor Violation 

Searches have been carried out by OPAL experiment [28] for the lepton flavor violating process 
Z° — it. For It = en, the nearly background-free signature is an event with a beam-energy 
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electron, back-to-back with a beam-energy muon. For W = er or fir, one must identify an 
unambiguous r decay on one side of an event and a beam-energy e or n on the other. In this case 
the background comes from the endpoint momentum spectra of r — evv and r —> \ivii decays. 
Clearly, good momentum resolution for electrons and muons is critical in attaining sensitivity 
to Z° — en and Z° — er. The next table lists the 95% C.L. upper limits on B(Z° — W) found 
by the OPAL experiment. 

«' OPAL (95% C.L.) Best Low-Energy limit (90% C.L.) 
en 
er 

4 .6x l0 - s 

7.2X10"5 

3.5X10"1 

7.3X10"13 

5.6xl0~ 5 

5.3X10"5 

Also shown are indirect limits from lower-energy experiments. Although the upper limits on 
B(Z° -» e/i) are not competitive with the limit from ft —> evv, the limits on B(Z° -* er) and 
B(Z° —• nT) already fall below the best limits from searches for lepton flavor violating r decays. 
The limits on B(Z° -» e/t) should continue to fall linearly with increasing luminosity, while those 
on B(Z° -* er) and B(Z° — /«-) will fall less rapidly since backgrounds are already at the 1-2 
event level. Further improvements in tracking resolution or event acceptance would steepen the 
fall, however. 

3 b Quark Physics 
We have several advantages for th° study of 46 events from Z° decays: 

• Bottom quark events are copiously produced, with 22% of all hadronic events being 46. 
currently giving OPAL a total sample of 105 46 events from the 1990 and 1991 data. 

• At lower energy e + e " machines, the ratio of 66 to cc, ffbb/^cci ' s about 0.25, to be compared 
to <Tbb/<Tcc~l-3 at LEP. 

• A cleaner sample with smaller charm background can be obtained as in r selection. 

• The small beam spot (~10 fuu x ~200 /un) at LEP facilitates the measurement of the 
lifetimes of B hadrons. 

• Since they are produced at high energy, the B hadrons have high momenta, and their 
impact parameter is almost independent of fragmentation details. 

• The partial width T(Z° — 66) = Tbb is less dependent on the unknown mass of the top 
quark than other flavours due to partial cancellations from triangle graphs important only 
for 6 quarks. 

• The forward-backward asymmetry of 6 quarks, A^f, is more sensitive to the value of 
sin2 8\v than the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry. 

3.1 Semileptonic Primary B Decay 

B hadrons decay via the weak interaction into a number of particles, and from the semileptonic 
primary 6 decay, approximately 40% of 46 events will contain at least one electron or muon. The 
charge of the lepton indicates whether it originated from a 6 or 6 quark. Because of the heavy 
6 quark mass, these leptons often carry a large amount of momentum pt perpendicular to the 
original quark direction. The lepton from primary 6 decay will also have large momentum p due 
to the hard fragmentation of the 6 quark. It is the high p and pt of the prompt primary 6 decay 
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Figure 10: Fit to lepton p (left) and pt ('right) for OPAL y. data. 

leptons which allows the separation of the signal from the physics background of cascade and 
primary c decay processes with lower p and pt. 

In the measurement of pi, the original direction of the quark is estimated by splitting an 
event into jets using the JADE jet definition algorithm [31] and measuring the pt of a lepton with 
respect to the axis of the jet that the lepton is associated with. OPAL include the candidate 
lepton track in the calculation of the jet axis. Electrons are identified in the OPAL detector by 
their characteristic showering in the electromagnetic calorimetry, their characteristic energy loss 
(dEjdx) in the tracking volume, and by their lack of signal in hadronic calorimetry. Non-prompt 
backgrounds include electrons from gamma conversions 7 —• e+e", Dalitz decays TT° — e + e~7, 
and hadrons misidentified as electrons. Muons are usually identified by their penetration of 
large amounts of absorbing material and subsequent track segments and/or energy deposition 
in hadronic calorimctry and hits in outer muon chambers. Non-prompt backgrounds are decays 
in flight of IT'S and A''s, 'punchthrough' (hadron decay products) hadrons and 'sailthrough' 
(non-interacting) hadrons. 

Following cuts of p and pt, representative muon efficiencies are 85%, with the muons com
prised of 59% muons from b —» p. and 26% non-prompt background; electron efficiencies are 
typically 51% with 76% electrons from 4 —• e, and 14% non-prompt background. 

In the following table, the OPAL b-tagging methods [29] [30] for semileptonic prompt U 
decay are summarized. 

P e 
P (GeV/c) 

p, (GeV/c) 
>4.5 
>1.0 

>2.0 
>0.8 

Efficiency (%) 

Non-prompt B.G. (%) 

85 
59 
26 

51 
76 
14 

Total # events used ~9000 ~2000 

3.1.1 Measurement of ( IWIVd) • B(6 — lX>nt l r b b 

We have measured quantity (rbb/rh«d) • B(4 -* (X) using the above lepton tagging technique. 
Cuts can simply be placed on the p and pt of the identified leptons, candidates counted, and 
background subtracted. However, to extract more information and decrease statistical errors, 
we fit the lepton p and pt spectra to the separate expected p and p ( contributions from b — I. 
b — c -> (, c -> (, and non-prompt backgrounds. Our fit is shown in Fig. 10 for OPAL /i data. 
The values obtained [32] from OPAL n and e data for ( r b b/ r h . d ) • B(6 — (X) are: 
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( IWrh.d) • B(fc — fiX) = 0.0226 ±0.0007(stat.)±0.0013(syst.), (53) 

(Tbb/Vh»d) • B(b ~ eX) = 0.0232 ±0.0007(stat.)±0.0018(syst.). (54) 

Then the combined result is: 

( r b b / r h « i ) 'B (6 - . ^X) = 0.0228±0.0005(stat.)±0.0012(syst.). (55) 

The above result is consistent with the average of all LEP experiments. 

In the measurement of (rbb/rh»d) • B(6 -* IX), some sources of common systematic errors 
are uncertainties in fragmentation and the uncertainty in the modelling of the semileptonic 
decay b — ( that in turn affects the momentum spectrum the leptons. This last uncertainty in 
modelling has been introduced by ALEPH and L3 by varying the relative rate of the process 
B — D"X -» D'xlX. These common effects could add an estimated additional error of the 
order 0.0006 to the average value of (rbb/IW) • B(6 -> IX). 

Using the OPAL results for (r b b/r h »d) • B(4 — £Y)and the LEP average [37] of r h a d = 
1739 ± 9 MeV and the world average (PEP/PETRA/L3) of B(ft — tX) = 11.7 ± 0.6%, the 
partial width: 

r b b = 339±7(stat.)±18(syst.)±17(Br)MeV (57) 

is obtained where the last error is due to the uncertainty in B(6 -» tX) alone. This result is 
consistent with the Standard Model prediction of 378 ± 4 MeV. It is clear that the value of 
B(i —. IX) needs to be measured much more accurately before challenging the Standard Model. 

3.1.2 Forward-Backward Charge Asymmetry /tyf 

Interference of vector and axial-vector currents result in a cross section for e+e~ — qq which is 
asymmetric with respect to the angle between the e~ and q directions. The forward-backward 
asymmetry 4§f of bb pairs defined as: 

tFB _ "F-CB KS = -f-r^, (58) 

is sensitive to sin2 0\y via: 

Atf = | i M t , (59) 

_ 2 ( t - % | s i n 3 9 V ) 
A' ~ l + ( l -4 |g , | s in 2 # H , )2 - l ° U ' 

Again, semileptonic decays are used to tag the b quark charge, and the direction of the quark is 
estimated by the thrust axis, so that the direction of the b quark is -QLEPTON • c°s0thmsi- A 
correction must be made to account for B — B mixing, which causes the charge assignment to 
be incorrect in a fraction of the events. The necessary correction is: 

<* = /»o£/U " 2X«), (61) 

where ^ 4 ^ is the observed b quark asymmetry. 
OPAL has measured /lyf [45] in the following way. High-pi leptons are used to obtain a 

sample enriched in 6 —> ( decays. The observed asymmetry in the distribution of cos 8 given by: 

d" : « l + c o s 2 « - r | / l F s c o s t f (62) 
d c o s f l " ' T W ° " T 3 
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for these events is corrected for the presence of various sources of contamination, such as c -~ t 
and 6 — c -» I. The p, pi spectra are divided into bins and a fitting function is used which 
predicts the populations in the forward and backward cos 6 regions in each bin, and the p and 
pt provide the necessary separation between the bi and cc contributions. The resulting observed 
value of <4™ is: 

/t£* = 0.072 ± 0.022(stat.) ± 0.010(syst.). (63) 

The value of xs = 0.130 consistent with past measurements [38] is then used to correct for 
mixing to obtain: 

< b

B = 0.097 ± 0.057(stat.)± 0.014(syst.), (64) 

where the systematic error doesn't include any cotribution due to the uncertainty in XB- The 
error on this measurement is presently dominated by statistics. This result is consistent with 
the Standard Model prediction at the Z" peak, dfjf = 0.09. This measurement then yields: 

s i n 2 ^ = 0.232 ±0.010( stat.) ±0.002(syst.). (65) 

3.1.3 B Lifetime 

A measurement of the B lifetime constrains the CKM matrix elements, since rg = B(6 — 
f.V)/T(6 — IX) and for a particular quark q, 

„»^ ) Hitf/g.5..)*»gg, 
where I(x,,x2,X3) is a phase space factor, and IJQCD ~ 0-87 is a QCD correction factor. Ne
glecting |V„t|J, we numerically have: 

0 . 0 2 2 . B ( t ^ ^ ) 
Tfl (psec) 

So far, OPAL has measured only the average lifetime of B hadrons [46]; individual lifetimes 
are expected to vary by ~10% with r(fl~) > r(flj) > T(B%) > r(Aj[) due to non-spectator 
diagrams, and it will be important in the future to measure individual lifetimes. 

Currently, we measure the signed impact parameter 6 of high-p, leptons with the signing 
convention similler to that in T lifetime measurement. The interaction point centroid is deter
mined fill-by-fill with a typical accuracy of 10 - 20 p.m, and the LEP spot is elliptical in shape 
and approximately 10 p.m x 160 - 200 p.m in extent. The impact parameter distribution is a 
convolution of a distribution due to underlying physics ("physics function") in a perfect detector 
and a "resolution function" that can be determined from the data themselves as well as in the 
T life time. The physics functions for the different components 6 —• (, b —• c -> t, c — t, 
and hadronic background are determined from the Monte Carlo, and an excess of tracks with 
positive values of S indicates lifetime information TB from b -> I and b —> c —> I. The direction 
of the B hadron is estimated using the jet axis, and negative values of 6 occur if the jet axis 
does not reproduce the parent hadron direction well. The resolution function is due to tracking 
errors, the uncertainty on the position of the beam spot centroid, and the size of the beam spot. 

Maximum likelihood fits are made to the impact parameter distributions, with contributions 
to the fit for background as well as for the B signal. We obtained rg from OPAL p. and e data 
to be: 

rB = 1.26 ±0.10 ±0.07 p$ (n), (68) 
TB = 1.48 ±0.11 ±0.08 ps (e). (69) 
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impact parameter (mm) impact parameter (mm) 

Figure 11: Distributions of the impact parameters for muon and electron candidates. The curves 
are the result of a maximum likelihood fit for n. The shaded area shows the contribution from 
all sources other than leptons produced in the semileptonic decay of B hadrons. 

The major source of systematic errors are the parameterization of the impact parameter reso
lution functions and physics functions, and the composition of the lepton sources that depend 
on B(6, c — I). These results are combined and the obtained value is: 

TB = 1.37 ±0.07 ±0.06 pa (combined), (70) 

using 1354 leptonic decay candidates from 1990 data. This value is still consistent with the 
pre-LEP average ('90 PDG: [41;, 1.18±0.U but slightly higher. 

Using this result of r B and B(6 — () = 0.111 ± 0.003, the value 

IKbl = 0.042 ±0.003 ±0.006 (71) 

is then obtained where the first error is systematic and statistical, and the second due to uncer
tainties in mj and TKJCD-

3.1.4 B° - B° Mixing 

A neutral B° meson can oscillate into a B° meson via the diagram shown in Fig. 12 with mixing 
probability 

r(B° -» B°) 
X ~ r{B° - B°) + r(B° - . B°)' 

so that full mixing implies x = 0-5. Observation of fljj - fl|j oscillations by ARGUS and CLEO 
[41] has renewed interest for heavy flavour mixing, and since in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
(CKM) matrix |VM| > |VtI)|, mixing is expected to be even stronger in the B° system. 

Thus far at CEP, only time integrated ratios have been measured of the mixture of BA and 
B, hadrons: 

XB = fiXd + /«Xi. 
where / j = 0.375 ± 0.05 and / , = 0.15 ± 0.05 are the theoretical estimates [42] of the production 
fractions, and Xd and \> are the mixing probabilities of Bjj and B°, respectively. 

The charge of the lepton produced in the direct semileptonic decay of the 6 quark can be 
used to tag the charge of the quark (i.e. b -> l~ and 6 -> (+), and the mixing signal is that of 
same-sign leptons in opposite jets, [t is necessary to account for the backgrounds which also give 
rise to same-sign leptons such as b -»I" in one jet and b -» c -»I" in the other. Opposite-sign 
leptons in opposite jets and leptons in the same jets can be used to check backgrounds. The 
number of dilepton events after cuts on a combination of p and pt, PComb = J(0.l pf + pf, are 
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Figure 12: Diagrams responsible for the oscillation of B° mesons into B" mesons. 
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Figure 13: Fits to P c o m b spectra Figure 14: The OPAL result of \ B plotted in 
,Vd and Xs space 

counted and fits are made to P,;omb spectra of 182 dilepton events selected from ~ 135.000 Z"s 
(Fig. 13) [48]. 

Figure 14 shows the OPAL result of \B plotted in Xd a n d X» space and the intersection 
with the ARGUS and CLEO result. It is suggested that x, ? 0 and that the measurement is 
consistent with full .mixing, \, = 0.5 in the B° system. 

3.2 Exclusive B Decays 

J It signals expected from Z° — BX — J/tX have been seen by OPAL [49] (see Fig. 15) 
measuring: 

B(Z° — J/ijiX) = (4.5 ± 0.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.6) X lO" 3, (72) 

where the first error is statistical, the second error is systematic and the third error reflects the 
uncertainty on the imposed branching ratio for J It — i+l~ = 0.069 ± 0.009. 

OPAL has also used the J/i/> — t+f vertex (see Fig. 16) to measure the lifetime 

TB = 1.323$! ± 0.15 ps. (73) 
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Figure 15: Invariant mass distribution of Figure 16: Decay length distribution of the 
H+H~ pairs in hadronic events in OPAL show- lepton pair vertex with invariant mass consis-
ing a J/i> signal. tent with J/i> in OPAL. 

assuming all J/ifr's come from B. 

3.3 Couplings of u-type and d-type Quark 
Since photons couple to the square of the electric charge e, of the quark, the fraction of charge 
2/3 quarks is enriched in thg sample containing final state photons. Assuming that all down type 
quarks (all up type quarks) are produced with the same cross section, the total multihadronic 
sample consists of: 

<x 3Cd + 2Cu 
(74) 

with Cd = vd + a\ and C'„ = v\ + a\ denoting the respective yields from down and up type 
quarks. In constrast the flavour mixture in the sample with final stage radiation is, idealy: 

r „ , oc 3elCd + 2elC„ 
<x 3 Cd + 8 C u . 

(75) 
(76) 

Therefore observables depending on the weak couplings acquire different values for the two 
samples. Combining the two measurements enables us to obtain the weak quark couplings. 

Using the measured valueof T w = 1739±17 MeV [20] and (N„ , / N w ) = (1.72±0.17±0.08)x 10~:i 

(See Fig. 17) [55], 

Cd 

1.29 ±0.21 ±0.28 
1.39 ±0.14 ±0.19. 

We can convert this measurement into branching fractions of up and down type quarks: 

r„ = 333 ± 55 ± 72 MeV, 
rd = 358 ±37 ±48 MeV, 
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Figure 17: Results of Vhad and T,,, on Cj vs 
C„ plane 

Figure 18: Results of T u and Td (plot) with 
the LEP averages of T tj and Fci measurements 
(bands) 

consistent with the Standard Model prediction: T„ = 296±4MeV,r<( = 382±4MeV, where the 
error depends on the top and the Higgs mass. The results are shown in Tj vs T„ plane (Fig. IS). 

3.4 Measurement of q-q Charge Asymmetry 
We measured the forward-backward charge asymmetry in hadronic decays of the '?' for data 
collected with the OPAL detector at LEP during both the 1990 and 1991 running periods [56]. 

The forward-backward charge asymmetry was measured using a weight function method 
used in the JADE analysis which gave the number of forward events on statistical basis. [57]. 
A sample of A' real events consists of Np forward events and jVg backward events as: 

;V A> + NB. 

On the other hand, the number of weighted events Nw is given by: 

(SJ) 

AV = £ W> = WFNF + WBNB. (82) 

Solving above equations, we can get the number of forward events as 

NF - .V • = WE 
WF - WB 

(S3) 

where IV is the average of the weight for all the events. The remaining NQ = N — Ay events 
were the backward events. These weight functions for the forward and the backward events. 
11'F and Wg are estimated with the Monte Carlo events with full detector simulation. 

We have observed a charge asymmetry of 

Ah = 4.2±0.-l(stat.)±0.6(syst.)ig;](B o-B omix.) (81) 
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Figure 19: Comparison with low energy measurements of q-q charge asymmetry with the Stan
dard Model predictions varying sin2 6\y. 

including a correction for the effect of B° — B° mixing, as described in the A£& measurement, in 
the framework of the standard model, this asymmetry corresponds to an effective weak mixing 
angle of 

sin2 0W = 0.2321 ± 0.0017(stat.) ± 0.0026(syst.)+o

)$Sj,(B0 - B° mix.) (85) 

in good agreement with the value obtained from the lepton-pair line shape and asymmetry. This 
result is compared with those from previous experiments in Fig. 19. 

4 Higgs Search 
Results of serenes for Higgs bosons using the OPAL detector from 1990 data (6.8 p b _ I ) and the 
first part of 1991 data (5.6 pb" 1) are presented [58]. Here only searches for Minimal Standard 
Model (MSM) Higgs and for Minimal Super Symmetry (MSSM) Higgs are described. 

4.1 Minimal Standard Model (MSM) Higgs 

4.1.1 Light MSM Higgs 

To search for the light Higgs boson which can sizably decay into 77 or e + e~, events with the 
following topologies are selected: 

• (a) inclusive acollinear lepton pairs, 

• (b) large isolated electromagnetic (EM) energy adding to few charge tracks. 

Fig. 20, 21 show topologies for the above types of events. This analysis independent of spe
cific Higgs decay modes. For the mass range below 13.3 GeV/c2 the search is sensitive to all 
kinematically available decay modes of the Higgs. 
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Figure 20: Inclusive acollinear lepton pair Figure 21: Large isolated EM energy adding 
without no deposit energy in EM calorimeter to few charged tracks 

4.1.2 Heavy MSM Higgs 
For this search, cuts are optimised for mj/>40 GeV. In this mass range, the Higgs dominantly 
decay into qq or T+T~ where the ratio; V(H° — T+T-)/T(H° — bb) ~ 6%. The excited 
Z° decay into vv, C+£~ or qq with the decay branching fraction of ~ 20 %, ~ 10 % and ~ 
"0 % respectively. This analysis searches for e+e" -> Za"H° with (Z°" -> i/P;H° -~ qq), 
(Z0' — e+e-,fi+li~;Jia — ? ? . r + r ~ ) and (Z°'H° — qqT*T~). The existence of a Standard 
Model Higgs boson is excluded at the 95% confidence level if its mass is less than 51.0 GeV/c2 

using 1990 and 1991 data. 

4.2 Minimal Super Symmetry Model (MSSM) Higgs 

MSSM is a theory with doublet complex Higgs fields, 0i and <fo. After spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, 5 physical Higgs bosons survive; h" and H° ( C P = + 1 ) , J 4 ° (CP=-1), H+ and / /" 
(singly charged boson pair) with an unknown parameter of tanli = »i/u 2 where »,- is the vacuum 
expectation value corresponding to <£;. The A0 and A0 are the lightest neutrals. The decay modes 
of ha and A" are dominated by h°, A0 - bb (~93%) and h°, A° — T+T~ (~5%) if tanl3> 1 or 
li°.A° — cc (>99%) if tan/3<l. Radiative one-loop corrections to MSSM for mt and m-t can be 
expressed by an additional parameter t: 

« = ./jrL'ogd + g) (86, 
2ir A/ft- sin' 0 m; 

Because of the radiative correction, the relation of m^ and mj\ is modified and the following 
new channels open up: Z° — hZ~ — AAZ' and Z" — hA — AAA. This analysis searches the 
following decay modes: 

• (a) 4-jet or jet-jet-r+r" mode, 

• (b) di-lepton + charged tracks > 2. 
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Figure 22: 4-jet or jet-jet-r +r" mode Figure 23: Lepton pair adding to charged 
tracks more than 2 

These topologies are shown in Fig. 22 and 23. As an analysis strategy, we calculate the number 
of events as a function of 7714, m;, and €, vary ( over a given range and exclude point if the 
number of events is greater than that required for 95% C.L. with all values of t. The excluded 
regions are shown in Fig. 24. If we assume 7714 ss 7714, the lower limit is obtained to be ~43 GeV. 

5 Determination of as(mz) 
The value of the strong coupling constant, a,{ Mz), is determined by OPAL from a study of many 
different observables in hadronic Z° and r decays [59]. Results from conventional methods, "Jet 
rate method" and "Energy-energy correlation method" are presented. Also a new "RT method" 
using T-lepton branching ratios is described. 

5.1 Jet Rate Method 

In O(o*) QCD calculations, jet production rates in e +e~ annihilations are predicted to be 
quadratic functions of a,(fi}: 

Ri = — = l + C 2 ,i(s c u ()-o»(^) + C'2,2(ycU<,/)-o.^) 

R3 = — = C3,1(ycul)-a,(ti) + C3MScu,J)-a2,{tt) (87) 
"tot 

R4 = — = Ct,2{ycut)-aHti), 
&tot 

where <7j0( is the total hadronic cross section, trn are the cross sections for n-parton event 
production, ft is the renormalisation scale at which a, is evaluated and / = f^/Ef^ is the renor-
malisalioii scale factor. The kth order QCD coefficients for n-jet production. C„.j;, depend 011 
the jet resolution parameter ycut\ in addition, the next-to-leading order coefficients C'2,2 and C'x> 
are recombination scheme dependent and exhibit an explicit dependence on the renormalisation 
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Figure 24: Excluded regions in the mi, — mjt plane. Dark gray areas are excluded by the MSSM. 
Light gray areas are excluded by the experimental searches. 

scale factor / . The coupling constant a,[fi) can be written as a function of / n ( / i 2 / A ^ ) [7 
where A ^ j is the QCD scale parameter which must be determined by experiment: 

<*,(n) = 12jr 
1 - 6 

1 5 3 - 19- AT/ 
( 3 3 - 2 - A T / ) 2 

"MS I 
(88) 

with the number of active quark flavours Nj equal to 5. 
The QCD parameter A^rjs (and sometimes ft) are determined from the measured, differential 

distribution D-i(y), which is defined by (y = ycut) 

D2(y) = 
fl2(g)-fc(g-Ag) 

Ay 
(89) 

It measures the distribution of ycut values for which the classification of events changes from 
:S-jct to a 2-jet configuration. 

The experiments differ in many details of the analyses. For instance, the analyses are based 
on either charged particles or electromagnetic energy clusters alone, or on both charged and 
neutral particles. While the data are always corrected for detector acceptance and resolution, 
hadronisation effects are applied either to the data or to the O(al) QCD calculations. 

OPAL has studied in detail the recombination scheme dependence of jet rates and of a , , 
for the schemes defined in [G2]. For each recombination scheme, the measured jet rates were 
corrected for hadronisation effects (as studied in Fig. 4) and Ajyj was determined using O(ui) 
QCD calculations corresponding to that scheme [CO]. Also the renormalisation scale dependence 
was separately studied within each scheme, allowing the scale to vary between / j 2 = £ £ M and 
the best fit result for ft. Further conclusions arc that the results for / , the overall sensitivity of 
A-rjj and cta(Mz) on variations of / and the dependence on the parton virtuality QQ to which 
the data are corrected, arc different for each recombination scheme, as summarised. Within the 
overall uncertainties, however, the results from the four different recombination schemes agree 
with each other, resulting in an overall 

[A/*) 0.1221 (DO) 

from OPAL. 
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5.2 Energy-Energy Correlation Method 
The energy-energy correlation function EEEC [63] is defined in terms of the angle Xij between 
two particles t and j in a multihadronic event: 

£E £c(,Y)=-T-4 £ r^Z^-Hx'-XiiW, (91) 
where £, and Ej are the energies of particles i and j ; £„,» is the sum over the energies of all 
particles in the event and A\ is the angular bin width. The normalization is such that the 
integral of EEEC(X) from \ = 0° to 180° is unity. 

Because of the energy weighting, the region around # = 0° is primarily populated by the 
highest energy jet in an event: relative to these jets the radiated gluon jets usually appear 
in the opposite hemisphere, corresponding to x > 90°. This suggests the introduction of the 
asymmetry distribution ~£.AEEC [63] around the value x = 90°, defined by 

XAEEC(X) = ZEEC(180° - X) - ZEEC(X) • (92) 

The subtraction in Eq. (92) leads to cancellation of the two-jet component and of theoretical 
and experimental errors which contribute symmetrically to %EEC'- thus SAEEC has smaller 
systematic uncertainties than EEEC- The uncertainty due to the parton level definition was not 
studied by varying Q0 of the shower model but was taken from the change of a,(Mz) when the 
0(a2

s) model was used to correct the data [64]. In the latter case, a,(Mz) was determined by 
tuning the parameter A-gj as well as the hadronization parameters of the model to provide the 
best fit to the measured EAEEC and event shape distributions. Hadronization uncertainties were 
estimated from a variation of the JETSET model parameters instead of using HERWIG, as the 
latter gave only a poor representation of the data. The scale uncertainty was estimated from 
changes of as(Mz) in the range 0.2 < i „ < 1.0 where the quality of the fit remained acceptable. 

The result from Ref. [64] is 

a,(Mz) = O . l I S t S <93> 
where the error includes the statistical and the experimental and theoretical systematic errors, 
all added in quadrature. The corresponding value of Ajjj and the different sources of systematic 
uncertainties are summarized in [64]. This result and the above result with the jet rate method 
are combined into: 

a,(Mz) = 0.122±g;°Sf (94) 
in O(o]). 

5.3 R T Method 

In determining the QCD scale parameter Ajr/j from jet counting, it is not easy to define the 
scale Q* in a consistent way, since the scale depends on the kinematics. In tau decay, according 
to QCD theory, the Q2 is defined unambiguously to be Af? and an 0(a%) QCD prediction is 
available. Moreover, the QCD contribution to the hadronic decay rate is relatively large (22 %). 
The calculation of the RT can be done with a technique similar to that used in the calculation of 
hadronic vacuum polarization for R{e+e~ —. hadrons)[65][66]- In brief, the calculation is based 
on integrating the spectral functions over the Q2 of the propagator weighted by the proper phase 
space factors, which depend on the spin states of the hadronic system: 

RT = 1 2 * j f ' r 2 ^ u - jja)'Ki + ^)3n<'>(s + «> + sn<°>(s+ .<)] 05) 

= 6 i r i X ^ w ( i - w ) 2 [ ( l + w ) n ( l , ( s ) + n , 0 , ( 5 ) ! ' (96) 
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where n<°'(s) and IT<1,(«) are spectral functions of vacuum polarization for J = 0 and 7 = 1. 
respectively. The contribution of the discontinuity (which is hard to calculate) is suppressed at 
s = Mi due to the vanishing phase space factor, which ensures the stability of this method. 
That is not in the case of the total hadronic cross section or the hadronic width of the Z boson, 
because there the phase space factor does not vanish (it is approximately unity) at Q2 = E2„,. 
Even if QCD cannot predict each individual contribution of r — pvr o r r - > a\VT, the prediction 
of the integrated value of Rr is reliable[66j. 

We have measured precise leptonic branching fractions of tau decay as described above. The 
Bc and Ba are combined into a more precise value [67] [68]: 

Bt = 17.7 ±0.3 ±0.3%, (97) 

taking into account of the correlation of the systematic error and the correction due to the phase 
space factor for r —»itvv. Then the Rr is calculated to be 

RT = * - * ; - * » (98) 

= 1 - ^ ( 1 + 0-^78) m 

Be 

= 3.663 ±0.091 ±0.107. (100) 

The theoretical expectation for RT is given by 

Rr = 3( |V W | 2 + |V„,|2)(1 + SEWIXI + vpert + Onon—pert + SEW2), (101) 

where | Vuti\ = 0.9753 ± 0.0006 and \VU,\ = 0.221 ± 0.003 are the Cabbibo -Kobayashi-Maskawa 
quark mixing matrix elements for the charged current, <5pcrl and <5non-pert are the perturba-
tivc and non-perturbative QCD corrections, and SEWI and SEWI are the electroweak radiative 
corrections. The perturbative QCD correction is calculated up to O(aJ): 

SpM = ^MA + c2(^MAf + c3(^Mdf, ( 1 0 2 ) 
1T IT IT 

where 

C 2 = F2 + %lh, (103) 
C3 = F3 + if F2p0 + $0i + m% (104) 

with 

F2 = 1.9857-0.1153n/, (105) 
F3 = -6.6368 - 1.2001 re/- 0.0052nJ, (100) 

(107) 

00= ¥ - ¥ • (108) 
0i= ^ • - ! T ^ . (109) 

Here F2 and F3 are the C(oJ) and 0[a3,) coefficients of R(e+e~ — hadrons), and 0O and 0X are 
0(a,) and 0(a\) coefficients of the QCD beta function in the renormalization group equation. 
The renormalization group equation is given by 

d^m/dlnQ = _i2AQlf[0a2A£l + 0l{^Ql? + M2AQlf + O{at)], (no) 
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where the coefficients l3o and /3t are given above, and the third order coefficient is fa = (2857 -
(50i3/9)n{ + (325/27)nJ)/64. In the cas< ns = 3, 

W = SAMzl + 5.2023(?^)2 + 26.366(?^)3. ( I l l ) 
3T 7T Tt 

The non-perturbative correction is estimated to be very small (̂ non-pert = —0.0097 ± 
0.0040)[66], The two electroweak corrections are given by the formula 

*EWi = 21n($jr) ^iMa « 0.0188 (112) 

<EW2= & ^ « 0 . 0 0 1 0 (113) 

where a(MT) = 1/133.29. 
From the experimentally measured RT and the theoretical prediction, one obtains: 

a,(MT) = 0.345+°;o

O2£°°g and (114) 

A<^ = 3 , = 0 .393± o \™? 6

7 , (115) 

for nj = 3 at Q = MTy assuming that the charm quark does not contribute. If we assume instead 
that the charm quark does contribute (n/ = 4), then 

a,(MT) = OMBtSSHSSa a n d < ' 1 6 > 
A ( n / = 4 ) _ - q f i f i + 0 . 0 5 3 + 0 . 0 5 9 , , , -> 

Extrapolation of a, from Q2 = M2 to Q2 = A/| 
The extrapolation of the a, value from Q2 = M2 to Q2 = M\ is done by using the rcnor-
malization group equation. Since nj varies with Q2, the threshold effects at the charm and 
bottom thresholds must be taken into account. The renormalization group equation given in 
the previous section is for the case of massless quarks. The equation is valid for Q regions away 
from the quark thresholds. For Q near a quark threshold, the quark mass should enter explicitly 
in the a, and in the coefficients. Since we do not have the 0(a3

3) calculation in which quark 
masses enter explicitly, we choose the approximation that a, evolves smoothly with Q 2 , except 
at thresholds where a, but not its derivative is continuous[69] because iij increases by unity 
around the threshold. The actual procedure used in the Q2-evolution of a, is as follows: 

(1) Calculate AJ£1 = 3 ) at Q2 = M2 from Itr, 

(2) A^£~ is calculated from the continuity condition at Q = 2A/C: 

c,{Q = 2M c ,n; = 3, Ajgf 3 ' ) = a,(Q = 2Mc,nj = 4 , A ^ = 4 ) ) , 

(3) Ajjj" is calculated from the continuity condition at Q = 2A/j: 
a,{Q = 2Mb,nf = 4 ,Ai^ = 4 ) ) = a,(Q = 2Mt,n, = 5 , A ^ = 5 ) ) , 

(4) with the same A ^ = 5 ' . calculate a.{Mz) = a,[Q = Mz,nj = 5 , A ^ = 5 ) ) . 

The a,(Mz) value obtained by the extrapolation from Q2 = M2 to Q2 = M\ bv the above 
method is 0.1183+o

og?32fioO:SS437°. 
The Q2 value of the quark threshold is not known exactly, lying presumably between M2 and 

(2.1/, ) 2 . If the Q2 value at the threshold is closer to M2, then nj = 4 must be used at Q'1 = Mi. 
In this case, a, must evolve through only the bottom quark threshold and the A ^ should be 
obtained from the continuity condition at Q = Mb. The a,(Mz) value obtained with the above 
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assumption is 0.1226. We take the average aa(Mz) for the two cases (assuming quark threshold 
at 2.1/, or at A/,), and half of the difference between the two Q,'s is assigned as the systematic-
error due to the extrapolation procedure. The extrapolated a,(Mz) thus obtained in O(o^) to 
be: 

«,{Mz) = 0 . 1 2 0 4 + 0 ° S S ± 0 . 0 0 2 2 (118) 

= 0.1204iS.So62

8. (H9) 
where the first error is the statistical, the second is systematic (not including the extrapola
tion error), and the third is the error from the extrapolation. This result is consistent with 
aa(Mz) measurements with the above Jet rate method and energy-energy correlation method. 
It supports the running a,. 

6 Summary and Future 
Many independent observables are challenging to the Standard Model. In general, so far, the 
Standard Model is unassailable. Only from r decay branching fractions and lifetime measure
ments, the inconsistency between r lifetime and leptonic branching fractions of r decay becomes 
substantial. r T or m T measurements have been probably biased. The Beijing detector is sup
posed to show a new tau mass measurement in 1991. This could turn out to be an interesting 
discrepancy after all. 

Up to 1991, OPAL has collected ~0.5 million hadronic Z° decays and >1 million hadronic 
Z° decays are expected in 1992. With these larger data samples, the large statistical errors on 
r polarization. A^ and \B will decrease directly with •fN. More statistics will allow us more 
use of double lepton tagging to reduce the errors on the measurement of the value of B(u — IX) 
which is essential to extract I'M, with a precision necessary to challenge the Standard Model. 
In all cases, the increased statistics will allow a better understanding of the LEP detectors and 
result in a reduction of relevant systematic errors. In the Icptonic sector, almost all of the r 
measurements are still statistics limited, and 1991 and 1992 hold great promise for solving the 
r discrepancies, either due to the unmasking of wrong measurements, statistical fluctuations, or 
from possible new physics beyond the Standard Model. Large samples of exclusive modes such 
as B°, B*. D„ Ab, etc. will result in branching fraction measurements and yield interesting 
exclusive B lifetimes. 

The measurements of lifetimes and the vertex tagging of bb events will benefit greatly from 
the reduction in the radius of the LEP beampipe from 8.7 to 5.5 cm and the use of sophisticated 
silicon microvertex detectors. OPAL has now also added and is operating a two layer silicon 
microvertex detector readout in r — <j> and plans upgrades to also readout in z. From 1991 data, 
analyses with the silicon detector have been avilable. 
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Searches for Magnetic Monopoies at LEP 

K. MNOSHITA 
Harvard University 

Cambridge, Massacliusetts USA 

Abstrac t 

We report first results from two searches for highly ionizing particles at the LEP e+e~ 
storage ring. The searches are sensitive to Dirac monopoles with magnetic charge in the 
range 0.2 go < g < 3.6 go, where 68.5e = go- New upper limits are established on the 
production of mono(x>les with charge go and mass up to 44.9 GeV/c 2 . 

As a counterpart to the electric charge, magnetic charge fits naturally i"to our un
derstanding of the electromagnetic force, completing the symmetry between the electric and 
magnetic fields observe*! in the Maxwell equations. More importantly, it was shown by Dirac 
in 1931'' that the quantization of magnetic and electric charges is coupled by quantum me
chanics and that the magnetic charge quantum lias a large magnitude, \go\ = jf| ~ 68.5|e|. 
Thus far no experimental evidence has been able to confirm or deny the existence of magnetic 
monopoles.2' In practice, however, the experimental sensitivity, particularly with regard to 
searches in nature, has been limited by assumptions about properties such as mass and strong 
interaction couplings which are implicit in the procedure. In spite of the recent popularity 
of iixidels uiiirh predict high mass, the charge of the magnetic monopole remains its only 
property which is fundamental and model-independent. Searching in accelerators is the only 
way in wliich the existence and properties of nionopoles can be investigated in a systematic 
way. 

In addition to magnetic nioiiopules, several particles have been hypothesized which pos
sess large (Z> 2(V) electric or magnetic charge. Some are elementary particles, 3 ' and some 
are tightly Ixnmd composites.'' The masses of most of these are not specified, and there is 
no experimental evidence for the existence of any particles with sudi exotic diarge. 

We report here the first results from two searches for Dirac monopoles and other highly 
ionizing particles at the LEP storage ring at CERN. LEP currently provides the high
est energy f+c~ collisions and is the most sensitive probe for new particles in the region 
in < 45 GeV. High ionization or particle trajectory in a magnetic field are used to iden
tify magnetic monocles. One experiment is located at the 15 interaction region, midway 
between the OPAL and ALEPH detectors, and the other is inside the OPAL detector. 

The ionization energy loss of magnetic monoples with velorities fi > 0.1 is well established 
tlirough calculations analogous to those for electrically diarged partides. 5 ' It is found to 
be approximately equal to that of a minimum ionizing particle carrying an electric charge 
of the same magnitude and is nearly constant as a function of velocity, tuilike that of an 
electrically charged particle, where $ | is roughly proportional to / J - 2 . The ionization changes 
substantially only at very low velocity, fi < l O - 2 . vanishing as the particle comes to rest. 
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A magnetically charged particle is thus characterized by constant ionization as a function 
of depth of penetration, with no rise near the end of range. The ionization of the Dirac 
monopole is high, around 10 GeV/(g-cnr 2 ), because of its extraordinarily large charge. 

A massive, stable, highly ionizing particle produced in a beam collision is likely to have 
a short range due to the combination of liigli ionization and relatively low kinetic energy. 
In order to maximize the sensitivity of a detector to such particles, it is necessary to form a 
multilayer tracking configuration, minimizing the material thickness of each layer, < 0.1 g-
c m - 2 , so that the ionization pattern may lie followed as a function of depth to the end of 
range. The method of track etching 6 ' may be used reliably and inexpensively to detect the 
heavy ionization produced by Dirac monopoles and other highly charge exotics. A typical 
detector consists of a stack of thin sheets of detector material configured so that it faces the 
source of particles, in tliis case the interaction point. 

In addition to having distinctive ionization properties, particles with nonzero magnetic 
charge are accelerated along the direction of a magnetic field. The central tracking chambers 
of a "standard" detector at a storage ring in a solenoidal field may therefore be used to 
identify magnetically charged particles by then- anomalous acceleration in the field direction. 
This method of searching for such particles was developed by the CLEO collaboration, in 
e+e~ annihilation at t/s ~10 GeV.'' Normally, triggers are insensitive to monopoles with 
Dirac charge gp principally due to the thickness of material in front of the triggering elements 
of the detector and the strong deflection into the endcap regions. The sensitivity may 
be increased dramatically by triggering on tracking elements at the innermost part of the 
detector. 

The MOnopole Detector At LEP (MODAL) uses CR-39 plastic track detectors8) in a 
configuration wiiich is similar to that of a previous experiment9' -- twelve flat stacks of plastic 
sheets in a polyhedral configuration cover a solid angle ~ 0.9 x 47r sr surrounding the 15 
interaction point at LEP (Figure 1). Tliis polyhedral array is supported by a frame which 
is mounted on a fixed stand. The vacuum pipe at the 15 region is thin, 0.5 mm aluminum, 
with 0.5 mmx 6.5 nun ribs at 5.0 cm intervals for mechanical stability. The twelve detector 
faces were populated with two types of CR-39. One of them, wliidi will be refened to as 
CR-39 (A), was of 720 /mi average tliickness, fabricated by American Aaylic and doped 
with 1% dioctyl phthalate (DOP) plasticizer and 0.5% Naugard™ antioxidant. The other 
(B) of 1500 /mi tliickn ?s, was fabricated by Intercast Co. (Parma. Italy) with 1% DOP. 
The detector response of both plastics has been calibrated using heavy ions at the Bevalac 
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory). 1 0 ' The CR-39 (B) is found to be somewhat more sensitive 
than the CR-39 (A). The two detector types are thus complementary in that the CR-39(B) 
is sensitive to lower charges, while the CR-39 (A), being thinner, is more sensitive to liigliiy 
charged particles with short range. Three of the stacks consisted of two sheets of type (A) 
followed by one sheet, of type (B). The remaining stacks consisted exclusively of type (B). 

At the OPAL region the configuration is constrained by requirements of compatibility 
with the OPAL detector. For maximum efficiency the track detector is best placed just inside 
or outside the beam pipe. However, the amount of material in front of the larger detector 
must also be minimized to limit multiple scattering of other particles. An appropriate ma-
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Figure 1. Configuration of MODAL 
detector. 

tciial is then one which can l>e readily formed into a thin film, to be wrapped around the 
beam pipe, without additional mechanical supports. At OPAL we used Lexan. The detector 
included three sheets of 0.125 /mi thick Lexan, wrapped directly around the beampipe, plus 
two additional sheets which ate alumiuized and form the cathodes of the vertex chamber. 
The total incremental thickness of tliis detector comprised 0.0009 radiation lengtlis of ma
terial. The beam jape was composed of aliunimuu and carbon fiber with a total thickness 
of 1.4 nun." ' To complement the etchable detectors, a special trigger designed to identify 
exclusive pairs of jwiticles with liigli ionization was installed in the vertex chamber. 1 2 ' 

MODAL was deployed during t\u> exposure periods, June-October, 1990 and April-
October 1991. The nm energy during this time was ^ = 8 9 - 9 3 GeV. In the 15 region the 
beams are normally separated electrostatically, and luminosity was accumulated for this ex
periment by tiuiiing off the separators for approximately the last two hours of each beam fill. 
The integrated liuninosity of 0.0±0.09 p b _ 1 , accumulated almost entirely at T/S=Q1.1 GeV, 
was evaluated from accelerator run parameters. The first exposure, corresponding to half 
the integrated luminosity, has been analyzed and is descriJ>ed below. 

After exposure the twelve modules were etched and scanned using two different pro-
cednres. Six of the modules, including the three containing CR-39 (A), were etched such 
that a nonually incident penetrating track with average Zjli > 20 for (A) and Z/p > 10 
for (B) would produce a hole. Holes in the second sheet of each stack were located by an 
ammonia scanning tecliniquc '•'' and each hole thus located was examined microscopically 
and required to lx> consistent with a penetrating track originating at the interaction point. 
The region of the extrapolated trajectory in each adjacent sheet was then examined for a 
comsjionding etchpit. Any jx>uetrating track found in this w y was measured to identify 
the particle. Ten holes were found in the type A sheets after etching and one was found in 
a type B sheet. By iusi>ertiou under a stereonricroscope with 70X magnification, all of the 
holes were identified as originating from ionization. The diameter of each of the tracks was 
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Analysis set I II III OPAL 

Initial thickness (/Jin) 720 1500 1500 125 
Acceptance 0.22 0.44 0.99 

Etchant 6.25N NaOH 8N NaOH/6N NaOH 6.25 N NaOH 

Etcli temperature (°C) 50 80/70 52 
Etdi time (hr) 1080 1980 150/45 102/49 

Surface removed (/an) 270 560 650/50 42/20 

Scanning tedmique ammonia visual, 16X/100X ammonia 

equivalent Z//9 threshold 20 10 7 65/75 

Ml, M 2(GeV/c 2) 44.9, 39.3 43.8, 32.9 43.8, 32.9 43.4, 39.8 

Table I. Detector parameters, sensitivity and results for MODAL and OPAL track de
tectors. M. n is defined in the text. 

measured to dieck that it was consistent with entering the sheet from the front, rather than 
originating witlrin the sheet itself. The hole found in the type B sheet passed this criterion. 
The detector preceding it was examined for a corresponding track, and none was seen. 

In the remaining six CR-39 (B) stacks, the front sheet in eadi stack was etched heavily 
so that a track with average Z//3 > 7 would produce a hole. These sheets were then micro
scopically scanned under a stereomicroscope with 16X magnification to locate penetrating 
tracks whidi had etclied sufficently to produce holes. Three holes consistent with originating 
from a penetrating particle were found. The second sheet in eadi stack was etdied for a 
shorter period. For eadi hole found in a front sheet the corresponding location in the next 
sheet was examined microscopically for a corresponding track. None were found. 

Lexan was deployed in the OPAL experiment in the period October 1989-December 
1990. 10 p b - 1 of integrated luminosity was accumulated during this time, wliidi included 
the monopole trigger. The preliminary analysis of the Lexan lias been completed and we 
discuss the results below. The first two layers of Lexan immediately surrounding the beam 
pipe wrre removed, sensitized by exjjosure to ultraviolet light 1 3 ' and etdied. the front sheets 
such that a normally incident penetrating track with average Zjji > 65 would produce a 
hole and the second sheets similarly for Z/3 > 75. The sheets were then scanned using the 
ammonia tedmique described above. Four holes originating from tracks were found in the 
front sheets, and none were found in the second sheets. The extrapolated track locations in 
the adjacent sheets were examined for tracks, and none were found. 

The etching conditions and scaiming techniques used for the two seardies are summarized 
in Table I. The tliree analysis sets for MODAL, the two undergoing ammonia scanning and 
the third microscopic scanning, are designated I, II and III respectivdy. Figure 2 shows the 
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200 
Figure 2. Mass-magnetic charge com

binations to which MODAL{(A) and (B)} 
and OPAL Lexan detectors have finite sen
sitivity. 

(GeV/c2) 

combinations of magnetic charge and mass for which tlie efficiency is finite. 
As there are no candidates for highly ionizing elementary particles, the upper limit on 

the crass section for production of such particles at 95% confidence level is: 

a<-
3.0 
fCdt = oiim (%%CL) 

where /' Cdf is the integrated luminosity and <r the detector efficiency. Where the efficiency 
is equal to the maximum acceptance. aum established using all of the data is 3 x l O " 3 7 cm . 

A particle satisfying the ionization criterion is detected if it falls within the geometric 
acceptance and has sufficient energy to penetrate all material in front of and including the 
detector scanned. The overall efficiency is therefore a function of particle charge, mass and 
energy mid depends on the geometry of the detector, the sheet thickness, the response of 
the detector as a function of ionization rate, the scanning method used and the beam pipe 
thickness. In the absence of specific models which give angular and energy distributions, we 
calculate efficiencies and limits for isotropic, exclusive pair production of Dirac monopoles 
with charge </» and 2gp. The efficiency is obtained via Monte Carlo simulation as a func
tion of mass and run'energy. The simulation includes the magnetic field and accounts for 
geometric acceptance, energy losses in the beampipe and detector, and etching and scanning 
criteria. Tin- cutoff mass M„ is defined as the mass at wliich the detector efficiency is finite, 
for nionopoles with charge ngp. Tlie acceptance and cutoff mass for each detector sector 
are compiled for ;/ = 1.2 in Table 1. Note that in this search no assumptions have been 
made about the properties of the monocle aside from the magnitude and magnetic nature 
of the charge. Although the sensitivity of track detectors to very slow magnetic monopoles, 
•i « l O - 2 . is not assured.1'" tliis experiment does not depend on the details of energy loss 
at low velocities. 

m 



Figure 3. Upper limits at 95% con
fidence on R D = „?„t\ for isotropic 
exclusive production of monopole pairs 
with charge a) gp and b) 2gp. Our 
new results and that from TRISTAN9) 
include a phase space correction. Se
lected limits shown from previous ac
celerator searches 1 5 ' 1 6 ' and from cos
mic rays 1 ' ' have not been adjusted for 
phase space. Results from two searches 
at the Tevafron 1 6 ' have been combined. 

"o 10 M » 40 50 
Mas* (GeVfc 2) 

The significance of the limit is dependent on the physical process by wliidi the particle is 
l>resuincd to lx- produced. For Dirac monopoles the most obvious mechanism is annihilation 
and pah- production via the electromagnetic interaction. If a single-photon production pro
cess is assumed, then our limit may be compared with a lowest-order cross section ap(m) for 
a pointlike monopole of mass m,9'which scales with the cross section for unlike-sign dimuons: 

(̂»') = ( f )'-V(>2'»)(l-^) 

Our limits can then be expressed as limits on the quantity R D = a (m\ w ' l " c ' i wiould be 
expected to be of order unity for jxautlike Dirac monopoles with magnetic charge gp, at 
energies above threshold. Our limits on Rp are shown sejxuately for MODAL and OPAL 
in Figure 3 with the most stringent limits from pre\ious sear<iies.<J'- 1 5 ' • "•' • 1 7 ' From 
tliis analysis wx- conclude that pointlike Dirac- nionopoles with mass below 44.9 GeV/c 2 are 
ruled out. However, it has been speculated that niouopoles may have nonpointlike structure, 
resulting in a suppression of the production cross section by many orders of magnitude by 
form factor effects.1'11' Our result is able to rule out suppression factors of less than 2 x It/' 
at 95% confidence. 

In the future the first, opportunity to probe a liiglier mass region will arise with the 
operation of LEP200, at ^/s w200 GeV. To repeat the MODAL search with liigher energy 
collisions will be straightforward, and with an exposure comparable to that at the present 
ling, we wvuld probe the new region 45 GeV/c 2 < in <100 GeV/c 2 and Rp > 1 0 _ l . 
Beyond LEP200, c+c~ colliders will almost certainly be linear colliders, so that searches for 
particles with exotic charge will require sharing of interaction regions with larger detectors. 
The search at OPAL demonstrates the feasibility of such a collaboration. A similar search 
at the Japan Linear Collider, for example, running at the design luminosity for one year 
(10' s). would probe mass regions up to 250-750 GeV/c 2 , depending on the beam energy. 
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and lip > 3 x l l ) - ' . Hadron machines such as the LHC or SSC will probe higher masses, 
in < 5 TeY/c 2 , but with much less sensitivity in RD-

In summary, two searches at LEP have found no evidence for heavily ionizing particles 
i i i f + (~ collisions at 91.1 GeV in the center of mass. New upper limits have been established 
on the cross section for pair production of charge go Dirac magnetic nionopoles with masses 
to 44.9 GeV/c 2 . We would like to thank the LEP accelerator staff, whose efforts have made 
this wurk possible. This work has been supported in part by CERN and the U. S. National 
Science Foundation grant PHYSS1S940. 
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Abstract 

Jet distributions in high-energy processes allow tests of the basic properties of QCD: 
the spin of the gluons, their color charges and self-interactions, and the magnitude and 
energy dependence of the coupling constant. Recent jet analyses of hadronic final states 
in e+e~ annihilation provide strong support for the vector nature of the gluons and for their 
self-couplings as prescribed by the non-abelian nature of QCD. 

Interquark forces at short distances have been measured in dijet final states of pp collisions 
at large transverse momenta. Theoretical QCD analyses predict a linear rise of the interquark 
potential at large distances while the form of the spin-dependent forces is compatible with 
the predictions derived from scalar confinement, in agreement with the experimental results 
in quarkonium physics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum chromodynamics [1] is a non-abelian gauge field theory based on color SU[3). 
The quarks are the fundamental ferniionic building blocks of hadronic matter, endowed with 
color charges which are the source for the gluonic force fields. The gluons associated with 
these gauge fields are vector particles. They carry color charges themselves so that they 
can couple among each other directly. The basic interactions in QCD are the quark -gluon 

v _ V™. v< 
>..••.MUTT > " " " " " V Q* 

/^ /^ Ai 
couplings, and the triple and quadruple glucn self-couplings. The qqg and ggg couplings are 
linear in the coupling constant g„ while the four-gluon gggg vertex is quadratic in gs. 
The self coupling of the gluons is the basis for one of the key properties of QCD: asymptotic 
freedom [2]. While charges are screened by the spontaneous creation of short-lived fermion-
antifermion pairs in the surrounding field, the color magnetic moments of gluons strengthen 
the surrounding field coherently; the color charge is effectively reduced therefore when probed 
at short distances. Asymptotic freedom provides the rationale for the perturbative treatment 
of QCD at short distances. The unlimited growth of the coupling at large distances, on the 
other hand, is suggestive for the confinement of quarks and gluons [3]. 
Asymptotic freedom implies that quarks and gluons act as single particles at short distan
ces. Perturbative gluon radiation from color sources as well as gluon splitting into quark 
anfiquaik pail's is concentrated at small angles [4). In addition, the confinement mechanism 
at distances of order 1 fermi is soft and associated with small energy transfer. Both features 
strongly suggest that quark-gluon configurations built-up in the femto-universe transform 
into bunches of well-collimated hadrons at large distances, jets which develop along (he 
flight direction of the parent partons. Jet distributions therefore reflect the properties and 
interactions of quarks and gluons at short distances. 

Three-jet events in e + e~ annihilation can be exploited to measure the spin of the gluon. 
Several ]-jet observables are sensitive to the spin of the quantum radiated off the quarks 
and antiquaries. The orientation of the qqg final state plane with respect to the e +f" beam 
axis depends on the gluon spin in a characteristic form [5]. Furthermore, the Dalilz plot 
density of the q. q, g quanta is distinctly different for bremsstrahlung of vector and scalar 
gluon quanta [6, 7. 8], While first experimental results on the vector nature of the gluons 
have been obtained quite early at PETRA [9, 10], the higher jet energies available in 2 decays 
at LEP have refined the picture considerably [11, 12, 13]. These experimental analyses have 
provided unambiguous evidence for vector gluons. Independent support comes also from 
the angular distribution of jets in hadronic T decays [14, 15, 16], as veil as the angular 
distribution of jets at large transverse momenta in pp collisions [17, 18, 19]. 
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Of tantamount importance is the experimental evidence for the self-coupling of the gluons 
which is the driving force for asymptotic freedom. The non-zero color charge of the gluons 
can nicely be demonstrated by analyzing the final state topology in T decays. QCD predicts 
three-jet final states, leading at low energies to fairly isotropic hadron distributions, whereas 
two-jet final states, as observed in the continuum, would be predicted in an abelian theory 
with white gluons [14]. The observed hadron distributions however are distinctly different 
on- and off-resonance in e + e~ annihilation [16] and they are compatible with the 3-gluon 
decay of the T resonance. 

The analysis of the self-coupling of gluons is based on four-jet final states in the e + e~-
continuum. The triple-gluon vertex (TGV) affects various angular distributions of jet pairs 
in the final state [20, 21, 22] which allow for a clear discrimination between non-abelian and 
abelian models without the TGV. These angular distributions are attractive observables 
as the difference between the abelian and non-abelian distributions can be traced back 
in a physically transparent way. After early indications at TRISTAN [23] (see also [24]), 
recent LEP results are clearly incompatible with a theory without the gluon self-coupling 
[25. 26, 27]. The distribution of the four jets in the final state might also quite generally be 
confronted with the QCD predictions [28]. Based on this method, the strength of the ggg 
coupling has been found [29] in good agreement with the SU(3) prediction, similarly to the 
2- variable angular analysis of Ref.[27]. 

Switching off the TGV, soft gluon bremsstrahlung off gluons is forbidden and gluons can 
split only into hard quark-antiquark pairs. Without the TGV, the rate of high pr jets 
in pp collisions is therefore enhanced relative to the QCD prediction, while small pj jets 
are suppressed correspondingly. The experimental results are compatible with the QCD 
predictions [30]. Charge correlations affected by the TGV, were analyzed in Ref.[31]. 

Jet counting in Z decays [32] can be exploited to determine the strong coupling constant [33]. 
The value obtained by this method is in agreement with the values extracted from global 
topology analyses based on thrust and other variables [34, 35] [somewhat smaller though 

but statistically not very significantly - than the coupling derived from the hadronic Z 
width]. Varying the dijet invariant mass in the analysis allows for an interesting check on 
1 he energy dependence of the strong coupling constant as predicted by asymptotic freedom 
[34. 35]. ' 

As a result of asymptotic freedom, quark-(anti)quark interactions at small distances, i.e. 
at high momentum transfer, are built-up by one-gluon exchange. This can be tested by 
measuring the Rutherford scattering of quarks. In fact, after taking into account the Q1 

dependence of the coupling and parton densities, the dijet data in pp collisions coincide with 
the angular dependence of the Rutherford cross section [19]. 

Interquark forces at large distances can be measured in heavy quarkonium systems. A simple 
picture has emerged from the experimental analysis, see e.g. [36]. While at short distances 
the interquark potential can be described by a Coulombic form, it is compatible with a linear 
rise at large distances. This picture is qualitatively supported by lattice QCD analyses which 
allow for solutions of the QCD equations of motion up to distances of order 1 fermi [37]. The 
spin orbit potential between heavy quarks is built-up by the superposition of the one-gluon 
exchange and long-range contributions. The long-range contributions are derived from the 
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static interquark potential and, being 0(v/c), they depend on the Lorentz structure of the 
confinement potential. The P-wave level splitting demands the long-range potential to be 
scalar [36], a property that is borne out by lattice QCD analyses [38]. 

Hence, QCD does not only provide an understanding of the quark forces at short distances, 
but also long-range forces are adequately described by the lattice solution of this theory. 

This report is divided into two parts. In the next section the theoretical basis and the 
experimental results on the gluon spin and the TGV will be discussed; the QCD coupling 
constant will be touched upon only briefly. The results on the interquark forces at small and 
large distances are summarized in the last section. 

2. PROPERTIES OF GLUONS 

2.1 T H E SPIN OF THE GLUONS 

The gluons associated with the color gauge fields are vector particles. The quark-gluon 
interaction C{qTjg) = g^l^G^q therefore preserves the chiral symmetry of the light quark 
u, d, s sector in the limit of vanishing quark masses. This is a necessary requirement on strong 
interaction theories as the basic properties of low-energy hadron physics are well described by 
a theory in which the chiral symmetry of the Lagrangian is broken spontaneously. The light 
pseudoscalar particles ?r, K,rj can then be interpreted as an approximate Nambu-Goldstone 
octet, and many current-algebra relations among strong and weak interaction amplitudes 
can be derived which are very well confirmed experimentally. 

Several methods have been used to measure the spin of the gluons at short distances through 
jet distributions. These tests have been carried out in a variety of reactions [with different 
systematic uncertainties]. The uniqueness of the results is therefore a compelling argument 
for the vector nature of gluons. 

a) Hadronic T Decays 

Yang's theorem and C invariance both forbid the decay of the T(l ) state into two massless 
gluons. To lowest order, T therefore decays to three gluons in QCD, T —» ggg. The Dalitz 
plot density is finite everywhere since the radiation of infrared transverse vector gluons from 
heavy quarks is suppressed by angular momentum conservation. The jet distributions in the 
final state of resonance decays are therefore more spherical than in the continuum events. 
In particular the angular distribution of the thrust axis with respect to the e+e~ beam axis 
is given by [14, 15) 

IZT, ~ i+ <«>«»'« (i) 
(Q) * 0.39 
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Thus there is a slight preference for the thrust axis to point along the e + e beam axis. 

Were the gluons spin-zero particles, the angular distribution were quite different. Still, 
because of C invariance, T would decay into three gluons, yet one of the gluons would 
preferentially be infrared since the emission of infrared scalar particles from [non-relativistic] 
heavy quarks is not suppressed. On the contrary, this amplitude would be strongly enhanced 
as the quark or antiquark could remain on-shell, leading to an IR divergent result. As a 
result, the decay process would essentially be a two-jet decay, T —• gg + gm. By angular 
momentum conservation, this final state would follow the familiar sin2 0 law for spin-zero 
final states [14, 15], 

T^-S-^O (2) 
a cos 9 

which is strikingly different from the QCD prediction (1). 

The experimental analysis of the angular distribution of the thrust axis [16] is nicely compa
tible with the spin=l QCD prediction and in strong disagreement with spin=0 assignments 
to the gluons, Fig.l. 
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Figure J: Jet topologies in T decays, for QCD with spin 1 gluons, and for spin 0 gluons. 
Comparison of the predictions for the angular distribution of the thrust axis with experimental 
data: from Rcf.[16]. 
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b) High-pr Jets in pp Collisions 

Several mechanisms contribute to the production of jets at large transverse momenta in 
high energy pp colliders. Representative examples are depicted in Fig.2. For small invariant 
dijet masses, subprocesses initiated by gluons provide the dominant contributions while qq 
scattering is leading for large dijet masses. In QCD both reactions are mediated by gluon 
exchange so that the angular distribution in the dijet c m . frame 

da 1 
dcosO ~ (1 - c o s 0 ) 2 

is dominated by the Rutherford pole. For scalar gluons, on the other hand, the pole for qq 
forward scattering would be suppressed since the exchange of a scalar particle requires the 
spin of the massless quarks to flip. The data from UA1.UA2 and CDF, however, are clearly 
compatible with the Rutherford form of the cross section at small and large invariant masses. 
Fig.2. 

c) Jet-Beam Angular Correlations in e+e~-Annihilation 

The orientation of the three-jet final states in e + e " —• qqg is described by the polar angle 0 
between the thrust axis and the e + e~ beam axis and the azimuthal angle \ between the plane 
spanned by the thrust and the beam axes, and the three-jet plane. The angular distribution 
ran be parametrized by three coefficients [5, 39], 

- — - , oc 1 + a cos2 0 + 3 sin2 0 cos 2v + 7 sin2 0 sin 2v (4) 
dcos6d\ 

The coefficient a = (U — 2L)/(U + 2£) measures the relative strength of the longitudinal 
to the transverse cross section; 3 the interference between the amplitudes of left and right 
transverse (7.Z) polarizations; 7 the interference between transverse and longitudinal po
larizations. The magnitude and the sensitivity of the coefficients a.3,j to the spin of the 
gluons is demonstrated in Fig.3a for the vectorial photon/Z exchange [5]. 

The QCD radiative corrections to the helicity cross sections U, L, T and I (corresponding 
to the total cross section and the coefficients a,/3 and 7) have been calculated in Ref.[40]. 
As expected, the corrections to the angular distributions are small. If y — n) 2 ; /* is small, 
the emission of a soft or collinear gluon affects the overall cross section but it cannot distort 
the angular distribution of the events since the radiation of infrared and collinear quanta 
does not alter the energy flow of the leading partons. 

The experimental results on a and $ [defined in analogy to 0 after summing over the polar 
angle 0} from L3 [11] and DELPHI [12] at LEP are shown in Fig.3b. They agree nicely with 
the QCD predictions. 

The distribution of the polar angle between the normal vector of the three-jet event plane 
and the e+c~ beam axis, given by the ratio 7/v = - | ( U - 2L + 6T)/(U + | L + §T), is quite 
insensitive to the underlying theory. For QCD, for vectorial 7, Z couplings in scalar theories 
and. apparently, even for longitudinal phase space models, one always obtains 7^ = —i. 
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Figure 2: Angular distribution of dijet events in pp collisions, confronted with tin QCD 
prediction and scalar gluon theories. Data from UAl [17], UA2 [18] and CDF [19]. 
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Fig.3a: The coefficients a,/J, 7 of the angular distributions of 3-jet events in QCD and a 
scalar gluon model for vector couplings, Kef.[5]; for axial-Z couplings see Ref.fSJ. 

Only for the axial Z coupling in scalar theories the coefficient deviates from this common 
value. Since the deviation from QCD is associated with the breaking of chiral invariance, 
this variable does not provide a specific and attractive test of the gluon spin in QCD. 

d) Gluonic Bremsstrahl Spectrum 

The energy spectrum of gluons radiated off quarks and antiquarks in e + e~ annihilation tends 
to be soft. It follows the 1/E behavior familiar from photon radiation off accelerated electric 
charges. This infrared pole is typical for the radiation of massless vector particles which 
preserves the helicity of th^ fermion in the radiation process. By contrast, if massless scalar 
particles were emitted, the helicity of the [highly relativistic] light quark would flip. Hence 
the emission of IR scalar quanta is suppressed by angular momentum conservation. 

The Dalitz plot density for gluon radiation e+e~ —* qqg in QCD is given by [6] 

Pi '• 
X i ~\~ Xn 

(l-x1)(l~x2) 
(5) 

where xlt2 are the energies of the quark and antiquark scaled in units of the beam energy: 
correspondingly, x3 = 2 — xt —1- 2 the energy of the gluon. The probabilities for the radiation 
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Fig.3b: Tlie angular coefficient a [11] as a function of the scaled dijet invariant mass y mid 
•i [12], after summing over the polar angle 9, as a function of the thrust']'. 

of scalar gluons are a little different for vector and axial Z couplings [5, 6, 8], 

Po = 

ft) 

( l - Z i M l - i j ) 

( l - . T l ) ( l - I 2 ) 
• 2 [1 + .r3] ««) 

These densities are finite for j'3 —» 0 in the IR limit where i ] i 3 —» 1 and the events are 
reduced to two jets, pi in (5), on the other hand, is singular in the IR limit. 

A pretty 1 dimensional projection of the 2 dim Dalitz plot density is provided by the Ellis 
Karliner angle [7]. This is the polar angle between the jet axis in the c m . frame of the two 
low energy jets and the thrust axis in the three-jet final states. In QCD where the emission 
of soft gluons is predominant. COSOEK tends toward unity while the distribution in a scalar 
theory is expected to be approximately uniform. 

The experimental analyses of the spectrum of the lowest energy jet (13) [11] and of cos flt/j 
[13] nicely reveal the bremsstrahl characteristics of the gluon radiation, Fig.4. The)' clearly 
demonstrate the vector nature of the gluons. 
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Figure 4: Energy distribution (x$) of the lowest-energy jet in the three-jet events of Z decays 
[II], and the distribution of cos 9EK [13]. 

2.2 T H E T R I P L E - G L U O N VERTEX 

A key property of QCD is the self-interaction of gluons, a consequence of the non-zero co
lor charges of the gauge particles in non-abelian theories. This self-coupling is a necessary 
ingredient to overcome the fermionic screening of color sources and to render QCD asym
ptotically free. A variety of tests for the triple-gluon vertex have been discussed in the past, 
comprising deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering [41], high-transverse momentum jets in 
hadron- hadron collisions [30. 31] and heavy quarkonium decays. A qualitatively new test 
ground has opened with the large number of high-energy 4-jet events in Z decays [25]-[27]. 
These analyses improve considerably on the pioneering 4-jet measurements in the 60 GeV 
range of e+e~ annihilation [23]. Sufficiently large invariant masses of all jet pairs ensure that 
these jets truly reflect the distribution of quark and gluon quanta in the femto-universe and 
thus reveal the basic couplings of the QCD Langrangian. 

a; i'lie Color Charge of Gluons 

In QC'D T (1 ) bottonium resonances decay into three gluons. T—> ggg, a consequence 
of Yang's theorem and/or C invariance which forbid the gg decays. Color conservation, on 
the other hand, forbids the qq decay of T mediated by a virtual gluon, T y+ g —> qq [11]. 
This can easily be tested experimentally. Were gluons colorless so that this decay channel 
were open, the majority of the events were 2-jet events, and the topology of the final states 
ON' the resonance were the same as OFF the resonance in the e +e~ continuum. However, a 
distinct difference between the topologies ON and OFF has been observed. Fig.5, Ref.[16], 
so that colorless white gluons are clearly ruled out experimentally. 
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Figure 5: Thrust distribution in T 
decay final states, compared with the 
e*e~ continuum off resonance; from 
Ref.[16]. 
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b) ggg Coupling in 4-jet Events of e 4 e~ annihilation 

The triple-gluon coupling affects jet distributions in e + e~ annihilation only at the 4-parton 
level in the Born approximation. Several methods have been proposed which are sensitive to 

r-A 3 r-<f:l r-<̂ ° 
I he non - abelian nature of QCD. Angular correlations between the final state jets [20j-[22] are 
distinctly different in QCD and in abelian theories [23]-[27]. The SU(Z)c group constants 
[28] have been measured in 2-dimensional angular correlations [27] and in global overall fits 
to the 4-jet distributions [29]. 

It is instructive to compare jet distributions in QCD with an abelian model in which only 
the two last diagrams are present. Endowing quarks with three color degrees of freedom 
and adjusting the quark-gauge boson coupling properly, OA = ^QQCD, the total hadronic-
c+e~ annihilation cross section, the three-jet cross section and all the three-jet distributions 
are adequately described by such an effective theory. Large discrepancies between QCD and 
I lie a Mian mode) however appear in 4-jet events. Whereas the dominant contribution in 
QCD is due to the triple-gluon diagram and the 4-quark final state is highly suppressed, 
the different color flow in the abelian mode! raises the qQqq contribution to the same level 
as (he qqg,\gA bremsstrahl cross section. Table 1. This induces characteristic differences in 
the -1 jet distributions even if the gluon jets are not tagged. The direct discrimination of the 
gluon bremsstrahl diagrams from the splitting diagrams can be achieved if heavy quarks are 
lagged in 4-jet events [42]. 

I I I I | I I I i ] i i i i j i i i i | I i I I 

: 4Y direct —3-jet : 
4 off resonance — 2 - jet : 

T 3 

n •*->' ' i I i t < • I i i i i i i • i i 1 f *v * *A 
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Vcvt 

QCD ABELIAN MODEL 

Vcvt >&M B S & F W 1 Had L J 

<m't rozi 
Vcvt >&M B S & F W 1 Had L J »?»«+999'f L '" J 

0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 

26.9 
7.7 
3.1 
1.5 
0.8 

4.7 
5.5 
5.8 
6.1 
6.5 

32.8 
10.1 
4.2 
2.0 
1.0 

31.3 
34.3 
36.3 
37.8 
39.0 

Table 1: Four-jet branching ratios in Z decays [42]. 

Three types of angular correlations have been discussed which are sensitive to the non-
abelian nature of QCD: 

(i) Gluon alignment [20]. The alignment of gluons in the splitting process g —* gg forces the 
two planes, each formed by a high-energy jet together with a low-energy jet, to orient 
preferentially parallel, with the low-energy jets pointing into the same hemisphere — 
unlike the abelian model where the planes tend to be perpendicular to each other. 

(ii) NR polar angle [21]. Virtual helicity-zero gluons of low invariant mass that are radiated 
from almost back-to-back high-energy quark-antiquark configurations cannot decay into 
gluon jets at 90° with respect to the quark axis. Hence, the range of large polar angles is 
depleted from low-energy jets in QCD and the jets accumulate at small angles. This is 
just opposite to virtual gluon decays into quark-antiquark pairs which cannot be emitted 
along the helicity-zero axis in the massless limit of vector theories. 

(iii) Azimuthal angle \ [22]. Gluons radiated from quarks and antiquarks in e + e~ —• qqg are 
linearly polarized to a high degree in the qqg final state plane. Denoting the cross sections 
for polarizations in and perpendicular to this plane by </<X|| and do-±, respectively, QCD 
predicts 

P(xg) = (do{\ - do±) I (</o-j| + dax) (7) 

= 2(l-*,)/(*J + 4) 

where, as usual, x; = 2Eil\fs are the scaled quark and gluon energies in the laboratory 
frame. The fragmentation of a linearly polarized gluon into daughter partons depends on 
the azimuthal angle \ between the final state plane and the polarization vector. The sign 
of the asymmetric term is just opposite for gg and qq decays, 

J W ( * . \ ) = ^ { ^ 2 + ( l - 2 ) 2 ] - * ( l - * ) c o s 2 v } (8) 

Quark jets accumulate perpendicular to the polarization vector with a maximal asymmetry 
~ [1 - cos 2\] for z = \. The asymmetry for gluon jets is less pronounced, ~ [l + | cos 2\] 
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even for ; = | , so that the angular distribution in QCD is quite distinct from abelian 
theories. In 4-jet events of e+e~ annihilation we therefore expect the angle between the 
plane formed by the two gluon jets and the plane formed by the high-energy primordial 
quark-antiquark jets to be distributed nearly isotropically in QCD while these planes 
should be preferentially perpendicular in abelian theories. This is corroborated by a 
detailed 4-jet analysis. 

The experimental analyses of the angles ## f i and x [23]-[27], two of which are shown in Fig.6, 
provide strong evidence for QCD and rule out the abelian model. Since the abelian model 
and the non-abelian SU(3) theory were the only contenders left after accounting properly 
for the total and the three-jet cross sections, these experiments single out QCD as the only 
gauge theory compatible with jet data in e+e~ annihilation. 

The 5'(/(3) group constants have been measured in multi-dimensional analyses of the 4-jet 
events in Z decays [27, 29]. The 4-jet cross section depends on the color factors in the 
following combinations: 

(i) bremsstrahlung/planar diagrams : Cp 
bremsstrahlung/non-planar diagrams : Cp — \Nc 

(ii) gluon splitting : Nc 
(iii) 4-quark final states : TV 

The values of the group constants for 5(7(3) and the abelian model described earlier are 
collected ill Table 2. 

At CF TF 

SU{N) N llN-b) 1/2 
SU{3) 
ABEL 

3 
0 

4/3 
1 

1/2 
3 

Table 2: Group factors in SU(i) and the abelian model. 

From the experimental analyses of 2-dimensional angular correlations and the overall fit to 
the 4-jet distributions, the results shown in Table 3 and Fig.7 have been obtained for the 
group factors. With [35] 

Nc = 2.7 ±0.4 (9) 

the coefficients of the diagram involving the triple gluon coupling is proven to be non -zero, 
and the value is in striking agreement with the QCD prediction. 

c) Remarks 

If one of the gluon jets is replaced by a photon, the TGV is not involved in the process 
i+f~ —> i/qg-i at the Born level. Comparing the 4-jet final state distributions in e + e~ —> i;qgg 
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Figure 6: Comparison of 4~Jet angular distributions with the predictions of QCD and the 
c.belian theory. Data are from the Opal [25] and the LS [26] Collaboration at LEP. 
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1 NclCF TFjCF 

1 51/(3) 
ABEL 

| = 2.25 
0 

| = 0.375 
3 

] LEP 2.0 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.2 

Table 3: Group factors measured in 4~jet final states; LEP average from [34]. 
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Figure 7: Results of 4-jet analyses for the group factors [27,29]; compilation from [34,35]. 

with the 7+ 3-jet distributions reveals the influence of the TGV on the jet distributions; for 
details see Ref.[43]. 

Instead of comparing the 4-jet distributions with the standard QCD predictions and, for the 
sake of sensitivity, with an abelian model, one may also introduce additional non-minimal 
couplings into the Lagrangian [44]. For example, an anomalous color-electric quadrupoie 
moment may be added, Ct = —ig,/A2tr(FcFcFc), which is absent in the standard QCD 
interaction. A measures possible deviations from the canonical theory. Since such additional 
terms also enter gluon loops, cut-off procedures must be introduced to regularize the diver
gent loop integrals. Compared wih electroweak theories, these constraints are more severe 
in QCD as gluon loops are essential elements of QCD; this is obvious from the logarithmic 
energy dependence of the strong coupling constant. 
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2.3 T H E QCD COUPLING CONSTANT AND ASYMPTOTIC FREEDOM 

Excellent and comprehensive reviews have recently been given on the analysis of the QCD 
coupling constant [34, 35, 45]. This material should therefore not be repeated here. However, 
in order to illuminate the discussion in the next section, the compilation of 3-jet fractions in 
the final states of e + e " annihilation at small and large c m . energies should nevertheless be 
quoted from Ref.[34]. Since this fraction is directly proportional to the quark-gluon coupling 

Figure 8: The energy dependence of the 
S-jet fraction in e+e~ annihilation; from 
Ref.mi 

20 40 60 80 100 
Vs/GeV 

constant. Fig.8 provides striking evidence for the running of the coupling and for asymptotic 
freedom in QCD. 

3 . INTERQUARK FORCES 

Asymptotic freedom renders the QCD coupling constant small at short distances so that 
quark-(anti)quark interactions are effectively built-up by the exchange of one gluon. This 
leads to a Rutherford type cross section for quark-(anti)quark scattering and a Coulombic 
potential between heavy quarks at short distances. On the other hand, the indefinite growth 
of the coupling when the separation becomes large, suggests the confinement of the colored 
particles, quarks and gluons. The appropriate tool for the solution of QCD at large distances 
is the lattice formulation which has shed new light on the non-perturbative sector of QCD 
in recent years. 

3.1 QL 'AHK-(ANTI )QUARK RUTHERFORD SCATTERING 

The gluon exchange between quarks and (anti)quarks or gluons leads to the Rutherford 
pole for forward scattering of these particles, do-/dcos0 ~ 1/(1 - cos0) 2. Introducing the 
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Figure 9: Rutherford scattering of the colo
red partons in high energy pp collisions; from 
Ref.[19]. 
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X 

auxiliary variable x, the cross section becomes almost independent of \ for large enough x, 

1+cosfl do 
X = •; a '• ~A c o n s t - ( ]°) 

1 — cos 8 d\ 
Some remnant \ dependence is introduced by taking account of the complete angular de
pendence of the various subprocesses, by the running oi the coupling constant and the Q2 

dependence of the parton densities. The x dependence of the dijet cross section in pp col
lisions is shown in Fig. 9 which demonstrates very nicely the Rutherford type scattering of 
colored partons at high energies. 

3.2 T H E FORCES BETWEEN HEAVY QUARKS 

The forces between slowly moving heavy quarks are probed in quarkonium spectroscopy, the 
energy levels and transition amplitudes of charmonium and bottonium states [36]. These 
data can be described by an interquark potential with the following properties: 

(i) The static interquark potential rises linearly with the distance between quarks and anti-
quarks for large separations while it turns to a Coulombic form at small distances. The 
strength of the Coulomb part will depend on R for very short distances as prescribed by 
asymptotic freedom. 

(ii) The spin-dependent forces of 0(v/c) are generated by the one-gluon exchange mechanism 
and by the confinement force with the confinement potential associated with a Lorentz 
scalar current in the relativistic generalization of the QQ interaction. 

a) Static Potential 

The static potential between heavy quarks can be calculated in QCD by studying the time 
evolution of a quark-antiquark state QQ, with the heavy quarks Q and (J separated at a 
distance R from each other. The matrix element < QT$\e~'HT}Q73 > ~ e ~ l V ( f l ) r is associated 
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Figure 10: The static interquark po
tential derived from QCD by lattice 
methods including quark loops; from 
Ref.fS7j. 

a O.J 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 i 
R[fm] 

with the Wilson loop and can be evaluated by means of lattice techniques. The result 
of such an analysis is presented in Fig.10, Ref.[37]. This calculation includes quark-loop 
contributions. [The parameters in the numerical evaluation correspond to a pion mass of 
280 MeV, thus far below the p mass. The lattice spacing is of order 0.1 fm and the linear 
lattice extent approximately 2 fm.] The curve connecting the lattice data points is compatible 
with a superposition of a function linear in R for large R and a Coulomb function at small 
distances, 

V,iai{R) = - ^ + cR (11) 

a = 1 GeV/fm is the string tension. It should be noted that the data in Fig.10 are derived 
directly from QCD and do not involve any fit parameters. 

Though more efforts are needed to reduce the lattice spacing of order 0.1 fm and to make 
the grid finer, the qualitative agreement of this calculation with the potential extracted from 
quarkonia data, is a remarkable and encouraging result. 

b) Spin-dependent Forces 

The most general form of the spin-dependent parts of the interquark potential to order vjc 
is given by the following expansion [46] 
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' l ' \2m\ 2ml) [R R J \2mim2 2mim2)R 

+ ^/MJ^_*5) H + w^ (12) 
m\fm \ Rl 3 1 3miiri2 

/, and s, are the orbital angular momenta and the spins of quarks 1 and 2; V( = dVijdR. The 
first two terms are the spin-orbit interactions, V3 is the tensor force and V4 the spin-spin 
interaction. Not all of the coefficients VJ can be short-range at the same time as V\ and Vj 
are connected with the static potential by the relation [47] 

V2 - V, = V s i o ( (13) 

The coefficients Vi(R) can be related to the expectation value of color-electric and color-
magnetic fields < BiEm >iv, < B\Bm >w evaluated in Wilson loops. They can be calculated 
by lattice methods in the same way as the static potential. 

The result of a recent analysis including quark loops [38] is presented in Fig.ll. The following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

dVi jdR ~ const <— static confinement force 
dVi/dR ~ \jR2 *— one-gluon exchange 
V3 ~ l/R3 <-
V 4 ~ 63(R) 

The static confinement force affects the spin-orbit potential V\. This corresponds to a 
scalar confinement mechanism, i.e. the current associated with the confinement potential is 
a Lorentz scalar. The triplet P-v/ave splitting requires V, to be long-range and Vj short-
range, in agreement with the lattice analysis in Fig.ll. The R dependence of the coefficients 
V'2, V3 and \\ can naturally be explained by the one-gluon exchange at short distances. 

Hence, not only the static potential can be derived from QCD directly by lattice methods, 
but also the nature of the spin-dependent forces can qualitatively be understood in QCD at 
small and large distances. 
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Figure 11: The coefficients of the spin-orbit forces, the tensor force and the spin-spin force 
derived from a lattice analysis; Ref.[38]. 
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4. SUMMARY 

Compelling evidence has been accumulated experimentally for some of the basic properties 
of QCD. The spin of the gluons has been measured in several reactions, including quar-
konium decays, dijet production in pp collisions and three-jet final states in high-energy 
e + e " annihilation. While the topology of T decays provides an argument for non-zero color 
quantum numbers of the gluons, the most direct evidence for the non-abelian nature of QCD 
and the self-coupling of the gluons has been derived from the distributions of 4-jet events 
in e + e~ annihilation. The QCD coupling appears to be running as prescribed by asymptotic 
freedom. The experimental values for the coupling extracted from various reactions and by 
different methods, are converging to each other, though improvements in some areas are still 
required. 

QCD provides not only a quantitative understanding of short-distance phenomena which 
can be treated perturbatively. But also at large distances lattice methods allow for a quali
tative understanding of the confinement potential and the spin-dependent parts of the forces 
between heavy quarks. 
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CDF, Recent Results and Future Prospects 

G. P. Yeh 
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

Abstract 

We present recent results from the Collider Detector at Fermilab. Searches 
for the top quark have established a lower bound of Mior > 91 GeV/c 1 (at 95% 
confidence level). A measurement olB'S" mixing has been obtained from 66 —> 
eft, ee events. Measurements of 6-quark production have been obtained from e+ 
X events and J/i/> + K events. The mass of the W boson has been determined 
to be Mw = 79.91 ± 0.39 GeV/c2. In searching for new gauge bosons, we 
have obtained the bounds A/ z. > 412 GeV/c* and MW' > 520 GeV/c s (at 
95% C.L.). The lower limits on the quark and lepton compositeness scales are 
1.4 TeV. In the next two years of data collection, we expect significantly more 
events for numerous types of physics, due to 25 times more beam luminosity, 
and improvement to the detector. In the longer term, with "Main Injector" 
upgrade to the accelerator, further improvements to the detector are being 
planned to exploit the potentials for physics. We discuss prospects for the 
discovery of the top quark, precise measurement of properties of 6 quark, and 
searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model. 

During the 1988-89 CDF data-taking period, the Fermilab Tevatron Collider 
performed well beyond expectations, providing 200 times the total number of proton-
antiproton collisions obtained in 1987. With this larger data sample, CDF has per
formed extensive searches for the top quark, measurement of properties of the 6-quark 
and of Z and W bosons, and tests of QCD. Since 1989, there have been great efforts 
in improving the Fermilab accelerators and the CDF detector. In this talk, we present 
some of the recent results and discuss physics prospects for the next 2 to 10 years. 

It has been wonderful in this conference to learn about the abundant and very 
interesting physics from the e + e " colliders. The e+e~ collisions provide remarkable 
precision measurements of various parameters, such as M%. However, because of the 
higher center-of-mass energy and larger cross-sections available for hadron colliders, 
Fermilab is looking forward to the discovery of the top quark, new b mesons and 
baryons, and other new physics. Hadron colliders and e+e~ colliders will continue to 
be both competitive and complementary to each other in the future. 
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Introduction 
The number of events obtained in an experiment can be expressed simply as: 

Â TCIM = LtrD. A large integrated luminosity L is necessary to produce the massive 
top quark and other rare types of events for new physics with small cross-section 
a. The number of protons crossing anti-protons was 4.1 p b - 1 (103*/cm') in '88-'89. 
With improvement in the accelerators, we expect to have 25 p b - 1 in '92, and 75 
p b - 1 in '93. The typical instantaneous luminosity was 1-2 x lO^/cm'/aec in '89. 
With the "Main Injector" upgrade to the accelerator, we expect to have more than 
5 x 10 3 1 /on 2 /«ec starting in 1995, and an integrated luminosity exceeding 1000 p b - 1 

by the year 2000. 

The cross-section a for a physical process depends on the initial and final 
particles involved. The Fermilab pp collider provides the highest center-of-mass en
ergy, y/s, and the largest cross-sections for many interesting processes such as the 
heavy quark production [1, 2]. Since the constituents of protons and antiprotons 
are quarks and gluons, the cross-section for each process in pp collisions depends on 
the parton-parton cross-sections and the parton distribution inside the (anti-)proton. 
Cross-sections so calculated, such as IV, Z, and jet productions, although more com
plicated than for e + e~ processes, have been in excellent agreement with experimental 
data. Cross-sections at ^/s = 1800 GeV range from pp total cross-section of 72 ± 3 mb 
[3|, the production cross-section for a 150 GeV/c2 top quark of 10 pb (10 x 10 3 e cm1) 
to even smaller values for other new physics. The predicted cross-section for 6-quark 
production agrees with CDF data to a factor of two, and we expect the predicted 
cross-section for the much heavier top quark to be accurate to within 30%. 

To observe the events produced with sufficient beam luminosity and cross-
section for the physical process, the detector must have a good detection efficiency, 
D. The CDF detector has enabled us to detect and study Standard Model ingredi
ents e, p., i, quark jets, gluon jets, v, r, W*, Z°, and mundane particles such as 
iri,it°,K±,K0, and A 0 . The 6-quark and c-quark physics results from the '89 data are 
comparable to data from other experiments, and the CDF detector proved to be an 
excellent, versatile top detector. The detection efficiency for the top quark increases 
as we look for top quark in the higher mass region. In addition, upgrades to the de
tector have included improved data acquisition system, a silicon vertex detector, and 
higher geometric acceptance. Further detector upgrades, such as kaon identification, 
are being planned along with the increase in luminosity with the Main Injector to 
achieve the best physics results in the future. 
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1 Top quark search 

Top quarks are expected to be produced at the Fermilab Collider via the 
process pp -> tt + X [1, 2]. In the '88-'89 data sample of 4.1 p b - 1 , 1200 (30) it 
events are expected to have been produced in CDF if Mu^ = 80 (160) GeV/c". In 
the mass region near Mu* « 150 GeV/c 2 , a 20 GeV/c 2 heavier top quark would have 
a lower tt production cross-section by about a factor of 2, and may require twice the 
luminosity to discover. 

Each top quark is expected to decay into a W boson and a 6 quark (t —* Wb). 
Each W subsequently decays into either a charged lepton and a neutrino or two 
quarks. Thus, the tt -» W+bW~b events have numerous distinctive signatures involv
ing combinations of several energetic leptons or quark jets. With good identification 
of electrons, muons, jets, and momentum imbalance due to escaping neutrinos, CDF 
can search for the top quark using most of these signatures. The efficiency of each 
signature for detecting top quarks varies as a function of t-quark mass, so that as we 
look for higher mass top quarks, different signatures become more effective. 

The branching ratio for both IP's from a tt pair to decay leptonically is: 2/81 
for c/j, 1/81 for ee, and 1/81 for pp.. The cleanest signature for the production and 
decay of a tt pair is the presence of two high Pr leptons (e or fi) in the final state. 

Decay modes of tt pairs in which one of the W bosons decays hadronically 
and the other leptonically have larger branching ratios (24/81), but in these channels 
there are serious backgrounds from W bosons produced in association with jets (pp —» 
II' + jets). These backgrounds are reduced by looking for a b (or b) quark in the 
tt —• W+bW~b decay. Decay modes of tt pairs in which both W"s decay hadronically 
also have a large branching fraction (36/81), but it is difficult to distinguish them 
from multijet QCD backgrounds. 

Previously, we reported a limit of Mtop > 72 GeV/c 2 (95% C.L.) based on a 
search for the decay of tt pairs into e/t pairs: pp —» tt —• e/i + A" (4). The data 
sample contains one e/i event; it has an electron with transverse momentum of 32 
GeV/c and an opposite sign muoii with transverse momentum of 42 GeV/c with the 
azimuthal opening angle between the two leptons of 137 degrees. A firm conclusion 
about the identity of this event is not possible. However, an upper limit on the top 
quark production rate can be calculated assuming this one candidate event results 
from ti pair production. 
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To increase the detection efficiency for top quark production, we have extended 
that analysis to include the channels ee and MM- The search has also been extended 
to include electrons at smaller polar angles relative to the beam. In addition, we have 
searched in Upton + jets events for a low Pr muon as a tag of a bottom quark in 
tt —> W+bW~b decays. No additional top quark candidate events have been observed. 
In the high Pr dilepton analysis, we expect 0.2 ± 0.1 e/i events from the process Z" 
-» TT, 0.12 ± 0.01 events from WW, 0.3 ± 0.2 events from QCD 66 production, and 
0.6 ± 0.4 events from fake lepton background [5]. Figure 1.1 shows the upper limits 
on cr„ as a function of Mlof together with the QCD calculation to order a j of the 
heavy quark production cross-section from Ref. [1, 2]. At the 95% C.L. we find Mtor 

> 85 GeV/c 2 for the high PT dilepton analysis. Prom the combination of the high Pr 
dilepton analysis with the b tag analysis, we obtain [5] Af^ > 95 GeV/c* at 90% 
C.L., and 

Mto, > 91 GeV/c 2 at 95% C.L. 

In the absence of discovery of the top quark, the experiment measures the 
upper limit on the production cross-section, which is compared with the theoretical 
prediction to obtain a limit on the top quark mass. Both the mass and the production 
cross-section will be measured when the top quark is discovered. 

Precise measurements of the W and Z masses, along with other Standard 
Model tests, imply that the top quark mass is less than about 200 GeV/c s [6]. It has 
been suggested that the top quark may play a fundamental role in the breaking of 
electroweak symmetries [7]. 

In the '92 to '93 Run, scheduled to begin in April 1992, we expect to have 
6 to 25 times more data. There will also be detector upgrades such as larger muon 
chamber coverage, and a Silicon Vertex Detector near the collision point, both of 
which will improve the detector's ability to identify the 6-quarks that arise in tt 
events. While the constraints on the top quark mass will be improved with more 
precise measurement of the W mass, CDF should be able to explore the full range 
of Mlop allowed by the Standard Model. We expect in this next Run to find more 
candidate events to confirm the existence of the top quark. In the longer term, we 
will obtain high precision measurements of the W mass and the top quark mass which 
will provide stringent tests of the Standard Model. 



2 B physics 

In the '89 data, 30,000 e+A' events, 3000 J/xfr+X events, and 900 e/t events 
have been reconstructed. The events in these samples are predominantly from the 
decays of 5-quarks. The ft-quark events with two leptons, in particular, have small 
backgrounds and are easily reconstructed. With these samples, we have obtained 
measurements of B°B mixing, 6-quark and B meson production cross-sections, and 
searches for At —» i>\ and B —» /i/i. These results indicate the tremendous potential 
for b physics to be explored at Fermilab. 

The phenomenon of mixing, in which a neutral meson transforms into its 
antiparticle via flavor-changing weak interactions, can provide constraints on the el
ements of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Early evidence of B°B mixing 
was observed at the CERN pp collider [8] and at e + e~ colliders [9, 10]. Recent 
measurements have been made at CERN [11]. 

Neutral B mesons, B%(bd) and B°(bs), may be produced in the reaction pp —> 
bb —> BB + X, where B (B) refers to all 6 (&) flavored hadrons. In the absence of 
mixing, the direct semi-leptonic decay of a BB pair results in a pair of leptons with 
opposite charges. The B° or B meson may undergo mixing, B° —* B or vice versa, 
and subsequently decay semi-leptonically, resulting in a like-sign pair. The magnitude 
of mixing is determined from the relative rate of like-sign di-lepton pairs 

N(M) + Njt-t-) 

where t can be an e . j i o i r lepton. The probability of B°B mixing can be expressed 
as 

probjb-tW - > B ° - > / + ) 
* ~ proi(« -» **) 

where the leptons can come from both direct and sequential B decays and the de
nominator includes all possible hadrons formed with the b quark. We determine % 
using our measured value of R and a Monte Carlo calculation of the contribution 
from other processes. 

In a sample of 900 e/i events, the like-sign to opposite-sign charge ratio R 
is measured to be 0.556 ± 0.048 (stat) iS;SJ| (sys). In the absence of mixing, the 
expected value of R would be 0.23 ± 0.06. The corresponding number for 212 ee 
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events is 0.573 ± 0.116 (stat) ±0.047 (sys) with an expected non-mixing value of 
0.24 ± 0.07. The observed excess in R leads to a combined determination [12] of 

X = 0.176 ± 0.031 (stat+sys) ± 0.032 (model), 

where the last uncertainty is due to Monte Carlo modeling. The muon PT spectra 
for the data and for Monte Carlo with the determined mixing and background are 
shown in Figure 2.1, for like-sign and opposite-sign e/i events separately. 

The value of x determined above is averaged over all B mesons and baryons 
that may be produced in an event. These include neutral mesons such as B% and B° 
which transform into their own antiparticles via mixing and charged B mesons and 
baryons which do not undergo mixing. Our results are comparable and consistent 
with recent measurements of B°B mixing by UA1 and LEP experiments [11]. 

The measurement of 6-quark production provides a test of QCD calculations 
and may allow a determination of gluon distribution. The bottom quarks can be 
identified through their semileptonic decays into electrons, 6 —» eve. From the rate 
of production of pp —» e + X events, the production cross-sections are determined 
[13] to be 1150 ± 45, 210 ± 80, and 53 ± 21 nb, for 6-quarks produced with rapidity 
\y\ < 1.0 and PT > 15,23,32 GeV/c, respectively. From the observed pp -> e + 
D° + X events, the 6-quark production cross-section has also been determined to be 
450 ± 100(sSot.) ± 130(«ja<.) nb for i-quarks with PT > 19 GeV/c. A sample of fully 
reconstructed B mesons with the decay B* —» J/ifiK* —» / t + p _ / f : t has provided 
measurement [14] of the B meson and 6 quark production cross-sections. We obtain 
a(B-) = 3.0 ± 1.0(stat.) ± l.0(ayst.) pb for B~ mesons with and PT > 9.0 GeV/c, 
and 

a(b) = 6.1 ± 1.9(stat.) ± 2.\{sysl.) /«b for PT{b) > 11.5 GeV/c, \y\ < 1.0. 

The 6-quark production cross-sections are shown in Figure 2.2. 

In the '92-'93 Run, we expect 10* reconstructed B —» lepton + X events, 
105 events with B -> J/i/> + X, and 50,000 events with 66 -» e/i. CDF should be 
able to observe B. (—» Jj^> + 4>) and Bc, to search for rare B decays, and to measure 
B lifetimes. We hope to measure the time dependence of the B,B° mixing. Major 
upgrades are planned for both the accelerator and CDF after the 1992-1993 Run. 
Experience in the next two years will be very valuable towards the long term goal of 
measuring CP violation in B'B" system. 
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3 Electro-Weak Measurements 

CDF has obtained numerous measurements [15] of the production and decay 
properties of W and Z bosons of the electro-weak interaction. One example is the 
determination of the mass of the W boson [16] to be 

Mw = 79.91 ± 0.39 GeV/c 2. 

The radiative correction to Mw depends on various parameters, but is most sensitive 
to Mlop. In Figure 3.1, Mw as a function of Mto, is shown for three values of Mmga,. 
We hope to achieve a precision on Mw measurement of ±0.1 GeV/c* with 100 p b - 1 

by '93, and ±0.05 GeV/c 2 with 1000 pb~ l by the year 2000. 

Extensions of the Standard Model, such as grand unified theories and left-right 
symmetric models, may contain new vector bosons Z' and VI". We have searched for 
pp —t Z' -* ee or up. events. The measured lepton pair invariant mass distribution, 
shown in Figure 3.2, is in excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo prediction for 
Dreil-Yan production of dileptons from Z" decay and from virtual photon i' decay. 
The 95 % CL limit on o(Z') • Bit a s * function of Z' mass is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Also shown is the predicted <r(Z') • Bit for a Z' with Standard Model couplings. We 
obtain [18] a lower limit on the Z' mass, 

Mz. > 412 GeV/c 2 (at 95% CL). 

Similarly, we have searched for pp —» W —» ev or p.v events. The measured 
transverse mass M? distribution, shown in Figure 3.4, is in excellent agreement 
with the Monte Carlo prediction for the production and semileptonic decay of the VI' 
boson. The 95 % CL limit on «r(H") • B{„ as a function of transverse mass is shown 
in Figure 3.5. Also shown is <r(\V) - B;„ for a VI" with Standard Model couplings. 
We find J19] for a II" with Standard Model couplings, 

Mw > 520 GeV/c* (at 95% CL). 

In the '92- '93 Run, CDF will begin to probe the gauge couplings in the Stan
dard Model from measurement of vector boson pair production. Gauge theories pre
dict dramatic cancellation of diagrams in the production of WyW~ pairs. The 
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Wf production probes the magnetic moment of the W boson. The Z-f production 
provides a test of Z boson compositeness. Tens of events for each of these vector 
boson pairs may be expected in the next two years, accumulating to hundreds in a 
few years. 

4 Exotics 

With more statistics in the future, we will also continue to search [17] for 
other new particles: charged Higgs H±, new vector boson V —» WW, and particles 
in theories with supersymmetry (SUSY). Any discovery of such exotics would lead us 
beyond the Standard Model. 

If lepton and quark are composite particles that have common consituents, an 
effective (contact) lepton-quark interaction [20] 

would cause a flattening of the dilepton mass distribution at high mass in the process 
qq —» t+t~. Based on the absence of electron events with M > 200 GeV, we place 
limits on the scale of such an effective interaction. At 95 % CL, we find [21] 

A£L > 2.2 TeV, A j t > 1.7 TeV 

where the scale A corresponds to a left-left electron-quark coupling, and the — (+) 
sign corresponds to constructive (destructive) interference with the dominant u-quark. 
Similarly for muons, our 95 % CL limits on a muon-quark compositeness scale are 

A£ t > 1.6 TeV, A+ t > 1.4 TeV. 

For the quark-quark interaction, qq -* qq, we obtain [21] the limit on the quark 
compositeness scale 

A c > 1.4 TeV (95 % C.L.) 

from the inclusive jet ET spectrum (Figure 5.1). The Compton wavelength corre
sponding to this limit is < 1.4x 10"1 T cm. 
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5 QCD tests 

For tests of QCD, CDF has studied inclusive jet |21], multi-jet [22, 23), and 
direct isolated photon productions [24], fragmentation, and as. As an example, 
Figure 5.1 shows the excellent agreement in jet ET distributions between CDF data 
and the QCD prediction. The search for quark compositeness will continue and we 
will also measure quark and gluon distributions inside the proton. 

In QCD, at lowest order, prompt photon production is dominated by the 
Compton process (gq -»-yq), which is sensitive to the gluon distribution of the proton. 
Prompt photons are produced in the initial collision, in contrast to photons produced 
by decays of hadrons. We measure prompt photons in a previously unexplored range 
of fractional momentum (.016 < x < .070). 

A prompt photon candidate is an isolated cluster in the central EM calorimeter 
with no charged track pointing at the cluster. The only significant background sources 
are the decays of the neutral mesons x° and n into photons. We employ two methods 
for statistically subtracting the neutral meson background from our photon candi
dates: the profile method uses the transverse profile of the electromagnetic shower 
and the conversion method counts electron-positron pairs from photon conversions. 

The isolated prompt photon cross-section is shown in Figure 5.2. Here we 
present the profile method in the low PT region (14 < PT < 40 GeV/c) and the con
version method in the high PT region (28 < PT < 68 GeV/c). The two methods agree 
in the region in which they overlap. The inner error bars are the statistical uncertainty 
and the outer error bars are the PT dependent part of the systematic uncertainty com
bined in quadrature with the statistical uncertainty. The PT independent component 
of the systematic uncertainty is shown as the normalization uncertainty separately 
for each of the two methods. 

In Figure 5.2 our measurements are compared to a next to leading order QCD 
calculation (251 using a single set of parlon distributions [26] at a renormalization scale 
It - PT. The QCD prediction changes by less than 30% when the parton distributions 
are varied among commonly used sets; it decreases (increases) by 12% when the 
renormalization scale is doubled (halved). The calculation includes the experimental 
isolation cut. The measured cross-section agrees qualitatively with QCD calculations 
but has a steeper slope at low PT. Data acquired at the CERN pp collider [27] 
(yfs - 630 GeV) show similar behavior. One possible cause of the difference between 
the data and the QCD calculation is the bremsstraklung process [28, 29), in which a 
final state quark radiates a photon, prevalent at low PT. 



6 Summary 

CDF has performed extensive searches for the top quark, measurement of 
properties of the 6-quaik and of Z and W bosons, and tests of QCD. The physics 
results from the '89 data are already very interesting and provide indications of great 
physics to be harvested in the future. A lower limit on the top quark mass of 91 
GeV/c 2 has been obtained at the 95 % confidence level, assuming Standard Model 
charged current decays for the top quark. CDF will most likely discover the top quark 
in about two years of data collection. In the next two years, we expect a lot more 
events for numerous types of physics, due to 25 times more beam luminosity, and 
improvement to the detector. In the longer term, with "Main Injector" upgrade to 
the accelerator and further improvements to the detector, our goals are precise mea
surement of properties of the top and bottom quarks, and of the other fundamental 
parameters in the Standard Model, and searches for new physics beyond the Standard 
Model. Physics at Fermilab should be very exciting for the next 10 years. 
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HERA STATUS 
MXeenen 

Dcutschcs Elekrroncn-Syiichrciron DESY, Hamburg 

ABSTRACT 

The construction phase of the electron-proton collider HERA at DESV in Hamburg has been 
completed and the accelerator is now being commissioned. In this talk we will review the status 
of the accelerator and the detectors as of late January 1992. 

INTRODUCTION 

The electron proton colliding beam facility HERA (1-4) which is now under 
commissioning has two distinct features. It is the first electron proton collider ever and it has 
been built within the framework of a novel form of international collaboration, where 
institutions in Canada, China, CSFR, France, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, United Kingdom 
and the USA have contributed either technical components built at home or skilled manpower. 

It is also the first time that large scale production of superconducting magnets has been 
carried out by industry. 

HERA consists of two independent accelerators designed to store respectively 820 GeV 
protons and 30 GeV electrons and to collide the two counterrotating beams head on in four 
interaction points spaced uniformly around its 6.3 km long circumference. The main parameters 
of the HERA rings are listed in Table 1 and the layout of the accelerator complex is depicted in 
Fig. I. 

The HERA project was authorized in April 1984 and its construction completed in 
November 1990 in accordance with the original time schedule. 

Fig. 1 - The layout of HERA. 
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Table 1: General Parameters 
Noainal energy •20 30 EeV 
Polarization t i e * 20 • i n 
Luminosity l . Jx lO 3 1 C.-V 1 

Space between 2H Qu;. 15 • 
Interaction points 4 
Crossing antlo 0 wad 
Circuaftrcncc 6336 
Magnetic f i e U 4.60 0.165 T 
Nuaber of part ic l ts 2.1 0.0 1 0 1 3 

Nuabcr of bunchts 210 
Injection energy 40 14 GeV 
F i l l ing t i n * 20 IS • i n 

V y " , P -
o z at I .P. 
Energy loss/turn 

0.20/0.07 0.26/0.02 am V y " , P -
o z at I .P. 
Energy loss/turn 

110 8.0 •a 
V y " , P -
o z at I .P. 
Energy loss/turn 6.24x10*6 127 (lev 
Circumferential RF 
vol tags 0.2/2.4 260 m 
RF-frcquency 52.033/2M.13 409.776 MHZ 
RF-power 1 13.2 m 
Refrigerator 21.0 Ul ( isothenul at 4.3IC) 

SO g/s lig.Be 
60 kU 140 K - 80 K) 

Two general purpose detectors HI (5) and ZEUS (6) have been constructed and installed. 
We expect that the experimental program will get underway in the summer of 1992. 

THE PREACCELERATORS 

The layout of the HERA preaccelerators is shown in fig.2. 

Fig.2 - Layout of the HERA preacL l̂erators. 
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The electron (positron) injection complex is based on available accelerators. Electrons 
(positrons) from a 500 MeV linear accelerator are injected into a small storage ring, 
accumulated into a 60 mA single bunch, injected on axis into DESY II, accelerated to 7 GeV 
and transferred to the modified PETRA I] ring. This is repeated at a rate of I2.S Hz until 
PETRA II has been filled with 70 bunches each with 0.4-Ell electrons (positrons) spaced 
28.8 m apart as in HERA, which are then injected into the HERA main ring. This is repeated 2 
times until HERA has been filled with 210 bunches. The expected IS min filling time of the 
electron ring is dominated by the cycle time of PETRA II. The threshold for multibunch 
instabilities in PETRA II has recently been raised from 2.6 mA to the design current of 58 mA, 
by using a new longitudinal and transverse feedback system (7). 

A whole new chain of preaccelerators has been built in order to inject protons into 
HERA. 

The 50 MeV linear accelerator for negatively charged hydrogen ions is in routine 
operation and delivers a 6 mA beam with a normalized 95% emittance of 3.3 Ttmm mrad 
horizontally, 5.7 Jtmm mrad vertically, and a momentum spread of ± 0.1%. 

The negatively charged hydrogen ions are stripped upon their injection into DESY III. 
After a multiturn injection, protons are captured into 11 buckets, spaced 28.8 m apart as in 
HERA, accelerated to 7.5 GeV, and transferred to PETRA II. The design intensity of 1.1 -E12 
protons can be injected and accumulated in DESY III with high efficiency, and nearly 0.7 E12 
protons reach 7.5 GeV. The main loss occurs at flat bottom and is associated with space-charge 
blow up, field non-linearities and inefficiencies in the rf capture of the coasting beam. A 
transverse instability is also observed in the early part of the cycle. Associated with the early 
beam loss is a reduction in emittance. During acceleration the normalized transverse emittance 
grows by roughly a factor of 3. The longitudinal emittance at 7 GeV is 0.16 eVs in rough agree
ment with the design value. 

The maximum number of 70 bunches has been accumulated in PETRA II and 
accelerated to the final energy of 40 GeV. The lifetime which was 1 hr at 7.5 GeV increased to 
more than 10 hrs at 40 GeV. The cycle time of 5 min is limited by the tune shift caused by eddy 
currents in the thick aluminium vacuum chamber. The tune shift is measured in real time using 
a fast Q-measuring system (8). It is compensated by varying the current in two distributed 
quadrupole circuits. 

COMMISSIONING OF THE ELECTRON RING 

While the first run of the electron ring in August 1988 was mainly used to commission 
technical components, a second run in September 1989 focussed on the performance of the ring. 
In this run beam currents of 3 mA could be injected, accelerated to 27.5 GeV and stored with a 
life-time of several hours. 

The maximum electron energy of 27.5 GeV was limited by the maximum available rf 
voltage. In May and June 1991 a set of 12 four cell 500 MHz superconducting cavities 
assembled pairwise into 6 cryostats has been installed. 

These cavities (9) have been industrially produced from high purity niobium (RRR=300). 
At the design current of 58 mA the gradient is limited to 2.05 MV/m due to the 100 kW power 
rating of the input coupler. Without beam all cavities reached 5 MV/m. The design Q value of 
2-10 could not be reached in all cases, due to the presence of Nb H precipitation on the Nb 

x y 
surface. 
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In the same period a longitudinal and transverse damping system similar to the tested 
PETRAII system was installed as well as the polarimeter needed to measure the asymmetry of 
back- scattered laserlight. Also the common electron- proton vacuum system in the straight 
section was completed. 

The 6 week installation period was followed by a 6 weeks run of the electron ring. The 
status of the electron ring commissioning is summarized below: 

The injection efficiency into HERA at 13 GeV was 93%. 

The electron beam was ramped to 30.3 GeV with the superconducting cavities providing 
37 MV or nearly 1/3 of the required circumferential voltage. The superconducting cavity 
system worked very reliably. The maximum gradient during the period was 4 MV/m (at 
a beam current of less than 5 mA), limited by the available klystron power of 550 kW. 

The maximum single bunch current was 2.49 mA, nearly a factor of 10 above its design 
value. 

The maximum current in a multibunch mode without the feedback system was 6 mA in 
30 bunches limited by horizontal instabilities. The feedback system could be tested on 
single bunches only and here it reduced the bunch damping time by a factor of 50. 
Therefore we expect to be able to reach the design current of W mA in 210 bunches. 

The poiarimeter was commissioned and a series of measurements of the azimulhal 
asymmetry of back scattered laser light using a tungsten scintillator sandwich counter 
was carried out. A first transverse electron polarization signal of (8±1)% has been 
observed (10). f 

The vertical dispersion after orbit corrections was 15 cm, corresponding to 5% vertical 
coupling. Note that the rms closed orbit deviation was on the order of 0.7 mm. 

The dynamical aperture was 9 Jimm mrad, corresponding to 11.9 standard deviations at 
35 GeV. 

THE HERA PROTON RING 

The installation of the proton ring components (including the helium distribution system) 
was completed by November 1990, roughly 6 1/2 years after authorization and in accordance 
with the original time schedule. The cryogenic system and the superconducting magnets are the 
most challenging components of HERA. I will first describe the staius and the performance of 
these components and then discuss the results obtained during the first commissioning runs. 

The Refrigeration System 

The central refrigerator is located on the DESY site. It is subdivided into three identical 
plants each providing 6.6 kW isothermally at 4.3 K, 20.4 g liquid helium per second and 20 kW 
at 40 K to 80 K. 

The cryogenic plant is very reliable, each of the three coldboxes has run for about 
15000 hrs. 

Liquid helium and 40 K helium gas are supplied by a fourfold transferline to precoolers 
and feedboxes which are installed at the ends of each octant. The same transferline is used to 
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return helium gas of 4.6 K and of 80 K to the refrigerator. In the case of a quench the warm gas 
from the quenched magnets is fed through a safety valve to a ring line which returns the gas to 
the storage vessels at a pressure up to 20 bar. A detailed description of the cryogenic system and 
its performance can be found elsewhere (11). Here we only summarize the main results. 

Of the IS tons of helium stored in the magnets and in the transferlines some 5 tons have 
been consumed last year, mainly because of the testing of the superconducting magnets and of 
the helium distribution system. 

The north half ring was cooled down to the operating temperature of 4.4 K by mid 
October 1990, the south half ring by mid December. The cooldown time of 140 hrs was 
determined by the condition that mechanical stresses caused by the temperature gradient within 
a magnet should be limited to 100 MPa - a factor of two below the critical values. All octants 
can be cooled down in parallel. A typical cooldown profile is shown in Fig. 3. 

18 36 52 (dipole*) -

J L J_ JL 

1 52 

20 iO 60 80 100 120 U0 
—— iime [hours] 

Fig. 3 - Cooldown profile of a HERA octant 

During Christmas the He plant was shut down and the magnet temperature rose from 
4.4 K to 150 K. Since the middle of January the ring has been kept at 4.4 K until the middle of 
December 1991. Instabilities or pressure oscillations have not been observed during more than 
8000 hrs of operation. 

Semiconductor temperature sensors are installed in the single-phase helium volume of 
each dipole, allowing to monitor the temperature with a precision of 0.02 K. A first 
measurement of the heat load, using these monitors (see Fig.4) at a known mass flow, yielded a 
heat load of 5.1 kW at 4.4 K and 28.5 kW at the shield level for the whole ring, including 
transferlines and feedboxes. These values compare favourable to the proposal values. The heat 
leak of the magnets alone is 3.6 kW at 4.4 K and 19.6 kW at the shield level, in excellent 
agreement with heat load measurements on single magnets. 

At a current of 5020 A an additional heat load of 21 W at 4.4 K per octant was observed. 
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Ramping the magnets at the nominal rate of 10 A/s led to a heat load of 80 W per octant at 
4.4 K. 
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Fig. 4 - The temperature distribution measured in the dipoles along an octant. The re-cooling 
of the one-phase flow by heat exchange with the two- phase flow is clearly seen. The 
temperature rise seen at the octant intet is caused by the heat leak of the main current lead. 

The Superconducting Magnets 

A total of 1819 superconducting magnets and correction coils has been installed in the 
HERA proton ring. In the arcs the superconducting magnets are arranged in 104 cells with an 
ordering shown in Fig. S. 

47.102m 

D QX D D QY D 

D en en i i i n i en D 
I qx.sx CX 

lOpole 12pote 
qx.sx J , qy-sy CY I qy.sy 

K)pole 1Zpde 

Fig. 5 - A unit cell of the proton ring. D: main dipole; QX, QY: main quadrupoles, qx, qy: 
quadrupole correction coils, sx, sy: sextupole correction coils, CX, CY: correction dipoles. In 
addition, there are 10-pole and 12-pole correction coils. 

The design (12) and the performance (13) of the magnets have been reported elsewhere. 
Here we just summarize the main results. The industrial production of superconducting magnets 
was a success. During series production, DESY received an average of 8 dipoles and 6 qua-
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drupoles per week, exceeding the contractual rates. Out of 449 dipoles and 246 quadrupoles, 
only 5 magnets were rejected, four of which had shortened windings and one a bad spot in the 
superconductor. 

All magnets were tested at liquid helium temperature and the results can be summarized 
as follows: 

The number of excitation cycles needed to reach the short sample current limit is plotted 
in Fig. 6 both for the dipole and the quadnipole magnets. 
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Fig. 6 - Number of excitation cycles needed to reach the short sample limit. 

Nearly 93% of the magnets reached the critical current at the first or second excitation 
cycle. 

The number of dipole and quadrupole magnets versus the maximum quench current at an 
ambient temperature of 4.75 K is plotted in Fig. 7. 

Quadrupoles 
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Fig. 7 - The distribution of dipole and quadrupole magnets versus the quench current. 
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Adjusted to an operating temperature of 4.4 K the average quench current was 
(6900±130)A for the dipoles and (7840±16D)A for the quadruples. Only magnets with a quench 
current above 6500 A were installed in HERA. 

The field quality of both the dipole and the quadmpole magnets is better than specified. 

The strength of the multipole coefficients at 5000 A is plotted in Fig. 8. At 5000 A the 
contribution of the persistent current multipoles can be neglected. The good agreement between 
the measured and predicted multipole values shows that the required precision of 10-20 ftm in 
the coil dimensions has been met. 
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Fig. 8 - The average values of the normal multipole coefficients for 436 dipole magnets and 
246 quadrupole magnets at 5000 A. The strength of the integrated multipole field at a radius of 
2.5 cm is normalized to the strength of the integrated dipole field respectively the integrated 
quadrupole field. 

The field integrals of the dipole magnets produced in Italy and Germany differ system
atically by 0.19%, the field integrals of the quadrupoles produced in France and Germany by 
0.12%. Among the dipoles from one vendor the rms variation is 0.05%. The integrated 
quadrupole gradient has an rms spread of 0.085%. 

Commissioning of the Proton Ring 

During the summer of 1990 the first octant was cooled down and operated at liquid 
helium temperature for several months. A 7 GeV positron beam was injected and passed through 
the 632 m long octant without the use of steering coils. To minimize the effects of the persistent 
current sextupole the magnets were - prior to injection - cycled in temperature from 4.4 K to 
20 K and back to 4.4 K and then excited to a predetermined maximum before setting the current 
corresponding to a 7 GeV beam. This procedure reduced the sextupole field in the dipoles by 
almost two orders of magnitude. The positron beam was used to calibrate the beam position 
monitors and to measure the optical parameters of the octant which were found to be in 
agreement with the predictions. 

After a careful test of the quench protection system the magnets were powered to 6000 A 
which corresponds to a proton energy of 980 GeV. Induced quenches in single magnets at 
currents up to 5600 A and a current decay time of 18 s (300A/s) did not cause the quench to 
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propagate. 

The magnets could be ramped at the nominal rate of 10 A/s and powered at 5027 A 
without a spontaneous quench. Finally, all magnets in the octant were quenched simultaneously 
at 6000 A. No helium was lost and operation continued after 6 hours. 

The first test run with the completed proton ring started on Match 4th and continued 
through April 1991. The first three weeks in March were used to activate the interlock system 
and complete the first commissioning of the 400 power supplies needed to run HERA. In 
parallel a 40 GeV proton beam was extracted from PETRA and transferred to the injection 
septum magnet of HERA. In the last week of March a 7 GeV positron beam was injected into 
HERA and used to adjust the timing of the beam position monitors. The magnets were tem
perature- and current-cycled to erase any persistent current sextupotes. The horizontal correction 
dipoles were used to compensate for the different bending strengths of the two groups of 
dipoles. After commissioning of the complex synchronization system between PETRA and 
HERA the beam was threaded around the HERA ring and several turns could be obtained using 
a few correctors only. 

An image of the injected beam and the overlap of five turns on a screen positioned at the 
septum magnet is shown in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9 - Images of the injected beam (right spot) and of 5 successive turns (left spot) on a 
screen close to the septum magnets. The distance between the spots is 3 cm. 

During HERA commissioning PETRA could deliver a single proton bunch every 5 to i0 
minutes with intensities varying between I E 9 to 3-E10 per bunch. The normalized 2<x 
transverse emittance was about 157 mm mrad in both planes in agreement with the design 
value. The observed longitudinal emittance of 0.3eVs is 50% larger than the design value. 

A coasting beam was obtained after orbit corrections. Turning on the 52 MHz rf system 
resulted in a stored beam with a lifetime of 30 s. The commissioning was greatly eased by the 
excellent performance of the beam position monitors (15). The tune measurement system (8) 
and the beam profile monitors (16) also worked immediately. Fig. 10 shows a measured beam 
profile. 
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Fig. 10 - Beam profile measured with die residual gas monitor. Full width at half height is 
13.8 mm. 

After correcting a few faulty magnet connections the measured injection optics was 
found to be in reasonable (20%) agreement with the predictions. Towards the end of the first run 
beam lifetimes on the order of 30 min. were obtained at a working point Q=Q-1=31.19. 

x y 
The next run of the proton ring starting at the end of July was first focussed on the 

influence of persistent current multipoles at injection energy on the performance of the proton 
ring. 

At the low injection field of HERA the persistent current multipoles (14,17) are large as 
shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11 - The average values of the normal multipole coefficients for 436 dipole magnets and 
246 quadrupole magnets at injection field. The strength of the integrated multipole field at a 
radius of 2.5 cm is normalized to the strength of the integrated dipole, respectively the 
integrated quadrupole field. 

However, the strength of the persistent current muhipoles vary little from magnet to 
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1 the required strength of the correction elements at injection and 
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Fig. 12 - Persistent current sextupole strength at 2.5 cm in units of 10 of the dipole field 
measured with a rotating coil in the reference magnet and plotted versus the dipole field in units 
of Tesla. Data from several magnet cycles are plotted. 

a „„~ T h e r e f l^S chromaticity of some 250 units at the injection energy is in good 
agreement with the values derived from the magnetic measurements g 

™;i* A f t e i a c a J e f l S c o m Pe n s a , <on of the persistent current multipoles using the correction 
coils wound on the beam pipe and adjusting the working point to QX=Q -l=31.29Tbeam 
lifetime of more than 3 hrs was obtained at 40 GeV. y 

•> m , m I ^ . J n j e C i ' ° ? ep'ency w a s "early 100%. The geometric acceptance was greater than 
I S , ' f d t h e d ^ a m , C •«*P««* w a * greater than 0.8 amm mrad. We exricTtnat the 
dynamic acceptance will be improved by a more careful tuning of the multipole correctors 

m m . , , i ^ e , h y S c o n ^ l u d e t h a l t h e persistent current multipoles are well compensated by the 
correction system and that a ratio of 20 between injection and final proton energ^does not seem 
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to degrade the proton ring performance. 

The next step was then to ramp and store the beam at collision energies. In this running 
period the current in the superconducting main magnet chain was limited to 3000A, 
corresponding to a proton energy of 480 GeV, due to an overvoltage to ground induced by 
switching the external resistors into the main circuit during a beam dump. 

Because of the long time constant of the main superconducting magnet circuit the 
instantaneous value of the magnetic field in the dipole reference magnet powered in series with 
the main circuit was used to derive a reference signal for all other energy dependent systems. 

The acceleration cycle proceeds in two steps; the beam is injected at 40 GeV and then 
accelerated to 300 GeV. At 300 GeV the optics of the ring is changed from injection to 
luminosity conditions and then the beam is accelerated to 480 GeV and stored. In the switch 
from injection to luminosity conditions the maximum value of the /3-functions change from 
270 m to 1000 m. No loss of intensity occured during this changeover. 

During these first acceleration cycles the transverse proton beam emittance grew by a 
factor of two and the longitudinal beam emittance by roughly 20% between 40 GeV and 
480 GeV. Some 20% of the beam intensity is also lost in the first part of the acceleration cycle. 
The vertical tunes are stable to better than 0.01 during the acceleration cycle. The measured 
proton beam lifetime for a single bunch with 25% of the design intensity is greater than 20 days. 

The first HERA proton ring commissioning runs were rather successful. Both the super
conducting magnet system and the helium refrigeration system were reliable and caused little 
downtime. The quench protection system worked very reliably, only very few real or spurious 
quenches occurred during the commissioning period. The beam vacuum in the cold arcs was 
better than E l 1 mbar. In the warm straight section East, which had been baked out in situ at 
250 Grad C, the vacuum was a few E-ll mbar. In the remaining three straight sections the 
vacuum was a few E-8 mbar. These sections are baked out during the present shutdown. The 
beam dump system did not fire spuriously during the whole period and worked every time 
needed. 

After completing this first step in the commissioning of the proton ring in early October 
the electron ring was turned on and both accelerators operated simultaneously. After some 
corrections to compensate for the small coupling between the two accelerators single electron 
and proton bunches were collided for the first time on October 19th. 

The following strategy was adopted to bring the two counter rotating bunches into 
collisions. The beams were first centered transversely using beam position monitors located ± 
7 m from the interaction point. Then to insure that the bunches collided in the interaction point 
North and South the proton rf frequency was locked to the electron rf frequency and the 
arrival time of the bunches observed on a monitor located in interaction point east was used to 
adjust the phase such that the bunches collided in the interaction points North and South. 

The luminosity was measured using the reaction e+p-e+y<-p with the electron and photon 
detected in coincidence. The arrangement of the luminosity monitors is shown in Fig. 13. 

A scatter plot of the electron energy versus the photon energy as measured with the 
ZEUS luminosity monitor (18) is shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 13 - The layout of the luminosity detectors designed to monitor the reaction e+p-*+y+p. 
Note the different scale along and transverse to the beam. 
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Fig. 14 - Scatter plot of the final state electron energy versus the photon energy, measured with 
the ZEUS luminosity detector. 

The first collisions between a 12 GeV electron bunch and a 480 GeV proton bunch were 
observed on October 19 and the luminosity measured using the HI luminosity detector (19). The 
ey coincidence rate and the single rates are plotted in Fig. 15 versus time. 
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Rg. 15 - The ey coincidence rate and the rate in a Cerenkov water counter is plotted versus 
time for the HI luminosity detector. The sharp rise in rate coincides with the start of collisions. 

The clear rise in the counting rates coincides with the start of collisions. During the 
collision period the proton beam lifetime decreased from 72 hrs to some 3 hrs. The measured 

9 i 
luminosity was 1-E26cm s" in good agreement with the value predicted based on the 
measured beam intensities and the derived beam sizes and corresponded to a proton beam tune 
shift of roughly 0.0005. 

The electron-photon coincidence rate measured by the ZEUS luminosity monitor during 
the collisions between 26 GeV electron bunch and 480 GeV proton bunch is plotted in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16 - The electron-photon coincidence rate as measured with the ZEUS detector as a 
function of time. 



A clear step in the coincidence rate is observed when the timing between the electron 
and the proton bunch is adjusted for collisions. The observed peak luminosity is about 

-2 -1 7-E27cm s in good agreement with predictions. The luminosity lifetime of initially 2 hrs can 
be increased to 10 hrs by increasing the electron beam spot size to closer match that of the 
protons. The observed proton beam tune shift is roughly 50% of the assumed value of 0.0011. 
Early in December, at the end of the last coram. Zoning period, first attempts of multibunch 
operation (10 of each kind separated by 96 ns) we.; undertaken. A peak luminosity of about 

-1 -1 3 - E28 cm s was observed. 

protons. 
We thus conclude that no principle problems arise during the collisions of electrons with 

STATUS OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

Detector Requirements 

In a deep inelastic election-proton interaction the incoming electron interacts directly 
with one of the quarks in the proton by means of a spacelike current, charged or neutral. The 
struck quark will materialize as one or several jets of hadrons whose momentum components 
transverse to the beam axis have to be balanced by the transverse momentum of the final state 
electron (or neutrino). The remains of the proton will appear as a sharply collimated jet of 
hadrons travelling along the initial proton direction. A simulated electron proton event is shown 
in Fig. 17. The kinematic variables can be determined from a measurement of the energy and 
direction of either the final state electron or the current jet. Thus the basic requirement is that 
the detector can measure single electrons and hadron jets with good resolution, both in space 
and in energy, over nearly 4it. 

The energy of the hadron jet varies between 820 GeV in the forward direction (incident 
proton direction) to roughly 30 GeV in the backward direction. It is thus clear that a high 
resolution, finely grained 4JC calorimeter is the cornerstone of a general purpose detector at 
HERA. Since the ratio i f to I T in a jet varies from event to event, it is crucial that the 
calorimeter has the same response to showering as to non-showering particles. 

qje1 = 
ISOGtV 

Fig. 17 - The topology of a typical deep inelastic electron-proton event. 

New particles produced in the collision may reveal themselves through their semileptonic 
decay modes. The detector must thus be able to identify leptons travelling within the hadron jet 
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and to determine the charge sign of the lepton. 

For both HI and ZEUS the propenies of various detector elements are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Properties of HI and ZEUS 

HI ZEUS 
Size 12 x 10 x 15 m 3 11.6x 10.8 x 20 m 3 

Polar angle 0.7°-175° 1 0 * b e a m 1 7 6 ° 
Solenoid 
Field 1.2 T 1.8 T 
Diameter 5.6 m 1.72 m 
Length 5.75 m 2.8 m 
Central Tracking ll<r<85cm 10<r<85 cm 
Resolution otp)/p 0.003 p 0.002 pe 0.002 
Electromagnetic lead plates 2.4 mm Uranium plates 3.3 mm 
calorimeter liquid Argon 2.5 mm Scintillator 2.6 mm 
Thickness 20 - 30 X„ o 27 - 32 XQ 

Tower size 3 x 3 - 8 x 8 cm 2 5 x 20 cm 2 

Long.segmentation 3 - 4 1 
Resolution (0.10/VE) « 0.01 (0.18 / JE) m 0.01 
Harlrnnir calorimeter steel plates 16mm Uranium plates 3.3mm 

liquid Argon 2x2.5nun Scintillator 2.6mm 
Response e/h 1, by weighting 1 inherent 
Thickness t 4 - 7 - 8 * ^ <4-7-«*a» 
Size 8x 8 -20x20 cm2 20 x 20 cm 2 

Long.segmentation 4 - b 2 
Resolution (0.45 / JE) © 0.01 (0.35 /^E)« 0.01 
Tail catcher 4 5 * a b s 4*abs 
Electron-pion 
separation 10 4 -10 5 4 5 10 - 10 with silicon pads 

Myon-pion separation 103 103 

en errors added in quadrature 
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Fig. 18: Cut of the HI detector along the beam. 
1. Low 6-quadrupoles; 2. Central tracking detector; 
3. Forward tracking chambers and transition radiation detectors; 
4. Electromagnetic calorimeter; 5. Hadronic calorimeter; 
6. Superconducting coil: 7. Compensating Solenoid; 8. He-feedbox; 
9. Muon chambers; 10. Instrumented iron; 11. Toroid magnet; 

12. Backward e.m. calorimeter; 13. Forward calorimeter; 
14. Concrete Shielding; 15. Liquid Argon system 
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THE HI DETECTOR 

A vertical cut of the HI detector along the beam direction is shown in Fig. 18. 

The HI electromagnetic calorimeter is made of 2.4 mm thick lead plates spaced 2.5 mm 
apart and the hadronic calorimeter is made of 16 mm thick stainless steel plates with gaps of 
2 x 2.5 mm. Both calorimeters are read out using liquid Argon and are installed in a common 
cryostat. 

The liquid Argon read out allows naturally for a fine segmentation both transversely and 
longitudinally. Transversely, the tower size varies between 3 x 3 a n d 8 x 8 c m 2 i n t h e electro
magnetic calorimeter and between 8 x 8 and 2 0 x 2 0 c m 2 in the hadronic calorimeter. 
Longitudinally, the electromagnetic shower is sampled 3 to 4 times, the hadronic shower 4 to 6 
times. There is a total of 45000 independent segments in the detector. 

•M&dAgrC&H mosmdeiefljyiStVl 

Fig. 19 - a) Energy deposit of 50 GeV charged pions and electrons in the liquid argon 
calorimeter. 
b) Same as above, but after weighting the longitudinal energy deposit 
distribution. 
c) The unweighted and weighted energy deposit distribution of a 50 GeV charged 
pion beam. 
d) The unweighted and weighted energy deposit distribution of a 230 GeV 
charged pion beam. 
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A liquid Argon calorimeter has inherently a different response to showering and 
non-showering particles as shown in Fig. 19 for SO GeV charged pions and electrons incident on 
the detector. 

However, an electron or *° will deposit its energy over a very short distance compared to 
the 6 to 8 absorption lengths needed to contain the energy of a charged pion. The «° content of 
a jet can thus be identified by looking for "hot spots" in the longitudinal energy loss profile. 

By weighting the measured longitudinal energy loss profile, the HI group has achieved 
the same response to electrons and charged pions. Fig. 19 shows the unweighted and weighted 
distribution of the deposited energy for incident charged pions and electrons of 50 GeV and 
pions of 230 GeV. Note that the unweighted distributions are rather wide and non-gaussian. 
After the weighting correction the energy deposit has nearly a gaussian distribution. The energy 
resolution for hadronic showers contained in the calorimeter has improved and is now given by: 

otE) IB = 0 . 4 5 / y t e 0 . 0 1 . 

The calorimetry is completed by a forward hadron calorimeter made of copper absorber 
plates with silicon read-out and a backward electromagnetic lead scintillator sandwich 
calorimeter. 

The liquid Argon read-out can be operated in a magnetic field and the HI group has 
chosen to install the calorimeter inside the large superconducting coil, which produces a 1.2 T 
field over a length of 5.75 m and a diameter of 5.2 m. In the central region charged particles are 
being tracked using two jet chambers augmented by two z-drift chambers and two multiwire 
proportional chambers. In the forward direction the trajectories are measured using 3 sets of 
radial and planar drift chambers. Electrons are identified using transition radiation detectors 
intedeaved with tracking chambers. The trajectories of particles travelling in the backward 
direction are measured using multiwire proportional chambers. 

The calorimeters and the tracking detectors are enclosed and supported by an iron 
structure of 2200 tons which serves both as the return yoke of the magnet and as a hadronic 
backing calorimeter and muon-filter. The iron yoke is made of 7.5 cm thick iron plates 
interleaved with streamer tube chambers. 

The muons are identified and measured using three layers of chambers which are 
installed on both sides and in the middle of the iron structure. In the forward direction muons 
are detected in a muon spectrometer made of a magnetized iron toroid and drift chambers. 

The detector has been assembled and successfully operated for two cosmic ray test runs 
in April and December (991. 

All the inner tracking chambers have been installed and thoroughly tested. In the forward 
chambers a measured resolution (0) of 150 ftm has been achieved compared to the central 
chamber values of 190 /jm and 350 fim measured in r, ©, and z respectively. The chambers are 
fully operational except for some electronic channels which will be added in the spring of 1992. 

The liquid Argon calorimeter is also fully operational. There has been no measurable de
gradation of the Argon purity over a period of 6 months and the calibration has been stable to 
better than 0.5% over several months. The small equivalent 0 2 contamination of 0.4 ppm makes 
it possible to operate the chamber at 1500 V at full efficiency. Only 4.1% of the channels are 
operated at somewhat lower voltages resulting in a slightly reduced efficiency. 
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The calorimeter is now well understood, in particular the relative energy calibration 
between various units in the calorimeter is quite good. However, ep data are needed to reduce 
die error on the absolute energy calibration to a value below 5%. 

The backward electromagnetic calorimeter has been tested and installed. The measured 
energy resolution is between 2% and 3% for electrons between lOGeV and 30GcV. The 
ultimate resolution of \% can only be achieved using ep data. 

For triggering purposes the forward direction below 20° in production angle is covered 
by 3 planar and the central region between 25° and 155° by 2 cylindrical multiwire proportional 
chambers. Whereas the chambers in the central region are working reliably some 50% of the 
preamplifiers in the forward direction are now dead rendering it difficult to incorporate a 
forward track trigger. 

The forward muon spectrometer covers production angles between 3° and 17° and is 
designed to detect muons with momenta in the range 5 GeV/c to 200 GeV/c. The toroidal 
magnet and the 6 and $ chambers have been installed. 

The segmented iron yoke is equipped with streamer tube chambers to identify centrally 
produced muons. Most of the chambers have been installed and the missing (outer) ones will 
installed with the detector in place. 

The detector components, the data acquisition system and part of the trigger system have 
been tested together with the reconstruction programmes with cosmic ray events. 

In January 1992 the HI detector has been moved into the interaction region. After a final 
cosmic ray test period in February the experiment will be ready for data taking. > 

THE ZEUS DETECTOR 

A vertical cut of the ZEUS detector along the beam is shown in Fig. 20. 

It was the aim of the ZEUS Collaboration to construct an inherently compensating 
calorimeter with the best possible hadronic energy resolution. Compensation can be achieved by 
using a high Z-material as an absorber and judiciously choosing the thickness of the absorber 
plates and the scintillator plates. The ZEUS calorimeter is made of 3.3 mm thick depleted 
uranium plates, cladded with stainless steel, which are interleaved with 2.6 mm thick scintillator 
plates. The tower size, defined by die scintillator plates, is 5 x 20 cm 2 in the electromagnetic 
part and 20 x 20 cm 2 in the hadronic calorimeter. The scintillator plates are read out using wave 
length shifters, light guides and photo-multipliers. Longitudinally the calorimeter is segmented 
into an electromagnetic calorimeter and two hadronic calorimeters. The system has a total of 
13000 independent channels. 

A prototype of the UraniunVscintillalor calorimeter has been extensively tested and some 
of the data are shown in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21 - a) The energy resolution observed with the uranium calorimeter for incident 
hadrons and electrons as a function of energy. 
b) The ratio of the energy deposits by electrons and charged pions as a function 
of energy. 

Note that the compensation indeed works over the whole energy range tested and that the 
hadrons are measured with excellent resolution: 

o(E)/E = 0.35 /vE© 0.01. 

In order to be able to identify electrons within a jet the ZEUS collaboration has proposed 
to insert two layers of silicon pad detectors at depths of 3 and S radiation lengths. Tests have 
shown that a charged pion will be misidentified as an electron with a probability of 0.3% at an 
electron detection efficiency of 90%. 

Photomultipliers are sensitive to magnetic fields and the calorimeters are hence installed 
outside the superconducting coil. The coil. 1.72 m in diameter and 2.8 m long, is 0.9 radiation 
lengths thick and produces a field of 1.8 T. 

In the central part, charged particles are tracked with a vector drift chamber which has 9 
superlayers each with 8 layers of sense wires. A time expansion chamber is used as a vertex 
detector. 

Panicles in the forward direction are tracked using planar drift chambers. The drift 
chambers are interleaved with four transition radiation detectors to identify electrons within the 
jet. 
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The iron yoke of 2000 tons is segmented into 7.5 cm thick iron plates interleaved with 
proportional tube chambers, which serve to measure the energy leaking out of the hadronic 
calorimeter and to identify muons. Limited streamer lube chambers are installed on both sides of 
the yoke to further improve the muon identification. In the forward direction high energy muons 
are detected using a toroidal spectrometer equipped with drift chambers. 

Protons can be measured to within lOff of the proton beam size by an elaborate set of 
Roman pots installed along the outgoing proton beam line between 20 m and 90 m downstream 
of the interaction point. 

The beam pipe and the vertex drift chamber have been installed. The vertex chamber has 
been extensively tested and a resolution of 35 fim has been reached. 

The central drift chamber has been installed and operated for several months. The 
presently observed resolution is 100 fun. 

The drift chambers and the transition radiation detector which cover forward angles 
along the incident proton direction have been built, tested and installed. The measured re
solution is on the order of 120 /tm and the energy loss dE/. of a minimum ionizing particle is 
measured with an uncertainty of 6-7%. 

All the depleted uranium calorimeter modules have been installed. Three of the barrel 
calorimeter units have been exposed to the test beam at FNAL with excellent results. 
Preliminary evaluation of the resolution yields 18% / ,/E" for electrons and 35% / JE for hadrons. 
The absolute calibration is en the order of 1% and may be improved to 0.5%. The detector has 
the same response to showering and non-showering particles and the energy response varies by 
less than 1% from module to module. 

The inner and outer muon chambers and the chamber in the yoke are all installed. 

The solenoid magnet can be excited to 80% of the nominal field limited by the forces 
acting on the solenoid. 

Most detector components have been tested in two cosmic ray test runs. Early in 
February the ZEUS experiment will move into the interaction region. After the installation of 
missing power supplies and electronics the collaboration will be ready for ep collisions end of 
April 1992. 

OUTLOOK 

We expect to resume HERA commissioning at the nominal energies of 30 GeV for the 
electrons and 820 GeV for the protons in a multibunch mode of operation by mid April. As soon 
as we routinely reach luminosities above E29cm s~ the beam time will presumably be shared 
between commissioning and data taking. We thus hope to be able to observe the first ep events 
in this new energy range by next summer. 
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r-CHARM FACTORIES 

J. Salicio 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract 
A high luminosity e + e~ machine (r-charm factory) covering the center 
of mass energy region: 3 < ^/s < 5GeV and a detector fullfilling 
accuracy and hermeticity requirements, being able of taking data from 
the above machine, are briefly described. Estimates of the time-scale 
and necessary resources are quoted. 

1 Introduction 

The world of the known elementary particles seems to be well described by the Stan
dard Model of electromagnetic, weak and strong forces. The lagrangian of the Standard 
Model can be expressed as the sum of contributions from the gauge. Higgs and Yukawa 
sectors. The gauge sector that is the responsible for the underlying interactions based on 
the Sl'(3)xSU(2)xU(l) symmetry, has been tested up to a certain degree of accuracy. The 
discovery of the intermediate vector bosons W and Z° at CERN in the UA1 and UA2 
experiments, and latter the precise measurement of their properties in the experiments op
erating at LEI*, constituted a fundamental step in our understanding of the gauge sector. 
The measurement of various of the fermion gauge-boson couplings seem to agree, within the 
experimental accuracy, with the predictions of the Standard Model. 

High luminosity machines and in particular e+e""factories, constitute a very powerful 
tool to deepen in many of the questions that have yet to find an answer, some related to the 
Standard Model, some beyond it, like the mechanism governing CP violation and its origin, 
how and why the elementary particles get their mass, are there only three families?. These 
factories have several good features, such as: well known beam energy, high production rate 
with capacity 1o select specific final states and, in general, a high signal to noise ratio. They 
may allow us to go beyond the predictivity level of the SM. 

2 The T-Charm Factory: 

Besides the / quark (not yet discovered) there are 4 elementary fermions of which we know 
very little experimentally, these are the members of the 3 r d familly of leptons and the quarks 
b and c. The r-charm factory, an idea that integrates an injector, an c+e~collider and a 
detector . is, probably, the best tool to study 3 of the previouly quoted fermions, namely, 
the r. the v, and the quark c. 

The r-charm factory will operate in the energy range between 3 and 5 GeV. a partic
ularly rich energy region (Fig. 1). around the r-pair and cc production thresholds, where 
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Figure 1: The r-charm threshold region. The data are from DELCO at SPEAR and show the ratio 
R = <r(e+e~ — 'hadrons') / <r(e+e - — /x+/<"), where 'hadrons' include both qq and T*T~ events. 

many cliarm-resonances are produced and where the e+e~annihilation cross section in the 
continuum is still high (Fig. 2). Its peak luminosity will be of 10 3 3 c m - 2 s _ l at 4 GeV. 

The original idea for a r-charm factory at CERN was proposed by J. Kirkby[l] in 1987 
and the first design was made by J. M. Jowett[2]. Further studies performed at SLAC[3], 
LAL-Orsay[4], Novosibirsk[5] and CERN[6] confirmed the feasibility of achieving a luminosity 
of 10 3 3 cm" 2 s- ' . 

Although construction is not approved, several groups have manifested their interest in 
the project. In particular, Spanish Authorities from the Minister)- of Education and Science, 
have required from CERN a study on the feasibility of constructing a r-charm factory in 
Spain. Workshops to review either the r and charm physics or the machine or the detector 
were organized in SLAC[7], Orsay[S], CERN[9] and Seville[10]. 

2.1 Operating points 

The r-charm factory can provide unique operating points (Table 1) with exceptionally low 
backgrounds and internally calibrated by small shifts in the E^. 

The following is a list of obvious operating points where different subjects can be studied: 

• 3.10 GeV - J/i/-(3100): QCD studies at low Q2. Gltions, gluonic states, light hadron 
production like AA, etc. 

• 3.56 GeV - non — r backgrounds; Just below the r + r ~ production threshold, it 
permits the measurement of all non — r backgrounds: hadronic, two photon, breem-
strahlung, beam-gas/wall, etc. 
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Figure 2: The t+e~ — Hadrons cross section in the range 1 < £„„ < 1000 GeV. 

• 3.57 GeV - £ j e a m = mT: Exactly at the T +r"production threshold (Fig. 3), arT 

has a finite value (0.233 nb) due to Coulomb interaction between both taus. This 
fact can be used to precisely measure the mass of the r . A bit above the threshold 
(Ebeam + beam spread), <7Ir has the value of 0.47 nb and /J r = 0.033, making this point 
unique for r studies since it allows the monochromatic production of pions and kaons 
from the two body decays of T'S. 

• 3.67 GeV - oTT as 2.5nb: This point has the highest r + r _ product ion cross section 
below the tV(36S6) and DD thresholds. Taus are the only source of prompt leptons. 

• 3.69 GeV - i/?f(3686): QCD studies at low Q2. Gluons, gluonic states, tagged J/i/> 
decays, light meson production, etc. 

• 3.77 GeV - </'«(3770): This point provides pure £>°£»° and D+D~ production allowing 
D's tagging. 

• 4.03 GeV - <r„ s; 10n6: The highest charm production cross section is achieved in 
this point. It is suitable for tagged Df studies via D*Dj events. 

• 4.14 GeV - IT„ ss 10n6: This is another point where the Df can be analyzed via 
Dt D'* events. 
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Process Em (GeV) Events/year 
31* 3.10 1.6 x 10l° 
ipt 3.69 0.5 x 10 1 0 

T+T- 3.57 0.4 x 107 

T+T- 3.67 2.0 x 107 

T+T~ 4.25 2.9 x 107 

D+D~ (^"(3770)) 3.77 1.8 x 107 

D°D° (^"(3770)) 3.77 2.7 x 10' 
DfD7 4.03 0.7 x 107 

DfDf 4.14 1.0 x 107 

Table 1: Number of events at different £ „ in a r-charm factory, after 1 year running (~ 120 full 
days = 10'seconds) at the peak luminosity of l t f^cra - 2 * - 1 at each energy. 

2.2 Tagging capabilities 

In a r-charm factory one can easily tag on T, D°, D* and Df. Tliif. is an obvious advantage 
since it allows to minimize backgrounds and systematic biases imposing kinematic constraints 
and providing absolute flux normalization. 

As an example of tagging, consider the case in which £»„,„ = m r+«r, as 1785A/eV, where 
ot = IMeV is the beam spread. At this energy (Eem « 3.57GeV) the aTT is as 0.47n6 (Fig. 
3). Two-body decays such as: r* —» Tt^Vr, K±vr give rise to monochromatic secondaries. 
In reactions like: 

c+e~ —» T*T~ —> ir*l/T + A' 

e + e~ —» T+T~ —» K uT + X 

where the r's are essentially produced at rest: 

^ = ^ = JlT(_^Iy = 0.033 

it implies that at least a IT, or a A* is monochromatic. Moreover, these different taggers are 
kinematically separated: 

2Ebe, 
• = S87A/eV 

PK ELa„ 
^t-'beam 

The r branching ratios to irvT and A"i/r are: 

- £ = 824MeV 

5r ( r -» f f i / r ) = (11.0 ±0.5)% 

Br(r -* KvT) = (0.68 ± 0.19)% 
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Figure 3: The r + r ~ cross section <r(e+e — T+T ) near the production threshold. The solid line 
includes final state radiative correction. 

allowing pure samples of reasonable size whereas backgrounds are very reduced or non exis
tent. 

Below the DD production threshold, the signature electron + Emisa whould imply that 
after one year running we could have collected a; 4 X 10 6 events/year at 3.67 GeV and 
ss 0.9 x 106 events/year at 3.57 GeV with background levels of < 10~3 and < 5 x 1 0 - 3 

respectively. 
Similarly, the tagging procedure could be applied to charm particle production, so that 

also pure samples of DD, almost without backgrounds, could be obtained. 

3 Experiments in the T-Charm regions 
There are many possible experiments that can be done in a r-charm factory. Here, I will 
quote only a few of them. 

Experiments in the T region 

• T-mass measurement: The r-charm factory can measure mr with accuracy ~ 0.3 
MeV (or better if special optics is installed in the machine), by performing an energy 
scan near the T+r~production threshold . Exactly at the threshold, oTT = 0.23ni 
due to Coulomb interaction between the r + and the r~. If we perform the scan from 
an energy slightly above the production threshold, the sudden disappearence of the 
T — poll- production, indicates that we are exactly below the threshold (Fig. 3) and so 
at l\-m = 2. x mT. 
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• UT mass measurement: The mass of the vT is very poorly known. There is an upper 
limit m„, < 3oMeV (95% C.L.). A v7 massive would deeply affect the Standard Afodel 
allowing mixing and oscillations between the lepton families. In addition, it could, 
perhaps, give some lightening to the cosmological problems of the deficiency of solar 
neutrinos and the composition of the Dark Matter. 

The mass of the m„T can be investigated[ll] by measuring the end points of the 5 
charged pions and the K~K*** mass spectra in the decays r* —> r*ir+ic~ir~TtvT 

and r* -» K+K~n±vI respectively. 

• T decay parameters: It is not established the V-A nature of the r decay. The study 
of T decay parameters could constitute a test of weak interaction universality. This 
parameters are as well sensitive to the existence of new physics, like charged higgses, 
right handed leptons. etc. 

• Precision measurements of T decay branching ratios: The decays of the T to 
HVTi>„, tvTvt. 7Ti'T, Kvr are well understood within the standard model at the level of 
1 %. New physics, such as charged higgs, new scalars. etc. whould affect some branching 
ratios. 

• R a r e T decays: In addition to the standard rare decays like r —> i;r\vT ( B r = l 0 - 4 

to 10~6), in a r-charrr. factory one could study lepton number violating decays such 
as, T —* l~'i,t~ii+ii~.l~e+c~,li0t~.h~e~(t+ , etc, with / = p, e and h = hadron(s) . 
hi the r-charm factory we should be able to put upper limits Br(r~ —> 3/*) < 10" 8, 
equivalent to Br(Z° —» f*TT) < 10"". These limits probe scales up to ~ 4 TeV. 

Experiments in the charm production regions 

• CKM matrix elements Vcs, Vctp Although tinitarity constrains the value of these 
matrix elements to the level of 0.1% (Vcs) and 1% (Vcd). the experimental measurements 
are poor. ~ ±15%. The many semileptonic deca}'s of the D's provide almost direct 
determination of these matrix elements. The tagging capabilities of the r-charm factory 
whould allow us to clearly identify the affected D meson, measuring branching fractions 
with accuracy better than 1%. 

• DD mixing and CP violation: Mixing can manifest in the SM through box di
agrams with rates expected to be very small ~ 1 0 - 6 . It can also manifest through 
long range contributions with exchange of intermediate pseudoscalars with rates of 
10" 5 — 10~4. These small expectations make this channel a suited one for new physics 
with sensitivity ~ 1 0 _ s . CP violation could be investigated in mixing or in decays[12]. 
The decay signature could be events of the type e+e~ —» <!'W(3770) —> D°D° —* 
i(D°)f(5°). with the fs of same CP parity. 

• Rare charm decays: Flavor changing neutral current decays such us D" —> p+lt~, 
D* —» ;r + /( + /(~, D+ —> ir+vi>, etc, are allowed in the Standard Model at low rates, 
whereas lepton-flavor violating decays such as D° —» e+fi~ or £>+ —» ir+e+ii~ are 
totally forbidden. This search could be very sensitive to new physics like leptoquarks, 
horizontal gauge bosons, contact interactions, etc. 
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• P u r e leptonic decays: They are perfectly allowed and calculable by the Standard 
Model, but have not been experimentally observed. Current upper limits on the decay 
rates together with expectations from the Standard Model are shown in table 2. 

• 3/%j> and ifii: In these regions there are a wide range of possible experiments: QCD, 
glueballs, light quark spectroscopy, cc wave function and mass spectrum, tagged Jjrj> 
decays, via ip> —> ir+Tr~J/t/>, detailed study of the decays J/ij> —» AA, HE (10 7 

events/year), that are very promissing for CP violation studies[13], etc. 

Decay Expected ratio Experimental limit 
D+ -> fi+^ ~ 3 x l f r 4 

~ 4 x 10" 3 

~ 2 x l f r 2 

< 7.2 x IQ-*(CL = 90%) 
< 3 x 10" 2 

Table 2: Pure lop tonic D decays as predicted by the Standard Model compared with the current 
experimental limits. 

Although only a few cases have been quoted here, one can feel the high physics potential 
of a r-charm factory. There is a broad experimental program and it might last for longer 
than 10 years. 

Data samples with a yearly production 100 to 1000 bigger than the currently accumulated 
data whould allow us to reach the high precision level required for many of the topics. 

Very good experimental measurements of backgrounds and useful single tagging capabil
ities for both D-mesons a.id T-leptons allows to keep systcmatics under control in the 
r-charm factor}'. 

4 The Machine 
The study of the second generation quark family and the third generation lepton family with 
unprcccdent sensitivity will highly depend on the Machine Luminosity and on the Detector 
Performance. 

The machine is designed to give 100 to 1000 times higher luminosity than any currently 
operating machine in the T-charm energy range. The original design for a r-charm factory 
at CERN was made by J.M.Jowett [2]. This was evaluated and further developed at the 
SLAC r-charm factory Workshop [7]. Since then, the interest for the r-charm Physics and 
in particular within the scenario of a T-charm factory increased. Several meetings and 
workshops on physics and detectors were held [S, 9, 10]. 

In this section I will describe the machine such as it is being thought as a consequence 
of the feasibility study previously quoted[6]. 

4.1 Design Specifications 

The aim of the machine is to get a luminosity as high as possible within the current tech
nological limitations. From the point of view of components, the machine has a standard 
structure (Fig. I). We can distinguish the following main components: 
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the chain of accelerators 

• Dedicated Storage Rings. A collider operating with equal e + anH e~ beam energies in 
the range 1.5 < Ektam < 2.5 GeV. The expected peak luminosity is L > l O ^ c m - 2 * - 1 

at Ecm = 4 GeV. At lower Em, the luminosity will approximately follow the law: 
L s* ( ^ M x 10 3 3 cm'2 s'1, whereas for higher energies it behaves as: L sa Vg) x 

10 3 3 cm'2 s~', with n between 3 and 4. 

• Single Interaction Region and Detector. Although the project considers only one in
teraction region and therefore a detector, the design and calculations for the machine 
lattice are made leaving open the possibility of a second experimental area/detector. 

• Dedicated High Performance Injector. The e+e~ Injector involves an electron gun, an 
electron/positron converter, linear accelerators, booster synchrotron and transfer lines 
(Fig. 5). It constitutes the mechanism to inject the e + and e~ bunches into the storage 
rings at energies ranging from 1.5 GeV to 2.5 GeV. The booster operating up to 2.5 
GeV .will allow injection into the T-charm factory rings at full energy, so that beams 
can be frequently lopped ofT to maintain high average luminosity. A high average 
luminosity can be achieved by filling up the 2 rings in a short time compared with the 
lifetime (30 to 60 minutes). The filling time has been fixed to 10 minutes for the e + 

and a fraction of that for the e~. It should provide the rings with 30 bunches, each 
with 1.5 x 10" particles. 
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Figure 5: Injector complex 

Dedicated Synchrotron Light Source. This will be a single e* storage ring operating 
at an energy to be specified by the needs of the experimental community. Here the 
estimation will be made assuming an energy E=0.8 GeV, corresponding to the Vacuum 
Ultraviolet Spectrum. 

4.2 Luminosity of the Storage Rings 

The true luminosity [15] of e + e~ storage rings can be expressed as: 

_ Tvjl + k^iEt/m^)1 -
r*f);Sb

 l ' ^ 

where -1 parameters not completely independent can be tuned to achieve high luminosity. 
The design criteria for the storage rings can be seen from the equation as follows: 

• Minimun Bunch Spacing Sj : Minimize the bunch spacing or maximize the number of 
bunches is one of the possibilities to increase luminosity. The two rings scheme will 
allow operation with many bunches, e~ in one ring and e+ in the other, but we must 
arrange for head-on collisions (Double ring configuration with separation scheme). 

• Maximum Beam-Beam Tune Shift £„: To achieve it we must have zero-degree crossing 
angle, large dynamic aperture, good magnet alignment and a flexible orbit control. 

• Maximum Horizontal Emittance tr: This could be satisfied by a large machine aper
ture, two rings and wigglers which maintain a large emittance at low energies. 

• Minimum /9" i.e., Maximum Vertical Focussing at the interaction point: This needs 
close-in final-focussing quadrupoles and , also, a short bunch length which, in turn, 
requires a low impedance vacuum chamber. A doublet (or triplet) of superconducting 
quadrupole magnets can be envisaged to focus the beams at the interaction point of 
t lie r-charm factory. This micro-/? optics has been designed to achieve /?|| ~ 1 cm. 

In table 3 we compare some of the most relevant parameters with those of previously and 
currently operating machines. 
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SPEAR BEPC T-charm 
Number of bunches h 1 1 30 
Effective bunch separation St H 234 240 12 
Total beam current / [mA] 10 50 570 
Vertical ^-function at IP $ H 0.10 0.10 0.01 
Beam-beam tune shift iv 0.025 0.04 0.04 
Luminosity L [cm 2sec *] 1.0 x 10 3 0 1.0 x 10 3 1 1.0 x 10 3 3 

Table 3: Comparison of e + e~ colliders at E^am ~ 2.0 GeV. In these machines, the luminosity 

5 The Detector 

In addition to the high luminosity of the machine providing e+< "annihilations in the T — 
charm region, we need a very performant detector. 

Physics requirements on the design were evaluated in detail during the T-charm factory 
Workshop at SLAC and futtherly at CERN [7, 9] by the r-charm Detector Study Group. 

Such a detector would have the following main components: 

• Magnet. A superconducting magnet of 1-1.5 Teslas, providing the bending power for 
t he momentum measurement of charged particles. 

• Tracking Detector. A drift chamber with 40 anode wire hits per track giving a 
resolution <7x,j, = 150 fim, providing with dE/dx measurement. The main problem 
in this detector would be the Multiple Coulomb Scattering, that could, perhaps, be 
minimized by choosing a convenient gas mixture. 

• T ime of Flight Counters. Fundamental to identify TT, K and p in combination with 
the dE/dx information given by the tracking detector. Here timing resolution of ~ 120 
ps is needed to resolve particle identification by time of flight. Two layers of long 
scintillating fibers of 5x5 cm 2 , each with a time resolution of ~ 170 ps, will fullfill this 
requirement. 

• Electromagnet ic Calor imeter . Is made of Csl crystals arranged in 10.000 towers 
facing the interaction point with an small offset. The calorimeter has 16 A'0. The 
readout is made with two Si photodiodes mounted to a waveshifter-plate in the rear 
face and possibly one additional photodiode in the front face of each crystal to provide 
depth information. A layer to measure angular position within each crystal is under 
development. It will be situated at a distance of 1 A'0 from the front face. 

• Hadronic Calor imeter and muon de tec tor . The hadron calorimeter is made out 
of 1.25 cm thick iron plates interleaved with 1.5 cm thick drift chambers arranged to 
avoid projective cracks. The calorimeter surrounds the superconducting magnet acting 
as the flux return path of the field. The depth of the calorimeter is of 4 \ai,. Its main 
functions are to tag the presence of A'°/n and identify /('s. 
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Figure 6: Side view of the r-charm factory detector. 

• Small angle Detectors. The inner face of each micro-beta quadrupole is equiped 
with BGO crystals of 16 X0 depth completing the solid angular aceptance and providing 
the luminosity monitor. 

• RICH. To reinforce particle identification, the possibility of inserting a RICH detector 
r) cm thick is being studied. 

In table 1 is shown the expected performance of the r-charm factory detector compared 
with current detectors operating at a similar energy range. In Figure 6 a side view of the 
r-charm factory detector is shown. 

As the production event rate of the r-charm factory is very high (from a few Hz to several 
KHz) the On-line trigger and DAQ system that has been adopted is based on a multi-level 
and pipe-lined structure. 

The On-line trigger is arranged in three levels. Level-1 uses TOF counter signals and an 
analog sum of the electromagnetic calorimeter energy. This could reduce the beam crossing 
rate of 25 MHz to a trigger rate of ~ 10kHz containing mostly cosmic rays, synchrotron 
photons, beam-gas/wall interactions, etc. l.evel-2 makes a more detailed event selection using 
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Mark til /BES rcF 
Cliarged particles: 
Momentum resolution: ap/p(GeV/c) 

Pmin(MeV/c) for efficient tracking 
ft (barrel)(x4jr sr) 

1.5%p©1.5%/,0[MkIiI] 
0.7%pffil.3%//?[BES] 
80 
70% 

0.3%p©0.3%//? 

50 
90% 

Photons: 
Energy resolution: a£/E(GeV) 
Angular resolution: <r«,̂  (mrad) 

2^ angular separation: A 0 2 l (mt) 
££ l j n(MeV) for efficient detection 

17%/y/E 
10 [Mklll] 
5 [BES] 
20 
100 

1%/VE® 1% 
3 / > / ^ © l 

80 
10 

Particle identification: 
h—>e rejection 
h—> /i rejection 
7T —>K rejection 
A'£/n detection efficiency 
££,;„( MeV) for efficient v tagging 

4% at 0.5 GeV/c 
5% at 1.0 GeV/c 
3<r at 0.7 GeV/c 
62% 

0.1% 
l%/p(GeV/c)+l% 
3CT at l.OGeV/c 
95% 
~ 100 

Table -I: Comparison of the performances of the Mark III (SPEAR), BES (BEPC), and r-charm 
factory detectors. The symbol ' $ ' denotes addition in quadrature. 

the charged track information from the trarking chamber and the energy cluster information 
from the electromagnetic calorimeter. The expected output rate of this trigger is equal to 
the physics event rate plus a background rate of about 3 KHz. Level-3 is a software trigger 
based on a large network of microprocessors having a computing power of 10000 Mips where 
the full event analysis is performed and interactions with the desired physics characteristics 
can be selected. The events are then written in cassettes at a rate of 50 to 100 Hz. 

Physics analysis can then be performed at the r-charm factory and at the computing 
centers of the collaborating institutes 

6 Schedule and Cost Estimate 
The following is a summary taken from the Conceptual Report[6] made on November 1990. 

6.1 Schedule 

The schedule involves the construction of a Laboratory with all the necessary infrastructure 
and the machine itself with the prototyping, tenders, components production, etc. It consists 
of two phases: the construction of the laboratory with the comissionitig of the machine at 
its sixth year and then the construction of a synchrotron light source with which we are not 
concerned in this report. 

The first phase has two periods, the first of about three years where all the designs and 
prototyping work will be made at the expert laboratories at the same time as the engineers 
and technical staff is being trained to be the future personnel of the laboratory. A minimal 
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Site construction: MSF 
Accelerator buildings, offices, workshops 65 
Site civil engineering 20 
Site equipment 15 
Restaurant, hostel 5 

105 MSF 

Accelerators and technical equipment: MSF 
Injectors, beam transfer lines 45 
r-charm storage rings 55 
Laboratories technical equipment 10 
Computing facility 15 

125 MSF 

Personnel, etc.: MSF 
Personnel 60 
Recurrent cost 10 

70 MSF 

Total cost (material & personnel): 300 MSF 

Table 5: Estimated cost of construction of the laboratory (Stage 1) (excluding the synchrotron light 
source) 

staff will be at the site taking care and supervising the construction of the laboratory. The 
second period of another 3 years where the transfer of activities from the expert institutes 
to the Spanish site will start to begin the reception and acceptance tests of components 
delivered by the contractors before its assembly and installation. In this period the arrival 
and assembly of the detector components should take place. 

6.2 Cost es t imate 

Costs for an assumed 6-years long project, including laboratory, infrastructure, machine and 
personnel is shown in table 5. It does not include the detector for the r-charm factory 
.neither the synchrotron light source. 

7 SUMMARY 

What we have seen along this talk is only a very small portion of what could be done 
within the r-charm factory. There is a very rich field to produce interesting physics. The 
study of the 3 r d Generation Leptons and the study of the charm quark and many related 
processes with very high statistics, very small backgrounds and reduced systematics make 
of the r-charm factory a very attractive possibility. 

The construction period (6 years) is not very long whereas the period for physics could 
last for longer than 10 years. 

In addition . the r-charm factory constitutes a good laboratory to perform R & D and 
to train physicists and engineers in involved technologies. 
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Abstract 
Luminosity of more than 2 ~ 3 x 10 3 3 c n r V of the B-factory requires currents of the order 

of 1 A and vertical 6-values at the interaction point of the order of I cm. Main problems arising 
from the large stored current of the B-factory such as strong coupled-bunch instability, high photon 
dose and high heat load on vacuum chambers, and synchrotron and spent electron background to 
the detector, are identified and discussed. An idea to reduce leakage field of the final focus 
superconducting quadrupole magnets is introduced. 

1. Introduction 
B-factories discussed here are characterized as high-luminosity, asymmetric, two-ring, 

electron positron colliders operated at the T (4S) resonance for detecting CP-violation effect at 
bottom quarks. CP-violation studies benefit considerably from having a moving center of mass for 
the BB system; B mesons, produced in an asymmetric collider, are boosted along the beam 
direction and travel a few hundred jtm before decaying. By the use of precision vertex detector, we 
can identify the B and B mesons and their decay vertices and observe their time evolution. The 
required luminosity is at least 2 x 10 3 3 c m - V , an order of magnitude beyond the present highest 
luminosity collider (CESR)W. 

Among four major projects in the world, namely, the B-factory at KEKi2!, PEP-ll at 
SLACI3!, CESR-B at Cornell' 4 ' and the B-factory at INP, Novosibirsk!5!, energy asymmetry 
ranges from 3.1 x 9 GeV at PEP-II to 4.3 x 6.5 GeV at INP, and the luminosity goal from 2 x 10 3 3 

to 10 3 4 c n v V . The luminosity goal of the KEK B-factory is Iff34 c n v V , which will be realized 
in two steps. In the first step, every fifth bucket is filled with beam and the luminosity is 2 x 10 3 3 

cm-V. Electrons and positrons are made to collide head-on; 3 m bunch spacing is long enough to 
install beam separation equipment. In the second step the luminosity is increased to 10 3 4 c m V 
by filling every bucket with beam and adopting a finite-angle crossing. The parameters of four B-
factories are summarized in Table 1. 

On the basis of the assumption that horizontal and vertical beam-beam tune shift parameters 
of both beams are equal to a common specified value, %, and that both beams have the same cross 
section at the interaction point (IP), the luminosity is given by the following expression in units of 
c n v V : 

L = 2 . 2 x I 0 3 4 4 d + r ) ( ^ ) + , , 

where r is the aspect ratio of the beam shape at IP (1 for a round and 0 for a flat beam), I the 
circulating current in ampere, E the energy in GeV, and B*y the vertical beta function at IP in cm. 
The subscript, + and -, means that this equation is adaptable to both rings. 

If we assume a luminosity of 3 x 10 3 3 c m - V , it follows from the above equation that we 
need 1 A of current with B*y of 1 cm and \ of 0.03. This large current and small B*y is most 
difficult to obtain at B-factories. First, we need to distribute this large current among many 
bunches; the current of each bunch should be comparatively small and well below the threshold of 
single-bunch instabilities. Number of bunches for B-factories is between 230 and 5120. The large 
current and large number of bunches cause strong coupled-bunch instability, which is one of the 
largest hurdle for B-factory accelerators. Small B*y at IP produces a large chromaticity, which then 
needs strong sextupole magnets for its compensation. These strong sextupole magnets restrict the 
dynamic aperture of rings both in the transverse and longitudinal directions with their 
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Table 1 Comparison of B-factory Parameters 

KEK mr clsTT !N{> 
LER HER LER HER LER HER LER HER 

Energy E GeV 3.5 8.0 3.1 9.0 3.5 8.0 4.3 6.5 
Luminosity L 103 3cm-2s' 2(10)» 3 3 5 
Collision mode head-on(crab cross) head-on crab cross head-onc) 
Circumference C m 3018 2199 765 655 
Beta function BVB'y 

WSy 
Ex/ey 
OE/E 

cm 100/1 100/1 37.5/1.5 75/3 100/1.5 100/1.5 60/1 
Tune shift 

BVB'y 
WSy 
Ex/ey 
OE/E 

0.05/0.05 0.03/0.03 0.03/0.03 0.012/0.05 
Emittance 

BVB'y 
WSy 
Ex/ey 
OE/E 

nm 19/0.19 19/0.19 96.5/3.9 48.2/1.9 130/2 130/2 8/0.25 6.5/0.25 
Energy spread 

BVB'y 
WSy 
Ex/ey 
OE/E lO 4 7.7 7.2 9.5 6.1 6.5 8.4 10 10 

Damping time TE msec 37 19 18.4 18.4 11.7 3.9 17 13 
Total current I A 0.52(2.6) 0.22(1.1) 2.14 1.48 1.98 0.87 1 0.7 
Bunch length Ox cm 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.75 
Number of bunches N B 1024(5120) 1658 230 156 
Bunch separation SB m 3(0.6) 1.26 3 4.2 
Energy loss/turn Uo MeV 0.95 4.2 1.24 3.58 0.76 5.23 1.2 2.7 
RF frequency IRF MHz 508 476 500 500 
RF voltgae V c MV 22 48 9.5 18.5 11.9 35 8.8 15 
Cavity type 2-cell normal.damped 1 -cell normal,reentrant 1 -cell super,damped 
Shunt impedanceb> R s 

Mft/ecll 2.75 3.5 44500 
Unloaded Q Qo 2.75 x 104 3X10 4 l x l 0 » 
Vltage/cell MV 0.4 0.94 3 
Wall loss/cell kW 30 130 0.1 
Number of cavities N c 28 60 10 20 4 12 

a) Values in parentheses are for the second step. 
b) Definition of Rs is by P = V2/RS. 
c) With monochromatization. 
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nonlinearities. It might be difficult to have more than two interaction points in a ring since in that 
case the chromaticiry becomes too large. 

Since we have no experimental data concerning the beam-beam tune shift in the case of an 
asymmetric collider, we assume that by adopting a proper set of conditions we can achieve the 
beam-beam tune-shift observed in symmetric collisions, where t, lies in the range from 0.02 to 
0.061*1. PEP-II and CESR-B have adopted a moderate tune shift of 0.03, whereas KEK and INP 
envision to reach a challenging value of 0.05. 

If we inject many bunches into a ring, bunch spacing becomes short. In an extreme case, 
such as the KEK B-factory at 10 3 4 c n r V , every bucket is filled with beam. The bunch spacing is 
only 60 cm. How to separate electrons and positrons quickly enough in order to avoid undesirable 
collisions other than at IP becomes a problem. One solution is to adopt a finite-angle crossing 
scheme. If the crossing angle is larger than a few mrad, we should have a crab crossing scheme in 
order to avoid synchro-betatron resonance and geometric loss of the luminosity!7!. In crab crossing 
scheme, bunches are tilted before the collision and tilted back after the collision by crab cavities (see 
Fig. 1). Electron and positron bunches collide head-on in the center-of-mass frame. 

0031 lis -009 

Fig. 1 Concept of crab crossing. 

2. Coupled-Bunch Instabilities and RF Cavities 
Three sources of coupled-bunch instability are identified. These are (1) higher-order modes 

(HOM) of RF cavity (transverse and longitudinal), (2) accelerating mode of RF cavity 
(longitudinal) and (3) resistive wall of vacuum chambers (transverse). 

Normal conducting RF cavity 
In order to suppress coupled-bunch instabilities due to HOMs, we need to devise an 

accelerating cavity where HOMs are sufficiently damped. KEK and SLAC are pursuing to 
construct normal conducting copper cavities, where HOMs are extracted from the cavity toward 
wave guides attached to the side of the cavity and absorbed by a dummy load at the end of each 
wave guide. Figure 2 illustrates the cavity under development at KEK. It is a two-cell cavity and 
the disk between cells has four cuts from which HOMs escape toward wave guides. Figure 3 
shows the cavity being developed for PEP-II; three wave guides are attached to the side of a single-
cell cavity and HOMs propagate towards these wave guides. Calculations show that we can damp 
the dangerous HOMs sufficiently. 

Superconducting RF cavity 
We can achieve high field gradient in superconducting cavities rather easily compared to 

normal conducting cavities. This enables us to adopt a cavity whose R/Q value is low compared to 
that of normal conducting cavities. Figure 4 shows a comparison of cell shapes of CESR, LEP 
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Fig. 2 Damped RF cavity for KEK B-factory. The endcap is removed to show the inside. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the PEP-II RF cavity. 
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superconducting cavity, and CESR-B superconducting cavity. The CESR-B cavity is characterized 
by its large beam pipe; frequency of almost all HOMs become higher than the cutoff frequency and 
they escape from the cell toward beam pipes and are absorbed by fertile cores attached to the beam 
pipes. Figure S shows the concept of the CESR-B superconducting cavity. There still remain a 
few HOMs which are trapped in the cavity. To make these HOMs propagate toward the beam 
pipes, one beam pipe is fluted. At KEK superconducting cavity for B-factory is being developed in 
parallel with the normal conducting cavity. 

Coupled-bunch instability due to fundamental mode 
Extremely heavy beam loading to the cavity, together with the small revolution frequency, 

leads to a quite violent longitudinal coupled-bunch instability. We explain this phenomena using 
the KEK B-factory as an example'8). In Figure 5 the real part of the fundamental mode impedance 
of the KEK B-factory cavity is dipicted as a function of frequency. In the figure fRF (508 MHz) 
designates the RF frequency, fn (101 kHz) the revolution frequency and fs (7 kHz) the synchrotron 
frequency, respectively. Resonance frequencies for the instability exist around every higher 
revolution harmonics. The impedance at the right (left) side bands of the harmonics contribute to 
excitation (damping) of coupled-bunch modes. As the beam current increases, the resonant 
frequency of accelerating mode should be moved down to minimize the reflection power from the 
cavities. The amount of frequency detuning Af is given by 

RMS bunch ItngtJi s 1.0 cm 

K(HOMonly) = 0.34V/pc 
R/O (fundjmentil) z 265 H/ctll 

0.21 V/pe 
117(Vert 
Q«t(fUnd.)s2i10 c 

0.11 v/pc 
W f l / C i U 
Oeit( lund.) = 3 « 1 0 a 

Copper 
Storage Ring 
Celt Stupe 

(Coimll-CESH) 

Superconducting 
Storage Ring CeH 

Slue* 
(CERN-LEP) 

Superconducting 
B-FaclotyCell 

Shape 
(ComeH.Pro0osed) 

Fig. 4 A comparison of normalconducting and superconducting 
cavity cell shapes used for storage rings. 
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Af 1 R s -

Nccll 

where I denotes the total beam current, V c the total RF voltage, N c c u the number of cells, R s the 
shunt impedance per cell, Qo unloaded Q value and * synchronous phase. At LER of KEK B-
factory the detuning frequency is more than three times as large as the revolution frequency; 
therefore, the resonant frequency of the cavity passes the resonant frequency of the instability three 
times as the beam current increases. The growth time becomes as small as 4.8 (is in the worst 
case. 

The most straight forward way to avoid this instability is to employ superconducting 
cavities. The detuning frequency for SC cavities is much smaller that for NC cavities, because of 
high field gradient and low R/Q value of SC cavities. Due to this small detuning frequency and 
large loaded Q value of SC cavities, the growth time of the coupled-bunch instability becomes 
longer than 45 ms (QL of 2.5 x 10 s is assumed). Another possible cure for this instability is so-
called RF feedback system. This method aims to decrease the impedance only around dangerous 
resonant frequencies by making special feedback loop for the RF cavity and klystron. 

Resistive wall instability 
The growth time of transverse coupled-bunch instability at KEK B-factory due to Al 

vacuum chamber of 5 cm radius is calculated to be 2 - 5 ms depending on the fractional part of the 
betatron tunes!9!. These growth time are comparable to those due to HOMs of RF cavities and 
should be suppressed by a transverse feedback system. The longitudinal feedback system is also 
necessary to damp longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities excited by HOMs. 

>!l*f. fRF 
S< x ». 
• to • 

Fig. 6 Detuning of the cavity. fRF, fo and fs are the RF freqeuncy, the revolution 
frequency, and the synchrotron frequency, respectively. +2" and -2 + , for 
example, mean that the mode +2 is damping, and the mode -2 is exciting. 

3. Vacuum Systems 

A beam-gas lifetime longer than 10 hours requires an average pressure of 5 x H)-9 Torr. To 
make spent electron background harmless to the detector, 10 - 9 Torr is required around the 
interaction region. To determine the necessary pumping capacity to achieve these pressures, we 
should know the photodesorption gas load. The total number of photons in a whole ring per 
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second, Ni, are determined by the beam energy (GeV) and beam current (ampere) according to the 
following formulal10), 

N t = 8.08 x 10 2 0 x IE photons/s 

An average photon density, na, are given by dividing N t by Can;, UK length of arc section in a ring, 

n a = Nj/Care . 

Average photon density varies from 3 x 1018/m at KEK B-factory to 2 x 10"/m at LER of CESR-
B. 

The photodesorption gas load, q, is proportional to nat), where i\ is the photodesorption 
coefficient and represents the number of molecules produced per incident photon. The desorption 
coefficient depends on the chamber material and the photon dose to which the material has been 
exposed. 

Once we know the gas load,we can calculate the required pumping capacity, s, by, 

s = q/pg 1/s , 

where p g is the goal pressure. We can express s by B-factory parameters, 

The total power dissipated by synchrotron lights, Pi, is given by, 

P, = 8.84 E"I/p kW , 

where p is the bending radius. By dividing P t by Care we get an average power density p a 

Pa = P|/Carc -

Average power density of arc section ranges from 1 kW/m at HER of KEK B-factory to 
10.5 kW/m at LER of CESR-B. Power density at wiggler sections and near strong dipole magnets 
in arc sections amounts to 20 - 30 kW/m. 

Three type of chamber materials can be used for B-factories: SUS, aluminum and copper. 
We have to take into consideration the following factors for selection of chamber material: (1) how 
large the photodesorption coefficient is and its dependence on absorbed dose, (2) how large power 
density they can sustain, and (3) their radiation shielding abilities. SUS is not suitable for the B-
factory due to its poor thermal conductivity. Copper has superior vacuum properties (small n), 
superior thermal properties and superior self-shielding (we do not need to cover chambers with Pb 
which is necessary for aluminum chambers). Aluminum can be used if p a is less than 10 kW/m. 
Copper has been chosen at PEP-II and CESR-B. KEK has not fixed the choice. Since we have 
not experienced large scale applications of copper chambers except HERA which has been 
commissioned quite recently, extensive R&D work should be done on copper chambers before we 
start the construction. 

4. Interaction Region 
IR design and Masking system 

Physics of B-factory requires to measure vertices of B mesons with a precision of the order 
of SO to 70 iim. This compells us to adopt a small radius Be beam pipe at the interaction point, 
inside of which large currents of electrons and positrons pass; we should devise a good masking 
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system which enables the reduction of the background due to synchrotron lights and spent electrons 
to a manageable level. 

Figure 7 shows an idea of the interaction region for the KEK B-factory for head-on 
collisions. The bunch spacing is 3 m. Electrons and positrons are separated by permanent dipole 
magnets placed close to the interaction point. Incoming beams are made to pass the center of 
superconducting QCDs in order to minimize synchrotron lights produced by beams. Figure 8 is a 
schematic layout of the masking system. Two types of masks. Mask A and Mask B, are designed 
under the following guidelines: 

(1) No photons (produced by particles within 10 a distribution) hit directly the Be beam pipe and 
Mask A; 

(2) Once scattered photons be intercepted by Mask A. 

The simulation shows that less than lf>3 photons per beam crossing enter the detector. 
In order to prevent spent electron background, the following guidelines are set: 

(1) Mask B stop spent electrons; 
(2) Shower leakage from mask B be absorbed by Mask A or by material between Mask A and 

MaskB; 
(3) Mask B prevent any spent electrons from hitting Mask A. 

By this design, the rate of spent electrons to the detector is 0.8 kHz and 8 kHz for LER and 
HER, respectively, at 10-7 Torr for 2 y 10 3 3 c n r V luminosity. 

The interaction region design of the KEK B-factory is in between that for PEP-U and 
CESR-B. PEP-I1 uses permanent dipole and quadrupole magnets around the interactin point (see 
Fig. 9). CESR-B adopts a crab crossing scheme with a half crossing angle of 12 mrad. No 

a 

400 

800 — 

0 t j 

-300 — 

Fig. 7 Concept of the interaction region at KEK B-factory. Permanent bending magnets separate 
electron and positron beams. QCDs are superconducting final focus quadrupole magnets. 
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Masking System and Beam Pipe 
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Fig. 8 Schematic layout of males for KEK B-factory. 
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Fig. 9 Layout of the interaction region for PEP-Il, Bl andQI, Q2, Q3 arc permenent magnet. 
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Fig. 10 Layout of the interaction region for CESR-B. 

separation dipole magnets are used; final focussing quadrupole magnets are superconducting (see 
Fig. 10). 

Superconducting final focus quadrupole 
In order to obtain a higher luminosity, it is desirable to put strong focusing quadrupoles 

close to the interaction point: however, this proximity imposes severe design constraints on the 
quadrupoles, such as small size and small leakage field. Double cos2e winding effectively reduces 
leakage field outside the magnet' 1 1 '. It consists of two layers of cos2e windings: inner winding 
and outer winding. If we choose parameters properly the outer cos2e winding cancels out 
completely the leakage field produced by the inner cos2e winding, although we have to pay some 
amount of reduction of quadrupole field strength inside the inner winding. Figure 11 show the 
concept of double cos28 winding quadrupole magnet. Figure 12 depicts the leakage field strength 
as a function of distance R from the center of the magnet. Central field gradient is 17 T/m. 

5. Summary and Outlook 
The B-factory is an accelerator the performance of which is 1 - 2 orders of magnitude 

higher than that of present electron-positron colliders. The construction of the B-factory requires 
exciting challenges in both the accelerator physics and accelerator technology areas. Major four 
projects of B-factories have identified effective approaches to the goal; extensive design work and 
R&Ds are now going on to further elaborate their designs. World-wide collaboration on B-
factories has been pursued and is growing. 
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Fig. 11 Concept of a double cos28 winding quadrupole magnet. 
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Physics Opportunities for a B Factory* 
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Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 

ABSTRACT 

In the short time alloted for this talk it is not possible to review all the physics oppor
tunities offered by a B Factory. I focus on the physics of CP Violation and the resulting 
tests of the Standard Model. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this talk a!"B Factory" in will be taken to mean an asymmetric e+e~ collider running 
at the T(-lS) with a luminosity of 3 x 103'1 or greater. The decay of the T(4S) is essentially 
50% to B+B~ and 50% to B°B , so such a facility provides a copious and clean source of 
B mesons. The purpose of the asymmetric configuration is to produce the B's with high 
enough laboratory momenta that the two decays are typically well separated in space. The 
aim is to be able to reconstruct the two fl-decay vertices independently and to measure 
their separation. This then allows the measurement of time-dependent correlated decay 
probabilities, which we shall see are essential for the extraction of C'P violation physics. In 
the past couple of years groups at SLAC and Cornell" as well as here at KEK and in 
Europe have refined and advanced the accelerator physics questions associated with such 
a machine and now have formulated detailed designs. 1 am not competent to judge the 
feasability of these designs but 1 am told that it is no longer just a theorists dream that 
such a machine could be built, provided that somewhere the funding is sufficient for the 
job. I fervently hope this will occur, because I think the physics opportunities for such a 
machine are extremely rich. 

There is no time here for me to present anything like a complete survey of all the physics 
opportunities that would be provided by such a facility. Many physicists have been working 
hard in the past couple of years on this very subject, and fat reports have been produced 
detailing many topics^' ' I will choose to focus on a few topics which are the core of 
any program for a B factory, primarily because they offer the opportunity to measure the 
parameters of the Standard Model that are a.s yet unknown and to test its predictions in 
a way that could be sensitive to new physics. I will briefly discuss the measurement of the 
('KM parameters V^ and V„i. I will devote most of ray talk to the studies of CP violation 
which not only measure the phase in the CKM matrix but also test relationships predicted 
by the Standard Model. Some of the areas that I will not discuss will be covered in the 
later talk bv N'obu Katavama. 

* Work supported by tho Departnu'iit of Energy, contract DK-AC03-76SF00515. 
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MEASURING rr& AND Vut 

The parameters V'cj and V& are important simply because they are as much funda
mental parameters of the Standard Model as the masses and gauge coupling constants. 
Furthermore, as we shall see, these values are related to the lengths of sides of the unitarity 
triangle. Hence, together with measurements of the angles from CP violating decays, a good 
measurement of V,j/Vij can help over constrain that triangle and thus provide a test of the 
validity of the Standard Model, or perhaps, if we are lucky, a window to physics beyond it. 

The parameter Vci is best measured in the decay B —> D'lv. The talk by Reidenbach 
on results from DORIS summarized the method and gave their latest value. The theoretical 
prediction for this decay is very clean, at least at the kinematic limit point where the D* is at 
rest in the B rest frame. The Isgur Wise heavy-quark symmetry shows that the form factor 
is normalized to unity at this point. Furthermore the leading corrections to the heavy quark 
limit, of order \QCDIMC. vanish for this process at this kinematic point.' Corrections from 
QCD loops have been calculated at order a,. (One needs to include these corrections fully, 
not just in leading log. approximation. ) The accuracy of VHf, then depends on how close 
to the kinematic limit one can measure, since some model dependence creeps in to the 
extrapolation to the limit point from the data. A high luminosity source of B's should thus 
allow improved accuracy in the extraction of Vcj. 

Unfortunately, for V„i, the theoretical situation is not as clean. In principle the heavy-
quark symmetry relates the form factors for B —> (jrory»)ri/ to those for similar D decays. 
Here there are certain kinematic l/A/ r dependence in the coefficients of the form factors 
that can be eliminated by using angular analysis to isolate the vector or axial form fac
tors in B(/?) —> pev decays. There remain some model dependent 1//WC corrections to 
the universality of the form factors themselves that cannot be controlled experimentally. 
Hence the challenge here is to the theorists to calculate these corrections accurately. Naive 
estimates say these can be as large as 20% effects and they are quite model dependent. 
Lattice methods may be able to reduce the uncertainties compared to those in traditional 
model building approaches. At the Hiroshima meeting two weeks ago Martinelli claimed 
that these calculations could be done to about 5% accuracy within a couple of years. Since 
Vol effectively gives the length of one side of the unitarity triangle it is important to push 
the accuracy of these estimates. 

WHEN DOES C P VIOLATION orc.TR? 

Before I get to the main topic of this talk, the physics of CP violation iti B decays. I 
want to begin by reminding you of the conditions under which a theory is CP violating, and 
what that means for the Standard Model. A general Lagrangian represents a CP conserving 
theory whenever all phases in the coefficients are zero or can be made so by any arbitrary 
set of field redefinitions. Let us examine this statement more closely. 

One question you might ask is why are phases in the Lagrangian so important? After 
all. physical amplitudes are in general complex even when the Lagrangian is real. What is 
the difference between the phases whirl) arise because there are coupled channels and hence 
the possibility of rescattering between these channels, and the phases which come directly 
from the Lagrangian? The answer lies in the relationship between a process and its CP 
conjugate. Any phases that arise from resrattering are generically called strong phases here 
because these final-state interactions are of course dominated by strong interactions. The 
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st long phases are the same for both the original amplitude and for its CP conjugate. On the 
other hand the Lagrangian phases, which are referred to as weak phases because they occur 
in the weak interaction parts of the Lagrangian, appear with opposite sign in contributions 
to an amplitude and to the amplitude for the CP conjugate process. 

Even this is not enough to produce CP violating effects. If the amplitude for a process 
has only a single term then the value of its phase has no physical consequence; the fact that 
the CP conjugate amplitude has a different phase produces no CP Violation. If however the 
amplitude has two or more terms representing different mechanisms, different paths from 
initial to final state, then interference between the terms is sensitive to their relative phases. 
Consider then some process for which 

.4 = / l lC , l ' " + * ' l + 42e , ( , * ^ + * 2 , 

where the A, are real, the <j>i are the strong or rescattering phases and the tS, are the weak 
or Lagrangian phases. Then the amplitude for the CP conjugate process is given by 

S = A , ( ' l , , l " ' , l + V I O j ^ 1 

The CP-violating difference between the two rates can readily be seen to be proportional 

\A\- + | /1 | -

wliich vanishes unless both the strong and the weak phases are different for the two contri
butions. 

This requirement of two paths from initial to final state is realized in a special way in 
the neutral mesons A'0 and liu. The meson can decay to a particular final state directly, or 
it can mix to its CP conjugate particle and then decay to the same final state. Here the final 
state reseattering phases will be the same for both contributions, the phase from the weak 
mixing term plays the role of the strong phase difference in Eq. (1). The two contributions 
will have opposite weak phases for the decay and CP violations occur. For the A' system 
this is the familiar CP violation parameterized by t. 

In addition to this CP violation coming from mixing in the neutral sector, direct CP 
violation, that is CP violation due to the existence of two different classes of decay processes, 
occurs for many channels in the Standard Model. These two classes are (1) tree diagram 
processes and (2) penguin diagram processes. Figure 1 shows these two classes of diagram 
at the quark level. Note that the non-spectator annihilation and exchange diagrams are not 
distinguished from the spectator quark diagram, all are grouped together as tree diagrams. 
In any process where two of these diagrams contribute they do so with the same weak 
phase and hence can be treated as a single contribution for this analysis. In general the 
penguin contributions have a different weak phase from the tree contributions and hence 
interference between the two can lead to CP violating effects. For many charged B-decay 
channels this interference provides the only Standard Model source of CP violation. The 
fact that the resulting asymmetry is also proportional to the strong phase shift difference 
means that it cannot be calculated without some further assumptions. I will later discuss 
tliese processes further. Here I only note that these are direct CP violations, comparable 
to those parameterized by (' in A'-decays. 
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Figure 1. Tree and Penguin Diagrams. Digrams (a) spectator, (b) W-exchange and (c) aniiihilatioii 
are all tree contributions. Diagram (d) is the penguin contribution. Ciloun lines responsible for binding are 
not shown. 

T H E M I N I M A L S T A N D A R D M O D E L 

In the minimal (three generation, single Higgs doublet) Standard Model the most gen
eral Lagrangiaii has many coupling constant parameters with a priori independent phases. 
However only a single phase survives after the freedom to redefine the phase of every par
ticle field in the Lagrangian has been used to eliminate as many of possible of the coupling 
constant phases. The one remaining phase occurs in the matrix which relates the weak 
eigenstates to the mass eigenstates, generally known as the Cabbibo Kobayashi Maskawa 
or CKM matrix. Since there is only one such phase there are automatically relationships 
between different CP-violating processes, since they must all depend in some way on this 
phase. The beauty of the neutral B system is tl at there are many different processes for 
which asymmetries can be measured and also can be calculated in terms of CKM param
eters without strong interaction uncertainties. Thus the predictions of the model can be 
tested by comparison of these results. Perhaps this can lead us to clues to physics beyond 
the Standard Model. 

The unitarity triangle is a simple geometrical representation of a relation which results 
from the unitarity of the three generation ("'KM matrix I•': 

Udk = I w U + l'cA'cl + V'rrflrt = 0, (2) 

The three complex quantities VJjVJJ form a triangle in the complex plane, which is referred 
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I'igun? 2. 'Flu* ('iiitarity Triangle. 

1o as the unitarity triangle. The three angles of this triangle are labelled 

- ( v«v«. \ <- ( v^vcb\ _ ( v*dv:b\ ..,. ° = a r H - ^ - ' = a r s K^J- 1 = a r g b ^ J - {i) 

The aim is to make enough independent measurements of the sides and angles that this 
triangle is overdetermined and thus check the validity of the Standard Model. Figure 2 shows 
a representation of the Militarily triangle in a phase convention where the side proportional 
'<> Krfl'ci ' s rea'- ' ' l e a » g ' c s °- J a l K ' 7 a i e labelled and an example of a decay for which 
the asymmetry can be related to this angle is given. I will discuss these examples in more 
detail later. 

BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL 

The predictions for CI' asymmetries in H decays in the standard model include three 
major components: 

1. the mechanism for B mixing. 
2. the mechanism for B decay, and 

.'(. the mechanism for l\ mixing, if there is a A" in the final state. 

Models for physics beyond the Standard Model may in principle introduce new features 
in any of these three stages, however the third one is already well measured in A' decays 
and so any new contribution there must be so small that it cannot signiHcantly alter the 
predictions for li decays. Thus the possible new physics must be looked for in the first two. 

A survey of models of new physics was made by Dih. London and Nir. Their results 
can be summarized as follows. They looked for whether models predict violation of tf" 
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unitarity constraints Un, — 0: or the similar relation U,\, = 0, and, more important, for 
contributions to Bg — B9 mixing which are different in phase and at least comparable in 
magnitude to the Standard Model contribution. 

A summary of the conclusions of Dib, London and Nir is given in Table I, which ] 
reproduce here from their work. The discussion which follows is also principally taken from 
their analysis. In the table, the second column describes, for each model, whether miitarity 
of the three generation CKM matrix is maintained (a triangle) or violated (some other 
shave). The third column gives examples of new contributions to Bq — Bq mixing, ('nless 
ot; -rwise mentioned, the contribution could be large and carry new phases. 

1. Four quark generations 
Although we know that there are only three light neutrinos there is still the possibility 

that there are further sequential generations with heavy neutrinos, or that there are further 
heavy quarks that do not fit the Standard Model generation pattern. In such models the 
unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix is no longer necessary and large violations 
could occur. There could also be new box-graph contributions to mixing involving the 
additional heavy quarks. Such models therefore coidd give many violations of the three 
generation Standard Model predictions. 

2. /^-mediated flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) ' : 
In such theories there are tree-level ^-mediated contributions to b decays. However cur

rent experimental constraints require that they are below 5% of the tree-level W-mediated 
diagram. There are new contributions from Z mediated diagrams to T[2 but they are not ex
pected to be large. The direct decays are still dominated by the H'-mediated tree diagrams. 
Unitarity of the CKM matrix is violated by contributions proportional to the non-diagonal 
/-coupling, and there could also be significant new contributions to Bq — Bq mixing from 
tree-level Z-exchange diagrams. These give new independent phases in the neutral current 
mixing matrix. 

3. Multi-Higgs doublets with natural flavor conservation (NFC): In these 
models there are tree-level charged-Higgs contributions to b decays. Experimental limits on 
the mass of the charged Higgs make these contributions negligible. There is no significant 
effect on Y\> or direct decays and unitarity of the ('KM matrix is maintained. There could 
be significant new contributions to Bq — Bq mixing from box-diagrams with charged Higgs. 
It can be shown however that in a general multi-Higgs model these contributions have the 
same phase as the Standard Model II'exchange contribution. Consequently, the phase 
arg(A/j_>) remains unmodified. 

If. in addition to natural flavor conservation, it is assumed that all CP violation arises 
spontaneously (denoted SCPV in the Table), then the predicted imitarity triangle becomes 
a line, and CP asymmetries in classes /' = 1,"2,3 all vanish. However, it seems that the 
limits on scalar masses from LEP. and current values for the allowed range of sin(2.y) this 
class of models is now excluded. 

4. Left-Right Symmetry (LRS) 1 8 "' 9 1 : 
In such models there are tree-level IV'/f-mcdiated contributions to 6 decays, but. given 

the experimental limits on the mass of the Wg. they are negligible. Thus, there is no 
significant, effect on V\> or on the direct decays. I'nitarity of the CKM matrix is maintained. 
The experimental limits on M(\i'n) from A' — A' mixing and the relations between the 
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TABLE I 
Effects of new physics on CP asymmetries 

Model CKM 
Unitarity 

B-S 
Mixing 

SM Predictions 
forACP 

SM Z ^ w$ $w 

Four Quark 
Generations <Mfi\ X 

Modified 

Multi-Scalar 
with NFC 
(General) 

(+ SCPv) 

Z X 
t<> 

No New 
Phases 

Unmodified 

All Asymmetries 
vanish 

Z-Mediated 
FCNC %\ A >K Modified 

LRS ZX 
Small 

Unmodified 

SUSY 
(General) 

(Minimal) 

"i/fei flc** 

ZX S 
- i r r ^ r 

g 
No New Phases 

Modified 

Unmodified 

"Real Superweak" Z ^ Modified for B d 

Unmodified for B. 



mixing matrices for 11'/, and WR interactions imply that there could be no significant new 
contributions to Bq — Bq mixing. A model of SU(2)L X SU(2)R X V(\)B-L gauge symmetry 
with no discrete £«-»/? symmetry can evade these limits, but only by fine-tuning the quark 
sector parameters. 

5. Supersymmetry (SUSY)*' 1 : 
There are no new tree-level contributions to 6 decays. Thus, T\i remains unmodified 

and the direct tree-level decays are still dominated by the W-mediated diagrams. I'nitarity 
of the CKM matrix is maintained. 

There could be significant new contributions to Bq — Bq mixing from box-diagrams 
with intermediate gluinos and squarks. Whether these box diagrams carry phases that are 
different from those of the Standard Model box diagrams depends on the specific SUSY 
model. In the minimal SUSY extension of the Standard Model the new contributions come 
from the squarks that are superpartners of lefthanded quarks and contribute with the same 
phases as the partner quark contributions. Thus no new phases are introduced and CP 
asymmetries are not modified in minimal Sl'SY models. 

In more general SUSY models, there can be contributions to box-diagrams from right-
handed quark superpartiters as well. Their mixing matrices are independent of the CKM 

21) matrix and thus, in general, introduce new phases.* 

6. "Real Superweak" mode l s" : 
I want to begin here by emphasizing that I lie original idea of "superweak" CP violations 

is an old suggestion made prior to emergence of the three-generation Standard Model. The 
idea was that all OP violating effects would be due to mixing and there would be no direct 
OP violations of the type given in the Standard Model by interference between tree and 
penguin diagrams. I know of no modification of the Standard Model for which this is true. 
Thus superweak in this extreme form is a framework that provides a "straw man" against 
which to test the Standard Model but does not propose a viable alternative or extended 
theory if the tests should be failed. 

A more modern version of the superweak idea is the hypothesis of 'real superweak' 
additions to the Standard Model. "Real superweak* is also a generic framework rather than 
a specific Lagrangian model. It is assumed that decay processes are dominated by the 
Standard Model amplitudes, but mixing processes may have .significant new contributions. 
These new contributions are assumed to be real. This means that the phases from the 
direct decays (A/A) remain the same as in the Standard Model. As for the mixing, with 
this ansatz the phase in Bs mixing (*ill*)tt. remains the same (real), but the phase in 
B,l mixing (<///»)«,, is reduced. Consequently, this model predicts no modification of the 
Standard Model prediction for asymmetries in B„ de< ays. a reduction in the asymmetry in 
li,t —> t'A'.v. and a modification (in either direction) of the asymmetry in Bj —> it+ir'. This 
model demonstrates a genera] feature noted in Ref. 15: Kven though the measurements of 
B —> (,'• h's and B —» IT + J .~ do not measure .i and a as defined in Eq. (3) anymore, the angles 
<le<luced from these measurements will sum with ") (deduced correctly from Bs —* pl\s) to 
ISO". This occurs because the ft, mixing amplitude is real. 

This review of models shows that different extensions of the theory change the Standard 
Model in different ways, so that, should we find that the Standard Model does not fit the 
data, the pattei n of the breakdown will give us some clues as to the type of extension of the 
theory that is required to accommodate the deviations. Unfortunately it is much harder to 
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argue in the opposite way, should the tests all give consistency with the Standard Model it 
will still be hard to rule out most of these theories, or even to improve the lower bounds 
on the masses of any new particles that they introduce. There is almost always a way 
to choose the phases of additional couplings so that the predictions of the model do not 
look any different from those of the Standard Modelindependent of the magnitude of such 
contributions. While these choices are artificial they cannot be excluded as possibilities, 
and hence no bounds can be obtained. The one exception to this argument is the real 
superweak class of models where the phases are fixed by the assumption that all new mixing 
contributions are real. 

FORMALISM FOB B DECAYS 

The two mass eigenstates of the neutral B meson system can be written 

\BL)=p\Ba) + qnnW). 
(4) 

' |fi//>=Htfo>-</|fl°). 

Here H and L stand for Heavy and Light, respectively. Since Af <£ T, because it is 
produced by channels wiih branching ratios of 0 (1O - 3 ) which contribute with alternating 

''31 
signs." we can neglect the tiny difference in width between BH and Bi and set 

r„ = rL = r. (5) 

We define: 

M = [M„ + ML)/2. AM = M„ - M,.. (6) 

Because Vyi <C MJJ- one finds 

l<///'l = l- (7) 

We are interested in the decays of neutral B's into a CP eigenstate which we denote by 
/[•;>. We define (lie amplitudes for these processes as 

A = (fcr\H\B"). ,\ = (fCp\n\B^). (8) 

We further define" 

I'lien the time-dependent rates for initially pure /?" or li states to decay into a final CP 
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eigenstate at time I is given by: 

l " ( f l 1 V v s ( ' ) - / r p ) = | / l | 2 e - r ' 

H^hysC) - fcp) =M| -V- ' ' I ^ - ^ - - ^ ^ - c o s ( A M I ) + ImAsi„(A.Wi) 

' + J A | " + ' JA-* cos(AM) - ImAsin(AJWr) 

The time-dependent CP asymmetry is given by 

(10) 

"fcpO = r =o • ( n ) 

n^, , v s c) - fcp)+nwvhys(n - fcp) 
Thus 

, M (1 - |A|2)cos(AA/<) -2lmA s in(AMf) 
«tcAD = r T ^ p • (12) 

The quantity ImA which can be extracted from ajCF(t) is theoretically very interesting since 
it can be directly related to CKM matrix elements in the Standard Model. 

In an c+t~ B factory the initial B system is produced in a coherent state which remains 
B°B until such time as one of the particles decays. The time evolution of the second particle 
is thus dependent on the time of the decay of the first. If one B decays to a flavor-tagging 
mode at time ri„g while the other decays to a CP-study mode at time tfrl, we have an 
event that can be used to reconstruct the time dependence of the asymmetry. The time 
that appears in the equal ions above is * = i j < r — /|,1 J (. The tagging decay may be the later 
decay, in which case the correct procedure is to assign a negative time to that event. Note 
that this makes the measurement of time dependence essential at such a machine since the 
time-integrated CP asymmetry vanishes. 

The measurement of the CP asymmetry (11) will determine ImA through (12). If 
|.4/,4| = 1 1hen ImA depends on electroweak parameters only, without hadronic uncertain
ties. The condition |.4| = \A\ holds if all amplitudes that contribute to the decay have the 
same (.'KM phase, which we will denote by Op' In such a case 

A/A = r'lie">. (13) 

As mentioned above, for Tî > <C -1/|J 

q/p=y/My Mil = '-'"*"• (14) 

where ii\i is the ('KM phase in the B — B mixing. Thus 

A = f--'Mo.<>+OD) __>. I m A = _ sin 2(«>.i/ + op). (15) 

(Note thai each of #,{/ and O/j is convention dependent, but the sum 6M + 0p is not. ImA 
depends on convention independent combinations of CKM parameters only.) Note that 
sign(lmA) depends on the CP transformation properties of the final state. The analysis 
above corresponds to CP-evcn final stales. For ('/'-odd states. ImA has the opposite sign. 
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I now turn to a review of some experiments which can. at least in principle, measure 
the three angles a. d and 7: 

(;') sin(2/j): the mode B —> t,'-A's-
The mixing phase in the Bj system is given by 

ilfp)ik = WAVld)f(V»VZ). (16) 

With a single final kaon, one has to take into account the mixing phase in the K system, 
(<llp)l< = (\'csV'd) I (Vested)- The decay phase in the quark subprocess 6 —» ccs is 

3 = w s . ri7) 

Thus 

"• - •*> - (W (W (%fc) - - - -*«* "» 
(As t'A.v is a i"'/J = —1 state, there is an extra minus sign in the asymmetry which I have 
not included here.) 

This is the easiest CP violating B,i decay channel to tackle: both experimentally and 
theoretically it is very clean. The decay of the v to a pair of Jeptons. (e or fi), gives a 
readily recognized signature. There is a small penguin contribution to 6 —» ccs, however it 
depends on the ('KM combination V'fjl)* which has, 1.0 a very good approximation, the same 
phase (mod IT) as the tree diagram which depends on V'rdV,,. Since both tree and penguin 
amplitudes have the same weak phase, the extraction of the CKM phase from the experiment 
does not suffer from uncertainties due to the limitations of our ability to calculate hadronic 
processes. £11 particular the relative strength of tree and penguin contributions does not 
affect the answer. In addition, since this is one of the observed decay modes of B mesons, 
we know the branching ratio and arc not dependent on models to estimate it. Hence we 
can quite reliably estimate the luminosity needed to measure the angle 0. The result is that 
with 30/& - ' . (about one year of running at design luminosity), one can achieve a precision 

of about 6[sin{'2ti)) = ±0.05." This estimate includes detector efficiencies for both this 
decay mode and for tagging modes that identify the flavor of the other B in the event. This 
means that in a couple of years of I) factory running one can almost certainly achieve a 
reliable measurement of this angle, since current measurements of related quantities already 
restrict - 1 < siu(2.:>) < -0.0S within the .Standard Model. 

This asymmetry is possibly the only one that will he accessible to hadron machines such 
as the upgraded Tevatron. or the LHC or SSC. The leptons in the final state give a clean 
signature even in the presence of hadronic backgrounds. A preliminary estimate is that the 
accuracy obtainable with a year of running for example at the upgraded Tevatron is about 
e(sin(2.*)) = ±0.1-)""' 

A further measurement of sin(2,^) can be made using the channel (/'A*. In this channel 
angular analysis is necessary to select the contribution of a definite CP. The relative angular 
momentum between the two particles can be either even and odd which means that there 
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are contributions of both even and odd CP." '" The branching ratio to this channel is a 
factor of 3 to 6 times bigger than that for i/>A'g. Furthermore preliminary indications from 

29) 
Argus suggest that at least part of the kinematically-allowed region is dominated by a 
single CP. If this is so then the angular analysis should not dilute the statistical significance 
and this mode may provide a more accurate constraint on sin(2/3) than the simpler mode 

(ii) sin(2a): the mode B —t ir +!r~. 
The mixing phase in the Bj system is given in Eq. (16). The decay phase for the quark 

subprocess b —»xiud is 

l = Y^k ( 1 9 ) 

We get 

MB - *+*") = ( J i i f j i ) (££?£) => 1mA =sm(2o). (20) 

For this mode, the penguin contribution is expected to be small, but it. depends on the 
('KM combination V-jJVJt and thus has a different decay phase from that of the tree diagram. 
This introduces a small and uncertain correction into the relationship between the measured 
asymmetry and the CKM-parameter dependent quantity sin(2»). Such uncertainties can 
be eliminated using isospin analysis^ ' " This will require good data for the full set of 
isospin related channels, including the more difficult jr"j7(l mode. Only one asymmetry 
need be measured, that is time dependence needs to be reconstructed only in the JT + ;T _ 

channel. This is fortunate because this would be very difficult to achieve a time-dependent 
measurement in the ir^x" channel. The most likely outcome of the isospin analysis is to 
verify that the penguin contribution is small enough that, within experimental errors the 
measured asymmetry is directly related to sin(2o). 

A second problem for estimates of the accuracy that can be achieved with this channel 
is that it has yet to be observed as a B decay and hence we must rely on model-dependent 
estimates of the branching ratio. An assumed branching ratio of order 2 x I 0 - 5 gives an 
estimate of about o(sin(2o)) = ±0.18 for 30//» of data. Other channels such as pir and 
«17r can be added to improve this estimate to A(siu(2o)) = ±0.08."° 

(»'(') sin(2-)) 
The standard example is the mode Bs —> />A',. The mixing plia.se in the H„ system is 

{'IIP)B, = (I iJ''.i)/(l /itl'is)- tH'° 1 O t a < ' h' n i 1 ' A'.v- '!'<' mixing phase for the l\ system has to 
be taken into account. The quark subprocess is the same as in B —> HT!, namely b —> uud. 
Thus 

A( Bs - PKs) = (%g) (%&£) ( { & £ ) = • J.nA = - « n ( 2 l ) . (21) 

However production of the Bs requires that the accelerator be run at the T(55) vhich 
has a smaller cross section than that for T(l.S'). Furthermore decays to BSBS are only a 
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fraction of the decays of this resonance. The nott effect is that with present machine designs 
one cannot achieve a sufficient rate of BaB, production to measure the asymmetry of this 
mode and extract a value of 7 in this way. 

A second interesting possibility for studying 7 has been suggested. ' These authors 
suggest a study of / ? + (or iJj) decays to D"/\', or D0A'*. Here CP violation can be observed 
in the case where the D° decays to a CP eigenstale mode such as ir+ir~. The interference is 
between the D° and D contributions, both of which can be produced from the B decays. 
This is a promising idea, but it requires accurate measurements of the branching ratios to 
the DB and D . Measurements of flavor-tagging D decay modes can be used to extract these 
quantities as long as the D branching fractions to the tagging modes are well measured. 
Detailed modelling of all these measurements is needed to be able to estimate the accuracy 
that one could achieve with this method. I am told that a preliminary estimate by KEK 
researchers suggests it may indeed be feasible. 

These examples demonstrate that the three angles of the unitarity triangle can in princi
ple be measured independently,of each other. Perhaps most difficult will be the measurement 
of 7. Other methods of over constraining the unitarity triangle are needed. One possibility, 
mentioned earlier, is an accurate measurement of V„j, if we can obtain reliable estimates of 
uncertainties from the theory side. 

CHAHC'KI) B DECAYS 

With the exception of the Dul\ modes mentioned above. CP asymmetries in charged 
H decays occur only because of interference between tree and penguin contributions in the 
Standard Model. The observation of any CP asymmetries of this type would be proof that 
direct CP violation occurs, equivalent to that given by a non-zero measurement of t' in 
l\ decays. The calculations of Standard Model predictions of CP violating asymmetries in 
charged li decays contain many uncertainties! ' Most of the calculations give asymme-
t ries for particular quark processes, calculated perturbatively. For the penguin contributions 
I have drawn the diagram in Figure 1. without identifying tb<? gluon which is emitted from 
the VV-quark loop with that which produces the additional quark-antiquark pair. 1 do this to 
stress the fact that the term "penguin" in principle includes all possible such contributions. 
.Note that the many glnons involved in the binding are not drawn here, so the disconnected 
line simply means a gluon absorbed in, and another produced from, the general glue. When 
people evaluate the penguin contribution perturbatively they identify these two gluon lines 
for the leading contribution and then add additional gluon corrections for a higher order 
calculation. The justification for this perturbative treatment of the gluons is that the gluon 
emitted from the quark loop is quite hard because of the large mass difference between 
the b quark and the a or <i quark that it becomes after the W-loop. I am doubtful that 
this approach is completely correct. For example a contribution in which the hard gluon 
is absorbed by the other quark of the original meson and then hadronization occurs non-
pert urbatively could be comparable to the one usually calculated, especially for an inclusive 
rate estimate. 

Furthermore the perttirbativc calculation predicts only the sum of all states with a par
ticular quark content. Inclusive measurement of such a quantity is a difficult experiment. 
The problem ol strong rescatterings thai change quark identities introduces further uncer
tainties for such an approach. For exclusive (few body) channels there remains the problem 
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of how to convert the quark diagram calculations into reliable estimates for rates and asym
metries. Each configuration of final hadrons corresponds to some weighted integral over 
quark kinematics, but unfortunately we have no way to determine that integral. Since the 
calculated quark-level asymmetries depend on the momentum transfer to the qq pair and 
even change sign as a function of this variable in some cases, it is very difficult to convert 
the quark estimates into estimates for exclusive hadron processes. 

Because of the dependence of the asymmetry on the difference of strong phases as well as 
that of the weak phases, calculations are sensitive to other aspects of hadronization. In the 
quark diagram calculation, the long-range final state hadron-hadron interaction phase shifts 
are ignored, except in the sense that final-state interactions which involve quark-antiquark 
annihilation processes are included in the absorptive part of the penguin processes. The 
assumption of small final-state phase effects from hadronization, known as the factorization 
assumption, is built into the calculations but has not yet been well tested. I will return 
shortly to summarize the theoretical arguments for and against factorization. Wolfenstein 
has argued that hadrouization can result in final-state phase shifts which could decrease 
the resulting asymmetries compared to the quark-diagram perturbative calculations. This 
question remains an open one. 

Even without further suppression due to such effects, the predictions of Refs. 36 and 37 
suggest that the CP violations in charged B decays predicted by the Standard Model will 
be extremely difficult to observe, requiring of order 10 1 0 produced B's for exclusive b —> s 
modes and of order 109 fl's for exclusive b —> d modes. In Ref. 36 it is suggested that this 
can be improved to perhaps as low as 10' B's if one can sum all two-body or quasi two-body 
b —* (Us modes, but the experimental difficulties of such a semi-inclusive measurement may 
defeat this theoretical improvement. Since these estimates include only branching fractions 
and required statistical accuracy but not the inefficiencies due to triggering and background 
rejection cuts they are anyway quite optimistic. 

THE FACTORIZATION HYPOTHESIS. 

Both the calculations for charged B decay asymmetries described above and the much-
used model for B decay branching fractions of Bauer. Stech and Wirbel depend on an 
assumption of factorization. This is the assumption that strong final state rescattering 
effects can be ignored in going from quark diagrams to estimates for few-body hadronic 
final slates. There is a physical picture, perhaps most clearly annunciated by Bjorken, 
which supports this assumption. The argument is that the quark and antiquark which 
hadronize a.s a high momentum meson are produced by the weak interaction in a region 
much smaller than the size of a typical hadron. Hence they travel far from the other quark 
anti-quark system before they separate sufficiently from one another to have the usual strong 
interaction cross-section with that system. By then the separation of the two systems is 
large compared to the range of strong interactions. The strong interactions of a tiny quark-
antiquark color singlet, system are suppressed compared to those of a hadron because their 
color-charges form a local color singlet without the need for an extended region of non-zero 
gluon field strength. This is closely related to the idea of color transparency suggested by 

4'*) Brodsky and Mueller." 

This justification for neglecting final state interactions is just a word-picture, but phys
ical understanding often begins with such pictures. As a challenge to this picture Wolfen-
stein asks whether the lack of interaction should be true channel by channel for all final 
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stales of this tiny qq system, or only for the complete linear superposition of states that is 
formed by the system. Put another way he asks is there any sense in which a particular 
emerging meson extrapolates back to only the tiny system? All this argument just illus
trates how little can actually be calculated about the strong interactions. Until we have a 
well denned calculational scheme that clearly shows that factorization is or is not a property 
of the theory it is hard to reach a conclusion in such debates. Factorization has been rigor
ously demonstrated to be valid under certain conditions in the infinite quark-mass limit, 
but the models apply it in a much more general way. The consequences of factorization in
clude relationships between hadronic and semileptonic channels, and allow the extension of 
heavy-quark predictions to some hadronic channels. It would be interesting to have accurate 
experimental tests of these relationships. These studies have already begun at CESR and 
DORIS (see talks at this meeting) but can be made more precise at the higher luminosity 
of a B factory. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The observation of CP violation in B decays is crucial in testing the Standard Model. 
Particularly promising are CP asymmetries in neutral B decays into CP eigenstates, these 
processes are subject to clean theoretical interpretation and seem to be experimentally most 
accessible. The observation of CP asymmetries in charged B decays would demonstrate 
the existence of direct CP violation but predictions involve theoretical uncertainties. It 
will therefore be difficult to translate such measurements into information on the values of 
Standard Model parameters. 

This physics is only part of the rich program of physics one could achieve at a B factory, 
but it is the part which shows the special nature of such a facility as a tool to probe some 
remaining untested features of the Standard Model and perhaps thereby to find clues to 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 1 for one hope very much that at least one such a 
facility will be built some place in the world, so these questions can be studied. 
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Abstract 

Experimental measurements of properties of B mesons are summarized and prospects 
for B physics before the commission of the B factories and at the B factories are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The study of B meson decay offers a unique opportunity to measure basic parameters 
of the Standard Model. For example, direct measurements of the CKM matrix elements, 
V c( and V„j are possible only in B meson decays. In particular, the prospects for inves
tigating the origin of CP violation have been enhanced by two recent discoveries: the B 

. 1 . 2 3 . 
meson lifetime is long, and neutral B mesons are strongly mixed. ' This has provoked 
worldwide interest and high energy physicists in many laboratories have proposed building 
B Factories. The primary goal of experiments at such facilities is an observation of the 
CP violation in B decays. However, the ultimate go ' of these experiments is to make many 
redundant measurements of the CKM parameters using both CP violating and non-violating 
rates of various B decays. Among those parameters are the three angles and three sides of 
the unitarity triangle (See Fig. 1) and various engineering parameters such as mixing pa
rameters and the decay constant. It is hoped that these measurements will rigorously test 
the validity of the Kobayashi-MMukawa explanation of CP violation in the context of the 
Standard Model with three generations. If the data are consistent with the KM picture, 
then the measurements will determine the CKM parameters. Any discrepancy between the 
KM explanation and experiments will point us toward the correct explanation of the origin 
of the CP violation. 
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1. The unitarity triangle. 

In the next chapter the luminosity requirement for the first observation of the CP viola
tion is briefly discussed to set the scale of B factory projects. In Chapter 3, past experimental 
measurements of decays of B mesons are summarized and prospects for B physics before the 
commission of the B factories are discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we consider what 
measurements need to be made to test the origin of the CP violation at the B factories. 

2. Observation of CP violation in B decay 

2 .1 . e + e " ASYMMETRIC COLLIDER 

The first goal of a B factory is to observe the CP violation in B decays. The rate 
prediction of the KM description of the phenomenon in terms of the CKM matrix elements 
is unambiguous in the case where the inequality in B° and B° decay rates to the same final 
state arises from the interference between mixed and unmixed decays. By measuring this 
inequality, angles of the unitarity triangle <j>c = arg^Vd V^JVfdV^), <f>u — arafV^VJJ/VJjl^J) 
can be extracted. Experimental techniques to make such measurements have been discussed 
by many groups? The best example of such case is B-^ij/K^. It has been agreed upon that 
this decay mode is the cleanest and most efficient. Unfortunately at the T(4S) energy where 
the BPTP pair is produced in a C = - 1 state, the. decay rates r(B°->V*'!}) and r(B°->1>K$) 
are identical. One therefore measures the time difference T - t — t' between the B decay to 
i>K^ and the tagging B decay which identifies the flavor 'if the B at the time of the decay. 
To obtain the value of the <fic, one then fits the distribution • , i.'-ie equation: 

e~ s | T | x (1 - sia aTsin ?<t>c), 

where x is the mixing parameter Am/T, Am is the xnass cisference between two mass 
eigenstates of B° mesons, and T is the average decay widtr of d;e two. Pig. 2 shows t — t' 
distributions and a fit to the spectrum. The statistical error in the asymmetry is roughly 
1/vN, where N is the number of the tagged events. Thus, the number of events needed to 
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measure an 3 standard deviation effect is given by 

JV = ( )S, d(x) sin 2<f> 

where d(x) is the effective dilution factor due to the fit (d(x) is ~ 0.5). For example, with 
1,000 background free events with a reconstructed B and a tag, we can make a four standard 
deviation measurement if sin 2<j>c is equal to 0.23. 

0050191-005 
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2. t-t' distributions. The curve is a fit to the spectrum. 

To find the number of tagged events we start with all hadronic events, reduced by the 
B branching ratio B, the B detection efficiency, e, and the tagging efficiency eta}. There are 
several other factors that can decrease the sensitivity of the measurement. First, there are 
wrong sign tags. If we have wrongly inferred the flavor of the other B in a fraction w of 
the events, then the observed asymmetry is decreased by the factor (1 — 2u>) (taking ttag 

as the sum of right sign plus wrong sign tags). Secondly, in the presence of background 
in the reconstructed B sample the observed asymmetry is diluted by the factor r,ig = sig-
nal/(signal+background), and the observed branching ratio is enhanced by l / r J l s . We have 

Aobs = »"«»>( 1 - 2w)d(x)sin 2<j>, and B,ig = Bfr,ig. 

Therefore, the integrated luminosity, C, required to perform an a standard deviation 

»«r, 



measurement is 

2<rBr,;,£ei(1J(l - 2u;) 2d(a) 2sin 220' 

The errors in the time difference measurement that could cause a loss in sensitivity and 
increase the amount of required luminosity are taken into account in d{x). 

The efficiencies and wrong sign fraction have been extensively studied by several groups 
using Monte Carlo simulation. Many techniques to increase the efficiencies and reduce the 
wrong sign fraction have been developed. For example, the CESR-B study has investigated 
the possibility of taking advantage of the whole spectrum of lepton momentum for tagging 
B flavor. The following summarizes the study by Cornell group for CESR—B proposal. 

(1) 2<r = 1 15ni (the B cross section), 
(2) Ber.ijr = 2.0 x 10"5 (the sum of i/)K°s and îJC*0, where they have halved the effective 

efficiency of the latter because it is a vector-vector mode), 

(3) etaj,(l - 2u»)2 = 0.40 (sum of all tags), 
(4) d(x) = 0.5, (the loss caused by the t — t' distribution and the gain from fitting were 

taken into account). 
This results in C = . i®, /6""1. Now we need an estimate of what sin 2tj>c to expect. 

7 
Using the values and the errors of Kim et al. the CESR—B study finds that the most probable 
value of sin 2<j>c is around 0.30 and it is 75% likely that sin 24>c exceeds 0.23. For sin 2<j>c = 0.23 
a four sigma measurement requires 130fb _ I. A storage ring with a peak luminosity of 3 x 10 3 3 

cm" 2 !" 1 will be able to accumulate 130fb _ 1 of data within three years. 

2.2. HADRON BEAMS 

CP violation in this decay mode can be observed at the hadron colliders. In fact, The 
CDF pp experiment at Fermilab has reconstructed a few dozen decays of B+—>^>K+ and 
B°—nj>K*°. It will be interesting to see what CDF and DO experiments can do in their 1992-
3 run. Several groups are now trying to see B's in hadron beam fixed target experiments 
at Fermilab. Furthermore, four EOI's (two for fixed target experiments and two for collider 
experiments) have been submitted to the SSC. Prospects may be better in hadron collider 
experiments at higher center of mass energies where the B cross section is a larger fraction of 
the total. The estimates have been made for these proposed experiments but the uncertainty 
due to the lack of results from experiments is large. While a well thov.ght-out experiment at 
a hadron collider could be competitive with an e + e~ B factory, such d detector may actually 
cost more to build than a B factory. 
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3. Where we are in 1991 

It has been more than 10 years since the T(4S) was found to decay into two B mesons. 
CLEO(ARGUS) has recorded more than 1.5 x 10*(5 x 10 5) BB events, respectively. Each 
of the LEP experiments has recorded 105 B decays. A recent paper by K. Berkelman and 
S. Stone as well as others, review the experimental achievements in the field of B decays in 
details. The main focus in this paper, therefore, is to briefly discuss and identify the source 
of statistical and systematic errors of some of the critical measurements. 

3.1. SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS 

Measurements of inclusive semileptonic branching fraction averaged over the mix of 6 
hadrons have been made at high energy e+e~ colliders. The world average of the inclusive 
B semileptonic branching fraction is (11.3 ± 0.4)%. The PEP and PETRA measurements 
assume the fraction of events containing b quarks to be 1/11; measurements at the Z° peak 
assume the Standard Model prediction, 0.217. 

Similar measurements but averaged over the mix of B~ and B° can be made by ex
periments at the e+e~ collision at T(4S) energy. CLEO, ARGUS and Crystal Ball have 
made such measurements. The best-fit branching fraction to the lepton momentum spec
tra depends on the theoretical model used. The semileptonic branching fraction averaged 
over the three experiments for ACM,' ISGW1" and WSB" is (10.7 ± 0.4)%, (10.3 ± 0.4)%, 
(9.3 ± 0.4)%, respectively. Statistical errors are parabolic errors from the fits. Systematical 
errors for a given model are mostly experimental. 

3.2. EXCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC BRANCHING FRACTIONS 

Branching fractions into exclusive semileptonic final states can be measured at the T(4S) 
by identifying Dtv and D'lv using the missing mass recoiling against the lepton and the 
charm meson. The missing mass squared distributions are shown in Fig. 3 along with the fits 
to the signal and backgrounds. The results for the branching fractions are given in Table 1. 
The statistical errors are mostly due to various backgrounds and the fact that the expected 
MM2 plots for Dlv and D'lv where slow pions (or 7s) from D's are not observed are virtually 
the same. The number of events observed in each mode is of the order of a few hundred. 
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3. The MM2 spectra from CLEO for (a) right sign D* + — /" combinations; the circles 
are the data points, the solid histogram is the result of a fit with a Gaussian signal 
plus background. The signal is the solid curve; the background due to mixing and 
cascades is the dot-dashed histogram, the background due to fake D* + 's is the dashed 
histogram and the background due to D*"s is the dotted line, (b) Wrong sign D * + / + 

and D*~l~ combinations; the circles are the data points, the solid histogram is the 
result of a fit that contains the contribution from fake D , + ' s (dashed histogram) and 
mixed events and cascades (dot-dashed line). 

Table 1: B{B^Dl~Vt)(%) 

Mode CLEO ARGUS Average 

B0->D'+l-vi 4.6 ±0.5 ±0.7 4.4 ±0.6 ±0.5 4.5 ±0.4 ±0.6 

W-iD+t-vt 1.8 ±0.6 ±0.3 1.5 ±0.5 ±0 .3 1.6 ±0.4 ±0 .2 

B--*D*°/-j?/ 4.1 ±0.8 ±0.8 4.4 ±0.6 ±0.5 4.3 ±0.5 ±0.7 

B-->T>°l-vt 1.6 ±0.6 ±0 .2 1.4 ±0.6 ±0.5 1.5 ±0.4 ±0 .2 
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3 . 3 . B LIFETIMES 

The measurements of the average lifetime for hadrons containing the 6 quark are made 
by observing the decay length of hadrons in jets produced in e + e~ collisions at energies far 
above threshold. There is good agreement among the different measurements. The world 
average which includes recent LEP results is TJ = (1.24 ± 0.09) ps. This value is a weighted 
average over the mix of b hadrons produced in e + e~ collisions. High precision vertex detectors 
used in the recent experiments have made the statistical errors of their measurements quite 
small. Major systematical errors are due to uncertainties in B fragmentation, the fraction 
of B hadron in the sample, the resolution function, and the physics distributions in the fits. 
There is no doubt that the current generation experiments will measure the average lifetime 
precisely as they accumulate more data. 

It is unlikely, but if the light quark in the b hadron influences the decay rates, as in the 
decay of the charmed hadrons, then the various lifetimes will not be equal. In particular it 
is interesting to see the lifetimes of Er and B + are equal since the lifetimes of individual b 
hadrons (or the total decay widths) are necessary to translate the theorists' language (decay 
widths) into that of experimentalists (branching fractions). Attempts have been made by 
both ARGUS and CLEO to infer the ratio of B° and B + lifetimes from the semileptonic 
branching fractions. 

3.4. V c 6 

The absolute value of the CKM matrix element V c j can be calculated from both inclusive 
and exclusive semileptonic decay branching fractions using the average lifetime TJ = (1.24 ± 
0.09) ps. Using the matrix element for b quarks decaying to c quarks and an effective 
b quark mass (see ACM model? for example), CLEO and ARGUS find values for |Vci[ of 
(0.047±0.002±0.005) and (0.047±0.004), respectively. For ISGW model one simply sums the 
predicted exclusive decay widths. CLEO and ARGUS find values for |V c 6 | of (0.045 ±0.004) 
and (0.046 ± 0.006). 

To extract |V cj| from the exclusive semileptonic branching fractions one takes the model 
prediction of the decay widths. The results are shown in Table 2 for models by ISGW, KS, 
WBS and two estimates of Jaus. Berkelman and Stone quote the value of \Vcb\ using the 
average of the five models. The systematic error they quote is ±0.004. It comes mostly 
from the model dependence, the systematic error on TJ that arises from the B, and Aj in 
the sample used to measure TT,, and the systematic errors from the exclusive semileptonic 
branching fractions. They quote the final result as |V c t | =(0.041 ± 0.003 ± 0.004). 
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Table 3: Values of V c( 

Model Dtp D'tv Average 

ISGW 0.036±0.005 0.039±0.004 0.038±0.003 

KS 0.042±0.005 0.039±0.004 0.040±0.003 

WBS 0.042±0.005 0.042±0.004 0.042±0.003 

Jausl 0.041±0.005 0.042±0.004 0.042±0.003 

Jaus2 0.042±0.005 0.042±0.004 0.042±0.003 

Average 0.041±0.005 0.041 ±0.004 0.041±0.003 

3.5. B°-B° MIXING 

The fi° and B° differ only in the sign of the beauty quantum number carried by the b 
quark. Since this is not a conserved quantity in weak decays, the eigenstates for which the 
lifetimes and masses are defined are not the 6-eigenstates created in the production reaction. 
A pure 6 eigenstate, which is a superposition of the two mass eigenstates will develop an 
oscillating admixture of the 6 eigenstate with a beat frequency Am = mi — mjf. Observation 
of this oscillation was first made by the UA1 collaboration and then by ARGUS2 and 
CLEO? ARGUS and CLEO measured the mixing ratio using dilepton events. The average 
of their result is 

This implies x = Am/T = 0.66 ± 0.11 for B%. Each experiment has only about 40(400) like-
sign(opposite-sign) dileptons and therefore main source of the error is statistical. It is worth 
noting that both CLEO and ARGUS measurements use dilepton events from T(4S)—>B°B°, 
but must account for opposite sine dileptons from T(4S)—»B+B"~. Therefore, the mixing 
ratio is given by 

1 + A 
r - r ° " l - A r o 4 j ' 

where A = /±B| / ( /„B^) , / ± and /„ are the T(4S) branching fractions into B+B~ and BPTP, 
respectively and B± and B0 are semileptonic branching fraction of B+ and B° mesons. The 
ratios /± / / o and B±jB0 have not been well measured. CLEO's 95% confidence level intervals 
are (0.5-2.0) and (0.66-1.0), respectively. We assumed A = 1 to obtain r = 0.18 ± 0.05. 
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The CKM matrix element V<i can be extracted from B°B° oscillations since in the 
Standard Model, B°B° oscillations take place through the box diagram which contains the t 
quark in intermediate states. (Fig. 4) The predicted ratio x of B°B° oscillation rate to decay 
rate is given by 

where 

*>=£&+£ 9y 63/2In3/. 
• + 

I ) 2 (V-1)3' 

At present there are obstacles in extracting Vtd from a measurement of x: The mass of the 
top quark is not known; The current best guess of the value of f\Bs is (129 ± 23 MeV) 2. 

3.6. V B j 

14 15 
CLEO and ARGUS have observed evidence for the 6—»« transition by finding leptons 

from B decay with momentum greater than that allowed by B^>Dtv decay. CLEO has 
observed (75.6 ± 18.0 ± 8.2) events in the momentum interval between 2.4 and 2.6 GeV/c 
and ARGUS (41.0 ± 10.4) events between 2.3 and 2.6 GeV/c. The differential cross section, 
< r ( e + e - - ^ B B - . / ± X ; P m j n < Pt < P m M ) can be calculated from the number of events 
observed and the integrated luminosities. This cross section is proportional to |V„i/V e ip 
with coefficients obtained from models 
from 0.09 to 0.17. 

16 17 la 19 20 The resulting values of | V U J / V , . J | vary 
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3.7. HADRONIC DECAYS OF B MESONS 

Hadronic decays of B mesons have been studied extensively by CLEO and ARGUS. 
Recent results from CLEO and prospects for the new results have been presented at this 
conference by R. Morrison. 

4. B physics in the near future 

Improvements in the measurements discussed above can be expected from the new gener
ation of experiments. CLEO II at CESR will accumulate data at a rate of 2 fb _ I per year. An 
ambitious luminosity improvement program is in progress at CESR. Thus, it will be possible 
to obtain 107 BB decays in several years. The CLEO collaboration also plans to install a 
double sided silicon vertex detector (SVD). The ARGUS experiment at DORIS has installed 
a new vertex chamber and continues to run at a rate of 200 p b - 1 per year. Experiments at 
LEP and Fermilab are expected to produce measurements on various properties of B decays. 
Thus with the advent of high-statistics, high-quality data sets, prospects for 6 physics in 
the coming years are very good. In this chapter precision measurements of some of crucial 
parameters are discussed. Techniques with the least theoretical and experimental uncer
tainties are chosen to estimate the required luminosities to make such measurements with 
5% statistical errors are estimated. There is no doubt that as the measurements improve, 
knowledge of the decay dynamics increases and that new/revised experimental techniques 
must be developed to measure parameters more precisely. The techniques discussed here are 
ones known to the author to date. 

4 . 1 . LIFETIMES OF INDIVIDUAL B KADRONS 

Lifetimes of individual B mesons must be measured. The cleanest decay mode to measure 
B + lifetime is B+—>D°ir+, tpK"*'. The measurement must be done at a high energy accelerator 
like LEP, so that the B's travel a detectable distance. The measurement error on the lifetime 
at is given by 

where r is the lifetime, erv is the resolution of the vertex measurement in proper time. The 
new generation of vertex detectors will certainly make a\ significantly smaller than the B 
meson lifetime. Therefore several hundred events are needed to make a measurement with 
less than 5% fractional error. CLEO II has reconstructed about 150 (30) B+-*D°ir+(iiK+) 
decays using 460 p b - 1 of data. The BB cross section is five times higher at LEP than 
at CESR. Assuming detection efficiencies at CLEO and the LEP experiments are roughly 
equal, each LEP experiment therefore needs to accumulate 200 p b - 1 of data. Since the 1991 
integrated luminosities for each experiment at LEP was close to 20 p b - 1 it could take 10 years 
to make this measurement. However, it is possible to use other decay modes of B + mesons 
such as B->D(D*)p, B+->D,0l+v. ModeB other than B +->D°ir+, ^ K + have backgrounds 
which are an unknown mixture of B + decays, B° decays and <j<j(udsc) productions. These 
backgrounds can be a source of systematic errors. 
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Individual lifetimes can be inferred from the measurements of B + and B° inclusive 
semileptonic branching fractions. The best technique is to use tagged B events. By recon
structing one hadronic B decay, we know the charge of the other B, and the measurement is 
free from f0 and f±. CLEO II has reconstructed hadronic decay of B + at a rate of 1-2 per 
p b - ] . Afore than 10 % of such events contain leptons. With 2-4 p b _ I of data a measurement 
with 5% statistical error is possible. 

4.2. B R ( T ( 4 S ) - > B ° B ° ) AND B R ( T ( 4 S ) - B + B - ) 

Branching fractions Br(T(4S)->B°B°)(/ 0) and Br(T(4S)-»B+B-)(/ ± ) need to be mea
sured. So far, all branching fraction measurements of B meson decays using the data taken at 
the T(4S) resonance have been made by assuming values for /„ and f±. The values used in 
CLEO/ARGUS publications vary from /„ = 0.4 to 0.5 Although /„ and f± have been calcu
lated using models and the measurement of the mass difference between fi° and B+ mesons 
the uncertainties in /„ and f± can be as large as 20% and the measurements of properties of 
B meson decay suffer from this uncertainty. The cleanest way to measure /o(/±) is double 
tagging. The ratio of the number of events in which both B and B mesons are reconstructed 
and a square of the number of events in which one of the two Bs is reconstructed can be 
written as 

NBB _ fa x BT2 x eBB _ eBB 

CLEO II has so far found one event in which both B's are reconstructed in hadronic decay 
modes in 460 p b _ 1 of data. To get 400 such events for a measurement with 5% statistical 
error, CLEO II needs to collect as much as 160 f b _ 1 of data, which will take more than 50 
years. However, it will take only several years at a B factory. Double tagging D*s can be 
a practical technique for the near future. If EP{B+) decays into D—(D'°) 30% of the time 
but never into D*°(D*~), 10 f b _ 1 might be enough to make a measurement of /„ and f±. 

4.3. Vcb AND V„ 6 

The measurement of |V<.j| suffers from theoretical uncertainties as well as experimental 
23 

errors. It has been argued by Neubert in the context of heavy quark effective theory 
that the D*l~V final states offer the best place to measure Vc|„ even though the D* channels 
involve the combination of three form factors rather than one for the D channel. In particular, 
if one measures dt(B—>D'l~T>)/dq2 at q2 = q^naz one can infer the value of |V e j | with little 
modeling uncertainty. The conventional technique has been to measure q2 dependency of 
dr(B-->D'l~i>)/dq2 and extrapolate to q2 — q^az- This technique again suffers from the fact 
that the functional form for the extrapolation is not known. 

A new approach proposed here is to measure 

rfr(B->(D70+)AY-g) _4 2 _ _, 
dq-3 , at q = qmax. 

The value of —'—^+5—'—^ lj !=#U, c a n D e extracted from this measurement because (1) 
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contribution from —' ' j j i — ' — ^ vanish due the helicity suppression, (2) all D*& decay 
into either D° or D+ and (3) the fact that dr(B°"j^'*1'^ and ^^ '^f '" '"^ are equal factors 
out (foT„ + f±r+), which CLEO II can measure with the SVD. Although B-»(D°/D + )Xl~v 
decays have substantial backgrounds, efficiencies and the branching fractions are high enough 
to make the measurement with several years of CLEO II running. 

A clean measurement of \Vub\ seems difficult. Using a tagged B + sample to measure 
B~—>p°l~v is a technique proposed by many groups. (See reference 4) A detector similar to 
CLEO II expects to have one such event per 1 f b _ 1 . 

4.4. SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS IN GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN THE MODELS 

With a 10 fb" 1 data sample, CLEO II should have more than 20,000 tagged B events 
(2,000 of which have an additional lepton in the event), 2,000 semileptonic events with lep-
ton momentum between 2.4 and 2.6 GeV/c for b-+it measurements, 1,000 like sign dilepton 
events for the B-B mixing measurement, 2,000 B—*D*l~V, and one million inclusive semilep
tonic decays. The fully reconstructed B decays can be used as a tag to determine unbiased 
properties of the decay of the other B. CLEO II reconstructs 1-2 B's per p b - 1 . With modest 
increases in efficiency as we learn more, we expect a few tens of thousands of reconstructed 
events. With this many events, CLEO II will be able to distinguish between models, and 
choose the one which fits best to many measurements. Furthermore, since measurements 
depend on parameters in different ways, by combining many measurements and solving for 
the unknown parameters it might be possible to determine even the hardest ones (fa and 
f±). Within the best-fit model, |V c j | and |V„j| can be determined with less than 5% error. 

Precision tests of factorization can be done using exclusive hadronic decays. In the 
context of heavy quark effective theory, it is predicted that 

Br(B-*D*x) 
— r- — 1, and 

Br(B-*D?r) 

BT(B-D'P) = Br^Dp) , „ 
Br(B-*D'ir) Br(B-*Dw) 

CLEO II expects to have more than 1,000 B-»I>*ir. 

Sensitivity to the purely leptonic decay B +—>T +I> will be at least in the range of 1 0 - 4 . 
The cleanest technique is to reconstruct a B~ decay on one side and look for one and only 
lepton from r decay on the other side. This way one's upper limit is inversely proportional to 
the number of reconstructed B events. C. Kim, J. Rosner and C. Yuan predict a branching 
fraction 

B r ( B + - . r + i / ) = (1.3 x 10-*)(—IE—V-^i). 
v ; k A 2 0 0 M e V A 0.005' 

A recent paper by G. Harris and J, Rosner demonstrates that present data on CKM param
eters point to two possible solutions for the B meson decay constant, / B , one being around 
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145 MeV, the other 340 MeV. A measurement with a sensitivity of around 10"""* might rule 
out the latter solution. 

4.5. RARE B DECAYS 

One can probe for branching fractions at the Jevel of 1 0 - 6 with 10 f b _ I of data. Many 
interesting processes are expected to have branching fraction times detection efficiencies in 
the range 10~ 5 -10 - 6 : penguin diagrams, b—>u, and Cabibbo suppressed 6—»c decays for ex
ample. In particular, low multiplicity modes which have relatively large predicted branching 
fractions and high detection efficiencies such as B°—nr~jr+(Penguin), B°-*K~x+(b—•«) will 
be readily measurable. CLEO II can separate kaons from pions by dE/dx and by kine
matics. Unless one branching fraction dominates the other, both branching fractions can 
be measured by requiring dE/dx and the kinematics be consistent with the assumed decay 
modes. With the measurements of the branching fractions of these decay modes, progress 
will be made in understanding the dynamics of B meson decay. It is also important to know 
the branching fractions such as B°—>jr"t>~, B°-*D+D~ and B~-*lPK~~ for CP violation 
experiments. 

In conclusion, before the commissioning of the B factories, several interesting areas 
of B physics will already be explored in several years of running of the present facilities. 
These include the measurements of lifetimes of individual B hadrons, model independent 
measurements of |V c j | , possibly |V„j|, and branching fractions of many hadronic B decays. 
It should be noted that if one measures all three sides of the unitarity triangle, one has a 
good estimate of the three angles assuming that the KM description is correct. 

5. B physics at B factories 

The CP violating rate in the Standard Model with three generations is proportional to 
the area of unitarity triangle (in the Wolfenstein notation, it is A6.) Since the total decay 
width of B meson is proportional to A4 one expects that a few percent of B meson decays are 
CP violating. At B factories where more than 100 million events are expected to be recorded 
in a few years, more than one million events are CP violating. Therefore, we should be able 
to find evidence for the CP violation. 

5.1. T H E ANGLE $C 

The measurement of the angle <j>c has been discussed in the previous chapter. The Cornell 
study estimates that C = . \° f b - 1 is required to observe a four standard deviation signal. 
One of the largest uncertainties in this estimate is from Br(B°—»V^s)= (0.06 ± 0.03)%. 
Since Cornell uses 0.04% for this value, its estimate of 7.0 f b - 1 has an uncertainty of I j * . 
Furthermore, the uncertainties in the current data and theory leave a rather wide 90% 
confidence interval for sin2i^c, 0.1-0.7 (See reference 4). 
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5.2. T H E ANGLE <j>u 

Techniques for the measurement of the angle <j>u have been investigated by many groups? 
None of the decay modes used in the studies have yet been observed. Only upper limits in 
the range of 10~ 4 exist for the branching fractions. Thus, the studies rely on the validity 
of the WSB predictions. Furthermore, the CESR-B study shows these modes (for example, 
B°—»jr+?r~) have a substantial background from qq production underneath the T(4S) peak. 
A CLEO I result was used to estimate r , ; 0 ss 0.65. It concludes that C = .V;0, fb~' is 

y sin 2 ^ u 

required to observe a four standard deviation signal. Other studies give similar results. The 
contamination from B°-+K+ir~ could further reduce r,is if one does not have state-of-the-
art if/x separation capability. A more reliable estimate can be done when the branching 
fractions of B°—»jr+?r- and B°—>K+ir~ have been measured. 

5.3. T H E ANGLE 4>, 

Recently, a new technique was proposed to measure the third angle <f>,. This tech
nique allows us to measure tf>t running at the T(4S) resonance while previous techniques 
required running at the T(5S) resonance. Briefly, one needs to measure four branching 
fractions ( B + ^ D ° K + , JB+-»D°i ( 2 )K + , B-^D°K~, B - - ^ D ° 1 ( 2 ) K - ) , where D°1{2) is a CP-
even(odd) state which can be identified by its CP-even(odd) decay products such as 7 r + i - , 
K+K~(K(gir0, Kgw). A feasibility study has begun and so far some estimates show 108 

B + decays seem sufficient. CLEO II has so far reconstructed 16 B + —>D°x+, D°—>K^7r+7r_ 

with 2 background events. One would expect 3,000 such events in 100 f b - 1 . Assuming 
that the branching fraction of B+-*D°K+ is 2% of B+-*D°-x+, one expects 60 B + - > D ° K + , 
D°—>K*gir+ir~ events. With other CP eigenstate decay modes one can probably measure 
the four branching fractions. Again it is clear that one needs superior K / i separation to 
eliminate contamination from Cabibbo favoured decay B+—>D°7r+. 

5.4. PRECISION MEASUREMENTS 

A major improvement in the accuracy of the measurements discussed in the previous 
chapter can be expected at the B factories. For example, the measurements of B + and B° 
lifetimes can be done at the B factory. It is true that at an asymmetric B factory, one cannot 
measure the decay lengths of the B mesons since both Bs are moving. One instead measures 
average decay time differences, which is proportional to the lifetime, rjj. 

5 .5 . DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS 

The accelerator environment and the physics goals pose stringent requirements on the 
detector at the B factories. Many issues have been addressed and studied in detail in the 
proposals? In particular, the vertex detection has to be state of the art, having very low 
mass and high resolution, and particle identification is required over a large momentum 
range. For economic reasons basic designs of the other detector components in the proposals 
are rather similar to the CLEO II detector, which is already a state of the art detector for 
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e + e ~ collisions at 10 GeV/c 2 . Except for improved vertex detection, which is absolutely 
necessary, the measurement of <j>c could be done with the current CLEO II detector at a B 
factory. However, to measure the second and third angle one needs the maximum solid angle, 
best possible momentum resolution and maximum K/x separation. Therefore, one may take 
the approach of starting with a detector as good as CLEO II and then redesigning/upgrading 
as one knows more about B decays with the ultimate goal of measuring all angles and sides 
of the triangle. 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, prospects for B physics in the near future are very good. Many precision 
measurements which not only give us measurements of CKM parameters but help us under
stand the decay dynamics of the B meson decays are expected from CLEO II, ARGUS, the 
LEP experiments and CDF, DO and other fixed target experiments at Fermilab. CP viola
tion in B meson decays can be observed within a few years of running the collider at the B 
factories. All three angles and sides of the triangle can be measured at B factories. Rigorous 
tests of models of the decay dynamics of the B mesons will help us understand QCD effects 
in the weak decay. Thus the KM explanation of the CP violation will be rigorously tested. 
Of course, since the Standard Model is a incomplete theory, there can be unanticipated new 
physics phenomena occurring in any future data sample. 
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IMPACT OF GAUGE INVARIANCE ON F U T U R E e+e" DATA 

A. De Riijula 
Theory Division, CERN 

CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland 

Abstract 

Recent data show that, the Standard Electroweak model is a theory. Haifa dozen of 
its predictions are tested to first order in their quantum corrections. This convincingly 
demonstrates that S£'(2)©{7(1) gauge invariance is no longer an "assumption". "Mcta-
theoriei' beyond the standard model must abide by this symmetry, severely limiting 
the room for non-standard effects in future observables. I discuss the current strictures 
on the c+e~ —» W+VV"~ differential cross-sections. Their direct measurement at LEP-2 
is most unlikely to provide new information on the self-couplings of vector bosons. 

1. T H E STANDARD MODEL IS A GAUC;E THEORY. 

By definition, a Principle is a profound an l almost unfathomable statement with 
consequences aplenty. The Gauge Principle states: the space-time dependence of the 
phone, of charged field* if not observable. When applied to the charges and "minimal" 
currents of quarks and leptons in spiuor representations of an SU(3) Q SU(2)j. 0 V( 1) 
group, the gauge principle begets vector bosons in fundamental representations and 
fully determines the form of all gauge couplings. No doubt, 'he Standard Gauge Prin
ciple fully fulfils the definition of what a principle ought to be. 

Five parameters of the standard model will be relevant to our discussion: IJ. <J, r. 
nil and A///, with g and </' the SU(2)i, and U(l) couplings, A/;/ and t> ~ 240 GeV the 
mass and v.e.v. of the standard scalar field, and mi the maverick-quark's mass. There 
is no question that the last two parameters must, for the time being, be left free. There 
is no doubt that the very well determined values of o and the Fermi constant Gp ought 
to be used to constrain the first three parameters (the fine structure constant is known 
to 0.045 parts per million from the low-energy classical limit of Thompson scattering 
and the Fermi constant, as extracted from the muon decay rate by the removal [2,3] of 
the standard process-dependent box. bremsstrahlung and vertex corrections, is known 
to 17 ppm). From the current average over LEP experiments [4], My = 91.175 ± 0.021 
GeV is known to 230 ppm. and is the obvious choice for a third input parameter. 

* Contents based on work with Helen [Javela. Pilar Hernandez and Kduard Masso [1]. 
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At tree level, one may determine g, g' and v from a, Gf and My,, and proceed 
to predict other observables, such as Mw, the ratio R[j of charged- to neutral-current 
neutrino scattering cross-sections on isoscalar targets, the leptonic and hadronic widths 
Tii, of the Z, the axial couplings gf of leptons to Z's, etc. The results of this standard 
tree-level exercise are shown in Fig. la. Not bad as a first approximation; but pretty 
terrible, were one to estimate from the quoted \ " 'he current confidence level of the 
result. The methodology is illustrated in Fig. 2. Predictions for the characteristically 
non-Abelian Triple Gauge Vertices (TGVs: the gauge couplings of 7's and Z's to H"-
pairs) also follow, and will be first tested directly at LEP-2. 

The standard model is a renormalizable gauge theory with a finite number of pa
rameters: one may refine the previous exercise to the level of one-loo]) quantum cor
rections, as in Fig. 2b. This introduces a dependence on JUJ and A/// . Figure 11> 
shows how the results of Fig. la are modified, at t?i< = 130 GeV, A/// = 1 TeV, by the 
quantum effects. Waoh!, there is little question that the standard quantum theory 
has been successfully tested. Its rcnormaiizability and consequent predictive power 
are inextricably linked to its gauge nature, in the accurate balance that Fig. 2b Fuji-
ly illustrates. The "gaiige-theorincss" of the theory is no longer a theorists" maniac 
limitation: it has been checked empirically in more than half a dozen obscrvables. 
This is the absolutely crucial result of the combined efforts of the precise LEP-1 and 
lower-energy experiments. Everything indicates that the theory of our world is 
a non-Abelian gauge theory. I know of no way to OVEREMPHASIZE these 
statements. 

2. AFIELD OF Tin: STANDARD THEORY. 

One should very much hope that there remains something for us to learn. In this 
spirit it may prove wise to contemplate the possible existence of Physics lieynnd the 
Standard Theory, and the "meta-theories" that may describe it. 

Let us sharpen the definition of the Standard Theory (ST) to what is called its 
minima/ linear version. By minimal we refer to the strictures to the three known 
generations, and to the assumed existence of scalar fields ($) only in St*(2)-doublet 
representations (deviations from these assumptions are '•trivial"). By linear we mean 
that the parameters involving the scalar field $ are such that its internet ions may be 
treated perturbatively. which limits .\/// (nit) below a few TeY (a few hundred GeV I. 

Time constraints allowed me to discuss in this talk only the linear extensions of 
the ST. This is to the exclusion of the fascinating (but strictly speaking, non-existentI 

* Tlie dependence on M/i is verv weak in all the rangi' from its present lower limit of some r((| (;,.y 
to a few TeV. where the (pertnrhative) model ceases to lie sensible. 
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technicolour-like extensions involving strongly interacting longitudinal gauge bosons. 
The gist of the arguments is not affected by this limitation; I refer to [1] for what is 
lacking and for further references and details on what I report. 

We are now going to make the inordinately sensible assumption that the "new 
physics" does not "strike back" to destroy the theoriness of the ST, making its success at 
the level of quantum corrections a monumental joke of a perverse deity. The assumption 
implies that NOTHING in the Standard Lagrangian Co (whose various terms have 
mass-dimensionality tl < 4) can be modified. There is no room for an extra mass term, 
say. for the IV field. There is no possibility of modifying at will the ZWW coupling or 
adding anomalous magnetic-dipole or elcctric-quadrupole moments to VV's. Does this 
mean that we are definitely stuck with what we already know? 

No. New particles, extra interactions, novel substructures or higher symmetries 
would all affect the interactions he.twe.cn the. standard fields in a manner that can 
be comprehensively and systematically parametrized by the addition to Co of 
new pieces consisting in effective interactions. Ceff. of dimensionality tl > 6. Let 
A > c be the overall scale characterizing the new dynamics. Ctjj depends on A and 
is exclusively built of the standard fields {ds}'- the heavy degrees of freedom have 
been "integrated in" and appear only "inside" the effectively point-like vertices that 
C,fj{\. {Q.S}) describes. 

And now for the most important point: Crfj must be S£ :(3) (•'. SU('2)j '.•: l'(\) 
gauge-invariant above the scale r and break the symmetry below v in the usual 
spontaneous or dynamical way. Otherwise [1] arbitrary, divergent and uncontrollable 
quantum corrections strike back to trash the tested success of the ST. as in Fig. 3b. 

To be specific, assume the non-standard correction to be C,;j x XO( |o.s')). with 
A a new parameter and 0{{os}) a non-gauge-invariant operator. The divergences 
customarily encountered in quantum corrections can be reabsorbed into the physical 
values of M/, Gy and o. and of an extra observable, e.g. M\y. to be now raised as in 
Fig. 3 to the honour of input parameter. For sufficiently small A. the corrected tree-
level predictions for the remaining observable* may happen not to disagree, within 
errors, with the current standard tests. Since the SI'(2) :7;I*(1) gauge invariance is not 
numerically tested, in this sense, beyond a fraction of a percent, one appears to have 
the right to challenge it below this level of precision. Trouble with this line of thought 
occurs as one realizes that the modified quantities Gf. a. My. and M\y, into which the 
"new physics" effects have been reabsorbed, are no longer related by gauge invarianee 

t It is a tautology that new particles, such as lit*' oft-massaged superoarljicrs. ran also hi' added as 
J < -i terms involving llie new Ileitis themselves. 
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as they would be in the standard model at tree level. The new d < 4 Lagrangian is 
not predictive, in a manner that can no longer be cured by sending A (or yet another 
regulator) to infinity. As one uses this Lagrangian to correct to one loop the standard 
relation between, say, Mz and Jl/n/, or the prediction for a Z partial width, the results 
diverge badly enough to make the corrections entirely arbitrary, as in Fig. 3b. 

The temptation to "assume" gauge invariance, deal with consistent quantum the
ories, and skirt all the aforementioned troubles, is strong indeed. The alternative is 
Quantum Harakiri, or, to put it in Haiku form : 

The Standard Gauge pond 
A broken-Gauge frog jumps in 

Kamikaze strikes 

3. LINEAR EXTENSIONS OF THE STANDARD THEORY. 

It behooves one to gauge the extent to which the present ''standard1' success uar-
rows the space for theoretical and experimental departures from our current credo. 
A complete analysis of all possible deviations in all planned experiments would be a 
Cyclopean task. To see the trees in the forest, we focus on what is undoubtedly the 
main numerically precise prediction of the theory yet to be directly tested: the struc
ture and strength of the triple gauge-boson vertices (TGVs). Specifically, we shall 
find bounds from present data on the coefficients of the gauge-invariant operators 
describing conceivable deviations from the ST and study how these operators modify, 
within bounds, the predictions concerning the e + e~ —• T-t r + U 7 - cross-sections. To be 
even more specific, we concentrate on the LEP-2 potential, with a generous assumed 
statistics of TV-pairs produced per year. We find that, barring a pandemic spread of 
unnatural cancellations between independent terms in a handful of observables. the 
current bounds suffice to limit below the level of observability the potential deviations 
of the triple vector boson vertices from their standard form. Tough noodles. 

The operators in the effective Lagrangian Lc/f describing non-standard effects on 
the standard fields, in the case that the SM is linearly realized (and contains elementary 
fields describing narrow and relatively light scalars), are to be organized in n "Taylor" 
expansion in their "naive-", mass- or field-dimensionality d. Their effects on current 
observables are expressible as a power series in v-/\". 

At all scales of (){\) or smaller, the most relevant novel operators, Oj. have tl — G 
and the effective action is constructed by grafting additive pieces to £n: 

* I nu\ indebted to Hnslio for inspinition-
{ We need not dwell ill I lie line distinctions [!)] between effective notion illld effective Litgninghln. 
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Ccff = CQ + Y,Cj; CJ = ̂ 0}+0(l/\i). (1) 
j 

The dominant terms have d = 6 and their number is finite [6, 7], but runs into the 
dozens. As we narrow our scope to possible deviations from the standard predictions 
for TGVs, we find that only six d = 6 operators are relevant (four of these operators 
have been previously discussed in somewhat different contexts [8. 9], the rest involve 
fermion fields and must be taken into account in a comprehensive treatment). Of the 
operators in (1), the CP-odd ones are particularly intriguing; they have been previously 
discussed [10, 11] and will not be dealt with here. 

A graft is "a shoot or scion inserted in a slit of another stock, so as to allow 
the sap of the latter to circulate through the former". The addition of new effective 
operators to the standard Lagraugian acts in every respect as a graft: not only do these 
operators foretell a new growth of novel dynamics, but their effects often permeate into 
the pre-existing standard masses and couplings. Thus, I shall often refer to the effective 
Lagrangian additions as "GRAFTS". 

To discuss the various Oj in (1), we must introduce some notation. Let Wllu be 
the (complete. non-Abeliau) SU(2) gauge-field strength: 

ir;„ =. d„w; - o„w; - g e^w^ CD 

and £?,,„ its U(l) counterpart and let Dp be the SU(2)©U(1) covariant derivative: 

D^d. + ig^-W^+ii/'YB,- (3) 

Introduce the weak isospin and hypercharge currents, J and J , of scalar and matter 
fields: 

/„(*) = $ f jDp$ - (£„*)' ̂ * , 

T„{Lf) = Lno-Ls, ( 4 ) 

./„(*) = i $ * £ > „ * - 5 (£>„<!>)'*, 
•JAf) = ufh„f. 

with Lf the left-handed fermion isodoublets and y/ the fermion hyperrharges. 
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hi the linear realization of the SM. six operators constitute a "complete basis" for 
the analysis of non-standard TGVs, in the sense that all other relevant d = 6 grafts 
can be written, via a permissible and advisable use of the equations of motion, as 
linear combinations of the elements of the basis. There is an embarrassment of choices 
in the ensemble of operators that may be used as a basis; it is wise to select the 
ones best constrained by current data. Some grafts are " tree-grafts", they affect well-
measured observables at tree level and are the obvious candidates for a most useful 
basis. Some of the operators not belonging to our chosen basis are "blind directions": 
linear combinations of the basic grafts with coefficients such that all tree-level effects 
on current observables exactly cancel. There is no reason why a mcta-theory would be 
so contrived as to generate a low-energy effective Lagrangian pointing exclusively in 
blind directions. Yet, the existing tests of the ST are so accurate that one can derive 
significant limits on operators pointing in blind directions (quantum grafts?) from their 
one-loop effects on current obscrvables. 

Six well chosen basic (tree) grafts as well as a complete basis of d = G blind 
directions [lj are given in Table I, and we shall discuss their fate. 

Basic bosonic grafts Basic fermion grafts Blind directions {£ {0,} 

tfu-fl = **<?* lf„„fl"" 
0,, = 7,(4. )./'(*) 

0„w = [D'lf,,,,]* [£>„lf ""] 

0<„ = Sp(Lt )•/'(£„) 

L->„ = ./;(* )./>(£„) 

o,v = (i/3!) w; x »VA •"'x 
Olw = i B>"> (£» /1*) t £„* 

On-* = / i f ""(£>„*)*.?£?„* 

Table I: E lements of the d — G basis {C,}; and blind directions 

4. THKK-GiiArr EI-TJXT.S. 

Consider the addition to C». as in (1). of a term linear in one of the basic grafts of 
Table I. Its incidence on all relevant observablcs is proportional to the dimensionless 
parameter: 

U = " i —, • ( 3 ) 

with i = WD. * . #11'. <fi. <. ii. 

The effects of the "bosonie" graft Omv are illustrated in Fig. 4a. This operator 
describes vector-boson two-point functions that directly affect the tested standard pre
dictions: bounds on (j)\y call therefore be found. The very same operator describes 
non-standard TGV (three-point) couplings, as in the figure. Gauge invariance pre
cisely relates the coefficients of the various n-point functions embodied in 
Coir . Thus, we can limit the potential deviations from tin1 standard predictions for 
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the <+r~ —• IV+W process, or compare the current limits on OQ\V with the corre
sponding "new-physics" capabilities of future e + e~ colliders. This exercise, extended 
to a complete set of basic grafts, constitutes our full analysis of the potential of such 
machines regarding the self-couplings of vector bosons. 

The effects of the bosonic graft 0 * are a bit more subtle, as is shown in Fig. 4b. 
This operator describes a vector-boson two-point function that, should one keep the 
auxiliary quantities g, g' and v fixed, would shift the value of Mz- At fixed My,, 
a and Gp, the corresponding shifts on the auxiliary quantities modify the standard 
predictions, so that in practice the situation is as for ODW-

Even more indirect are the stealthy effects on the e+e~ —* W*W~ process of 
purely fermionic operators such as Ocli- Although it appears to have nothing to do 
with TGVs, the grafting of this operator, as in Fig. 4c, would require a retiming of g, 
g' and/or i> to keep Gf as a fixed input, a situation akin to that of Oq,. 

The effects of 0\\n, Oc and Of, are not different from those of the three operators 
we have explicitely discussed. 

In the basis of Table I, we have not listed "conspiratorial" operators like 0<t,f = 
y f $) . / , , ( / ) , or the siblings of Oc,,. such as Ocr. These grafts* would affect the 
relation between the standard r + c ~ —» / / cross sections in the Z-pole region and 
their measured values, from which the comparison to the standard Zff couplings is 
made. The distinction between conspiratorial operators and the fermionic ones kept 
in the basis of Table I is a matter of current experimental precision: if the Z-widths 
and asymmetries were better measured than the Z-mass is, roles would interchange. 
Conspiratorial grafts could only be relevant if they happened to accidentally cancel 
the contributions of the basic operators to the observables used to constrain their 
coefficients. We assume no systematic accidental cancellations and consequently ignore 
these grafts, although bounds on them of the same type and general magnitude as the 
ones to be reported for our basic operators could readily be obtained. 

5. LIMITS ON THE COEFFICIENTS OK THE BASIC GRAFTS. 

The effect of grafting, as in (1), one of the basic operators Oj effectively reflecting 
the putative new physics is linear in the coefficient (} of (5). The comparison with a 
current experimental constraint of the (one-loop radiatively corrected) ST, augmented 

* Hecause of their left-riglit cliiralities, electroweak magnetic moment operators, /cr'"' Lj 4>f lllitf. 
and electroweak rliarge form-factors, /(Dp if) D'1*. only contriluite. in the limit of vanishing 
fermion masses, to second order in nt/\'J. 
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by the presence of O,. is of the form: 

T H [a, GF, MZ; m,, MH; fj] = E X P ± A ( E X P ) . (G) 

T h e dependence on A/// is weak and we add the corresponding uncer ta int ies (in the 

range of 50 to 1000 GcY) linearly to the experimental errors of the r .h .s . of (6) . In this 

way the empirical constraint t ransla tes into a n allowed domain in the (ej. m , ) plane. 

To i l lustrate the constra ints (6) in the case of an Cwo graft, we assume no accidental 

cancellation (in the half a dozen relevant observables) between its effects and those of 

the o the r d = 6 effective interactions relevant to our analysis. T h e results of the 

exercise, at a 1<r (95%) confidence level, are shown in Fig. 5, where the symbols for 

the different exper imental constra ints arc in t roduced. In Fig. 6 are summar ized the 

results [1] for the six basic grafts of Table I. They are akin to the resul ts mi Own. with 

one exception, concerning the opera tor OQ. T h e allowed domain in the {ni/.f^,) p lane 

extends to an unusually large value of m< ( ~ 345 GeV) . T h e upper limit on f* t u rns 

out t o be significantly larger than tha t of the coefficients of the o the r grafts, but can 

only be sa tu ra ted if in, t u rns out to be very huge , as can be seen in Fig. Gb. 

From Fig. 6 one can read tha t , whatever the value of t??i tu rns out to be. 

- 0.00S < CWH < 0.010. - 0 . 0 0 S < e « < 0.053, - 0.024 < epw < 0.014. 

- 0.054 < <;«.,, < 0.019, - 0.035 < er < 0.018. - 0.025 < f„ < 0.030. 

all at the 2a level. 

C. OitSKRVAHIMTV OF TilK BASIC GUAKTS AT L E P - 2 . 

We are concerned with pu ta t ive modifications of the t+c~ —• H " + H " ~ ampl i tudes , 

and of the Z U ' H ' and -jTl'lJ* vertices in par t icular . To recall what these vertices are in 

the ST, let H'JI and N)w = £?,iir„ —0„H' ( 1 be the potent ia l and the Abelian field s t rength 

of the IV field, and let V), and \',,v with V = 7 , 2 be the corresponding enti t ies for 

the physical neut ra l fields. The tree-level tril inear boson couplings in the unmodified 

t In our calculations the lowest-order vacuum insertions of loops containing t's have heen iterated in 
tlit' usual maiuitv. bin corrections to thcni with inner scalars have not been inrhided. At in, = :M'i 
(it'V, the top Yukawa coupling is such that i/f'/'lf ~ O.'i. so that, these corrections are not expected 
to he overwhelming. 
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standard Lagrangian £n are: 

4 3 ) ( V ) = -iegv [(w^W* - W^W^) V + KV W^V"] (8) 

with 9-, = 1 as a consequence of electromagnetic Uj(l) gauge invariance, and 

gz = cot 0, 
(0) 

with 8 the weak mixing angle. The gauge non-Abeliau form of the interactions in (8) 
and the values of the couplings in (9) are the most profound of the very few precise 
predictions of the standard model not yet subject to a direct experimental test. 

To illustrate the effects of "new physics" grafts, consider the case of Cwil- Its 
presence would modify the TGV couplings of (8) and (9) by the additive amounts: 

&9Z = JTZ eWB > * K i = t 2 eWB ' <5«z = - tan 0 t W B . (10) 
cos 20 tan 9 

The explicit relations in (10) between hgz, t>K-, and SKZ arc an inescapable consequence 
of gauge invariance. The same symmetry implies that the vector-boson two-point func
tions and the Zr+c~ vertex are modified in specific ways [1] by Cwg. To visualize the 
practical importance of these points, consider the total e + c _ —* 1V"+W'"_ cross section 
as a function of energy, plotted in Fig. 7a for the standard model and compared with 
the correct gauge-invariant prediction for en/jy — 0.04. To demonstrate the incidence 
of gauge invariance, we also include results with (IK^ artificially set to zero, but with 
all other non-standard modifications correctly related to each other, for ni'tf = 0.04. 
The exercise is repeated with AK, = 0 substituted for an arbitrary vanishing of the 
modification that gauge invariance dictates in the Z( +f~ vector coupling. Notice the 
brutal reduction that the constraint of gauge iiroiriaiicc imposes on the novel effects. 

A very sensitive direct test of the presence of C\\u concerns the differential cross-
section ila/tl ros0+, with 0+. for definiteness, the ( + U ' + scattering angle. These soft-
wary days, nothing short of Monte-Carlo simulations suffices to convey a message. We 
[1] have dutifully generated the rather generous statistics of 10* charge-tagged H'-juiirs 
at \/H = 200 GeV with various assumed values of (\yy. As an example, the cos# + 

distribution (normalized to the standard expectation and denoted /?) is plotted in Fig. 
7b for f\yn = 0.04. 40 bins in the eo.s#+ variable, and purely statistical error bars. We 
have performed \ - tests of the significance of deviations from the standard prediction 
for the shape of this differential cross-section at various assumed values of t\in. The 
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result, shown in Fig. 8a, indicates that values of eny greater than 0.023 or smaller 
than minus 0.027 would be distinguishable from zero at the 95.5% (** 2IT) level. Also 
shown in the figure as a vertical band is the domain of eWB values currently allowed by 
the lower-energy data. The moral is that a more than fourfold increase in the assumed 
number of TV-pairs (10 4), as well as negligible systematic errors, would be necessary for 
LEP-2 to compote with LEP-1 in detecting an interaction of the C\VB ilk- Ye* another 
quadrupling of the statistics would be called for in reaching a decent "discovery level": 
that which may produce a result on ewn 4a away from zero. 

The only hope for LEP-2 to (indirectly) detect a non-vanishing ewB ( o r reduce 
its LEP-1 limits) relies on an improvement of the determination of M\y. LEP-2 may 
[12] measure M\\ to a little less than 0.2% accuracy, reducing the error in M\vjMz 
to a similar level from its current 0.0%. But inspection of Fig. 8a shows that even this 
welcome improvement is relatively small: the LEP-1 results are restrictive indeed. 

Also reported in Fig. 8 are the results of the comparison of the detectability level of 
the other basic operators in H'-pair production at LEP-2 with the corresponding lower-
energy constraints. The figure indicates that the observability of these non-standard 
efforts at LEP-2 is excluded for nil operators, with the borderline exception of £><&. By 
"borderline" we mean the following: Fig. Sb indicates that while the current la limit 
on the observability of f* at LEP-2 could be improved with the assumed statistics (lO 4 

Il'-pairs), an honest-to-goodness LEP-2 discovery potential [a measurement 4o- away 
from zero, or \ 2(40d.o.f.) ~ 90] lies beyond the present LEP-1 limit. 

7. BLIND DIRECTIONS, TIIK KXAMIM.K OK OW. 

We have defined as "blind direction" a linear combination of the basic grafts so 
ronstrued that all of its tree-level effects on current observable* exactly vanish. An 
example is Ow. defined in Table I and satisfying the relation: 

12a o»- = [s"ir„„]' [D^V""] - 2 [jyif„,]f [D,W""\ 

= Oi>w-2<rIJf" . 

where the equations of motion of the U'-field have been used in the second line. The 
combination of the first line exactly cancels the vector-boson two-point vertices, leav
ing the higher-multiplicity vertices to which LEP-2 would be sensitive at tree level. 
Equation (11) shows how 0\y is a specific combination of the fermionic objects Otl, 
and Oi (plus other fennionic* operators appearing in J^J") and ODW. 

* For processes not inviilviiiK rr.'il sralars. tin" operator Jj(*t>W(<t>) can lie eliminate!) |,_v imioriioiis 
redefinitions. 
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The definition of a blind direction (BD) is a mere historical accident. Imagine a 
world wherein Mz > 2M\v. Its inhabitants would have studied the e+e~ —» W+W~ 
process before the higher-energy on-shell Z production (e + c~ —» Z'). Their definitions 
of blind and some "sighted'' directions would be interchanged relative to ours. BDs are 
also physically "arbitrary" in that there is no known symmetry or dynamical reason 
why a ineta-theory would generate the coefficients of our basic grafts precisely in a 
linear combination, such as that of (11), corresponding to a BD. This point is illustrated 
in Fig. 9. For both of the above reasons the motivation to find bounds on the coefficients 
of BDs is weak. But the task we set upon ourselves was to study the capabilities of 
future machines with a minimum of theoretical bias. Interestingly, the current data are 
so precisely in agreement with the ST that one can significantly limit the coefficients 
of BDs via their one-loop quantum effects on current observables. 

The TGV that the graft 0\y of Table I embodies would induce a coupling of an 
entirely non-standard form, customarily parametrized as: 

C\tkV) = -iegv •£- [v'""wilH , (12) 

where SU{2) 0 E"(l) gauge symmetry implies 

A , = A * = A- (13) 

In terms of tw = aw l'"'/A', the coefficients in (12) are 

A, = A z = A = - 4 - j f | v . (14) 
4 SHIP 

The one-loop effects of Ow ou current observables (1] are proportional to 

where A is the "new physics" scale, used here as a cut-off to provide an estimate from 
which •'constant" terms have been dropped. 

Much as for other operators, the agreement between experiment and standard 
expectations can be cast into an allowed domain in the (»i,, k\y) plane. The laboriously 
obtained results [1) are shown in Fig. 10, from which one can read that 

-0.0007 < i w < 0.0022 (2a). (1G) 

The operators O, that we have analysed in previous sections have tree-level ef
fects on LEP-2 mid on lower-energy observnbles, nil linear in f, = o, r - / A J , with <i. 
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their coefficients in Ccff. Comparison of present bounds with the LEP-2 potential is 
straightforward. The case of a blind direction such as Ow is somewhat different. Its 
incidence on H'-pair production is linear in f •-, or the related quantity A of Eq. (14). 
hut its lower-energy effects and hounds arise rrom quantum corrections linear in the 
quantity 6\y <x a\ lu(XJ/Mfr) denned in (lo). To extract a limit on A from (1G) we 
must choose a scale A to specify a value for the logarithm. The very minimum, con
sistent, new physics scale is A = r. and it will be our most conservative choice. For no 
compelling reason, we also give explicit results for A = 1 TeV: 

-0 .23 ( - 0.10) <A<0.71 (0.32) [A = v (1 TeV)], 

- 1 . 4 ( - 0 . 6 2 ) < e l v - < 4 . 2 ( 2 . 0 ) [A = M l TeV)] 

ail at the 2<r level, and once again independent of mt. Xot surprisingly, since they 
.spring from a radiative correction, the constraints on en' are weaker than the tree-level 
ones on the coefficients of the grafts previously discussed. Looking buck at Fig. 10 one 
notices that the rather large 2<r upper limits on A or <Hr correspond to large values of 
m, (~ 200) GcV. a behaviour not unlike the one of the 0$ graft. For in, ~ 100 GeV. 
the upper limits on each of the quantities in (1G) and (17) are similar in absolute value 
to the corresponding lower limits quoted in these exj.sessions. 

Can the effects of the non-standard vector couplings (12) induced by £n ' he dinxMy 
ohserved in IV-pair production at LEP-2? I rush to quote the result [1]: if the top quark 
happens to be very heavy, and the scale A is not significantly bigger than 1 TeV. the 
current limit (17) leaves ajar a rather narrow window of hope. 

As for other operators, the shape of the differential r +< ~ —* I l " + H" - cross-section 
is a sensitive test of the presence of an Ow graft. We [1] have- Monte-Carlo-geucratcd 
10 U'-pairs at y ? = 200 GeV with various assumed values of A. We have performed 
\-' tests of the significance of deviations from the standard predictj< n for the shape of 
this differential cross-section at various assumed values of A. The .i suit, shown in Fig. 
11. indicates that values of ]A| greater than 0.0S would be distingu. ,hable from zero at 
LEP-2 at the 95.5% (•** 2<T) level. Also shown in the same figure are values currently 
allowed by the lower-energy data for two fixed values of in,. 

The moral is that even blind directions are relatively well constrained via their 
quantum effects. In the Ow ca.se. Fig. 11 indicates that if the top quark turns out to 
be relatively light, there is little hope for LEP-2 to have a sensitivity superior to that 
of LEP-1. while if m< is relatively large [fj(200) Ge'>'] a window of opportunity appears 
to open up. But for this window to materialize, a rather mysterious mechanism must 
be tit work for the cunning mcta-tlieory not to generate the other grafts of our basis 
at a much more accessible level. 
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8. OTHER THINGS. 

I have not had (2+1) space to discuss various interesting concomitant topics: 

4 The capabilities of machines of higher luminosity and/or energy than LEP-2. 
These are currently under close scrutiny [13]. 

4k Technicoloured-like meta-theories, our rather complete study of which [1] is 
presently being fully exhausted [14]. 

?̂ The question of "form factors": the possibility that the scales A and v be of the 
same order of magnitude, and the consequent weakness of a Taylor expansion in 
operator dimensions or, equivalently, in powers of (v/A) 2 . This problem turns 
out to be innocuous in practice [1]. 

0 CP violation and T-odd effects in the e+e~ —• W+W~ process. The results 
[15, 16] of a gauge-invariant analysis show that there is little hope for LEP-2 to 
observe novel effects. Yet, the standard T-odd effects are tantalizing in their own 
right [16]. 

N Gauge invariance relates various of the non-standard effects we have discussed to 
equally odd couplings of neutral scalars [1]. The branching ratio for the decay 
H —* 77, for instance, could be interestingly enhanced. 

9. CONCLUSIONS. 

In a nutshell, we [1] have found that the current body of low-energy data suffices to 
place serious doubt on the possibility of observing at LEP-2 a non-standard strength or 
form of the triple gauge vertices. The gauge nature of the theory not only determines 
what these couplings ought to be in the standard lore, but precludes the existence of 
observable deviations in its theoretically sensible extensions. 

The previous paragraph is not a "theorem", for fine-tuned low-energy cancellations 
(in half a dozen grafts and observables!) of wild higher-energy behaviours cannot be 
ruled out by arguments other than common sense. Moreover, we find that one of the 
effective interactions reflecting the "new physics" (£*) produces tree-level effects whose 
bounds from current data (if the r-quark mass happens to be in the 300 GeV ballpark) 
could be a wee bit improved at LEP-2. But, even in this case, a true (4a) discovery 
potential is excluded. Finally, there are "blind directions" in the operator space de
scribing the new physics to which the current data are only sensitive at the level of 
quantum corrections, as reported for the case of Cw • Although our phcnomenological 
infonnation on these "directions" may be improved (just a little) by observations of 
IV-pair production at LEP-2. it takes an act of faith to foresee that the hypotheti
cal theory beyond the standard model is perverse enough to generate these effects at 
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observable levels, while skipping the multiple strictures from all other currently much 
better constrained "directions". The window of opportunity is narrow indeed. 

This is not saying that LEP-2 is useless, for an improved determination of Myr 
would be most welcome, and none of our considerations precludes the existence of, 
say, a new relatively light heavy lepton (or slepton) or a medium-weight neutral (or 
charged) "elementary" scalar. But our arguments do indeed advocate much higher 
luminosity e + e ~ colliders, both at i/s ~ Mz and at larger energies. 

The substance of our conclusions is in a sense quite simple: all we are saying is 
that the standard theory describes the data so well from low energy up to Mz, and 
the possible deviations are so constrained by gauge invariance, that there is very little 
hope for a doubling of the energy, in the search for subtle effects, to compensate for 
the anticipated decrease in statistics. 

LEP-2 is unlikely to contribute new knowledge by accomplishing one of its main 
perceived duties. There is obviously no theoretical substitute for a direct measurement, 
and one may say that a deviation in the TV-pair production process that significantly 
violates our bounds would constitute a major discovery, suggesting an unfathomable 
dynamical accident, or an entirely new type of hidden symmetry. But there is also no 
substitute for knowing exactly what you are doing. The odds at the roulette are low, 
but the stakes are high. Perhaps the small fish has not eaten, in toto, the larger one. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Ratios of experimental values to some predictions of the electroweak theory, (a) 
At tree level, (b) At the one-loop level. Figure prepared by P. Hernandez. 

Fig. 2. The workings of the Standard Model, (a) At tree level, (b) To one loop. 

Fig. 3. (a) A new piece is added to the standard Lagrangian, calling for a new input 
parameter, (b) Quantum Suicide occurs if the new piece is not gauge-invariant. 

Fig. 4. Effects on TGVs and on current observables of (a) Opw, (b) Oq>, and (c) Oc„-

Fig. 5. Allowed 2a limits in the (f|vjj, mt) plane from the different individual observables. 
The symbols for the various constraints will recur in subsequent figures concerning 
the coefficients of other operators. The shaded region combines the limits from 
all observables and is the interior of the contour whose projections are the 95.5% 
confidence-level (*> la) segments for the individual variables ewii and mt. 

Fig. 6. Individual 2a constraints and allowed combined contours in the (f,, »i/) planes. 
The definition of the dotted domains is as in Fig. 5, and so is the notation for the 
various experimental inputs, but for the operators Oc and O^ in (e) and (f) that 
are not flavour-insensitive. In the corresponding graphs the crossed, dash-dotted, 
open-circled and dashed lines correspond to T f , T^, g* and gft, respectively. 
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Fig. 7. e + e ~ —» W + W - cross-sections, (a) aTOT as a function of the c.m.s. electron 
energy in units of the W mass. A gauge-invariant correction ewB = 0.04 hardly 
affects the standard result, while non-gauge-invariant modifications of similar 
magnitude, described in the text, would have considerable effects, (b) The ratio 
R of corrected to standard differential cross-sections da/d cos6+ for 10 4 gener
ated W-pairs, ewB — "-04 and y/is = 200 GeV; as a function of 9+, the e+W+ 

scattering angle. 

Fig. 8. (a) x2 t e s t °f t n e significance of the effect of ewB ^ 0 on da/d cos9+. The 
horizontal line shows the LEP-2 95.5% (** 2a) sensitivity for 10 4 produced W-
pairs at y/s = 200 GeV, the projections along the vertical arrows delimit the 
interval of ewB inside which a LEP-2 measurement would test the hypothesis 
*WB ^ 0 with less than 2<r significance. The vertical band encompasses the 
values of ewB currently allowed by the lower-energy tests, (b) to (f): The same 
for the coefficients e, of the other grafts in the complete d = 6 basis of Table I. 

Fig. 9. A blind-direction graft OBD in the basic {Oj} space. The very narrow ellipse 
encloses the allowed (0\,On) domain. A meta-theory "points" in the direction 
"TH", unlikely to coincide with "BD". The coefficients (j of the basic grafts are 
individually constrained at the O(a) level of radiative corrections, while the limit 
on a BD coefficient is 0(1). 

Fig. 10. Individual 2<x constraints and allowed combined contours in the (S\v,mi) plane. 
The definition of the shaded domain and the notation for the various experimental 
constraints are as in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 11. \ " test of the significance of an Ow insertion, X ^ 0, on the IF-pair production 
cross-section da/d cos# + . The horizontal line shows the estimated LEP-2 95.5% 
(** 2<T) sensitivity, the vertical arrows are also as in Fig.8, the dotted and dashed 
intervals encompass the limits from current data, for A = 1 TeV and vii = 100 
and 210 GeV, respectively. 
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Review of Linear Colliders 

Seishi Takeda 
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, KEK 

Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 

Abstract 
This paper describes the status of R&D of proposed e+e~ linear colliders. The con

tents are based on the latests results reported at the Third International Workshop on 
Linear Collider, LC91. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The Third International Workshop on Linear Colliders, L("91, was held at 
Protvino from September 17 to 27 in 1991. It was really exciting workshop 
and many fruitful results of R&D were reported. The proposed linear collider 
projects, CMC, DESY/THD, NLC, JLC. VLEPP. and TESLA have been in 
new stage to design the realistic machines beyond the R&D for technological 
feasibilities of new c+c~ colliders [1]. 

2 Basic Approach 
2.1 Center of Mass Energy 
Due to the synchrotron radiation losses, the energy of e+e~ ring colliders can
not be significantly increased beyond the energy of LEP-II. which is designed 
for 200 GeV in center of mass energy. Linear colliders are only remained ac
celerators to reach center of mass energy higher than LEP-II. The designed 
beam energies of proposed linear colliders depend on the physics requirements 
and time schedule of own project. On the earliest stage of the R&D in middle 
1980 s. designs were started with the energy range from 1 to 2 TeV in center of 
mass energies in order to fill a role of complementary studies with the proposed 
TeV hadron colliders. 
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Recent requirements of physics reduced the initial goal to a somewhat lower 
energy provided that the linear colliders can be realized in several years. The 
CMC. JLC. MX". VLEPP and DESY/THD would be started from 0.5 TeV in 
center of mass energies. The beam energy is achieved by RF acceleration at 
accelerating gradient and certain length of linear accelerators. The energy up
grade to 1.5 TeV can be realized by extending the length of linear accelerators 
[2] and increasing the accelerating gradient [3] [4]. 

2.2 Accelerating Gradient 
The total length of linear colliders is approximately given by the ratio of the 
center of mass energy to the accelerating gradient in linear accelerators. The 
necessity of new acceleration methods which realize extremely high gradient 
was recognized in late 1970 s. The broad theoretical and experimental studies 
on novel schemes of acceleration were then started by using lasers, plasmas, 
wake fields and so on. Interesting theoretical and experimental studies were 
carried out to produce extremely high gradients in an extremely short acceler
ating distance. Recently it became apparent that novel accelerators will need 
long developing years and the one and only method for TeV linear collider is 
the conventional radio-frequency acceleration. 

The attainable accelerating gradient at S-band frequency is basically deter
mined by the configuration of accelerating structures, klystrons and klystron 
modulators together with power compression system such as SLED cavities. 
Therefore the attainable accelerating gradient of optimum designed S-band 
linear accelerators is ranging approximately from 20 to 30 MeV/in. In order 
to realize the gradient of 100 MeV/m. the RF frequency ranging from 10 to 
'•)() GHz should be required. Moreover the higher RF frequencies are preferable 
to increase the RF breakdown limit in accelerating structures [5]. 

2.3 High Luminosity 
The cross section of electroweak interactions is proportional to inverse square 
of center of mass energy and then the luminosity should be increased with 
the square of center of mass energy. The luminosities higher than several 
I0 3 3 rni''2 s~' are required ranging from 0.5 to I TeV in center of mass en
ergy. The luminosity is proportional to the square of particle numbers. .V in a 
bunch and repetition rate of collisions. / at the interaction point and inversely 
proportional to the cross section of bunch beam at the interaction point. The 
maximum beam power ac derated by linear accelerators is limited by the wall 
plug power. Therefore the luminosity is proportional to the particle number in 
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a bunch and inversely proportional to the cross section of the buncJi. To ob-
tain the narrow energy spread of electrons and positrons at interaction point, 
a At beam is preferable to reduce the energy loss by beamstrahlung [6], The 
low omittance beam provides small spot size of the beam at the interaction 
point. The precise alignment of linear accelerators is required to reduce the 
t ransverse beam instability and preserve low omittance throughout the linear 
accelerator. However the beam size would be limited due to the synchrotron 
radiation losses in final focus quads [7]. 

Basically the theoretical and technical difficulties of future linear collid
ers are arose from the requirements of high luminosity and high accelerating 
gradient. 

3 Linear Collider Projects 

Table 1: Parameters of linear collider proposed. 
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The proposed linear collider projects are basically divided into the following 
three groups. The first one is the linear acceleralor of which accelerating 
structures are excited by high power pulse klystrons together with RF pulse 
compression system to intensify the peak RF power by reducing RF pulse 
length. 

MX' and MX' are being designed based on the extended technologies es
tablished by the existing S-band linear accelerators. The differences are high 
RF frequencies. 11.424 GHz which is four times higher than S-band frequency!) 
to obtain high accelerating gradient and multi-bunch accelerations to attain 
high lunu'iiosity. The schematic drawing of JLC is shown in Fig 1. The elec
tron beam is generated by a thermionic gun the polarized electron beam is 
produced by a polarized electron gun. The short pulse of the Ijeam is modu
lated in velocity by subharmonic bunchers to produce multi-bunch of electrons. 
A laser-triggered photocathode RF gun is utilized to produce multi-bunch of 
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electrons without using any buncher system. The multi-bunch of electrons are 
accelerated up to 2 GeV by S-band linac and injected in a pre-damping ring 
and a damping ring to reduce the beam emittance to 5 x 10" 8 rad m. The 
bunch length would be reduced to 100 /im from 5 mm by the set of two bunch 
compressors and pre-accelerators. The multi-bunch of electrons are acceler
ated by main linear accelerator up to the maximum energy ranging between 
0.5 TPV and 1.5 TeV. The bunched beam is forcused by the final focus system 
at (he interaction point. The positrons are generated at the target with 10-
30 GeV electron S-band linac. The positrons are accelerated and focused at 
the interaction point in a same manner. As the results electrons and positrons 
are collided at the interaction point. 

(40-120MeV/m) 0.5-1.5 TeV (40-120MeV/m) 

A k m 11.5km • OAkm • 115km dekm 

- 25 km ' 
Positron Electron 

Figure 1: Schema of the JLC project. 

The R&D work at INP/Protvino is based on their longtime experiences of high 
voltage technologies. The main linacs of VLEPP are driven by high power X-barul 
klystrons at 14 (JHz together with RF power multiplier with open cavities. The 
configuration of gridded-catho des and quasi-DC' voltage power lines of 1 MV gives 
rise to the omission of many thousands of klystron modulators. The lower losses 
of electricity can be expected due to the beam pulses produced by grid control and 
beam focusing by periodic permanent magnets. 

DESY in a joint work with University of Darmstadt have been designed a con
ventional low gradient S-band linear collider [8]. Discarding the energy upgrade 
to 1 TeV in center of mass, the conventional S-baud linear accelerator of about 
20 MV/ni of accelerating gradient was identified as the shortest way to construct a 
linear collider of 500 GeV in center of mass energy. 

The second one is a two-beam acceleration scheme to avoid the several thou-
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sands of klystron tubes and klystron modulators. RF sources of CLIC consist of 
a drive linacs with 30 GHz RF transfer structures and 350 MHz superconducting 
re-accelerating cavities [9]. This scheme provides high efficiency by eliminating the 
beam loss in the collectors of klystron tubes. The drive beam loses energy by exciting 
high power RF in the high frequency transfer structures and then re-accelerated in 
the Jow frequency cavities. Two beams move pararell side by side and the RF power 
would be fed into the 30 GHz accelerating structures schincronized with the drive 
beam and acceleraing bunchs. The two-beam acceleration scheme can be regarded as 
an RF frequency converter from 350 MHz to 30 GHz by using the low-energy high-
current drive beam as a medium. The transfer structures are designed to produce 
160 MVV/m of RF peak power [10]. 

LBL/LLNL have also based their work on the two-beam accelerator by using a 
multi-stage microwave free-electron laser at 17 GHz driven by an induction linear 
accelerator [11]. 

The third one is the superconducting linear accelerators so called TESLA [12]. 
The present R&D is focused to produce high accelerating gradient in single cell or 
inulli-cel) structures. The accelerating gradient of 30 MV/m has been produced in 
1.5 GHz single cavity at CEBAF. At KEK the accelerating gradient of 16 MV/m 
has been attained in a 1.3 GHz single cavity. A 1.3 GHz superconducting structure 
with 9-cell of 1 ni long is being fabricated by CEBAF and it will be tested with 
high power RF system in KEK. The accelerating gradient of 30 MV/m could be 
produced in 2.856 GHz 3-cell structure at Cornell. CEN-Saclay has developed a 
1.5 GHz 5-celI structure for a re-cyclotron to generate the accelerating gradient of 
15 MV/m- TESLA study group has a plan to construct 1.3 GHz superconducting 
linear accelerators of 30 m long to produce the accelerating gradient from 20 to 
25 MeV/m in several years. 

4 RF Sources 
In order to attain the accelerating gradient ranging from 50 to 100 MeV/m in X-
band accelerating structures the peak RF power in the range from 80 to 240 MVV/m 
is required. The initial target of R&D of X-band klystrons was chosen to be 100 MVV 
in the range from several hundreds ns to 1 ps of pulse duration. However, no X-
band sources above few megawatt were in existence and then there is no previous 
experience with X-band linear accelerators at this accelerating gradient. The absence 
of an established technologies for X-band high power RF sources has stimulated 
some novel approaches. The broad studies on new types of RF sources have been 
performed. At present the following RF sources are under consideration for proposed 
linear collider projects; conventional high power klystrons and two-beam accelerator 
schemes. 
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4.1 Conventional Klystron Tubes 
The output power capability in klystron tubes scales approximately as the inverse 
square of RF frequencies on the basis that maximum power is limited by the RF 
breakdown in output cavity and beam power density available to dissipate in a 
klystron tube. The maximum operating peak power of the existing S-band pulse 
klystrons is 67 MVV of SLAC-5045 klystons and 100 MW of E3712 klystrons respec
tively. 

The first basic diificulty of high power X-band klystrons is increase in beam 
power per unit area in klystron lube in an RF pulse. The deft-led high density 
beam hits the inner surface of klystron tube and then the material of inner wall 
would be melted. By scaling down to 11.424 GHz, the peak power should be ranging 
from 16 to 25 MVV. Those S-band klystrons have not been designed to obtain the 
maximum-limited peak power. However the many technical difficalties should be 
settled down to generate the peak power of 100 MW from X-band klystron lubes. 

The second difficulty is the RF breakdown in an output cavity. The maximum 
peak power would be limited by the peak surface field in the output cavity. A dual-
output cavity and travelling wave cavities would reduce the peak surface field [16]. 
A nose-corn removed pillbox output-cavity gives rise to the decrease of surface field 
to half with keeping high efficiency [2] [13]. 

The third difficulty is a large convergence of the beam cross section due to 
cathode loading. The diameter of cathode should not be scaled down provided 
the cathode is operated at appropriate current density and cathode temperature 
consistent with long lifetime. The convergence ratio o! 100 to 200 would be required 
by the confining magnetic field in the rage from 4 to 6 k(i. Therefore the AC" plug 
power Tor a solenoid electromagnet would be dominant over the average RF power 
obtained from klystron tube. The solutions are electrostatic compression scheme, 
superconducting electromagnets and periodic permanent magnets. 

The fourth difficulty is an RF window which can penetrate full RF peak power 
from klystron lube. The studies have been carried out by using three dimensional 
code. MAFIA [14]. The RF windows such as large diameter window with taper 
waveguides and 7'A'oi mode window have been developed [15] [2]. 

SLAC has designed and fabricated four versions of X-band klystron (XCT. XC2. 
Xt'li and XC'4) to produce 100 MW peak power in 100 1000 ns pulse duration [16]. 
The differences between those versions provide the tests for various alternatives to 
RF windows, single-gap cavity, multi-gap cavities cathodes and so on. The beam 
voltage is somewhat low. 440 kV. due to the high perveaiice. 1.75 to high current of 
oi l A. The peak power of 72 MW has been generated with a pulse width of 100 ns 
and 40 MW has been produced at 800 ns. The second family of klystrons (XC'4. 
XC5) has been designed to reduce area convergence lo 100:1 by using a cathode of 
smaller diameter and higher cathode-loading [17]. The XC5 klystron has recently 
designed with a travelling-wave output-cavity to reduce RF breakdown threshold 
field [IS]. 

KEK has approached the X-band klystron design in two stages. The first tube 
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Table 2: High power X-hand klystron tubes. 

Peak Power Pulse width Frequency 
SLAC 40 MVV 800 ns 11.424 GHz 

n M\V 100 ns 11.424 0 Hz 
KKK 22 MW 100 us 11.424 GHz 
VLEPP 60 M\V TOO ns 14 GHz 

(XB-50K) with a perveance of 1.75 /i. was designed to produce 30 MW and was 
tested up to 18 MW with a pulse width of 100 ns. The breakdown in an rf window 
limits the attainable maximum peak power. The XB-50K klystron is utilized as 
an RF source of X-band high gradient experiments to generate the accelerating 
gradient more than 50 MeV/m in a disk-loaded structure of 20 cm long. The second 
tube (XB-72K) was designed to produce 120 MW at 550 kV of beam voltage and 
i.2 microperveance. The beam voltage is somewhat high due to the low perveance 
and low area convergence. 110:1. A nose-corn removed pillbox cavity is utilized 
to reduce surface field in a single-gap cavity without reducing efficiency. From the 
results of simulation by FCI code [19], the efficiency of 45 percent would be attained 
at 700 kV/cm surface field. The first tube of XB-72K klystron was tested to 22 MW 
with 100 ns pulse duration. The failure of a diode ceramics terminated the general ion 
of designed peak power and further test will be continued. 

INP/Protvino has designed X-band klystrons of 14 GHz. The power supply is 
not a conventional PFN klyston modulator but a high voltage power line to produce 
quasi-DC voltage. The klystron tube is composed of a diode with gridded-cathode 
and a travelling-wave output section. The designed beam voltage is 1 MV and 
beam current would be 200 A. The low perveance provides the periodic magnetic 
focusing with permanent magnets. The advantages of VLEPP klystrons are low 
cost by avoiding many thousands of klystron modulators and low running cost by 
eliminating electromagnetic focusing. The peak power of 60 MVV has been generated 
with 700 ns pulse width at relatively lower voltage [2]. 

4.2 Klystrons and Other Devices 
X-band klystrons at 11,4 GHz with high-current electron beam accelerators have 
been studied to produce peak power higher than 100 MW with a pulse length less 
than 10(1 ns. The peak power of 330 MW with 30 ns pulse width lias been attained 
by a relativistic klystron at LLNL/SLAf/Berkely. The RF peak power power of 
400 MWwilli 10 us pulse width could be obtained by choppertron at U.NL/Haimson 
and 120 MW with 50 ns at MIT/llaimson. The HkH of other devices such as 
('FA, pulsed gyrocons, magnicons. gyroklystrons. rippled circuit TWT have been 
continued to produce RF high peak power. 
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4.3 RF Pulse Compression System 
The RF compression system is useful tool to obtain high HI peak power without 
increasing the number of RF sources. A binaly pulse compression (BPO) system 
and SLED-II pulse compression system developed at SLAC multiply the peak power 
available from the klystron by about a factor of four by a single stage configuration. 
Those RF pulse compression systems have an advantage to obtain the multiplied 
RF power in a form of square pulse. The SLED-II consists of a 3 dB power divider 
and two length of shorted delay line with a RF transit time equal to the required 
output pulse. The length of line is determined by the filling time of the accelerating 
structures. The length of 25 m is required for the filling time of 100 ns. The RF 
output of approximately 30 MW and 800 ns pulse width from XC-2 klystron has 
been compressed and compressed RF power of 120 MW with pulse length of 70 ns 
has been obtained [17]. The VLEPP Power Multiplier (VPM) has been developed 
by using an 'open cavity' to multiply by about a factor four by a single stage open 
cavity. The low power test has been succeeded and RF power from a 150 MW 
VLEPP klystron will be carried out [2]. 

5 Accelerating Structures 
The study of accelerating structures is based on the familiar disk-loaded traveling-
wave structures with the advantage of common input and output couplers for many 
structure cells. The RF power is provided in form of a short pulse of which duration is 
given by sum of the filling time and beam pulse width. The dimensions of structures 
scale approximately as the inverse of RF frequencies. The first difficulty is the 
fabrication technology of accelerating structures with very small size cells. The 
R&D of fabrication techniques with precision machines and brazing techniques has 
been carried out at CERN, SLAC, INP and KEK [1] [20]. 

A design of the detuned structure was performed following the idea of SLAC [21] 
[22]. The frequency of each cell is distributed as truncated Gaussian through the 
structure. The frequency should be in the passband which is synchronous the beam. 
The number of frequencies in this detuning should be more than 150 to reduce the 
wake field less than 1 % during the following bunches (1.4 to 27 ns) [23]. 

The damping of TMuo-ir mode is very sensitive to the structure with slots in 
the disk. The structure with four slots in a cell is under study [24]. It was found 
that the slot height of 2 mm is enough to damp the TMno mode. The opening of 
the slot can be reduced to 9 mm while the width of the damping port connected 
to the slot is 11 nun. In this design, the decrease of the shunt impedance of the 
accelerating mode is al most about 20 %• 
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6 High Gradient Experiments 
The fundamental studies on RF breakdown phenomena in S-band, C'-band and X-
band cavity have been carried out at SLAC and Varian [5]. The experimental studies 
on the acceleration of electron beam in S-band travelling wave structures at approxi
mately 100 MeV/m of gradient have been carried out at INP [25], LAL [26] and KEK 
[1]. The dark current extracted from the structures provides the incorrect informa
tion to beam position monitors. The understanding of dark current phenomena is 
highly required to find the way to reduce and avoid the dark current. The recent ex
periments have been performed in the travelling-wave and standing-wave multi-cell 
structures. The experimental results at LAL, INP and KEK show that a cell where 
the front of RF pulse passes through S-band travelling-wave structures is the major 
source of dark current [2(3j. The high gradient experiments at X-band structures 
have been carried out with standing-wave structure at SLAC [18] and travelling-
wave structure at KEK [28]. The studies of particle trajectories have been carried 
out in long structures at accelerating gradient ranging from 50 to 300 MeV/m. 

7 Electron Sources 
Recently studies have been carried out on RF gun using laser-driven photocathode 
to produce high current low emittance electron beam. The separation of bunched 
photon from mode-locked laser would be controlled by an optical system. The laser-
driven photocathode RF gun is also useful to produce multi-bunch of electrons with 
a bunch separation equal to the harmonics of RF frequencies in the cavity. An 
RF gun has been developed at CERN to generate driving bunches for CLIC Test 
Accelerator Facility [1]. The RF gun for the injector of linear collider has been 
carried out at KEK [29]. 

The material of GaAs has many advantages in performance of intensity and time 
resolution. However the electron spin polarization is limited to be 50 % since the 
degeneracy between a heavy and light-hole band. SLAC' and Nagoya (.'Diversity have 
achieved the polarization of about 85 % by using strained (jaAs independently [30]. 
KEK have also achieved the polarization of 75 '/t with AIGaAs-<iaAs superlatlice 
photocatliode [31]. 

8 FFTB Project 
The Filial Focus Test Beam (FFTB) Facility is being constructed with interna
tional collaborations as a prototype final focus system for future linear colliders [32]. 
The target of the facility is to focus the electron beam from the straight beam-line 
of 50 (ieV SL(' linac and reduce the transverse dimensions al the focal point to 
1000 mn X 80 nm, The FFTB Facility is composed of final focus magnets, final 
quads, alignment system, beam position monitors and nano-meter beam size mon
itors [33] [31]. The components are presently under fabrication al the laboratories 
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of the participating institutions, DESY, INP, KEK, LAL, MPI and SLAC. The con
struction and installation of the facility will be completed by the end of 1993. It is 
highly expected that success of the FFTB Facility will realize a significant step in 
the R&D of future linear colliders. 

9 Accelerator Test Facilities 
Present is the time to construct the accelerator test facilities in order to test the 
accelerator system composed by developed accelerator components. The construc
tions of accelerator test facilities throughout the world will lead us to believe that 
the design goals of future e+e~ linear collider is dose at hand since the accelerator 
test facilities are really the prototypes of future linear colliders. 

9.1 CERN Linear Collider lest Facility — CTF 
The CERN Linear ColUder Test Facility (CTF) has been constructed to prove the 
two-beam acceleration scheme [35]. The drive linac of CLIC requires very high cur
rent bunched electron beam to generate high RF power in the transfer structures. 
It consists of a 3 GHz RF gun with a laser-triggered photocathode, beam trans
port line, post accelerator, pulse compressor, transfer structure and 30 GHz X-band 
structure. The intense bunches of more than 10 nC of bunch charge generate 30 GHz 
high RF power by deceleration of the bunches in a 30 GHz transfer structure and 
produce high gradient in the accelerating structure. 
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Figure 2: Schema of the CTF. 
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9.2 JLC Accelerator Test Facility — ATF 
The JI.<' ATF Phase II project has been started to construct an accelerator lest 
facility in the TRISTAN Assembly Hall [36]. The ATF consists of the following major 
accelerator components: 1.B4 (IeV S-baiul injector, damping ring, hunch compressor, 
final focus test facility. 1 CieV X-baiid linac and positron target. The following 
electron sources will be installed: a conventional thermionic gun with sub-harmonic 
hunchers. HF gun with mode-locked laser and polarized electron gun. The ATF 
damping ring is a test facility to obtain the beam with the vertical emittance of 
.') x iU~grad.rn. An auto-alignment system is under design to adjust the positions of 
all the units of damping rings in the vertical alignment tolerance of ±10 fim. The 
design study on a M28 (ilia damped cavity and CW klystron has been performed. 
The final focus test facility is utilized to confirm the demagiiilication factor of 1/300 
and the specification of the auto-alignmen t system. A beam size monitor by using 
Compton scattering with laser beam would be installed to observe the beam size of 
HO tint in vertical direction. The 1.0 GeV X-band linac will be constructed to study 
the RF sources. Rl' pulse compression and accelerating structures as the prototype 
or main linacs. The accelerating structures would be the JL<-like damped structures 
and detuned structures to accelerate multi-bunches by accelerating gradient from 40 
to 120 MeV/in. The construction and installation of the JLO-ATF will be complete 
in m». 

Figure 3: Schema of the JLC-ATF. 
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9.3 VLEPP Accelerator Test Facility — ATF 
VLEPP ATF has been constructed at INP/Protvino to study the engineered model 
of a section of the main linear accelerators of the VLEPP real machine [2]. The 
VLEPP ATF consists of electron gun, X-band klystrons. RF power multiplier, qusi-
IX' power line. X-band accelerating structures with alignment devices and final focus 
quad Willi alignment system. The designed accelerating gradient is 100 MeV/in 
with X-band klystrons together with open cavities. The alignment system with 
electromagnets provides the precise control of accelerating structures by 5 inn step. 
The beam acceleration at designed accelerating gradient by full RF power would 
be completed in 11)92. A large building is under construction to extend the beam 
energy. 

figure 4: Schema of the VLEPP-ATF. 

9.4 NLC Test Accelerator — NLCTA 
SLAC has a plan to build the NLCTA facility to test the reliable operation of 
engineered model of a seel ion of an NLC high gradient main linac [4]. The NLCTA 
consists of an S-band injector linac followed by an X-band linac. A thermionic gun 
with H suMiarnionir bundier produces multi-bunch electron beam similar to those 
necessary for NLC. The S-band linac accelerates the beam to an energy of 200 MeV 
and then the bunches are compressed in length by bunch compressor magnets. The 
short bunches are injected into the X-band linac of which designed accelerating 
gradients are ranging from 50 to 100 MeV/m with an RF frequency of 11.4 GHz. 
The RF sources for the X-band linac consist of 50 MW klystrons together with 
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SLED 11 |>ulse compression system to multiply the peak power by a factor four. The 
accelerating gradient will be increased to 10U MV/m by using 100 MW klystrons. 
The designed beam energy gain in the X-band linac is 0.54 GeV at 50 MeV/m and 
1.08 CieV at 100 MeV/m of accelerating gradient. 
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Figure ">: Schema of the NLCTA. 
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Abstract 

A survey is presented of the physics opportunities at TeV e + e~ linear colliders. Examples 
are given of physics that might emerge in e + e~ collisions and in 77 collisions using the 
back-scattered laser technique, including 77 —> ZZ scattering as a probe of ultraheavy 
quanta. The second portion of the talk focuses on physics that must emerge at or below 
the TeV scale — the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. In particular a very 
rough estimate is presented of the most challenging possible signal of symmetry breaking, 
strong WW scattering, as a function of collider energy. A subtheme, made explicit in 
the concluding section, is the continuing complementarity of e + e~ and pp colliders in the 
domain of TeV physics. 

1. Introduction 

High energy physics today is in an extraordinarily fortunate position. The standard 
model is reliable but incomplete: it predicts a fifth force for its completion, with new 
quanta that are no heavier than a few TeV. If that prediction were to fail we would make 
an equally important discovery: a deeper theory that has successfully hidden behind the 
standard model until now. This is truly a no-lose situation, if vie can construct the necessary 
experimental facilities. While the focus of this talk is on TeV e + e~ linear colliders, I will 
also briefly discuss the complementary role of multi-TeV proton-proton colliders. Both 
e+e~ and pp colliders are needed for efficient exploration of the new physics in the TeV 
domain. 

This talk is organized in two principal sections. The first is a brief summary of new 
physics we might find at TeV e + e~ colliders, including the exciting prospect1 of TeV photon-
photon collisions using the back-scattered laser technique first applied in a photoproduct ion 
experiment at SLAC. 2 If it proves practicable, photon-photon scattering could rival e + e~ 
annihilation in importance. In addition to standard processes, 1 will discuss high energy 
77 —» ZZ scattering as a probe of ultraheavy quanta too heavy to produce directly.3 

The second section of the talk concerns what wc must find, the physics of electroweak 
symmetry breaking, in the form of Iliggs bosons below 1 TeV or strong WW scattering 
above I TeV. In particular, I will present, a rough estimate of the strong ll-'IF scattering 
signal as a function of collider energy. 

This introduction will conclude with brief discussions of ihree topics: 

• a general framework for the fifth force. 
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• energy and luminosity requirements for TeV e + e~ colliders, 

• the physics environment at TeV e + e~ colliders. 

1.1 THE FIFTH FORCE: A GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

The symmetry breaking sector for the SU(2)t x U(l)y gauge interactions is specified 
by a lagrangian CSB describing the new force and the associated new quanta. Though we 
do not know the details of the new force or quanta, we do know they must have certain 
general properties in order to accomplish their symmetry breaking mission:4' 

• CSB must possess a global symmetry G that breaks spontaneously to a subgroup H, 
giving rise to at least three Goldstone bosons denoted u>+, w~, z. 

• The Goldstone bosons u)*,2 couple to the SU(2)L X U(l)y gauge currents, with a 
dimensionful coupling strength 

v = (\Z2GF)-1/2*^TeV (1.1) 

analogous to the coupling of the pion to the hadronic axial current with strength F„ = 
92 MeV. By means of the Higgs mechanism the SU(2)L x U(\)y gauge interactions 
transmute w±,z into the longitudinal gauge boson polarization modes W*,ZL. 

• The equivalence theorem, proved initially in tree approximation5 and then to all 
orders 6 , 7 (proof to all orders is essential if the fifth force is strong), asserts the equality 
of high energy Wj, scattering to the (unphysical but calculable) scattering of the 
related Goldstone bosons in an R( gauge, 

M{WL(p,),WL(P2)-) = M(w{Pl)MVi)-) 

+ 0(Mw/Ei). (1.2) 

Therefore by observing the interactions of the longitudinal gauge boson modes at 
high energy we are actually studying the physics of CSB- We are using the fact that 
H''*, Zi, are not quanta of the gauge sector but are in effect citizens of CSB-

• Gauge invariance requires the global symmetries of CSB to be at least as big as the 
gauge groups, G D SU(2)L X U(l)y and / / 3 U(1)EM• In the absence of other light 
quanta than WL,ZL-, this property implies low energy theorems 8 (first proved under 
more restrictive conditions6), e.g., for W£\V£ —• ZLZL in the J = 0 partial wave 

where p = (Mw/MzcosOu)2 and equation (1.3) is valid in the energy domain 
M2

V « s « mi»{MgB, (-iirv)-} where MSB is the typical mass scale of the quanta 
of CSB- The analogous low energy theorem for pion scattering is 9 

ao(^-^M) = ^ ^ _ J _ ( M ) 
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• Unitarity requires the linear growth in s to be cut off eventually. The location of 
the cutoff determines whether CSB is weak or strong and whether it is a Higgs boson 
theory or a theory of a more complicated, strongly interacting set of particles. 

In particular the cutoff typically occurs at a scale of order MSB , so that at and above 
the cutoff (until significant inelasticity sets in) we have 

MW£WZ + ZLZL)\ *?g&*0 (Jf^)' (1.5) 

There are then two possibilities: 

i) MSB « 1-8 TeV. CSB is weak and there are narrow Higgs bosons. Then MSB = mH 
if there is just one Higgs boson or MSB = y < m H > is a n appropriately weighted 
average if there is more than one Higgs boson. 

ii) MSB — 0(1.8 TeV). CSB is strong and there is strong WW scattering above 1 TeV. 
New particles including WW resonances are likely between about 1 and 3 TeV. 

Yukawa would have enjoyed case ii), since he hypothesized that the pion was the 
exchange quantum of both weak and strong interactions. In case ii) W is the quantum of 
weak (SU(2)i, x U(l)y) and strong (CSB) interactions. 

A no-lose collider is one at which strong WW scattering can be observed, since we 
can then learn from the presence or absence of the strong WW scattering signal about the 
strength of the fifth force and the mass domain of the new quanta. The parameters of a 
no-lose e + e~ collider are estimated in section 3. 

1.2 COLLIDER REQUIREMENTS: LUMINOSITY AND ENERGY 

Since the relatively clean environment of e + e~ collisions make detailed studies feasible, 
one requirement is luminosity sufficient to provide data samples large enough for precision 
studies. This is no easy task, since the annihilation cross section is very small, 

4ira2 100 fb 
"'«=' = IT = <IeV*) ( 1 ' 6 ) 

where I use the high energy value a = 1/128. If we want N > 5000 events per unit R we 
need integrated luminosity > 5 0 / 6 - 1 -.s(TeV2) or instantaneous luminosity > 5-10 3 3 c m - 2 

s e c - 1 • s(TeV) 2 assuming a year of data collection. 
Heavy Higgs boson production and strong WW scattering occur by WW fusion (figure 

] .1). and are extremely sensitive to the collider energy. The effective W approximation for 
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Figure 1.1 WW fusion of longitudinal W bosons via the symmetry breaking interac
tions CSB-

Wi,WL scattering, analogous to the familiar effective photon approximation of Weiszacker 
and Williams, implies an effective W1.W1. luminosity 1 0' 

dC c?w r / 1 \ 1 „ 21 

where r = sww/st+e-. The quantity in square brackets is shown in table 1.1, as a function 
of r - ' / 2 = \Jse+e-/sWn', from threshold at T~'/Z = 1 to T~1/2 = 10. The luminosity grows 
very rapidly in the threshold region. For instance, if we wish to study the WW system 
at s/SW^ = 1 TeV, a J s ^ = 3 TeV collider has 6.0/0.1-4 = 43 times greater l)'/.ll'i 
luminosity than a 1.5 TeV collider! For this particular physics it is very difficult to try to 
use enhanced luminosity to compensate for low energy, a point that is reinforced by the fart 
that not only the signal but also the signahbackground ratio is more favorable at higher 
energy. In the study of strong WW scattering with Js^w > 1 TeV at the SSC, there are 
important contributions for T"" 1 / 2 = Jsqq/sWw from roughly r - 1 / 2 = 3 to ~ 10. 

1.3 l'HYSICS ENVIRONMENT 

In some respects the environment at TeV linear e + e~ colliders begins to resemble />/' 
colliders more than the old familiar e + e " storage rings. This is due principally to the 

r - ' / 2 1 1.25 1.5 2 3 4 5 7.5 10 
/ 0 0.02 0.14 0.9 6.0 17 36 120 270 

Table 1.1 The effective luminosity of longitudinal IV boson pairs as a functinn of T " 1 / 2 = 
\J»C+,.-/su.+,„-. The quantity / is the luminosity without the prefaclor o;v./16jr. 
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beamstrahlung phenomenon" and to synchrotron radiation created at the final focus.1 2 

Some important consequences are 

• total energy and longitudinal momentum constraints are lost, 

• even with the most benign designs, beamstrahlung and initial state radiation induce 
substantial luminosity loss at the maximum e+e~ collision energy, 

• "auto-scanning", i.e., all energies below Emax can be observed while running at Emax, 
so that for instance a Z' resonance at A/z< < EMAX will be immediately visible 
without scanning, 

• beamstrahlung and synchrotron radiation create a hostile environment along the 
beam direction, making detection at small angles impossible (say below 5 - 10°), 
a more severe constraint than in pp colliders. 

Two recent papers have pointed to dangerous minijet 1 3 and heavy 1 ' ' quark back
grounds that arise from the extreme beamstrahlung 77 spectrum that would occur with 
round beams, as in the curve with unit aspect ratio, G = 1, shown in figure 1.2 taken from 

. 10 l 

\ i 1 1 
TLC • 
Beamstrahlung -

\ s — „ 

C-1.5 y-400 
s. G-2 -

- - \ G-1 

1 \ X 

-
ri 0 , -0.03\ 

- \ G-1 

1 \ X 
— 

Figure 1.2 Photon-photon luminosity distributions from beamstrahlung for various collider 
design choices, compared with the photon-photon luminosity from bremstrahlung (taken 
from reference 15). 
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Hlankenbecler and Drell. 1 5 However Figure 1.2 also shows that with a flat beam, aspect 
ratio G = 5, the beamstrahlupg spectrum is very similar to the bremstrahlung spectrum, 
and the dangerous backgrounds are mitigated. In particular, Fujii will discuss the minijct, 
background with flat beams in the following talk. 1 6 These results confirm the wisdom of 
current design with flat beams. For instance a 1 TeV JLC design 1 7 calls for beam dimensions 
of 2.3 (!) x 370 nm or G = (rr + ru)/2y/r^ = 6.4. 

Despite the phenomena described above, TeV e + e~ colliders will in substantial measure 
retain the traditional virtues of e+e~ physics. These are especially 

• favorable signakbackground ratios, e.g., in annihilation where both new and old 
physics comes roughly in units of R (ranging from tenths to tens of R units); as 
a result IF!I ' and ZZ pairs are detectable in the four jet final state, inconceivable at 
pp colliders where both or perhaps only one boson (in "tagged" events 1 8 ') must decay 
leptonically for the pair to be observable, 

• backgrounds are precisely calculable since the production mechanisms are electroweak, 
though with familiar uncertainties when details of hadronization are relevant. 

In addition linear colliders should have an important new virtue: the possibility of 
large longitudinal polarization, that, will be a useful analytical tool for a variety of detailed 
studies. 

2. Might find? 

In this section I will discuss, very briefly, some of the physics we might find in TeV 
e+e~ and 77 collisions . 

2.1 r+e" ANNIHILATION 

I) Ihavy quarks, leptuns, neutrinos 
A fourth generation of quarks and Icptous is possible, provided the SU{2)t. doublets 

are sufficiently degenerate to satisfy the rho parameter constraint. 1 9 ' Given our ignorance 
of the origin of quark and lepton masses, we cannot judge whether or not this is a likely 
possibility. As shown by the SLAC study group, 2 0 ' there are good signals for quarks and 
charged leptons over most of the kincmalically accessible range. 

Buclnnuller and Greub 2 1 have considered the possibility of observing a heavy Mnjoraua 
neutrino by 

c+c- _, ,y,v, A' -> a 1', 1V -» (V. (2.1) 

Simulation studies would be useful to establish the viability and level of the observable 
signal. 

At the SSC heavy quarks are readily detectable at least to mq = 1 '1'eV--' but detection 
of heavy charged leptons 2 3 ' is very difficult, perhaps impossible. I am not aware of studios 
of heavy neutrino detection at pp colliders. 
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J) Suptrsymmctry 
In c + e " annihilation the asymptotic cross sections for squarks and sleptons are half 

the corresponding quark and Iepton cross sections, 

R(ff) = \R(If), (2-2) 

and they are probably observable at energies sufficiently above threshold to overcome the 
slow 03 growth of p-wave phase space. I am not aware of detailed simulations of the signals 
and backgrounds. At the SSC, gluinos are detectable to ~ 2 TeV and squarks to at least 
~ 1 TeV, but sleptons might be unobservable. 

If supersymmetric particles such as gluinos or squarks are discovered, we will want to 
find and study the accompanying Higgs sector. In the minimal model it consists of light 
and heavy neutral scalars, h and / / , a charged scalar H*, and a neutral pseudoscalar A. 
All could be observed in principle at an e + e~ collider. The light scalar h resembles the 
standard model Higgs boson in its production modes and is produced in e + e~ —> Zh or 
Z'h and in WW fusion, e + e~ —* vvh. The charged scalar is produced with the usual j / J 3 

value of R, while the heavy scalar and pseudoscalar are pair produced in e + e~ —> HA 
with2'1' R = 0.1 far above threshold. At the LHC or SSC h might be observed in h —> 77 in 
association with a it pair (like the standard intermediate mass Higgs boson) and H+ will 
be observable if t —> H+b is kinematically allowed, but I am not aware of any prospects to 
find / / and A. 

3) Anomalous interactions 
TeV e + c~ colliders have great sensitivity to anomalous four-fermion interactions in

volving electrons, as would for instance occur if leptons and quarks are composite. Using 
a standard convention 2 5' a 1 TeV e+e~ collider is sensitive to anomalous Bhabba and 
t + e " —> fi+p~ scattering to scales of order ten's of TcV. 2 6 ' In comparison, the SSC can 
probe anomalous four quark interactions to about A = 25 TeV. 2 7 ' 

Gauge interaction anomalies can also be sensitively probed in e + e _ —» IF+rV"". Par
ity and charge-conjugation invariance fix the form of the lowest dimension anomalous 
interactions. 2 8 ' 

Sd = {«,• - \)W+W;F? + -^rWXWrFr (2.3) 

for ;' = 7 or Z. A simulation assuming 30 f b - 1 at an 0.5 TeV collider without polarization 
obtains 90% confidence level constraints of roughly 2 9 ' |K, — 1| < 0.14 and |A-,| < 0.1 (for 
the precise constraints see the figures of reference 29) assuming KZ — 1 = \z = 0. A more 
recent study assuming polarization, described in Fujii's talk, 1 0 ' gives stronger limits. At 
the SSC with 10 f i r 1 the 1 a limits would be 3 0 ' |K, - 1| < 0.1 and |A-,| < 0.01, regardless 
of the values of Kz and Xz- Since e + e~ —> I F + l l , _ proceeds by both 7 and Z exchange 
the constraints on 7 and Z are coupled, but they are independent at pp colliders where 
the relevant processes IV* —> IV7 and IK* —» WZ probe the 7 and Z couplings separately. 
Willi r+<°" colliders independent constraints can be achieved by including e + e~ —* ej /H / 3 1 ' 
and 77 —> WW. the latter discussed below. Fujii will discuss e + c " —» WW in more 
detail."" 
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4) Top quark physics 
Unless the top quark surprises us considerably3 2' it can be studied at a 1/2 TeV 

collider. Toponium dynamics will be complex and interesting in the domain where the 
top quark lifetime is less than or of the order of the bound-state formation time set by 
QCD. Furthermore, the toponium potential will be sensitive to Higgs boson exchange. A 
thorough simulation was previously described by Fujii, 3 3 ' who will also discuss top quark 
physics at this meeting.'"' 

5)2' 
A Z' boson could be our best and perhaps only window to the GUT scale. Finding a Z1 

with properties predicted by one of the GUT theories would be a spectacular achievement. 
It would be equally spectacular to find a Z' that does not fit into any known GUT! The 
cross section would be enormous, 

" " • * " - a T C a ' - B i r W ! 
so that detailed studies would be possible with lower luminosity than 10 3 3 c m - 2 s e c - 1 . At 
the SSC the reach for Z' bosons is from 4 to 8 TeV for various possible models. Discovery of 
a Z' at the LHC or SSC would be irresistible motivation to build a matched e + e~ collider. 

27) Something no one has imagined 
Skipping the intervening 21 items for lack of time we come to one of the best reasons 

for building any accelerator. Unfortunately in the TeV era the economics of accelerator 
construction make it a less sufficient justification than it once was. 

2.2 77 Scat ter ing 

In backward scattering of a low energy photon from a high energy electron, essentially 
all of the electron's energy and momentum is transferred to the back-scattered photon. 
Using laser sources at a linear e + e " collider it may be possible to produce high luminosity 
t-7 and 77 collisions at a large fraction of the initial e + e~ energy.1' Here I will discuss 
77 collisions, that are possible with luminosity equal to or slightly greater than the c+e~ 
luminosity of the parent e+e~ collider. If practicable this technique would enable a rich 
ex]K?iiiiiental program that could rival e + e~ scattering in importance. 

The dominant process is 77 —> WW that occurs with a large, asymptotically constant 
cross section, 

or in units of II as defined in equation (1.1) 

ds 
R = Tpr = 940 • s(TeV 2). (2.6) 
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The constant cross section results from mass singularities in the forward and backward 
directions that are regulated by the ll / - mass. Since the forward and backward regions are 
unohservable, equations (2.5) and (2.6) are somewhat misleading. The cross section for 
scattering away from the beam direction decreases with energy but is still extremely large 
in realistic cases of interest. For instance, I find that <M05 WW pairs would be produced 
with |cos0iv| < 0.9 assuming 3 eV lasers scattering from the e* beams of a ,/s = 1 TeV 
collider with an integrated luminosity corresponding to 50 p b - 1 of e+e~ collisions. 

Such large numbers suggest the possibility of a "W factory" in which we could begin to 
make precision measurements and search for rare decays, like the presently ongoing studies 
of the Z boson. Thought should be given to the physics motivation for such a program. 
To encourage such efforts I am announcing the second Chanowitz Prize 3 5 ' : free lunch with 
Michael Peskin to anyone who either proposes a very interesting measurement for a W 
factory or argues persuasively that there are no interesting measurements to be made. In 
the latter case but. not in the former the lunch must be in the SLAC cafeteria. A maximum 
of three prizes will be awarded. 

77 —> WW will of course provide fundamental tests of the electroweak gauge theory, in
cluding direct access to the characteristic four-point contact interaction. (The cancellation 
between the contact interaction and the W exchange graphs gives rise to the peculiar mass 
singularities that engender the asymptotically constant total cross section.) It is also an 
excellent process in which to study the anomalous interactions defined in equation (2.3). 3 5 ' 
As shown in figure 2.1 taken from Choi and Schrempp, 3 5 ' 77 —> WW and e+e~ —• WW 
used together at a 1/2 TeV collider provide greatly enhanced sensitively to K., — 1 and A-,. 
The constraints from 77 —> WW apply unambiguously to <t, and X-,. unlike ee —> WW 
that also depends on KZ and \z. 

Other interesting final states can be p roduc t , often with larger cross sections than in 

0 

-.1 

- 1 0 .1 

Figure 2.1 Combined constraint on -/WW interactions (from Choi and Schrempp 3 5 1). 
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r+e~ annihilation. For instance. 3 6 ' a changed Higgs scalar is produced with an asymptotic 
cross section that is six times larger, 

R(-n->H+H-) = l, (2.7) 

and the charged lepton asymptotic cross section is 

rt(77-£+£-) = 3 1 n ^ . (2.8) 

It may also be possible to measure the 77 decay width of the standard model Higgs 
boson, T(// —t 77), for certain values of the mass m//. Gunion an 1 Haber 3 7 ' find observable 
signals for 77 - • / / - • 66 if 70 £ mH £ 150 GeV and for 77 -» H - • ZZ if 200 & mH £ 
250 GeV. (An additional possible background to the 66 signal from 77 —* cc is under 
investigation.3 8') For the intermediate mass Higgs boson it may be possible at the SS'C 
or LHC to measure the complementary quantity, y% • BR(H —> 77) where yt is the ttll 
Yukawa coupling constant, in the process gg —» ttH, H —» 77. Another constraint on t/< 
can be obtained in e + e~ scattering, as discussed in Section 3 below, 

T(H —• 77) is a quantity of fundamental interest because it "counts" all quanta in the 
theory that have mass ^ 0(mji), that are electrically charged, and that obtain their mass 
from the Higgs boson. The amplitude M(H —* 77) is proportional to a conventionally 
defined quantity / , which for mj, < < mji < M\y,mt in the three generation standard 
model is given by W and t loop contributions 3 9 ' 

4 47 
7 3 = 7 - - f l t = - (2.9) 

where the W contributes 7 and R, = 4/3 is the fcimilar R for c + e _ —> 7* —*tt. However, 
for a fourth heavy generation we have R^ = 8/3 and 

/4 = 7 - i ( R ( + A,) = y . (2.10) 

The cross section (7(77 —> / / ) is then an order of magnitude smaller for four generations, 
and judging from the background estimates of Gunion and Haber the signal would probably 
not be observable. 

Under these circumstances there is another "counting" process that could be studied at 
a very high energy 77 collider.'' Consider 77 scattering to a pair of longitudinally polarized 
'/. bosons, 77 —» ZLZL. Suppose there is an ultraheavy electrically charged quantum A" 
wilh spin 0 or \ that receives its mass from the standard model Higgs boson. Suppose 
further that 

4nrx » .- » ni2

f/, l.Uf,-. (2.11) 

(The condition * > > ntj/ is for convenience; the signal is bigger if it is relaxed.) The 
amplitude obtained from the Feynman diagram of figure 2.2a is then 3 ' ' 0 ' 

Min -» ZLZL) = ^ • 4- (2.12) 
Off" V 
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liquation (2.12) can be understood in terms of a low energy theorem for the 77 decay of a 
dilaton, a —> 77, that follows from the trace anomaly, 4 1 ' with the Higgs boson interpreted 
as the dilaton and the coupling F„ of the dilaton to the stress energy tensor replaced by 
the Higgs boson condensate v. The off-shell 0-77 amplitude for 77 center of mass energy 
\/s is 

M(a-^-n) = ^ r s (2.13) 

corresponding to 

M(H 

3irF„ 

aRx 
, 7 7 ) = _ _ s 

(2.14) 

in the present context. 
The striking feature of equation (2.12) is the linear dependence on s: one factor of s 

from the form of the trace anomaly, proportional to aF^F"", a second factor of s from the 
HZ^Zi, vertex, and a factor 1/s from the Higgs boson propagator with rrrH « s. The 
analogous amplitude for gg —» Z^ZL was noted by Glover and van der Bij . 4 2 ' This linear 
growth in s is not the usual "bad high energy behavior" that occurs in gauge theories when 
cancelling contributions are omitted. In particular, the box graph shown in figure 2.2b 
vanishes (decouples) in the limit ef equation (2.11). Rather the triangle graph has "pseudo 
bad high energy behavior" that eventually decreases like Tn2

x/s for s > 4m 2

v . There are 
indeed cancellations between figures 2.2a and 2.2b for s > 4m^ but they only involve 
logarithmic dependence on s . 4 1 ' 

A final theoretical remark before returning to practical matters: the equivalence the
orem seems to imply a contradiction. Since the Hww vertex is constant rather than linear 
in .s, figure (2.2a) only contributes a constant amplitude. The resolution is that equation 
(2.12) is instead recovered from the box graph (and its permutations) figure 2.2b! A factor 

7 ,0.0000.0 00, 
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Figure 2.2 Feymnan diagrams for 77 —» ZZ. 
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1 
of « arises from gauge invariance (requiring an F^ F1"7 structure for the external photons) 
and the box does not decouple because the two XXw vertices provide a factor rn^/v2 to 
cancel the mjf factor from the (finite) loop integral. 4 3 1 Of course individual diagrams do 
not generally correspond between gauge and Goldstone boson amplitudes under the equiv
alence theorem, but this example is particularly amusing. First, the leading contribution 
is completely interchanged between the two diagrams in the two ways of doing the calcula
tion. Second, the calculation is more easily done in terms of gauge bosons than Goldstone 
bosons, contrary to usual experience in which the Goldstone boson calculation is much 
simpler. 

To return to the business at hand, the growing amplitude, equation (2.12), implies a 
growing cross section, 

* ( 7 7 ^ ^ = ( ; g y ^ (2.15) 

= 0.36 fb • R2

X • s(TeV=). 

Since there is no tree approximation amplitude for 77 —» ZZ, the background is determined 
by the Feynman diagrams of figure 2.2 with the W boson and the three known fermion 
generations in the loops. The background cross sections are proportional to \/s and will 
therefore be negligible at high enough energy. 

Suppose for example that -Y represents an ultraheavy fourth generation of quarks and 
leptons so that R\ = 8/3. For simplicity assume monochromatic photons with </s = 1 TeV 
and an integrated 77 luminosity of 100 f b - 1 . To stay within the experimental acceptance 
and also because it improves the signahbackground ratio, I impose an angular cut | cos0z| < 
0.9. The result is then 230 signal events and 5 background events. I have neglected the W 
loop contributions to the background (that would require a major effort to compute) and 
have also neglected the interference br-tween the fourth and the three known generations 
in estimating the signal. Neither approximation is likely to effect the order of magnitude 
of the result. 

However, in addition to the genuine ZZ background there is also the flood of 1I'H/ 

events discussed above. They force us to the decays ZZ —*!(+ (CC/qq), with ( — e,/<, or 
r i.e., one Z decays to a lepton pair while the second decays to a lepton or quark pair. 
The net branching ratio (with T+T~T+T~ omitted) is 0.15, leaving 35 signal events and 1 
background event. This yield can be increased by as much as a factor 3 if ZZ —> Vu+(C(/qq) 
provides an adequately clean signature, as I suspect it does, especially for events in which 
the observed Z boson has large transverse momentum. I am reconsidering the result for a 
realistic spectrum of 77 energies.3' 

3. What we must find 

As reviewed in section 1.1, the standard model implies that we must find Higgs bosons 
below or strong WW scattering above 1 TeV. In the latter case there will also be a complex 
spectrum of strongly interacting particles above 1 TeV. I will briefly describe tho prospects 
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lo find and begin to study the Higgs boson(s) and will present a very rough estimate of 
strong WW scattering signals for various e + e~ collider energies. 

3.1 STANDARD MODEL HIGGS BOSON 

A light Higgs boson, say mu < 2M\v, may be most easily found (with less luminosity) 
at lower energy e + e~ colliders in e + e - —» ZH — an example is discussed by Fujii. 1 6 ' I will 
focus here on colliders with \/s > 1 TeV, in which WW fusion, e + e~ —» vvH (figure 1.1), 
is typically the dominant production mechanism. 

The SLAC study group 2 0 ' has simulated the observation of a light Higgs boson with 
mu < 2Mw at a 1 TeV collider with 30 f b _ 1 . They consider WW fusion, e + e~ —> ui/II, 
H —* bb. The principal background, e+e~ —» evW, W —> qq, is shown in figure 3.1a. The 
signals after cuts for 120 and 150 GeV Higgs bosons are shown with an expanded vertical 
axis in figure 3.1b. It is clear from the figure that this technique will be much more difficult 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Background to e + e " —> Vull from e + e~ —» ei>W. (b) Background plus 
signals for 120 and 150 GeV Higgs bosons (from reference 20). 
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if not impossible for 60 ^ mj/ 6 90 GeV. Fujii shows in his talk 1 6 ' that this case can be 
covered at a lower energy collider using c + e~ —> ZH. At the LHC or SSC the Higgs boson 
in this mass range can be discovered with gg —»ItH, H —> 77, providing a measurement 
of j / ; • BR(H —• 77) where y( is the (£// Yukawa coupling constant.4'1' 

For run > 2A/z the Higgs boson width is dominated by 

V(H -» WW + ZZ) 3S 0.5 TeV • m3

H{TeV). (3.1) 

We discuss first the narrow width case, TH « m;/, for which the signal has a recognizable 
peak. For m// approaching ~ 1 TeV we have Tf/ = 0(ra//) so that the resonance peak 
is lost. Detection is then much more difficult. Both the experimental issues and the 
underlying physics begin to merge with the case of strong WW scattering, to be discussed 
in subsection 3.2. 

The narrow Higgs boson decaying to WW ' + ZZ can be readily discovered, at the SSC 
or LUC in clean leptonic final states, 4 5 ' or at an e+e~ collider of sufficient energy in the 
four jet final state. At e + e~ colliders with \/s > 1 TeV the dominant mechanism is l l ' l l ' 
fusion, 

e+e~ —> uvll, H —» WW —> qdWl-

The largest backgrounds are from brcmst.rahlung photons, 77 —• WW, and from bcani-
strahlung followed by c+e~ —> WW at reduced energy. A strategy against these back
grounds was developed at the CLIC La Thuile study. 4 0 ' High ;>r bremstrahlung photons 
are eliminated by a veto on events containing visible electrons, e.g., Kurihara 4 7) vetos 
events with electrons of energy Ee > 50 GeV and 0e > 9°. The surviving 77 -» WW 
events and most of the beamstrahlung e+e~ —» WW events are then eliminated by requir
ing /j-/ (1 I'll ') > prMlN with /JJ'AIJA' chosen in a range from ~ A/u</2 to M\y. Most signal 
events pass this cut since in WW fusion the Higgs boson is produced with a ]>r distribution 
of order Mw due to the initial state, virtual W bosons. Kurihara 4 7 ' reported, using this 
strategy-, that with 60 f b _ l Higgs boson detection is possible at least to m// ^ , i / ^ His 
simulation for a 500 GeV Higgs boson at a 1 TeV collider is shown in figure 3.2. Sim
ilar conclusions were reached by the SLAC study group using a different though related 
strategy. 

In his talk Fujii 1 0 ' describes a more recent, still unpublished study by Kurihnrfi'">' 
of the 1 TeV Iliggs boson that includes two additional backgrounds, 7II ' —» WZ and 
a(mn —• 0). discussed in section 3.2 below. A surprising result of Kurihara's analysis is 
the large number or e+e~ —> WW events that pass the cuts. I do not understand the origin 
of llie.se events but suspect they may arise from initial state radiation with 07- > /yr.wix 
followed by £+r-~ —* WW. Narrow Iliggs boson signals should be reconsidered including 
Ihese two additional backgrounds and the high »•;• component of t + e " —» WW. 

With our current fixation on finding the Higgs boson, it is easy 10 forget that discovery 
will only be the beginning. If a narrow Higgs boson is discovered in H'll ' fusion with decay 
to I t ' l l ' + ZZ. we will know nothing about its coupling to fermions. We will then want to 
measure the largest Yukawa coupling, that of the top quark, to see if it has the standard 
model value 
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Figure 3.2 Signal for 500 GeV Higgs boson at a 1 TeV collider with 60 / 6 " 1 (from 
reference 47). 

At the SSC or LUC this can be done via gg —»ttFI, H —>• 77 for light Higgs bosons, or 
by extracting the gg —t H component of the / / production cross section that is dominated 
by tin- Tt loops in the three family standard model. Direct measurement of yt is possible at 
an c + e " collider via e + e~ —> ItH, or by e+e~ —t HZ if and only if 4 9 ' the Higgs boson can 
be produced and is heavy enough to decay to tt. Two simulations have been performed. 
Tauclii, Fujii, and Miyamoto 5 0 ' considered mH = 300 GeV with mt = 130 GeV. For 120 
f i r 1 at a 000 GeV collider using e+e - -» ZH, H -» tt, they obtain a 20% determination 
of yt. Their result is shown in figure 3.3. 

15.0 

12.5 

> 10.0' 

2 7.5 

o 
55 S.O 

2.5 

0.0 

60 f t r 1 «t VJ = 600 GeV 
U t •= 130 GeV 
U„ •. 300 GeV 

Incoherent Sum 

M(tt) (GeV) 
Figure 3.3 // -> It for 300 GeV Higgs boson at a 600 GeV collider with m, = 130 

(IcV and assuming G0/6 - 1 (from reference 50). 
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Tsukamoto 5 1 ' considered WW fusion, e+c~ —* uuN, H —» tt, with m// = 600 GeV 
and m, = 150 GeV. He found that a 20% measurement of yt requires 300 f b _ 1 at a 1 
TeV collider or 60 fb~A at a 1.5 TeV collider. The 1.5 TeV collider provides a four times 
larger signal and a two times smaller background than the 1 TeV collider. This is further 
evidence of the critical importance of energy in the WW fusion process as discussed in 
Section 1.2. A similar conclusion applies to pp colliders, where TeV WW fusion signals 
tend to increase approximately like the square of the collider energy while the backgrounds 
are approximately linear. 5 1"' 

3.2 STRONG WW SCATTERING 

If the symmetry breaking sector is strongly coupled and has no light quanta other then 
IV* and Zi, then there will be strong WW scattering at sww > 1 TeV 2. In that case we can 
only guess at the specific dynamics and spectrum of the new strong interaction lagrangian 
CSB- However we know in general that strong WW scattering must be consistent with the 
low energy theorems and with unitarity, discussed in section 1.1. The low energy theorems 
relevant for e + e~ collider experiments are 8 ' 

M(WtWZ -» ZLZL) = ~ (3.3) 
pv-

M{Wt\VZ - W£W£) = -(4 - - ) 4 , (3.4) 
p in

valid in the domain M\V « s « min{Mg B , (47rt>)2}. For IVIF scattering at the 
SSC/LIIC and also for e + e~ colliders of up to a few TeV, elastic unitavily is a good ap
proximation to the genera] unitarity constraint, 

Im aj = \aj\2, (3.5) 

that implies |Re aj\ < ^ and \aj\ < 1 (both also valid in the inelastic region). 
Gaillard and 1 considered a simple linear model that satisfies these constraints and 

provides order of magnitude estimates of strong WW scattering signals.0 The model is 
conservative in the sense that much larger signals will occur if, as we expect, resonances 
occur in at least some channels. The linear model extrapolates the low energy theorem 
amplitude, regarded as a model for the absolute value of each partial wave amplitude up 
to the energy at which \aj\ — 1, beyond which it is assumed to remain at. \aj\ = 1. The 
actual construction involves decomposing the physical amplitudes such as equations (3.3) 
and (3.4) into partial wave amplitudes a/j where / denotes the custodial isospin 5 2 ' that is 
necessarily8' a good symmetry of the longitudinal IF boson interactions at low energy. For 
instance, l l ' + H ' " —> ZZ is constructed from «oo and a-jo, and I I ' + 1F~ —» 1F+JF - from on 
and <i2o- The model for |aoo| is 

|«oo| = - r ^ 0 ( 1 6 ™ 2 -s) + l-0(s- IGTTU2), (3.6) 
1D7TU-

shown in figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 The linear model for |aoo| 

Other models may have larger or smaller amplitudes. Hikasa and Igi 5 3 ' have applied the 
A'/ D method to the theory of the ultraheavy Higgs boson. The result ing J = 0 amplitude 
is considerably bigger than the linear model. Barger et a l 5 4 ' used the A'-matrix to satisfy 
the low energy theorems and unitarity. The A'-matrix model for the / = J = 0 partial 
wave is 

«oo 167TU2 l 1 + t 1 6 j r u v 
(3.7) 

16TTI;; 

which is smaller than the linear model. 
It is instructive to compare the linear model with pion scattering data. Figure 3.5 is 

1.0 4. ̂ W H V j 

o.s - i* 1 ' " 0.6 - k ,vl t 0.4 - k i^T N» -
0.2 

. V i \ ' 
200 400 600 800 1000 

ZOO 100 600 800 1000 
Figure 3.5 Comparison of the linear model (curves a) with pion-pion scattering data 

(from reference 55). 
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a compilation of nx scattering data for |«oo|, |«n|, and Re OJO from Donoghue et a l . 5 5 ' («20 

is almost purely real in this energy region since it is an exotic channel in QCD). The linear 
model is represented by the curves labeled a. We see that it is a surprisingly good fit to the 
data for |aoo| (even in the region of unitarity saturation above 700 MeV where |«oo| = 1). 
that it badly underestimates |on| because of the ^(770), and that it. describes aw pretty 
well up to about ~ 600 MeV (corresponding to ~ 1.6 TeV in CSB)-
Detection of Strong Scattering 

Detection of strong scattering is very difficult: there is no recognizable structure and 
the rates are much smaller than for narrow Miggs bosons. There are two other important 
backgrounds in addition to the 77 —» WW and e+e~ —> WW backgrounds discussed in 
connection with the narrow Higgs boson. First is 7U' —• ZW, that is not eliminated by the 
combination of e~ veto and pj-(lVlV) c u t t since the electron from the nearly real photon 
disappears along the beam direction while the neutrino from the virtual W carries off 
transverse momentum of order Mw- The second additional background is the I V + U ' _ or 
ZZ cross section from the light Higgs boson (e.g., m// —• 0) version of the standard model, 
i.e., n ' r l i r (transverse-transverse) and H'rlfi, (transverse-longitudinal) boson pairs that 
result from the SU(2)t x U(\)y gauge interactions and are essentially independent of the 
symmetry breaking sector CSB-

A complete tree approximation calculation of the signals and backgrounds has been 
made by Hagiwara, Kanzaki, and .Murayama50 (omitting ^-channel gauge boson exchanges 
that contribute at most several percent 5 7 '). They consider a \ /s = 1.5 TeV collider and 
propose tlie following cuts: 

a) e* veto as in the narrow Iliggs boson study discussed above' 7 ' 
b) pr(WW) > 50 GeV 
c) |cos0v| < 0.(5 for V = II' or Z 
d) Mvv > 500 GeV 

They compute the strong Il'M' scattering signal by taking the difference of the ni/i —» oc 
and ma —> 0 limits of the standard model, 

csir 0„ a = <Ts.\i[ni)i —• 00) - <T.SA/(mw -* 0). (3.8) 

Provided P// is held fixed as m/# —> 00 and that unitarity is treated correctly, equation 
(3.8) is equivalent to the linear model6 described above. (An earlier study'' 8 ' of strong 
ITU' scattering at e + e~ colliders overestimated the signal and underestimated background 
because the signal was identified with c(mn —> oc) without subtracting the <T(IIIH —• 0) 
component.) 

The result of I1KM5G> with cuts a) - d) and </s = 1.5 TeV is 

vsirowiZZ) = 0.74 - 0.37 = 0.37 fb (3.0) 

ostr^AWW) = 0.08 - 0,15 = 0.23 fh (3.10) 
where the differences <r(m/; - » x ) - <r(m// —» 0) are displayed explicitly. The cuts a) - d) 
reduce the 11 ' / background to a level that 1 estimate' from figure 3.G (taken from reference 
50) 
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Figure 3.6 Strong scattering ("No Higgs") and Higgs boson signals and various back
grounds (from reference 56). 

at about ~ 1.2 fb. Further reduction of the WZ background depends on the jet-jet mass 
resolution for M\y and Mz and requires simulation. HKM do not include the large e + e~ —> 
U'll' background found in the study of Kurihara 4 8 ' reported by Fujii. 1 6 ' 

Since equation (3.8) is equivalent to the linear model, it should be possible to check the 
results in equations (3.9) and (3.10) against a calculation using the equivalence theorem, 
the effective W approximation (EVVA) and the linear model.6' In order to include the cut 
on w(WW) I have use the EVVA (which has pr(WW) = 0) but with pr(WW) smeared 
using a fit59' to the tree-approximation pp(WW) distribution. My results are 0.44 fb and 
0.23 fb for ZZ and WW respectively. The good agreement with equations (3.9) and (3.10) 
is a deep consistency check of both calculations. 

To guess at the size of the detectable signal for various collider energies, I have made 
a crude estimate of the experimental acceptance in the four jet final state. The relevant 
factors arc shown in table 3.1. The reconstruction efficiency for IK —> qq, 0.57 - 0.85, 
is abstracted from two studies 3 0 ' 2 9 ' of e + e " —» WW, but should really be based on a 
simulation of strong WW scattering. In such a simulation the reconstruction efficiency 

W W ZZ 
Uranching ratio 0.672 0.71 2 

Detector (0.57 to 0.85)2 

Losses from 
beamstrahlung 
+ initial state radiation 

2 

Net acceptance 0.07-0,16 0.08-0.18 

Table 3.1 A crude estimate of the net acceptance for WW and ZZ —> qq + qq. 
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y/i (TeV) 1 TeV Higgs Boson Linear Model 
1.0 0.1 0.2 
1.1 0.2 0.3 
1.2 0.3 0.4 
1.3 0.5 0.6 
1.4 0.7 0.8 
1.5 1.0 1.0 

Table 3.2 Cross section after cuts for WW + ZZ normalized to 1 at <Js = 1.5 TeV. 

for IV and Z —» qq will be constrained by the need for sufficient accuracy in A/?, to 
reject the WZ background. The factor ~ 1/2 reduction from beamstrahlung and initial 
state radiation is a guess based on the extreme sensitivity of the signal to the actual e + e~ 
collision energy, as shown in table 3.2 for collision energies between 1.0 and 1.5 TeV. As 
empliasized in section 1.3, the actual beamstrahlung spectrum depends on the design of 
the linear collider. The final guess for the net acceptance in table 3.1 ranging from 0.07 -
0.16 for WW and 0.08 - 0.18 for ZZ, is probably reasonable but should be replaced with 
a simulation study including beamstrahlung and initial state radiation. KuriharaV s ' first 
effort at such a simulation for the 1 TeV Higgs boson signal is described in Fujii's talk. 1 6 ' 

Table 3.3 displays the sum of the WW and ZZ signals for collider energies from y/s = 1 
to 10 TeV. (It's much easier being a theorist than an accelerator physicist!) Results are 
presented for the 1 TeV Higgs boson and for the linear strong scattering model. The 
calculations use the equivalence theorem with the pi -smeared effective W approximation 
as described above. Yields are in events per 50 f b _ 1 with the HKM 5 6 ' cuts a) - d) defined in 
the preceding discussion. The range of values in each entry reflects the range of acceptances 
in table 3.1. 

We can get a preliminary idea of the size of the backgrounds from Kurihara's study as 
reported here by Fujii.1 6 > Scaling his results to correspond to 50 fb~', the signal for the 1 
TeV Higgs boson at a 1.5 TeV collider would be 17 events in H —> W+W~, in agreement 
with the upper end of the estimate in table 3.3 for \/s = 1.5 TeV (that also includes ZZ 
events). The corresponding background from Kurihara's study is 53 events of which 17 arc 
from the standard model cross section, c(mn —t 0), and 27 are e+e~ —> WW 

\/s (TeV) 1 TeV Higgs Boson Linear Model 
1.0 1 -2 0.5 - 1 
1.5 10-22 2 - 5 
2.0 25 - GO 0- 13 
3.0 60 - 140 16-36 
5.0 105 - 240 37 - S3 
10.0 150 - 340 70 - 160 

Table 3.3 Number of WW + ZZ signal events per 50/6- ' for HKM cuts and assuming 
the range of acceptances from table 3.1. 
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ZZ - . U + «/77i/ 
1 TeV Miggs Linear Model 

w + w + -> e+uc+u 
Linear Model 

Signal 100 27 37 
Background 43 30 13 

Table 3.4 Signal events per 10/6" 1 at the SSC. 

events at reduced energy. While the precise cuts used by Kurihara differ from the HKM 
cuts we have used here, the signal background ratio is probably similar. Including also the 
"zz(mn —* 0) background (that contributes little to Kurihara's analysis since he considers 
only the ir + IV~ signal), it seems that, the background is at least twice as big as the 1 
TeV Iliggs boson signal and several times larger than the strong scattering signal. (The 
background to strong WW scattering in the H''+M'~ + ZZ final state will be larger than 
the numbers quoted from Kurihara's study, because he requires 0.5 < A/HIV < 1 TeV, 
and because his focus on the IF+VF~ signal greatly reduces the ozz(nin —» 0) and the 
-;ll' —» ZW backgrounds.) It then seems that with 50 f b _ 1 a 2 to 3 TeV collider would 
be needed to see a solid (~ 5u) signal for the 1 TeV Higgs boson, while 3 to 5 TeV might 
be needed to measure strong WW scattering. With sufficiently higher luminosity lower 
energies could suffice. 

These are clearly very rough guesses that should be replaced by simulations relevant 
to the particular processes and collider energies. In particular I have used the HKM cuts 
for all collider energies even though they were proposed only for \/s = 1.5 TeV. At higher 
energy the relationship of signal and background will change, and different cuts may be 
more effect ive. Studies of strong WW scattering for the SSC also suggest that a combined 
cut on .1/uii- and /Yj "lay be more effective than just cutting on M\\\v, since the p-jj cut 
tends to enhance the longitudinal W signal over transverse II' backgrounds. 0 0 ' 

For comparison table 3.1 shows U ' + M ' + c , 0 ) and Z Z 6 1 1 strong scattering signals ami 
backgrounds for the SSC in events per 10 f b - 1 . (The ZZ signals and backgrounds for the 1 
TeV' Iliggs boson were computed in parallel with the strong scattering signal of reference 61 
but were not published.) The quoted event yields incorporate estimates for experimental 
acceptance, but are incomplete in the sense that additional potential backgrounds require 
further study in both cases. 
Strong interaction resonances: techni-rho 

If CSH i s strongly interacting we eventually expect bigger signals than the linear model, 
just as the ^(770) enhances the au amplitude in mr scattering, figure 3.5. A strong CSH 
need not resemble QC'D, but technicolor models will be very similar. For instance, in the 
one generation Si!(A)rc model we expect a J = 1 pr resonance with mass m = 0.3 TeV. 
decaying strongly to pairs of longitudinally polarized IF and Z bosons. Iddir et al . 6 2 ' 
haw examined whether the pr{l.&) produces observable filial state interactions at a 1 TeV 
collider in c+e~ —» 1F + IF~. They find that the interference effects between the fir and the 
background amplitudes are probably unobservably small because W£W£ is only large in 
the backward hemisphere, whereas the region in which the J = 1 and J > 1 partial waves 
are comparable and can therefore interfere significantly is near 0 = O.01*' However for a 
collider able to produce the pr, >/s = m = 1.8 TeV, the effect is quite large. For scattering 
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into the backward legion 3;r/5 < 0 < -in/a Iddir et al. find 700 signal events and only 70 
background events with a year of running at 10 3 3 c m - 2 s e c - 1 . 

A clean signal for pr( 1.8) ran be observed at the SSC but not with enough events for 
detailed studies. For instance, with 10 fb~ l there are 19 signal and 2 background events 
for pr - . WZ -*(v + C( where C = e or ft. 5 l o ) 

4. Conclusions: c+c~ and pp colliders 

T h e old cliches about e + e ~ and pp physics are still largely valid in t h e TeV energy 
region. T h e multi-TeV pp colliders have t remendous reach for new physics and some ca
pability for detailed studies bu t with significant blind spots . High luminosity TcV c + e " 
colliders can cover the blind spots of the pp colliders and will be t h e facilities of choice for 
detailed s tudy of the new phenomena tha t must be discovered in or below t h e TeV energy 
region. Together pp and e+e~ colliders provide a powerful, highly complementary approach 
to the new physics. 

Consider for instance a 40 TeV pp collider. Wi th 10 f b - 1 it probes the full range of 
electroweak symmetry breaking including Higgs bosons t o 1 TeV, s t rong IT'IF scat ter ing 
above ) TeV. and strong WW resonances such as the tcchni-rho to 2.5 TeV. It can search for 
supersymmctry over the full range tha t is per t inent if SUSY is relevant t o the electroweak 
scale, including squarks to a t least 1 TeV and gluinos to 2 TeV. It can search for heavy 
quarks: t o a t least 1 TeV and can discover Z' bosons as heavy as S TeV. This represents 
unique exploratory reach t h a t promises t o take us to the next s tep beyond the s tandard 
model. 

High luminosity TeV c + f~ colliders also have t remendous potent ial for discoveries 
and for detailed studies. They would cover the blind spots of the pp colliders, such as 
heavy charged leptons, heavy Majorana neutrinos, leptonic superpart icles. the supersym-
int-tric Iliggs sector, and the s tudy of on-shell Yukawa couplings in / / —* it. They retain 
unique capability for the physics of the J = 1 channel, such as 7,' and pp. Favorable sig-
nahbackground conditions and linear polarization make them facilities of choice t o begin 
tile detailed s tudy of whatever we find when we take the first s tep beyond the s tandard 
model . 

What we are actually able to accomplish depends critically on progress in very chal
lenging areas of accelerator physics, arguably t h e most important subdiscipline for (lie 
fill ure of high energy physics. Before fixing the design parameters of the first ^/ti > 1 TeV 
f + r ~ colliders, it will be helpful to have viewed the landscape of TeV physics from the 
SSC/JAIC. T h e selection of physics goals and choice of design paramete rs will be aided 
by knowledge of specific physics targets obtained from the exploratory exper iments at the 
pp colliders. For the next twenty years as for the last twenty, we need both e+e~ and ///; 
physics t o go forward. We will succeed best by continuing to work together to find and 
explore the new physics. 
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discussions, including T. Barklow, S. Drell, M. Einhorn, K. Fujii, M.K. Gaillard. ,1.1). 
Jackson. S. Kawabata , Y. Kurihara , A. Miyamoto, II. Murayama, M. Peskin, A. Sanda 
and P. Xenviis. 1 also wish to thank the Conference Secretary T . Matsui and the KF.K staff 
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PHYSICS AT TeV e+e" LINEAR COLLIDERS 
EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 

Keisuke FUJII 
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics(KEK) 

Tsukuba, 305, Japan 

A B S T R A C T 
Physics at future TeV e+e~ linear colliders are discussed from the experimental point 

of view. New features such as the parton reconstruction via jet invariant mass method are 
stressed by illustrative examples. Also treated are potential problems such as beamstrahlung 
and beam related backgrounds. 

1. Introduction 
Our present understanding of nature is best expressed by the standard model which 

consists of three sectors: the gauge sector( Lgauge ), the Higgs sector( Lmgg$ )i and the 
Yukawa sector( Lyukawa )• Although this model has been extremely successful, only a little 
is known of the Higgs and the Yukawa sectors, reflecting the fact that there are two missing 
particles, Higgs and top, yet to be discovered. These two unknown sectors are responsible for 
the mass generations of gauge bosons and ferminons without spoiling the renormalizability 
of the theory. The key role is played here by the spontaneous symmetry breaking which has 
an energy scale set by the Higgs vacuum expectation value: v = ( \ / 2 G f ) _ 1 ^ 2 — 1/4 TeV. 
The primary motivation of building a TeV linear collider comes from this energy scale. Such 
a machine should be able to explore the two unknown sectors and to uncover the origin 
of masses. Of course, experimentalists should be prepared for the totally unexpected. As 
a matter of fact, even in the relatively well tested gauge sector, the investigation of the 
gauge boson self-coupling is still not sufficient. If the weak bosons are composite objects, 
their self-coupling must have some non-gauge pieces. The effect of such anomalous couplings 
will be enhanced when we go up in the energy. We believe that precision tests of these 
untested parts lead us to new physics beyond the standard model and such precision tests 
can be thoroughly carried out only at TeV e+e~ linear colliders. It should be emphasized 
that linear collider projects allow us consistent long-term experimental programs starting at 
energies around y/s ^ 400 GeV and extending up beyond 1 TeV. The importance of initial 
experiments in the sub-TeV region alone cannot be underestimated, since they will enable 
us to closely examine top and weak boson self-couplings, and, more importantly, to confrim 
or rule out one of the most attractive scenarios which is SUSY. 

There are a lot of standard model processes to be investigated, as shown in Fig.l, 
and it is impossible to cover all of them here. Therefore, we will restrict ourselves to only 
illustrative examples that demonstrate characteristic features of TeV linear collider experi
ments . Then what are the characteristic features? In the next section, we first answer this 
question and then select a few representative standard mode) processes to be discussed in the 
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subsequent sections. The beam-related backgrounds, a potential problem of linear collider 
experiments, are treated following the physics simulation studies of the selected channels. 
The final section summarizes the results and concludes this talk. 

2. Characteristic Features of TeV Linear Collider Experiments 

The cross sections for charged particle pair productions are of order IR and arc 
proportional to 1/s, which implies that the signal to noise ratios for the searches of new 
particles such as heavy quarks, heavy leptons, charginos, sleptons, and squarks are about 
one before any cuts. The new particle searches in 2-body final states should, therefore, be no 
problem. This is a good tradition to be inherited from the past and present e + e _ colliders. 
For this feature, therefore, there is, perhaps, only one point I should make, the sensitivity of 
future linear colliders to supersymmetric particles. Fig.2-a) shows the contours for the lighter 
chargino mass in the plane of the SU(2) gaugino mass JV/J, and the Higgsino mixing mass fi, 
calculated in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric standard modeI( MSSM ). The 
right axis indicates the gluino mass which is related to A/j via the GUT condition. We can 
see that the detection of a 0.5 TeV chargino at linear colliders is roughly equivalent to that of 
a 2 TeV gluino at hadron colliders such as LHC and SSC. A 1.5 TeV linear collider surpasses 
the hadron colliders in the discovery potential for gauginos. Fig.2-b) is a similar plot for 
scalar fermions, this time as a function of A/j and the common scalar mass mo- As for the 
scalar fermions, the hadron colliders and future TeV linear colliders will be complementary. 

As mentioned before, the gauge boson self-couplings are not well tested yet. Inclusion 
of anomalous couplings to these self-couplings spoils the gauge cancellation and gives rise to 
some deviations from the standard model predictions. Since the gauge cancellation becomes 
severer and severer with energy, the sensitivity to the anomalous couplings is enhanced at 
higher energies. The anomalous couplings can be studied in the processes such as e + e _ —> 
\V+W~ and e + e _ —» VW+e~, both of them have large cross sections and are expected to 
allow us precision measurements. We will return to this point later. 

The recent developments of polarized electron sources are quite impressive and 
worth mentioning here. An electron polarization of more than SO % has already been achieved 
and its application to future linear colliders seems promising. We will see later that the 
polarized electron beam plays an essential role in the studies of gauge boson self-couplings. 

The most important new feature of TeV linear collider experiments is probably the 
possibility of parton identification by jet invariant mass method. At higher energies, jets 
become jettier and calorimetric energy resolution improves. As we will see later, the identi
fication and the 4-momentum determination of IV, Z, and t are therefore relatively easy. By 
analyzing the angular distributions of daughter partons, we can even measure the helicities 
of the parents. What we are going to deal with is not a set of a few tens of stable hadrons 
but a few fundamental particles including light quarks, c, b, t, charged leptons, neutrinos as 
missing momenta, gluons, photons, W, and Z. Detectors should be able to make full use of 
this new feature and to allow us to observe Feynman diagrams almost directly. 

So far so good. There are, however, some potential problems inherent in TeV linear 
collider experiments. First of all, we should carefully study the effects of beamstrahlung and 
finite beam energy spread. Fig.3 shows the luminosity for which the effective center of mass 
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energy is greater than some fraction, 1 — x, of the maximum possible value, SEj^*^ in the 
13] 

case of the current JLC design . This example shows that, even in the 1.5 TeV case, more 
than 40 % of the luminosity is delivered without any beamstrahlung and, if we allow a 10 % 
loss of the collision energy, the available luminosity increases to more than about 70 % of 
the total. The beamstrahlung is less significant at 0.5 TeV, where more than 90 % of the 
luminosity is within 10 % of the maximum center of mass energy. Nevertheless, we should 
confirm that beamstrahlung and beam energy spread do not harm us too much in event 
selections and cross section measurements. 

Another potential problem is beam-related backgrounds. The beam-related back
grounds can be classified into two groups: i) synchrotron radiations, muons, etc. from beam 
iosses and ii) particles produced during beam-beam interactions. We should prove that we 
can survive these backgrounds. 

Taking into account these new features and our primary physics goal, the quest for 
^Higgs a r>d Lyukawai w e W 'H discuss the processes shown in Table 1. The table summarizes 
the representative processes and their relations to our physics goal and the experimental 
features. 

3. Physics Simulation Studies 
For simulation studies of the representative processes listed in Table 1, we assume 

a model detector whose performance is summarized in Table 2. The detector parameters 
in the table represent those of typical detectors currently working at collider experiments. 
By the time of the first collision at future linear colliders, we will be able to build a better 
detector. However, in this talk, we assume a present day technology and see how far we can 
g°-

3.1. Top 

Recent results on the top quark mass indicate that 

91 GeV < mt < 200 GeV 

where the lower limit is from a CDF's analysis while the upper limit is from LEP experiments. 
These limits imply the following, i) The top is certainly in future linear colliders' reach, ii) 
Such a heavy top quark opens up a possibility to directly observe top Yukawa interaction, 
iii) Since the lower limit exceeds the bW threshold, the bW mode will dominate all the other 
decay channels. This statement is certainly true in the standard model and is also valid 
in most of its extensions. Therefore, as will be described later, top quarks can be easily 
identified using the b\V mode, iv) Once the bW mode is open, the top width( Ti ) grows 
like ntj as shown in Fig.4. For instance, the width is about 1 GeV for m ( = 150 GeV 
and it becomes as large as 2.5 GeV for mt = 200 GeV. Such a large width acts like an 
infrared cufo/T and allows us clean tests of QCD . The large width also prevents top quarks 

from forming ( 'ladrons . Therefore the top quarks transfer their spin information to decay 
daughters. This provides us with a powerful tool to study both decay and production vertices 
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as we will sec later. Another important point is that the top quarks decay predominantly to 
longitudinal W bosons( see Fig.4 ), which can be used to study Higgs and Yukawa sectors 
through loop corrections to the tbW vertex. 

Top Quark Productions 
There are many ways to produce top quarks at future linear colliders. Among them, 

the most important are i) e + e~ —» it, ii) e+e~ —> ttZ , iii) e+e~ —> vvtV- , and iv) 
- fsl e + e~ -» ttH . Processes ii) and iii) are very useful to study the Higgs and the Yukawa 

sectors when the H —» ii decay is kinematically allowed, otherwise processes i) and iv) 
become very important to measure the top Yukawa coupling. Figs.5-a) to -c) show production 
cross sections for these four processes as a function of -Js for three representative top masses: 
a) mi = 100 GeV, b) mt = 150 GeV, and c) mt = 200 GeV. As we can see, the pair 
production process has the largest cross section in the energy range of next generation linear 
colliders. For instance, an integrated luminosity of 10 fb~ at \/s — 500 GeV yields 5 k it 
pairs even in the heaviest case of m< = 200 GeV. Therefore, we will focus our attention to 
the pair production process which involves all the essential features of analysis procedure 
necessary for top quark studies. 

The it pair production cross section ' includes the following parameters: 

a( y/s; mtjt, a,(Mz), MH , Pa) 

where a,(Mz) >s the QCD coupling constant, A/// the Higgs mass, and /?// the normalized 
Yukawa coupling( /3// = 1 for the standard model). Tj carries informations on |V|j|" and new 
exotic decay modes if any. Figs.6-a) to -d) show the dependence of the threshold shape on 
these parameters in the case of mt = 150 GeV. As the strong coupling constant gets larger, 
the QCD potential becomes deeper and consequently the first resonance position shifts down 
and the threshold enhancement becomes larger. On the other hand, the narrower width gives 
the higher cross section at the peak while it makes the tail region lower. The Higgs exchange 
induces an attractive force and its effect becomes more significant as the Higgs mass gets 
smaller and the Yukawa coupling gets larger. Notice that the shift of the peak postion is less 
prominent than in Fig.6-a), since the attractive force is short-ranged. 

Beam Effects 
What we will actually observe is the convolution of the threshold shape presented 

above and the effective center of mass energy distribution. Fig.7-a) is a JLC example of 
the "ffective y/s distribution in the presence of beam energy spread and beamstrahlung. 
The sharp peak at y/sefj/y/so = 1( j-function part ) corresponds to the case where no 
beamstrahlung occurs, while the long tail extending downwards is due to bcamstrahltmg. 
The result of the convolution is shown in Fig.7-b), where the threshold shapes before and 
after the correction for initial state radiations are also plotted for comparison. Notice that the 
peak smearing is mostly caused by the beam energy spread. The effect of the beamstrahlung 
is essentially some loss of usable luminosity. This becomes clear when we switch off the 
beamstrahlung and look at how the threshold shape changes with the beam energy spread. 
Fig.S-a) plots the reduced center of mass energy distributions for various beam energy widths, 
where two kinds of spectra, flat-top and double-pcik which is more realistic, are compared. 
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The corresponding threshold shapes are shown in Fig.S-b). As the beam energy spread 
increases, the first resonance peak quickly disappears. Notice also that the threshold shape 
depends on the structure insinde the 6-function part. For precision measurements, we need 
to know the beam energy spectrum with a high resolution. 

F.vent Selection 
The signature of it pair productions is two b quarks and two W bosons in the final 

state. In order to demonstrate the power of the jet invariant method, we will focus our 
attention to the case where both W bosons decay hadronically. This mode has a branching 
fraction of about 45 %. Fig.9-a) is a typical 6-jet event expected from this mode. A calori-
metric picture of the same event is shown in Fig.9-b) where we can clearly see six jets. The 
selection of such an event is straightforward. We first demand six jets and require two jet 
pairs which have invariant masses consistent with M\v- The two 3-jet systems consisting of 
each \V candidate and one of the remaining two jets have to have invariant masses approx
imately equal to n?j. Finally we impose a cut on thrust to eliminate backgrounds from IF 
pair productions. Fig. 10-a) shows a scatter plot of the invariant masses for the two W boson 
candidates, together with the projections to both axes. We can see clear W boson peaks. 
The effectiveness of the thrust cut can be seen in Fig.lO-b). A signal to background ratio of 
greater than 10 is easily obtained while keeping the overall detection efficiency reasonable: 
c ~ 0.26. 

Determinations of Various Parameters 
The selected it sample can be used to determine various parameters that enter the 

cross section formula . Fig.l 1-a) is an example of energy scan to determine m< and a3(Mz). 
Each data point corresponds to 1 fb~' and was generated with m ( = 150 GeV, IV^I2 = 1, 
<*AMz) = 0.12, and Mil = °o( no Higgs ). The two-parameter fit to these data points 
results in the contour plot shown in Fig.l 1-b). The strong correlation between mi and 
a,(Mz) stems from the fact that the resonance mass decreases as as(Mz) increases. In spite 
of this strong correlation, we can determine mj to an accuracy of Am ( ~ 0.2 GeV, even 
if a,{Mz) is totally unconstrained. The significance of the top mass determined this way 
cannot be underestimated as an input to all sorts of radiative corrections. If the Higgs sector 
contains more than one doublet, the importance of the top mass will be further enhanced. 
We can fit the same data points with mi and Tj as free parameters( see Fig.l2-a) ). The 
resultant contours are given in Fig,12-b). This time, the correlation between the parameters 
is very weak. The expected error on the top width is AVt/Vt — 0.2. More interesting is 
the fit to determine /3//( the normalized top Yukawa coupling ) and MH- Figs.l3-a) and b) 
compare the same Monte Carlo data points with threshold curves for various MJI and /?// 
values. Fig.l3-r) shows the contours resulting from the two-parameter fit. In the case of the 
standard model IIiggs( /?// = 1 ), the energy scan is sensitive to A/// up to about 120 GeV. 

In the open top region, we can determine mj directly from the 3-jet invariant mass. 
Fig. 15 plots the invariant mass for a 3-je system which consists of a jet pair corresponding 
to a \V boson candidate and a 6-jet candidate chosen from the remaining two jets. We can see 
a clear top quark peak over a broad background coming from wrong combinations. The root 
mean square width of the peak is about 3.3 GeV which is dominated by detector resolutions. 
The expected statistical error on the peak position is Ara ( ~ 0.1 GeV for 1 k detected top 
quarks which correspond to an integrated luminosity of about 10 f b _ 1 at ^/s = 500 GeV. 
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W Polarization from t Decay 
As mentioned previously, the heavy top quark decays predominantly to a longitudi

nally polarized W boson( Wi ) which has its origin in the spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
Therefore the polarization measurement of W's from t decays provides us with opportuni
ties to investigate Lm3gs and Lyukawa- For instance, the diagram shown in Fig. 14 contains 
both ttH and WWH couplings which should modify the tree level branching fraction to 
Wi bosons. Let us now see how well we can determine this branching fraction experimen
tally. The polarizationjtate of the W boson can be determined by observing the anglular 
distribution of W —* qq' decays in the Ws helicity frame. Fig.l6-a) plots the cosine of the 
helicity angle for reconstructed W bosons. The Monte Carlo events were generated with 
mj = 150 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 7 fb at y/s = 350 GeV. 
The solid line superposed in the same figure is the standard model prediction which agrees 
well with the data points. The tree level branching fraction to Wi bosons and its expected 
statistical error are shown in Fig.l6-b) where the 1-<T bound corresponds to 1 k observed top 
decays. A data sample of 10 fb at y/s = 350 GeV enables us to determine the branching 
fraction with a statistical precision of about 2 %. 

3.2. W and Z 

It is well known that the low energy phenomenology resembles that expected from 
renormalizable gauge theories, even though the underlying theory contains effective higher 
dimensional couplings. Therefore, there is no reason to blindly believe that weak bosons 
are truely elementary gauge bosons. Future linear colliders give us possibilities to discover 

ri2i 
some non-gauge piece of interactions among gauge bosons . In general, CP conserving 

(131 anomalous triple gauge boson self-couplings can be parameterized as 

Mw 
where 

F'L" = 3"F" - dvF" (F = W/V) 

and V stands for either 7 and Z. In this section, we will examine how well we can determine 
AKI/ and Ay, using the process: e + e - —» VK +H^ -. 

Event Selection 
In order to fully make use of the information contained in the differential cross section, 

we need to identify the charge of the W bosons. For this purpose, we use the final state 
where one W decays into qq' and the other into IV or Iv. Thus we first require an isolated 
e or /( and the remaining two jets to have an invariant mass consistent with M\y. The 
4-momcntum of the missing v is reconstructed by imposing 

(PI + P*)2 = Mw 
PlJrPv+Ptf=Vt*r-
P e U - =(E+ + E.,0,0, E+-E-) 
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and 

rf+rf+rfP>0.8.v^. 
The overall detection efficiency is about 10 % which includes the branching ratio of 

2!) Vc to the final state. Therefore an integrated luminosity of 30 f b - 1 at , /s = 500 GeV 
yields 5 k reconstructed W pair events. 

Angular Analysis 
The full angular analysis including the W boson decays is non-trivial in the presence 

of brems- and beamstrahlungs. Here, we will examine how well we can measure the angles 
involved in this analysis. The relevent angles are the production angle of the W~ boson( 0 
), the helicity angle( 0 ) of the l~ from the \V~ decay, that of the / + ( 0 ) from the W+ decay, 
the azimuthal angle( <j> ) of the W~'s decay plane measured from its production angle, and 
that of the lV + ' s decay plane( <j> ). These angles are depicted in Fig.17. As discussed above, 
our analysis relies on the reconstruction of the missing neutrino mementum. Given the 
missing neutrino momentum, we can calculate the effective center of mass energy. Fig.lS-a) 
plots the difference between the reconstructed and generated effective center of mass energy 
against the generated one. Figs.l8-b) to -d) are similar plots for the three angles defined 
above. The projections of Figs.lS-a) to -d) to the vertical axes are shown in Figs.lS-e) to 
-h) which give reasonable resolutions: c^^/j = 20 GeV, CAcose = 0.023, CTACOS# = 0.039, 
and CT^iJ = 0.054. 

The sensitivity of the angular analysis to the anomalous couplings has been studied 
by several authors ' . Figs.l9-a) to-d) are MIYAMOTO'S results assuming an integrated 
luminosity of 30 f b - 1 at y/s = 500 GeV. The dashed curves in the figures represent the 
expected 90 % confidence level limits for pairs of the anomalous couplings, when the Monte 
Carlo data for the standard model couplings are fitted to the differential cross section formula: 

da 
d cos Qd cos Od cos 0 

letting the pair of the anomalous couplings in question move freely while keeping the other 
fixed at the standard model values. Notice that MIYAMOTO included a 5 % systematic 
error in the fits to be realistic. A beam polarization of 80 % reduces the limits significantly 
as indicated by the solid curves. In particular, the two-fold ambiguity in Fig.l9-a) can be 
resolved by the measurement of beam polarization asymmetry. The dot-dashed curves are 
the limits expected from SSC . It should be emphasized that linear collider experiments 
are indispensable to constrain the A« couplings, though SSC can set similarly stringent 
limits on the A couplings. The precision obtainable here is comparable to the expected size 
of loop corrections. 



3.3. Iliggs 

As stated before, the most important task of future linear colliders is to reveal the 
structure of the two unknown sectors: Lmggi a nd Lyukawa' The Higgs boson is at the core 
of these two sectors and participates in the two important vertices: VVH 6 Lffigga, where 
V represents either W* or Z, and ffH € Lyukawa' These two vertices are responsible for 
productions and decays of the Higgs boson. When MH < 2Mw, the process e+e~ —> ZH 
is the best channel to produce the Higgs boson. In this case, the Higgs to it decay is 
kinematically forbidden and the dominant decay mode is H —» 66( see Fig.20 ). In order to 
study the Yukawa coupling of the top quark, therefore, we need to study the it threshold or 
the process e + e~ —* tiH. Cross sections for these s-channel processes goes like l/s and is 
not suitable when A//j > 2M\y. The W fusion process e+e~ —> uVH, whose cross section 
behaves like log*, is the channel to use. In Fig.21, the cross sections for e + e _ —» ZH 
and e + e~ —» vVH are given as a function of <Js for various Higgs boson masses. A heavy 
Higgs boson predominantly decays into weak boson pairs: BR(H —> VK+I-K-) ~ 70 % and 
BR(H -* ZZ) £; 30 %. The H —• it mode may have a branching fraction as large as 10 %, 
depending on mt. 

It is widely believed that the Higgs hunting at future linear colliders will be easy if 
1M\v < Mil & 0-5 GeV, since, in this case, we can use the / / —> J V + W - mode, which 
should be easily identified by reconstructing the \V bosons via jet invariant mass method 
and by looking for a mass peak in the WW invariant mass distribution. Unlike at hadron 
colliders, the Mz < A/// < 1M\v case is also relatively easy to handle, since the 4-jet final 
state from e + c~ —» ZH can also be reconstructed by the jet invariant mass method. Thus 
two difficult cases remain: i) A/// 2? Mz and ii) A/// *J 0.5 GeV. In the latter case, the 
width of the Higgs boson grows like TH ~ 0.5 • A///(TeV)3 and the peak hunting becomes 
nontrivial. In what follows, let us see how we can treat these two difficult cases. 

M„ = Mz 

The potential backgrounds to the process e + e _ —• ZH are e + e~ —* H / + IK~ and 
e+e~ —» ZZ. The WW background, which has the largest cross section, can be eliminated 
by requiring a lepton pair whose invariant mass is consistent with Mz. Now the question is 
how to suppress the ZZ background. Apparently, the use of vertex detector is very effective, 
since the Higgs in question predominantly decays into Mi, while the ZZ background will be 
suppressed by the factor 2 • BR(Z —* 66). The cut on the production angle of the Z boson is 
also effective, since the Z from the ZZ background has forward and backward peaks while 
the Z from the signal process does not. There is yet another way. Notice that the Z boson 
from the ZH final state has a longitudinal polarization. The Z from the ZZ background, 
on the other hand, is transversely polarized. This difference results in the different helicity 
angle distributions for the leptons from Z decays: Zi —» / + / ~ behaves like sin20 (* while 
Z[- —> l+l~ like 1 + cos'Oj. We can use a projection operator to project out events with 
longitudinal Z bosons. 

KANZAKI took this approach. His event selection looks for events with a pair 
of electrons, whose invariant mass is roughly equal to Mz, and additional two jets. The 
magnitudes of their 4- momenta can be corrected to improve invariant mass resolution, thanks 
to the precisely known -1-momenta of the two leptons. The cut on the Z's production angle. 
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|cosfl^| < 0.6. enhances the signal by rejecting the ZZ background in the forward and 
backward regions. 

The detection efficiency for the ZH final state is about 0.01 including the branching 
fractions: BR(H -> qq) = 0.95 and BR(Z -» e+c~) = 0.03. About 30 ZH events are 
expected for 30 f b - 1 at \/s = 0.5 TeV. Surely we can use the Z -» n+p~ mode which 
doubles the expected statistics. 

Fig.22-a) shows the invariant mass distribution of the two jet system before applying 
the projection operator. Even in this stage, the excess of events is statistically significant. 
The effect of the projection operator can be seen in Fig.22-b) where we can see a clear peak 
from the Higgs boson production. 

Mil Z 0.5 TeV 
In this subsection, we will discuss searches for a heavy Higgs boson via the WW 

fusion process: e + e~ -+ vVH with a subsequent decay of H —» W+W~. Here we will focus 
our attention to 4-jet final states where both of the W bosons decay hadronically. The main 
background to this process comes from e + e~ —> e+e~W+W~. This background can be 
significantly reduced by vetoing e* and imposing a cut on the transverse momentum of the 

h el 
WW system. We will see how this works by taking examples of KURIHARA's studies '. 

KURIHARA first requires two pairs of 2-jet systems which have invariant masses 
consistent with M\y a nd then vetoes e^s with 0e > 150 mrad and Ee > 50 GeV. Finally 
he demands p ; / " ' > 0.08 • Eb e r t m . The expected detection efficiency after these cuts is 0.16 
including the branching fraction factor: BR(W —* qq')2 = 0.45. 

Fig.23 shows the imvariant mass distribution for the WW system for Mu = 0.5 TeV 
and an integrated luminosity of 60 fb at -/s = 1.0 TeV. A clear peak from Higgs boson 
productions stands out over the background. When the Higgs mass becomes larger, the 
search will be more difficult. In the case of MH = 1.0 TeV, we can not expect to observe a 
clear mass peak any more. Instead, what we will see is a broad enhancement. We should 
be careful, when we estimate the enhancement, since the naive use of the tree amplitudes 
with M/i = 1.0 TeV violates the unitarity of the J = 0 / = 0 partial wave in the presence 
of non-Higgs diagrams. This is shown in Fig.24-a). KURIHARA avoids this by enlarging 
the Higgs width as in Fig.24-b). Fig.25 compares the WW invariant mass distribution for 
Mil = 1-0 TcV with that for A/// = 0. An accumulation of 130 f b - 1 at ,/s = 1.5 TeV gives 
us a 3-(7 enhancement over the A/;/ = 0 case. 

II 'W Reseat ten ng 
The Higgs sector enters a strongly interacting regime when the Higgs mass increases 

further. Such a case can be studied by investigating the final state interaction of the WW 
system produced in the process: e + e - —» IV - + IK _ ( see Fig.26 ). The rescattering takes place 
between the longitudinal W bosons and modifies the helicity amplitude Tn- The effect of 
this rescattering gives rise to a phase shift: TLI. —* TIL • e where 6 has been calculated by 
HIKASA 1 ' 3 ' as 

0 = ys- • S 

48 V2TT 

which is valid when A/ft. < s •< Mjj. The phase shift S is about 0.1 radian at ^/s = 1.5 TeV' 
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which should be obervable through the TU-TTT interference. 

MIYAMOTO 1 5 0 , 1 9 , 1 5 1 studied how well we can determine this phase shift by perform
ing an angular analysis we discussed before. Fig.27 compares the correlations between the 
azimuthal angles defined in Fig.17 for 6 — 0 and S = 0.1, where the following cuts are implicit 
which enhance the sensitivity to the phase shift: 

- 1 < c o s 0 < 0.5 

|cosfl|,|cos0| <0 .9 . 

The points with error bars in the figure correspond to Ik reconstructed WW events. In 
order to quantify the sensitivity to the phase shift, Fig.28 shows the 90 % confidence limit 
on <J as a function of the number of detected W+W~ events, when the Monte Carlo events 
are generated with 5 = 0. Given a sample of 800 reconstructed events at */s = 1.5 TeV, 
we may start observing the expected phase shift for the strongly interacting Higgs sector. 
Considering the effective cross section including the geometrical acceptance, <rc/y = 52 fb, 
the required statistics seems feasible, although we must study more carefully about the 
charge ID efficiency of the decay daughters. 

BARKLOW performed a similar analysis with a different parametrization of the 
modification factor: Tn —• FT • TLL where 

MjTC - iMPTC 
1 PTC 

PTC ~~ 5 ~~ 1*™PTC * PTC 

assuming a p-\ike resonance. The 95 % confidence level bounds in the complex Ff plane is 
depicted in Fig.29 for an integrated luminosity of 200 f b - 1 at ^/s = 1.0 TeV. The figure 
tells us that a techni-,0 with a mass as large as 3 TeV can be easily detected, though the low 
energy theorem case( LET ) requires more statistics or higher energy to observe. 

4. Backgrounds 

As stated before, there are two classes of beam-related backgrounds. The first class 
consists of those backgrounds which originate from beam losses. Wake fields, secondary 
scatters from slits, beam-gas interactions, compton scattering, and bremsstrahlung create 
beam tails which may hit final focus apertures and slits and produce secondary particles 
such as muons, electrons, and photons. The beam tails also induce synchrotron radiations. 
These beam-related backgrounds are severer at linear colliders than those at storage ring 
machines, since the beam tails are renewed on every beam crossing. The backgrounds due 
to beam-beam interactions are new and peculiar to linear colliders and comprise the second 
class. In order to protect ourselves from these two kinds of backgrounds, we have to carefully 

[21] 
design the interaction region. Fig.30 shows an example of JLC IP layouts . We will see 
below how this works. 



4-1. Backgrounds from Beam Losses 

Synchrotron Radiations 
The synchrotron radiations from beam tails are potentially one of the most seri-

1221 
ous backgrounds. TAUCHI performed systematic studies on the synchrotron radiaiion 
background, based on the current JLC final focus design. The JLC mask system shown in 
Fig.30 has a geometrical acceptance of ~ 1 0 - 3 for a photon back-scattered from the final 
quadrupole front face. Taking into account the probability of back scattering of ~ 10" 2 and 
the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency of ~ 10~" in gas chambers, the acceptable limit 
is somewhere around 108 photons hitting the final quadupole. Figs.31-a) and -b) show the 
number of photons with energies greater than 10 KeV as a function of the horizontal and 
vertical distances from IP, respectively. The horizontal lines in the figure indicate the above 
mentioned upper limit. Apparently, if the beam profile were Gaussian( no beam tail ) this 
background would be absent, since the half aperture of the final quadrupole is 2.5 mm. Even 
in the presence of a non-Gaussian beam tail, we can eliminate the synchrotron background 
with a properly designed collimeter to cut out the beam tail at, say, 10-cr. 
Muons 

The experience at SLC taught us that we should watch out muon backgrounds pro-
duced far-upstream in the beam line. Fig.32, which is a SLC example , demonstrates the 
effect of troidal magnets to sweep out the muon backgrounds. Without the muon spoiler( 
see the upper histogram ), some 10's of muons reach the detector, while with the spoiIcr( 
see the lower figure ), the muon background can be suppresed to a tolerable level. 

4.2. Backgrounds due to Beam-Beam Interactions 

Beam-Beam Pair Productions 
It is now widely known that e + e~ pairs produced in beam-beam interactions would 

polute the whole IP region and might hamper otherwise available detector performance, if 
the design criteria for the IP layout and the machine itself did not include this background 
from the beginning. The major sources of the e + e" pairs are the following three incoherent 
processes: a) e + e - —> e + e " e + c - , b) 7 —• e + e~e, and c) 77 —* c + e~ , where photons com-; 
from beamstrahlung. The use of flat beam optics reduces signifiiantly the beamstrahlung 
and its conversion into e + e~ pairs by the strong electric field produced by the opposing 
beam, the so called coherent process which -omprises yet another source of e + e~ pairs. 
The dominant background source now becomes process a). Although the flat beam does 
not suppress the event rate for process a), it reduces the fraction of electrons and positrons 
that hit the final quadrupole front face, since the electromagnetic field produced by the 
opposing beam which gives transverse kick decreases considerably. Nevertheless, it is non-
trivial whether we should make the beam crossing angle large( «; 30 mrad ) and prevent 
the most of e + e~ pairs from hitting the final quadrupole, or we may keep the crossing angle 
sma!!( ^ 5 mrad ) and let them hit the quadrupole. In the latter case, we need, of course, a 
proper shielding. From the machine construction point of view, the latter option is preferable, 
since the former requires crab-crossing. TAUCHI, YOKOYA, and CHEN [ 2 S l calculated the 
integrated number of pair-produced electrons or positrons during a single bunch crossing 
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as a function of P™'" which is plotted in Fig.33. The electrons or positrons hitting the 
final quadupole yield one popping-out photon, on average, as a result of the annihilations 
of positrons produced in electromagnetic showers. It is thus very important to mask the 
photons from the pair-produced electrons and positrons populating the low Pf bumps in the 
figure. The mask system shown in Fig.30 can shield the 0.5 MeV photons, provided that the 
minimum inner radius of the mask is large enough to let the low P-f electrons and positrons 
curl into the mask system, in a magnetic field of 2 T. 

Photon-Induced Hadronic Background 

DREES " pointed out that there is yet another potential background induced by 
beam-beam interactions. The so called mini-jet events stem from the interactions of hadronic 
components inside photons. Figs.34-a) to -c) depict three mechanisms to produce hadronic 
backgrounds. The first( Fig.34-a) ) is the well known direct two-photon process. Fig.34-
b) and -c) are the new sources of hadronic backgounds, where the hadronic structures of 
photons are resolved. The rate of these mini-jet events is not suppressed by powers of a j , 
because of collinear singularity, and increases with beam energy. As a result, the photon-
photon interaction becomes somewhat similar to hadron-hadron interactions. Beamstrahlung 
photons also participate in these mini-jet processes. If the mini-jet rate is high, the virtue of 
e + e _ collider might be lost. Here again, the use of flat beam helps greatly, since it reduces the 
number of beamsthrahlung photons. The three k'nds of processes shown in Figs.3 1-a) to -c) 
are, however, not affected. MIYAMOTO carried out simulation studies on this. Fig.35-a) 
is an example of Monte Carlo mini-jet events where the bottom figure is a calorimctric view 
of the same event. At ^/s = 500 GeV, the rate of such events is one per train crossing in the 
case of the current JLC design. The mini-jet event in Fig.35-a) should be compared with, 
for instance, the i F + H / ' - event in Fig.35-b) taken as a representative of signal events. From 
these two figures we may conclude that the mini-jet events will not trouble us too much. 
Those who are not convinced by this should work out some method to separate mini-jet 
tracks. BURKE proposes to decide which track belongs to which bunch on a track by track 
basis, making use of (o information provided by the central drift chamber. When the to, the 
timing corresponding to zero drift length, is wrong, the track segments measured in adjacent 
staggered cells do not match at their boundary. Requiring these track segments meet at each 

rog] 
boundary determines tg. Fig.36 shows a MARK-II( PLC ) example of the so determined 
to distribution. The standard deviation of the distribution is 1.4 nsec which is comparable 
to a typical bunch spacing( 20 bunches spaced by cveiv 1.4 nsec for the current JLC design 
). If we include the (Q measurement to the desig;] criteL.u »',.* the central tracker, it should 
be possible to get <7|0 S 0.5 nsec. 
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5. Summary and Conclusion 

Next generation e + e _ collider experiments have many unique features. In particular, 
the parton identification and 4-momentum and spin measurements via jet reconstruction will 
be a powerful tool to extract detailed informations. 

For example, top mass can be determined with a precision ermt S 0.5 GeV through 
both threshold scan and jet reconstruction, if an integrated luminosity of >t 10 f b - 1 is 
given. The same integrated luminosity allows us to measure top Yukawa coupling for M# £ 
100 GeV. We have demonstrated that this kind of precision can be achieved even under the 
y/s smearing due to beam energy spread and beamstrahlung. 

With an integrated luminosity in excess of 30 f b _ 1 aty/s = 500 GeV, we can squeeze 
the limit on the anomalous coupling( AK and A ) down to 0.02 which is comparable to 
the expected size of loop corrections. The polarized electron beam and angular analysis 
based on jet reconstruction will play a crucial role here. It should be emphasized that the 
A/c measurent requires a linear collider, though hadron colliders such as SSC and LHC can 
measure the A coupling with a similar precision. 

As for Higgs hunting, two difficult cases were examined. In the first case where 
MH = Mz, an integrated luminosity of k, 30 f b - at \/s = 500 GeV is enough to separate 
the Higgs signal from the ZZ background, using the process e + e _ —» ZH and the Z and 
H decaying into lepton pairs and quark pairs, respectively. The second case considered is 
a 1 TeV Higgs. The width of such a heavy Higgs becomes comparable to its mass and we 
can no longer expect to see any clear mass peak in the WW invariant mass distribution. 
Nevertheless, we can see a 3-<r signal if an integrated luminosity in excess of 100 f b - 1 at 
1.5 TeV( 1 JLC year for the current JLC design ) is available. Such a high luminosity 
allows us to study the strongly interacting Higgs sector, if any, by studying the longitudinal 
W rescattering in the process e + e~ —> W+W~. For instance, an integrated luminosity of 
£ 300 fb" 1 at y/s = 1.5 TeV enables us to detect the LET case. 

The background problems including e + e~ pairs and mini-jet events induced by beam-
beam interactions can be tamed and made consistent with the currently considered designs 
of next generation linear colliders. 

In conclusion, the physics potential of a 0.5 TeV linear collider is comparable and, in 
many respects, complementary to future hadron colliders such as SSC and LHC. When the 
center of mass energy reaches 1.0 to 1.5 TeV eventually, its potential may surpass that of 
SSC and LHC. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 
1: A table summarizing physics and experimental features for representative processes 

discussed in the text. 
2: The parameters of our model detector used in the simulation studies described in the 

text. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1) Total cross sections for major standard model processes as a function of y/s. 
2) (a) Lighter chargino mass contours in the plane of the 5(7(2) gaugino mass A/2 and 

the higgsino mixing mass fi for tan/3 = vijv\ = 10. The right vertical axis is the 
corresponding gluino mass. Dotted line is the expected sensitivity limit for SSC and 
LHC. (b) Scalar fermion mass contours in the plane of Mo and the common scalar 
mass ma for tan/? = 10 and /* = 4Mfy. Solid lines are for scalar leptons and dashed 
lines for scalar quarks. Again the dotted line represents the expected sensitivity limit 
for SSC and LHC. 

3) The fraction of the luminosity corresponding to collision energy greater than y/scon 
in the presence of beam energy spread and beamstrahlung, as a function of fractional 
energy measured from the nominal center of mass energies: v ^ = 0-5 TeV( solid ), 
1.0 TeV( long dash ), and 1.5 TeV( short dash ). 

4) Top quark width as a function of top mass. 
5) Total cross sections for ii, iiZ, uVtt, and ItH productions for three representative top 

masses: (a) m ( = 100 GeV, (b) mt = 150 GeV, and (c) m, = 200 GeV. 
6) The dependence of the ii threshold shape for mj = 150 GeV on (a) a3(Mz), (b) 

r , / r ( (SM; |V ( 6 | 2 = 1), (c) MH assuming 0*H = 1, and (d) 0], for MH = 100 GeV, 
where /?// is the normalized top Yukawa coupling( /?£ = 1 in the standard model ). 

7) (a) The effective center of mass energy distribution in the presence of beam energy 
spread and beamstrahlung. (b) Threshold shapes before and after the inculsion of 
beam energy spread and beamstrahlung. 

8) (a) The reduced center of mass energy distributions including the effects of initial state 
radiations and natural beam energy spread but leaving out the effect of beamstrahlung. 
Distributions for two kinds of spectra, flat-top and double-peaked which is more real
istic, are shown for various beam energy spreads, (b) Corresponding threshold shapes. 

9) (a) A typical 6-jet event from e+e~ —» it —> b\V+bW~ where both W+ and \V~ decay 
into qq. (b) The same event in the calorimeter. 

10) (a) A scatter plot of the invariant masses of the 2-jet systems reconstructed as W 
boson candidates together with their projection to each axis, (b) Thrust distributions 
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for the it signal and the W+W~ background with all but the thrust cut indicated by 
an arrow. 

11) (a) An example of energy scan to determine mj and as(Mz) where each point corre
sponds to 1 f b - 1 . (b) The contour resulting from the fit to the data points. 

12) (a) An example of energy scan to determine mj and |Vjj|2 where each point corresponds 
to 1 fb - . (b) The contour resulting from the fit to the data points. 

13) (a) An example of energy scan to determine Mg and 0]j where the effective cross 
section curves are superimposed for several Mg values, (b) The same plot with the 
effective cross section curves for several /Jjj values, (c) The contour resulting from the 
fit to the data points. 

14) A 1-loop diagram in the standard model which contains both the Higgs and the Yukawa 
couplings. 

15) Invariant mass distribution for the 3-jet system resulting from t —> bW decays. 
16) (a) Helicity angle of q or q from W decay, (b) Branching fraction of the t —> bWi 

decay as a function of m<. The dashed curves indicate \-a boundaries expected for Ik 
top decays. 

17) Definitions of angles used in the angular analysis of VK+VK_ pair productions. 
18) (a) The difference between reconstructed and generated -Js plotted against the gen

erated y/J, where the generated \/s means the effective center of mass energy after 
beamstrahlung and initial state radiation. The nominal \/s is 500 GeV. (b)-(d) Simi
lar plots for the three angles defined in Fig.17. (e)-(h) Projections of (a) to (d) to the 
vertical axes, respectively. 

19) The expected 90 % confidence level limits on pairs of anomalous self-couplings for an 
integrated luminosity of 30 f b - 1 at >/s = 500 GeV. (a) A K 7 and Xy. (b) AKZ and \z. 
(c) A K T and Arc^. (d) AT and A^. The vertical cross symbols indicate the standard 
model positions used as inputs. Solid and dashed lines are with and without using 
SO %-polarized electron beam. Dot-dashed lines corresponds to expected SSC limits. 

20) Branching fractions of the standard model Higgs boson to various decay modes as a 
function of the Higgs mass. 

21) Total cross sections for the standard model Higgs productions via e + e ~ —» ZH{ solid 
lines ) and e+e~ —» vVH{ dashed lines ) as a function of t/s. The dotted line is the 
point-like cross section. The numbers in the figure indicate the Higgs mass. 

22) The invariant mass distributions of the jet-jet system from the processes: e + e~ —* ZZ( 
open histograms ) and e + e~ —> ZH( hatched part ) (a) before and (b) after projecting 
out 7 = 0 components. 

23) The invariant mass distribution of the W+W~ system originating from e + e~ —> 
vVW+W~, e+e~W+W~, and W+W~ with initial state radiations and/or beam-
strahlungs. The Monte Carlo data points correspond to 60 f b - 1 at \/s = 1 TeV. 
The input Higgs mass is 0.5 TeV. 

24) Argand plots for the J = 0 / = 0 tree-level amplitudes for vector boson elastic scat
tering (a) with the tree-level Higgs width and (b) with the adjusted Higgs width to 
avoid unitarity violation. The input Higgs mass is 1 TeV. 
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25) The invariant mass distributions of the W + H<' - system at -Js = 1.5 TeV, assuming 
an integrated luminosity of 1?0 f b - 1 . The Monte Carlo data points correspond to the 
Mg = 1 TeV case, while the histogram to the Mg = 0 case. Background contributions 
in the region 0.5 TeV < M\yw < 1-0 TeV consist of 6 events from vT/ZZ, 20 events 
from e^vW^Z, 0 event from e+e~W+W~, and 69 events from W + W ~ with either 
initial state radiations or beamstrahlungs or both. In the same region the 1 TeV Higgs 
case gives 183 ± 14 together with the backgrounds, which should be compared with 
140 events expected for the zero mass Higgs. 

26) The Feynman diagram representing the rescattering of pair produced longitudinal W 
bosons. 

27) The expected correlations between the azimuthal angles defined in Fig. 17. The solid 
line is for 6 = 0.1, while the dashed line is for 5 = 0. The Monte Carlo data points 
correspond to 1 k reconstructed W+W~ events. After the cuts on the angles described 
in the text, the effective cross section is <r = 52 fb at y/s = 1.5 TeV. 

28) The expected 90 % confidence level limit on the phase shift from the da/d(<f> + <j>) 
measurement for WiWi rescattering as a function of the number of reconstructed 
W+W~ events. The input Monte Carlo events were generated with £ = 0. The 
three dotted lines are the standard model predictions for three representative energies: 
y/s = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 TeV. In the same figure, the corresponding effective cross 
sections, which include the geometrical acceptance factor due to the angle cuts, are 
shown. 

29) The expected 95 % confidence level limits on the form factor Ff{ see the text ) for an 
integrated luminosity of 200 f b _ 1 at -Js = 1 TeV, when the input Higgs is light and 
weakly interacting. The open circles in the figure represents typical scinarios: light 
Higgs, low energy theorem( LET ), and techm-p. 

30) A sketch of the current JLC IP layout optimized for experiments at ^/s = 1 TeV which 
shows the configuration of the mask system, the compensation solenoid, and the final 
quadrupole magnets. The final quadrupole has a bore radius of 2.5 mm and a beam 
exit hole of > 6 mm<£. 

31) The numbers of synchrotron-radiated photons at IP as a function of (a) horizontal and 
(b) vertical distances from the beam line, assuming the current JLC optics. Corre
sponding to three representative beam profiles, three curves are drawn which should be 
compared with the upper limit indicated in the same figure for the current JLCdesign. 

32) The probability of an intercepted electron or positron producing a muon reaching the 
detector measured at SLC (a) without and (b) with troidal magnets to sweep out 
muons. 

33) The numbers of electrons( positrons ) produced per bunch crossing with transverse 
momenta greater than P™'n. The calculation assumes the current design parameters 
of three phases of the JLC. 

34) Production mechanisms for photon-induced hadronic backgrounds: (a) direct two-
photon processes, (b) processes where the hadronic components of one of the two 
photons are resolved, and c) processes where the hadronic structures of both of them 
are resolved. 
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35) (a) An example of mini-jet events expected at the JLC of y/s = 0.5 TeV. The bottom 
figure is its calorimetric picture, (b) A similar figures for W pair events. 

36) The to distribution measured, on a track by track basis, using MARK-II at SLC. 
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Non accelerator particle physics 
Y. Totsuka 

ICRR, Tokyo 

The written version of his talk is not available. 
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Concluding Remarks 
Sakue Yamada 

Institute for Nuclear Study 
University of Tokyo 

Tanashi.Tokyo 188, Japan 

Until about ten years ago, high energy physics enjoyed successive discoveries 
which established the standard model. Since then at conferences a similar 
expression has been repeated that all experimental observations agree well with 
its predictions or nothing new is found. For instance, in the summary talk at the 
1985 Lepton-Photon Symposium in Kyoto, Schwitters1' already expressed his 
satisfaction about the success of the standard model, frustration about seeing no 
indication beyond it and concern about resources. We still have the same feelings 
today in a more profound way. 

During this conference we heard many nice reports on both the machine 
performance and experimental outputs that made us satisfied. 
Following the first achievement of Z° production at SLC, now LEP produces 

thousands of Z°s per day. The rich data opened a new way to study QCD and 
electroweak interactions more precisely. Lower energy machines, TRISTAN, 
CESR, DORIS and BEPC improved the luminosity substantially. The energy 
range of the e +e" colliders extends wide allowing to investigate many different 
types of physics. 
Much sophisticated detectors have been built which proved high quality in the 

performance. Together with the improvement of statistics, experimental data 
became more reliable. In 1970s when lots of discoveries were made, the obtained 
numbers were still rough. Although our understandings developed qualitatively, 
the data needed refinement. From the reports of this meeting, we recognize that 
they got much accurate. Systematics were analyzed in details and cross checks 
were made. Now we can talk about quarks, leptons and gauge bosons more 
quantitatively. 

However, the feeling of frustration remains. The top quark is not observed yet 
despite the efforts over ten years. We have no indication of the Higgs particle 
either. It's long time since we started looking for SUSY particles and/or 
compositeness without finding any direct clue. We do not know yet what are 
hidden behind the standard model. 
In the mean while the concerned aspects of the high energy physics grew more 

apparent. The size of machines and experiments expands exponentially resulting 
in a huge budget and a long construction time. Young people tend to be 
discouraged looking at a pages-long author list. It is a serious problem that 
graduate students who participate in construction of a big detector have to leave 
without seeing any data for physics. They easily loose enthusiasm and leave for 
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another interest. Needless to say that it becomes more difficult for a future 
larger machine to be financed. People in other field sometimes refer high energy 
physics with such words as avarice or arrogance. 
Everybody realizes now that we may not be able to continue this way. We all 

have to consider how to solve these problems. I am not proposing any effective 
solution but introduce a personal view by recalling what happened in the past. 
It is not the first time mat some expected new particles remained undiscovered 

for decades. For instance, neutrino had waited nearly 30 years until it was found 
in the pile experiment. Herz first observed the electromagnetic wave transmitting 
through the space after 27 years from the Maxwell's prediction. 
In a sense it is nice that so many problems are left yet to be solved. Besides the 

questions mentioned above, we still have to understand the origin of CP violation, 
the origin of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing, the reason of the existence 
of generation in general, the charge quantization and so on. All these fundamental 
questions are left for young students to work on. I'm sure they challenge hoping 
to solve them. 
The electron colliding machines developed rapidly from the first ee colliders, 

which were built in order to test QED, to LEP. In the last quarter century, the 
available energy increased by nearly three orders of magnitude. We believe that 
further extension of the energy brings more findings for particle physics. Many 
R&D studies are undertaken for future linear colliders by several Laboratories. 
The field should be kept active. We have to continue our efforts maybe with 

more patience. For that it may help to identify the topics in R&D programs also 
as physics problems since they really are. They may lead to even a new physics. 
(We may remember how Planck reached the idea of energy quanta.) It may well 
open a new spinoff field like the synchrotron radiation. In doing so we can make 
more chances to talk with people in other fields and/or society that we definitely 
need so that more people share interest with us or at least understand our field. 
As a conclusion of this successful meeting, I would like to add two more words 

to those introduced in the beginning. We have hopes and let's continue our 
efforts. 
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